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Niqitoa ni Nesaualkoyotl: 

¿Kuix ok neli nemoua in tlaltikpak? 

An nochipa tlaltikpak: 

san achika ya nikan. 

Tel ka chalchiuitl no xamani, 

no teokuitlatl in tlapani, 

no ketsali posteki. 

An nochipa tlaltikpak: 

san achika ye nikan. 

 

Yo lo Pregunto   

Yo Nezahualcóyotl lo pregunto:  

¿Acaso de veras se vive con raíz en la tierra?  

Nada es para siempre en la tierra:  

Sólo un poco aquí.  

Aunque sea de jade se quiebra,  

Aunque sea de oro se rompe,  

Aunque sea plumaje de quetzal se desgarra.  

No para siempre en la tierra:  

Sólo un poco aquí. 

 

 

I, Nezahualcoyotl, ask this: 

By any chance is it true that one  lives rooted on the earth?  

Not always on the earth:  

Here for only just a while;  

Though it be made of jade, it breaks;  

Though it be made of gold, it breaks;  

Though it be made of quetzal plumage,  

It shreds apart.  

Not forever here on earth;  

Here for only just a while. 

 

 

Nezahualcóyotl (hungry coyote) 

Aztec Poet 1402-1472 
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This dissertation explains “citizenship” as a practice and a tradition, rather than 

as a concept describing exclusive belonging to a political community. Immigration is 

commonly a condition of exclusion from citizenship in our contemporary world, as 

gender and slavery, have been in the past. Usually, immigrants have to comply with a 

subtractive model of citizenship and forgo their attachments to their homeland and 

mother language in order to be part of the new, dominant culture. This model is not 

smooth, and almost always entails hegemonic, or even violent practices of control from 

the state institutions either against the first, second, or even third generation.  It is 

precisely from the point of view of immigrants that this exclusivity is challenged, and 

this work focuses on transnational citizenship and communication practices of 

indigenous Mexican immigrants in the United States as examples for the construction of 
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a more cosmopolitan citizenship. Those practices offer a good example of how 

cosmopolitan engagement across nations is constructed from below, enriching instead of 

limiting the conception of citizenship. Using historical research, ethnography, and 

content analysis, I examine how transnational citizenship and communication practices 

among indigenous Mexicans living in California and organizing across borders, are 

transforming into cosmopolitan citizenship, engaging at least two nation-states along 

with international organizations into their daily lives. I study the case of one pan-ethnic 

and multi-site organization primarily composed of indigenous Mexicans from the state 

of Oaxaca named Indigenous Front of Binational Organizations (FIOB). A content 

analysis of two indigenous immigrant media is also included, reflecting this 

cosmopolitan engagement.  
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Introduction 

 

 

It was a sunny day in August of 2009 in Normandie Park in Los Angeles and 

the colorful dresses of the young women flew in the air as they perform La Danza 

Flor de Piña
1
 (The Pineapple Flower Dance) and other traditional dances from the 

state of Oaxaca. Young kids made a line to try the tejate, a beverage made of 

fermented corn that was being sold in one of the stands where the owner of a Los 

Angeles Oaxacan restaurant was volunteering for the festival. The beverages were 

served along with American ice cream, Mexican style nieves tamales and tlayudas–flat 

corn tortillas with beans, meat and other ingredients on top. Women sporting 

Tehuana
2
 and other dresses with bright red, yellow, and blue embroidered flowers on 

dark velvet, walked around the park looking at the stands with crafts from Oaxaca, 

while a group of dancers prepared for dancing a chilena a type of folk song. The 

master of ceremonies presented the ballet group Nueva Antequera
3
 and when they 

finished their dance, he praised the enthusiasm they put into the dance. “Viva 

Oaxaca,” he said, “we are here, celebrating la Guelaguetza because we are Oaxacans, 

we are Mexicans, and we are Californians—this is Oaxacalifornia!” as the public 

cheered when hearing the word that describes the imagined space that communities of 

Mexican immigrants from Oaxaca have identified with.  

Guelaguetza festivals have their roots in the Zapotec indigenous custom of 

holding a ceremony for the deity of corn, to celebrate the harvest. But the Guelaguetza 

as we know it now, is a mestizo creation, started in Oaxaca in the 1930’s with 

different indigenous “themes.” The festival includes also elements taken from 
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mainstream Mexican culture and religion, such as the celebration for the virgin of 

Carmen. Currently la Guelaguetza is celebrated in the state of Oaxaca as a big yearly 

festival that attracts worldwide tourism.  

In the last two decades, Guelaguetza celebrations have become a tradition in 

several parts of California, as immigrants from that state in Mexico have moved in.  In 

Los Angeles, the Regional Organization of Oaxaca (ORO) has organized Guelaguetza 

festivals for the past twenty-three years (Truex, 2010). In Fresno, the Frente Indigena 

de Organizaciones Binacionales, or Indigenous Front of Binational Organization 

(FIOB), has organized a yearly Guelaguetza since 1997, and in San Diego, the 

Coalition of Indigenous Communities from Oaxaca (COCIO) has organized 

Guelaguetzas for the past fourteen years. Other Guelaguetza festivals are celebrated in 

cities such as Oxnard and San José.   Guelaguetza means  “the reciprocal exchange or 

gifts and services between households” and it is known that indigenous Oaxacans 

engage in cooperative activities with other members of their community through 

relationships defined by principles of reciprocity inspired by guelaguetza  (Cohen, 

2004, p. 45).  

It is said that there are between three hundred thousand and half a million 

indigenous Mexicans (mainly from the State of Oaxaca), living in California, but the 

exact numbers are unknown because census figures do not typically separate mestizo 

from indigenous Mexicans, and lump everyone into a single category. Some have 

calculated that there are 180,000 Oaxacans living around the area of Los Angeles, 

mainly from the Central Valleys of Oaxaca (Valles Centrales), and 130,000 up to 

200,000 Oaxacans living in the Agricultural areas of the state, such as the San Joaquín 
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Valley, San Diego, and Oxnard (personal communication, Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, 

August 23, 2011, see also The Indigenous Farm Workers Project Website).   

Indigenous Mexican immigrants are also chronically undercounted due to issues of 

language—some of them do not speak Spanish or English, but their indigenous 

language—legal migratory status, extreme poverty and other conditions of 

marginality; some of those conditions even originated in Mexico. In the celebration of 

the Guelaguetza in Normandie Park, there was a stand with information from the US 

Census Bureau and a group of workers and volunteers explaining to people that 

counting themselves in the census was important. “People are afraid of giving their 

information to officers from the U.S. Government, especially if they are immigrants 

and do not have legal documents in this country; that is one of the big reasons why 

Oaxacans are undercounted in California, and that is why we are working here to 

convince our people to get counted” (Census community volunteer, August 8, 2009). 

This festivity has become so important for Oaxacans in California that candidates 

running for office back in Oaxaca have attended Guelaguetzas in Los Angeles to 

gather support from expatriates, and to consolidate relationships with the Oaxacan 

diaspora.  

The celebration of this cultural festival has implications beyond the nostalgic 

enjoyment of music, dance, food and crafts, and the company of one’s family and 

hometown fellows. Guelaguetza celebrations in the United States are connected 

through an immigrant network where political and social meanings and identities are 

exchanged; relationships of reciprocity recreated, and very often, transformed in civic 

engagement and political action. For Aristotle, taking part in political action was 
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requisite to becoming fully human. A classic way to conceive the human person is to 

be a “cognitive, active, moral, social, intellectual, and political being” (Pocock, 1998, 

p. 36). Michael Schudson (1998) has argued that, despite the belief that Americans are 

participating less and less in voluntary associations, citizenship participation, 

understood as civic activities has not declined, but changed. If the measure of “good 

citizenship” has been for a long time the formation of voluntary associations, rather 

than the formal recognition of the status by the state, certainly among minority and 

immigrant groups participatory citizenship has not declined.  Perhaps the same cannot 

be said among the members of white upper middle classes, who are increasingly 

“bowling alone” as Robert Putnam has described in his work of the same name, in his 

lament of the decline of membership in volunteer associations, such as bowling clubs 

in the United States. Immigrants, then, are participating and defining citizenship as 

they practice it, in the contexts that their condition of migrants and outsiders of the 

core nation-state have granted them.  

Since ancient Greece, citizenship has been an exclusive practice, exercised 

mainly by a selected group of men who were liberated from the sphere of necessity by 

the productive work of the excluded: women, slaves, foreigners, children, and others 

who did not enjoy citizenship privileges. Ancient philosopher Diogenes of Sinope and 

his followers, wandered the streets of Athens protesting these exclusions, declaring 

their rights to freedom and equality under the rubric of “citizens of the world,” or 

“cosmopolitans,” who longed for a more open and inclusive membership in multiple 

communities. Citizenship has certainly evolved since ancient Greece, especially with 

the advent of the liberal nation-state. Traditionally marginalized groups, such slaves, 
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women, and some immigrants, have been able to claim membership in contemporary 

political communities, either with formal demands for inclusion, or through the 

cumulative everyday practices of communication and citizenship they exercise.  

However, despite those claims for inclusion in political communities, there are 

still fundamental exclusions to citizenship in the contemporary world. In many 

advanced Western democracies, such the United States or in the European Union, 

immigration is often one of the main sources of exclusion from full citizenship, 

defined not only by narrow legal terms, such as the holding of a passport, but as 

complete membership into the political and social community. This exclusion operates 

at least for the first generation of immigrants, who may lack the language skills for full 

incorporation into society and for competing for jobs outside particular ethnic 

enclaves. Many members of this first generation cohort lack not only the language or 

social contacts, but the legal documentation to move smoothly into the different 

spheres of their new society. Legal documentation, or language issues are not the only 

obstacles for immigrant incorporation into their receiving states. Also cultural and 

social practices and assumptions of the host society about outsiders play important 

roles in this incorporation. Contemporary immigrants respond to both demands for 

incorporation and loyalty from receiving and sending societies, and to their own need 

for political participation by organizing transnationally. The use of the term 

“transnationalism,” can be traced to a 1916 essay by Randolph Bourne named “Trans-

national America.” In this essay Bourne warns against the tendency of Anglo-Saxon 

rules to shape American culture with British nationalism. Bourne conceived the 

United States as “a weaving back and fort, with the other lands, o many threads of all 
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sizes and colors” (See Bourne, 1916, Thelen, 1999, p. 2, Vaughan, 1991). 

Transnational immigrant practices have been defined as multi-level political, social, 

and cultural activities linking places of origin and settlement, and which require 

regular long-term contacts across borders to be successful (Portes, Guarnizo and 

Landolt, 1999).  When immigrants keep links with their sending and receiving 

countries for sustained periods of time they are challenging what is called “straight-

line” assimilation which demands the severance of links with the homeland to be able 

to be considered a loyal citizen of the new state. Often, considerations of straight-line 

assimilation also include as proof of loyalty to the new nation, the loss of the mother 

language, and the exclusive adoption of the official language of the receiving country, 

at least from the second generation onward. While learning the language and the 

customs of the new society are important aspects of immigrant incorporation, the 

implication that in order to gain something another thing needs to be lost, places this 

incorporation as a zero-sum game, that traditionally has been known with the name of 

“assimilation” and is associated with another term, called “the melting pot.” Israel 

Zangwill a Broadway playwright, coined the term to name a play in 1908, and it has 

been used to explain assimilation as: “the process of taking many cultures, bringing 

them to the United States, and turning them into one culture: an American one.” 

(Rhodes 2010, p. 137). The characteristics of this “American Culture” have been 

debated historically, but the dominant ‘core’ of this narrative establishes that 

American culture is a Christian, Anglo-Saxon, base culture (Cole, 1998), with some 

“controlled additions” that this core takes from immigrants and other minorities. Of 

course, under this model, minorities are required to adjust to this core culture, and 
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forgo important cultural characteristics such as language. I consider the negative 

requirements of straight-line assimilation a form of “subtractive citizenship” applied to 

contemporary immigrants by receiving states and their mainstream societies
4
. While 

those states have the opportunity to foster pluralistic and cosmopolitan forms of 

belonging and promoting understanding among cultures, they instead have often opted 

for normative subtraction measures. Interestingly, subtractive assimilation requisites 

are often excused for immigrants and other minorities belonging to economic or 

cultural elites, and heatedly requested from their working class counterparts.   

Despite the pressures from both the receiving state and mainstream society to 

“assimilate,” Mexican immigrants in the United States have managed to keep 

transnational practices to the extent of securing legislation in Mexico to incorporate 

the execution of productive and infrastructure projects in their local communities, and 

also after at least eight decades of lobbying Mexican Congress, in 2005 Mexicans 

abroad finally got the right for absentee vote in subsequent Mexican presidential 

elections (although this electoral reform has been criticized by immigrants as too 

limited, in that it makes the act of voting abroad almost an impossible task due to the 

complicated nature of the procedure, such as requirements of a previously acquired 

voting card that is only obtained in Mexico, and a tortuous and costly electronic and 

postal registration process). Overall, Mexican transnationalism has been well 

documented and studied mainly by immigration scholars. Most of the studies of 

immigrant transnationalism argue that “communication” is a fundamental component 

of maintaining immigrant activities both in sending and receiving communities (Fox, 

2005, Kearney, 1995, p. 236), but there is not a comprehensive explanation of how 
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this communication takes place, and what are the kinds of practices, discourses, and 

narratives about belonging and citizenship deployed by immigrants themselves in their 

transnational networks.  

This dissertation discusses how organized communication practices, such as 

the one exemplified in the festival of La Guelaguetza celebrated by indigenous 

Mexican immigrants in different cities in the United States, are leading to a more 

pluralistic and cosmopolitan citizenship engagement both with immigrant sending and 

receiving countries and local communities. Mexican immigrant organizations, 

particularly the ones called Hometown Associations
5
 and the umbrella organizations 

formed by them (fronts and federations) in the United States, are very important actors 

in this cosmopolitan engagement.  The thesis contains a theoretical discussion on 

relevant historical and contemporary debates on transnationalism, assimilation, 

exclusive citizenship, and cosmopolitanism, all within the context of international 

migration networks. This work explores in detail different communication practices by 

indigenous Mexican immigrants in the United States and Mexico, although it will 

mainly focus on the transnational activities of one particularly important organization, 

the Indigenous Front of Binational Organizations (FIOB), and their interaction with 

other actors in the transnational immigrant networks.  

Michael Kearny uses the concept of “articulatory migrant network” (AMN) to 

describe the activities of exchange that immigrants engage in when they move from 

one local community to an international one (Kearney, 2004). The migratory network 

then functions as a “public sphere,” or discursive space where information, practices 

and other goods travel and get exchanged across countries along with the immigrants 
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themselves. Immigrants start, learn, and pass on new messages, narratives and 

practices to others when they come in contact with the migratory network, constituting 

it in what is called a “community of practice,” or a group that shares socio-historical 

resources, opinions and ways of framing reality (Wegner, 1998). Knowledge and ways 

of doing things move into immigrant networks as dynamically as immigrants 

themselves move. Therefore it is important to study what is being said and practiced 

by organized immigrants who inhabit those networks, because they are able to connect 

at least two ways of seeing and appreciating social life, and adapt and modify them 

from their own experiences. The Indigenous Front of Binational Organizations 

provides a very rich example of the life in a transnational immigrant network. Their 

experience with subtractive practices of the state is even more relevant to this 

discussion, because indigenous Mexicans are already a disadvantaged group in 

Mexico for cultural, ethnic, racial, linguistic, and other reasons. Their transnational 

civic activities and their involvement in immigrant networks illuminate many of the 

discussions on citizenship, exclusivity, democratic theory, and transnationalism. 

Along with their experience, is the experience of millions of immigrants living and 

struggling to keep their dignity as human beings, and their civic value as citizens; even 

if the legal, economic and social conditions they face in both sending and receiving 

communities is not favorable.   

Methodology 

During my academic life, I have encountered important theoretical discussions 

regarding the right methods of inquiry for the social sciences. I believe that research 
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questions can be better explained if it they are explored with different theoretical and 

methodological tools. That is why I have committed my graduate training to learn 

different methods of inquiry, and use them when trying to approach a research 

question. This project was executed with a multi-method approach including the 

combination of a multi-sited ethnography over a period of two and a half years, library 

research, content analysis of two indigenous immigrant publications, and structured 

and semi-structured interviews with about 90 members of indigenous immigrant 

organizations, and with immigrant media producers.  

Participant Observation of Immigrant Events  

John Van Maanen has said that “fieldwork is one answer –some say the best – 

to the question of how the understanding of others, close or distant, is achieved.” 

(1988, p. 2). This fieldwork he continues, has to be presented in an ethnographic 

narrative, in a written report of what was observed in the field. Ethnographic field 

research is to witness how people go about their normal life, and it is done in two 

stages: first, the ethnographer enters the setting of the observed, a setting that is 

usually not known in an intimate way; then the ethnographer takes notes, and 

systematizes observations about the setting (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw, 1995, p. 1). 

The period of fieldwork is generally never determined, but most ethnographers agree 

that it has to be at least one year (Genzuk, 2003), and it depends on the levels of 

access to the population to be studied, and resources that the researcher can devote to 

the study of that population what will determine both the success and the duration of 

the ethnography. Fieldwork entails a process of negotiation and decision-making on 
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the spot to either join the conversations that are observed, or retrieve and write about 

those conversations (Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw, op. cit. p. 15).  

Over a period of several years, I have developed access to immigrant 

communities both in Los Angeles, and San Diego due to my previous professional 

activities as a Public Information Officer in the Mexican Consulate in San Diego, from 

the years 1996 to 2000, as a freelance journalist in Los Angeles in the years 2002 and 

2003, and later as a research assistant at the USC Annenberg School of 

Communication during 2003 and 2004. During this time I established contacts with 

immigrant organization and media representatives, collected oral stories as a 

participant-observer at immigrant events, conducted focus groups in Latino 

neighborhoods in Los Angeles, and participated in the design of a content analysis of 

Hispanic publications in Los Angeles. Due to my media experience, I was invited by 

community leaders to teach a series of one-day media management workshops in 

some hometown associations in Los Angeles, activity that I reinitiated when going 

back to do my formal fieldwork for my dissertation in 2009-2011, teaching one-day 

workshops on diversity, community relations, leadership, public and media relations, 

to members of the FIOB among others.  

When participating in these media workshops, and while interviewing some 

leaders of immigrant organizations for my journalistic articles, the question about 

defining the main purpose of the organization, their message, and their involvement as 

citizens in both countries, always led to complex questions about multiple loyalties, 

identities, and multi-territorial activities that did not easily fit into the traditional 

conceptual tools pertaining to exclusive nation-state civic activities that we usually 
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have for analysis.  It became clear to me that these immigrant organization participants 

did not gather exclusively to attend matters of their hometown back in Mexico or in 

Central America, ignoring their social and civic lives in the United States. The 

dynamic of their gatherings, and the discourses put forward in those events, always 

had multiple purposes, not exclusively to keep their affiliation to their home country 

or original communities. Many of the gatherings were held to discuss local matters, 

pertaining to their status as immigrants or disenfranchisement as citizens both in the 

United States and Mexico, as well as their identities as Mexican immigrants, Latinos, 

Hispanics or indigenous Mexicans, Central or South American groups in the United 

States. By talking to leaders and participants of hometown associations and other 

immigrant organizations, I developed an interest in their multi-territorial, and multi-

layer activities. Usually when I first interviewed them, the responses I got regarding 

the purpose of the organization was never clearly delimitated by the nation-state 

boundaries, and although the language they used seemed to be influenced by 

narratives of loyalty to the nation, their activities seemed contradictory to a lot of those 

narratives. It was not uncommon to hear the following expressions from immigrant 

organization participants and leaders: “I want to go back to my hometown, but I want 

my kids to go to school in the United States,” “I want my kids to live in my 

hometown, because life there is more enjoyable,” “I do not want anybody else to have 

to migrate out of need, as I did,” “I want people in my town to have the kind of 

lifestyle we have in the United States.” The examples from interviews may continue 

and they all seemed contradictory. Later, and after combing the literature on 

transnationalism and cosmopolitanism, I reflect upon my own initial lack of 
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conceptual background to explain these phenomena that fascinated me.  Since the year 

2002 I have attended multiple gatherings (yearly beauty pageant of the Zacatecan 

Federation, multiple celebrations for La Guelaguetza Oaxaqueña in San Diego, Los 

Angeles, and Oaxaca, immigration reform rallies and protests where members of the 

organizations I was working with attended or were the organizers themselves, 

Volleyball tournaments organized by the indigenous Oaxacan community in San 

Diego and Los Angeles, health rallies and events, cultural celebrations, closed and 

public political events to discuss alliances with different political and social actors in 

both countries, collective conference calls in order to discuss organizational strategies, 

gatherings at the Mexican Consulate both in Los Angeles and in San Diego.  I have 

seen Oaxacan immigrants negotiate with the governor of Oaxaca in Los Angeles, in 

order to establish cooperation venues with the immigrants from that state, and have 

attended the more frequent gatherings with at least two governors of Zacatecas in Los 

Angeles with Mexican immigrants from that state living in California. 

I discovered that many of the analytical categories available in academia to 

describe this kind of activities by immigrants were often tied “normatively” to 

citizenship models pertaining to a single nation-state, or that transnational activities 

were mostly explained by national categories of analysis. I learned that the vibrant 

activities I was seeing on the streets of Los Angeles, and the activity between the two 

countries by these immigrants, were perceived in some academic circles as anomalous 

to a healthy democratic life, since these activities were not exclusive to one state, but 

involved at least two nation-states (if not more). Eager to look into different 

communication and social research theories, I decided to pursue my Ph.D. in the 
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Department of Communication at UCSD, whose reputation as a critical institution 

convinced me that I could find more inclusive paradigms to explain the activities I was 

witnessing. At UCSD I was able to find the theoretical tools to explain this phenomena 

occurring outside the traditional nation-state based theories of citizenship and 

assimilation.  Intermittently during my years at the Ph.D., I was able to accomplish a 

significant amount of informal participant observation in immigrant organizations, and 

starting in 2009, I begun my collaboration with FIOB, an indigenous Mexican 

umbrella organization composed by different organizations and regional committees in 

different cities in California, Baja California, and Oaxaca.  During the winter of 2008, 

the summers of 2009 and 2010 I was able to travel to Oaxaca, and interview some 

social leaders, some members of FIOB in La Mixteca, others in Oaxaca City, and even 

witnessed the creation of a FIOB committee in one working class neighborhood 

nearby Oaxaca City (Xoxocotlán).  

With UCSD Human Subjects approval, I conducted a combination of 

structured and unstructured participant-observation interviews with at least 90 

immigrant organization participants, leaders, and immigrant event attendees, to get 

their insight as to why people attend immigrant cultural and political public events, 

what was their involvement in the organization, and why they participate. The purpose 

of these interviews was to identify the different ways in which immigrants 

communicate across borders, what is the level of their attachment to their 

organization, and what are the identities they deploy for their social involvement. I 

interviewed some leaders, some participants of FIOB, but also I interviewed and held 

informal conversations with event attendees.  While these events were mainly in San 
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Diego and Los Angeles, many were also in Madera, California, Juxtlahuaca in La 

Mixteca region of Oaxaca, Oaxaca City, and Tlacolula in one of the Central Valleys of 

Oaxaca.  In addition, I conducted other interviews by phone and electronic mail.  Due 

to my involvement in FIOB, I was able to talk to some second-generation immigrants, 

generally the children of members and organizers, and who have joined the work of 

the organization one way or another, either by participating in cultural events, as part 

of the dancers of Ballets Folklóricos, or players on Oaxacan basketball teams. I was 

particularly interested in the children of the organizers, some of them very young, in 

order to get an impression of the experience of growing up connected to an immigrant 

network, and to assess their levels of participation in them.  

Although my initial purpose was to have as many structured interviews as 

possible, once in the field I understood that different kinds of information can be 

collected by focusing on observing opinions, interactions, behaviors, and background 

information (Genzuk, 2003). As much as possible, I immersed myself in the routines 

and activities of FIOB members, though detailed accounts of those activities were not 

always possible to produce. However, by participating in activities, for example, in 

workshops or diversity and sensitivity trainings, I became aware of the cultural 

resources that indigenous Mexicans have, their linguistic richness, and multiple 

“knowledges” they deploy in interaction with others. Thus, participation and 

completion of tasks, such as being able to complete a training session or a 

“decolonization workshop,” was more enriching than trying to cajole someone into a 

formal interview. When possible, I asked people to answer some of my questions, but 

also, I just tried to fit in, as much as possible, as another member of the organization. I 
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also tried to observe from different angles and perspectives, using a variety of 

methodological tools in order to be able to gather quality data.  

I took more than 1,000 photographs of some of the events I attended, both in 

Mexico and in the United States. I also took some video, but only when I could obtain 

the permission from the people (which was usually in public gatherings). Due to the 

fact that some of my interviewees were a combination of highly visible social leaders 

on both sides of the border, and documented and undocumented immigrants who did 

not want to attract much attention to their migratory status in the US, I was careful 

about always asking permission for including responses to my questions or video 

shoots. This is one the reasons also why some of the names of the interviewees are 

changed, and some are not.  

I have travelled to Oaxaca three times in two years in order to conduct 

interviews and to talk to people there about their impressions regarding immigrant life. 

I travelled to Juxtlahuaca, Tlacotepec, Huajuapan de Leon, in La Mixteca; Tlacolula, 

and Oaxaca City in the Central Valleys of the state (see map in Appendix C) in order 

to meet and interview people related to FIOB and with people involved in working 

with indigenous and immigrant media on both sides of the border. I have talked to 

people in Oaxaca who were picking up the newspaper El Oaxaqueño (published in 

Los Angeles, and formally distributed in Oaxaca) at one particular stand. I have also 

talked to people reading El Oaxaqueño in different events where it was distributed for 

free, such as during La Guelaguetza in Normandie Park in August 2009, or in San 

Marcos, CA in October of the same year. I was interested in experiencing those events 

and gatherings from the point of view of an immigrant.  Although I am not an 
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indigenous immigrant, I worked to gain the trust of participants in Oaxacan 

organizations by participating in their events, and helping them with the organization 

of workshops and other activities.  

As a Mexican Mestiza (mixed between Spaniard and indigenous blood), I had 

to establish myself among the indigenous Oaxacan immigrant leaders and participants 

from FIOB, and gain their trust, since people who look like me have traditionally and 

systematically disrespected their heritage and tried to impose “mainstream culture” 

upon them in Mexico.  It is understandable that they mistrusted me at times, especially 

at the beginning of the research, since they needed to know for certain what was my 

purpose in studying their organization.  As one FIOB member told me once: “we are 

also trying to counteract the damage that academia has done to indigenous people, 

categorizing us as backwards and exotic” (Odilia Romero, personal communication, 

Los Angeles, CA. December 2010).  In another encounter I had in San Diego was with 

Rufino Domínguez, one of the founders of FIOB and at the time director of the 

Binational Center for Development of Indigenous from Oaxaca or Centro Binacional 

para el Desarrollo Indígena Oaxaqueño (CBDIO) in Fresno.  I was introduced to him 

by FIOB members in San Diego as a university student who has been collaborating 

with them over the last couple of years, while doing my research. While he thanked 

me for my collaboration in the organization, he also emphasized that many academics 

never give back to the communities they study, so that was the reason they did not 

trust academics much, unless they were willing to cooperate with them, and in doing 

that, understanding the social purpose of their organization.  I felt scrutinized and 

mistrusted a lot in different settings and situations, but slowly, I was been able to gain 
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trust, since one of my purposes in academia has been to give back, if I can, to the 

people I am working with. Of course at times I still get criticized as not having enough 

commitment when I cannot attend a celebration or an event.  At some point I just 

learned that I had to live with some manifestations of distrust towards me, as I had 

been gradually introduced to members of the organization in different parts of 

California or Mexico who had not met me before.  

Thus, understanding academic research as a way to improve social relations 

and cooperation, I embarked in this project convinced of its relevance for improving 

both the academic and social understanding of what citizenship means in the 

contemporary world. Doing this research and collaborating with FIOB gave me the 

opportunity to see how citizenship is practiced and re-defined in daily action, beyond 

what is written or prescribed by normative models.  

Understanding all these limitations embedded in structural relationships I was 

able to slowly negotiate my position in the organization by contributing with what is 

called “tequio” or community work in the form of organizing and conducting seminars 

and workshops to help FIOB San Diego with their communication strategy.  These 

activities included correcting press releases before they sent them to the media as well 

as running workshops on how to talk to the media and how to brainstorm bullet points 

for promoting the organization. I also contributed opinion articles and chronicles of 

events for their publication El Tequio.  I taught several workshops on media literacy 

and women’s rights, as part of the program “For the Right to Know” and also as part 

of the MIEL (Mujeres Indígenas en Liderazgo) workshops. After almost two years of 

work, I gained access to FIOB organizational meetings and binational telephone 
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conferences, and I was called an advisor for the organization, and offered official 

membership.  For many indigenous Oaxacans, citizenship is a privilege you access 

through community work, so through my own Tequio, I was able to establish myself 

as a citizen of their organization and gain their trust, allowing me to conduct my work. 

Although sometimes, I was still considered an outsider, especially among the members 

of FIOB who did not know me.  Sometimes during meetings someone would ask why 

was I in the teleconference, or why was I given official membership in the San Diego 

chapter of the organization. This access was not obtained without its difficulties. FIOB 

members and leaders have especially high cultural capital, some of them holding 

university, and post graduate degrees, and they have had experiences with scholars 

who have tried to exoticize their activities in order to prescribe normalizing formulas 

for “modernize” their indigenous ways, or criticize any perceived “anomalous” 

behavior, attachment, identity, or tradition.   

They were particularly wary of me for all those reasons. However, one of the 

main reasons I was able to use as a common ground to connect with them was the fact 

that I was born in Ciudad Nezahualcóyotl, a working class neighborhood located in 

Estado de México. Nezahualcóyotl lays in the periphery of Mexico City, where a good 

proportion of Oaxacans migrate to look for jobs in the service sector of the city. 

Coming from the same social class in Mexico, I was able to bridge differences in 

ethnicity and gender with the male leaders, although I usually communicated more 

easily with female participants and leaders in the organization.  Coming from a 

working class background in Mexico made some of our experiences similar.  Although 

I did not experience racial or ethnic discrimination or rural poverty, as many of them 
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had, we could talk about the stark social divide in Mexico from roughly the same 

perspective, since class is one of the most important markers of identity in Mexico.  

During my trips to Oaxaca, and especially during my visit to La Mixteca, I was 

able to talk to the head of FIOB in Juxtlahuaca, Bernardo Ramirez Bautista, and 

Fernando Rivera another member from FIOB in that city. They told me about their 

participation in the organization from Oaxaca, their links with the California FIOB 

committees, and their own experience as immigrants to the US in the past. Bernardo 

holds a bachelor’s degree in law, but he was also previously a migrant worker in the 

United States in order to be able to pay for his education. Fernando worked in Oregon 

and California before going back to his town to run one of the productive projects of 

FIOB. During one of my visits to Oaxaca, I witnessed the creation of one supporting 

committee for FIOB at one of the colonias populares (working class neighborhoods) 

in the periphery of Oaxaca city. Ezequiel Rosales, a member of FIOB and one of the 

leaders of the Teacher’s dissident Union, Seccion 22, was one of the main organizers 

for this committee. Also, during my stay in Oaxaca, I talked to members of the 

collective Ojo de Agua who have been organizing and supporting indigenous media in 

the state, and although they are not directly connected to FIOB activities, they are 

closely linked to many community efforts to generate indigenous media and maintain 

it in Oaxaca.  

Content Analysis of Immigrant Media 

In addition to more than two years of participant-observation of private 

gatherings, public events, telephone conferences, direct involvement in the 
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organization of workshops and events of FIOB, and about 90 formal and informal 

interviews with FIOB members, media producers and activists in Mexico City, 

Oaxaca, and the United States, I decided to perform a content analysis of FIOB’s 

former newsletter, now magazine, named El Tequio, which has been published since 

1991. In order to account for the broader Oaxacan community in California and their 

binational narratives, I also content analyzed 342 stories from the binational bi-weekly 

newspaper, El Oaxaqueño, published from 1999 until 2010, and distributed in 

California, Baja California and Oaxaca.  

One interesting characteristic of indigenous immigrant organizations, in this 

case Oaxacans was their tendency to document their activities at a higher degree than 

other organizations, for example the Zacatecan or Jaliscan groups I observed (although 

these organizations are also engaged in vast communication practices). When content-

analyzing El Tequio, and with the experience I had reading El Oaxaqueño over the 

years, I kept asking members of FIOB and other Oaxacan immigrant leaders: “Why do 

you publish more than other immigrant organizations?” One of FIOB leaders gave me 

the answer succinctly: “because we want to have our own voice, even if it is a humble 

one.” This observation led me to embark in a content analysis of those two media, in 

order to find narratives of citizenship, belonging, and patterns of self-representation of 

their activities and their identity.  

Content analysis provides a structural way to identify symbols in 

communication research. According to Krippendorff (1980), content analysis allows 

social scientists to understand data as symbolic phenomena. It is used as a tool to 

make inferences from data, its meaning and relevance for research and everyday life 
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(p. 21). Content analysis is a quantitative instrument (Neuendorf, 2002) used to 

analyze patterns of communication and discourse in recorded communication artifacts 

such as podcasts, video and voice recordings, writings, newspapers, magazines, 

television programs, etc. (Babbie, 1998).  Oaxacan immigrants use multiple ways of 

communication in order to perform their civic practices across borders.  FIOB 

members, for example, maintain an official website active since 1997 as well as 

multiple e-mail list servers, communicate by periodical, phone, and skype 

conferences, have a profile in Facebook, and use all the means of modern 

communication they have available.  I decided to focus my content analysis on El 

Tequio because, as a periodical publication, it holds a rich history of the organization’s 

civic practices and is a document that they have tried to maintain as a formal medium 

for self-representation and communication during most of the life of the organization. 

The character of El Tequio and its unique stories also offer an important window into 

the life of FIOB as a binational organization, the narratives for identity and action, the 

place where stories take place, the topics, and other important areas of activity.  

Although both El Tequio and El Oaxaqueño were coded in different data 

bases, the coding books for both publications were very similar, except for the special 

question included to analyze El Oaxaqueño special sections called “Oaxacalifornia”  

and “Nuestra Tierra.”  For details on both coding protocols, see Appendix B.  

Chapter by Chapter Compendium 

Chapter 1. This chapter is a theoretical discussion about transnationalism, 

citizenship as a practice, and the paradigms of assimilation of immigrants as a 
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subtractive process that the nation-state executes over certain sectors of the population 

that is incorporating into the state. Not all sectors of the population are subject to 

subtraction, but some, generally the poorer and more numerous sectors. There is then a 

discussion of responses of immigrants themselves to the forces of the state and what 

their transnational practices mean for contemporary citizenship theories.  

Chapter 2. In this chapter, I take the T.H. Marshall model of citizenship and 

instead of explaining citizenship as a status I explain the components of citizenship as 

social practices. This way, the individual, and the group are the locus of the practice, 

and not the state as the locus of the privilege-granting institution. In the chapter, I also 

elaborate a brief historical account about Mexican immigrant organizations, Mexican 

and indigenous Mexican migration to the United States, and their patterns of 

organization, civic, political and social participation, and their practices of 

communication.  

Chapter 3. I discuss the development of El Frente Indígena de Organizaciones 

Binacionales, (FIOB), and indigenous Mexican immigrant organization in the US and 

Mexico. With twenty years of existence, FIOB is a good example of the deployment 

of citizenship and communication practices across nation-states and socio-political 

systems. FIOB represents a rich example of the development of cosmopolitan 

practices of citizenship because they have been opening up their membership and 

shaping their identity as a pan-ethnic indigenous organization in order to 

accommodate more members from different ethnic groups. FIOB membership, and 

identification are not necessarily linked to the place of origin of its members, although 

the majority of them are from the state of Oaxaca in Mexico. However, that has not 
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been always the case, and the evolution of this organization, its openness and 

willingness to acknowledge issues of discrimination intersecting with issues of class, 

gender equality, human, immigrant and indigenous rights, and labor among other 

things, has allowed the organization to develop mechanisms of self-criticism. This 

organization is an excellent example to study the practice of citizenship and how this 

can evolve to become more cosmopolitan when engaging in daily transnational 

practices of communication.   

Chapter 4. Chapter four offers an account of the communication practices that 

FIOB as an organization has engaged in during its existence. It mainly focuses in an 

analysis of their magazine named El Tequio, a medium they have used for self-

representation purposes, and to disseminate their events, positions, discourses, and 

activities throughout the years. By studying El Tequio closely it is possible to see how 

discourses of identity, political participation across borders, belonging and civic 

participation have been shaping the organization. Through these discourses it is also 

possible to see a conception of cosmopolitan citizenship translated into the efforts of 

the participants both in FIOB and El Tequio, for questioning exclusionary practices 

(even their own), and opening up to other groups, and political organizations. 

Flexibility, willingness to adapt to the circumstances of migration, and the constant 

shaping of an identity are among the cosmopolitan attributes that the reader can 

distinguish in this publication.  

Chapter 5. This chapter discusses the role of El Oaxaqueño a newspaper 

published in Los Angeles, in maintaining Oaxacan civic society across borders by 

reporting on issues pertaining to indigenous Mexicans from that state living in 
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California and Mexico. El Oaxaqueño, a bi-weekly newspaper published in California 

from 1999 until 2010, and with a circulation of about 35,000 reached readers mainly 

in California and Oaxaca, but it was also distributed in Baja California, where 

Oaxacan migrants work mainly in the Mexican agriculture industry, and are part of  

one of the most important migrant corridors from Oaxaca to the United States, 

sometimes called by immigrant themselves “Oaxacalifornia.”   

Chapter 6. This chapter is a discussion of the main practices of citizenship and 

communication by immigrants, and how those practices inform and shape discourses 

of cosmopolitanism, belonging and citizenship. This is also the conclusion chapter.  
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Notes 
 
1
 Alejandro Montiel Coello describes what he calls “the country of the pineapples” (el país de las 

piñas”), as a region between the states of Veracruz, and Oaxaca, places where this fruit is cultivated 

seasonally. Migrant workers from those two states, usually from a wide variety of ethic groups (Nahuas, 

Popolocas, Afro-mestizos, and Indomestizos from Veracruz, and Cuicatecos, Mixtecos, Mixes, Triquis, 

Chinantecos and Mazatecos from Oaxaca), go back and forth the places where the pinneaples are 

cultivated to work in its harvest. All those groups have their own versions of the dance Flor de Piña to 

initiate the ceremony of the harvest. Generally, a group of women dressed in very colorful dresses carry 

a pineapple in their shoulders, and dance very slowly for a while. The dance is executed barefoot, and it 

lasts a long time, alternating between slow movements, and complicated figures with the feet. At the 

end of the dance, the women give away the pineapples to the public. Flor is not necessarily associated 

with a plant, but in Mixteco ‘Itá” and Náhuatl “xóchitl” may mean flower or any pleasant human 

activity or product, such as dance, poem, song or party. (see Montiel-Coello, A. Flor de Piña, Cultural 

Institute Mexican Roots, Available, http://www.folklorico.com/danzas/flor-pina/flor-pina.html.) 

 
2
 Tehuanas are women from the Itsmus of Tehuantepec. A typical Tehuana dress is very colorful, with 

big embroidered flowers. In some Tehuantepec societies, semi-matriarchal systems exist. Tehuana 

dresses and their bold colored flowers symbolize the power of women in these societies.  

 

3 Nueva Antequera was the name that Spaniards gave to the city of Oaxaca, which at the time was 

named  “Huaxyácac” (meaning site of convergence of other important places, such as Monte Albán, 

Mitla, Yagul, and Daizú) by the Aztecs  who founded it in the XV Century. (Lizama-Quijano, 2006, p. 

35). 

 

4 Subtractive Citizenship is a concept derived from the work of education scholars, such Angela 

Valenzuela, who has argued that the US school system incorporates working class Mexican immigrants 

into a subtractive model of education in which they lose their mother language and become 

monolingual in English. (See Angela Valenzuela (1999). Subtracting Schooling: U.S.-Mexican Youth 

and the Politics of Caring. New York, Albany: State University Press of New York 

 
5
 HTA’s are volunteer organizations involved in the completion of projects both in the sending and the 

receiving immigrant communities (Bada, 2003). 
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Chapter 1 

Citizenship and Exclusivity:  Status, Tradition, and Practice 

We have learned to think about the Greek Polis when talking about citizenship, 

but it is impossible to deny the historical limitations of the classical Greek conception 

of the “citizen,” a status which was generally constrained to a few powerful males who 

agreed to become equals, and to the possibility of rule and be ruled by other equals 

among themselves, who were also powerful slave-owning males. J.G.A. Pocock 

(1998) also contrasts the evolution from the Ancient Greek model of citizenship based 

on Aristotle’s “zoon politikoon” which highlighted political equality and the division 

between public and private as important components of being a citizen, to the Roman 

model, based on the rule of law and the respect of property, having the citizen as a 

“legalis homo” or subject of the law.  Even with the evolution of Roman jurisprudence 

the concept of citizen was limited to a few members of the political community, and 

equality before the law was also limited to males that were heads of households, 

owned slaves, and could participate in political debate at the public sphere.   

Contemporary Sociologist T.H. Marshall conceived citizenship as a status, 

defined by sets of civic, political, and social elements. According to Marshall, civic 

elements ranged from freedom of association, business, occupation, freedom of 

expression, and religion, among others.  Political elements of citizenship are the 

prerogative of voting in elections, as well as participating in them as candidates.  

Social elements are a major development of the Twentieth century, where social 

provisions (such as health care, pensions) and social welfare were granted by states to 
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citizens in order to guarantee basic subsistence (Marshall, 1963). There is also a 

proposal to include other elements to citizenship, such as Renato Rosaldo’s 

comprehensive discussion on cultural citizenship, which is understood as “the right to 

be different and to belong in a participatory democratic sense” (Rosaldo, 1994, p. 

402), and Schild’s market citizenship to the three elements proposed originally by 

Marshall (Goldrin 2001, op. cit. p. 62). According to Toby Miller, a single state is not 

“the only frame for citizenship” because individuals are connected with the 

international capitalist and labor markets, and therefore interact with several political 

arrangements (Miller, 2001). Most recently some theorists have defined citizenship as 

practice (Goldring, 2001, Yuval-Davis, 1997, Abu and Thea, 2009). Defining 

citizenship this way allows for explaining how citizenship is actually exercised, and 

how the ideal frameworks that people may have about it, get deployed in daily 

individual and collective activities. To understand the multiple ways that citizenship 

may be defined and exercised even in a single political community, I suggest building 

upon Gershon Shafir’s observation that citizenship is not a definition, but an 

intellectual and political tradition involving a range of concepts. Shafir also points out 

that tradition comes from the Latin word “tradere” which means to hand over or 

deliver, sharing the same origin as the word “treason” which also comes from 

“tradere” (Verma, p. 353). Citizenship traditions in this sense constitute a series of 

breaking points, or “treasons” to the established normative order of the moment.   

Shafir argues that frequently, when some disciplines refer to “citizenship” as a 

normative concept entailing exclusive membership in a political community, the 

definition is necessarily placed in a single citizenship discourse, because academic 
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disciplines are often isolated from each other. He affirms that: “in most societies 

alternative discourses of citizenship coexist with and constrain one another” (1998, p. 

2). Minorities and immigrants in the United States for example, experience their 

membership in different ways than Anglo-Saxon citizens, not only through cultural, 

but through class, religious, and other differences and opportunities for political 

engagement. Therefore moving away from defining “citizenship” as a constraining 

concept, and instead studying practices of citizenship by different groups allows one to 

explain citizenship’s multiple manifestations in a more dynamic way, rather than 

calling for a single normative way of being a citizen. In her study of Mexican 

immigrants in the US, Alejandra Castañeda (2006), argues that citizenship is not a 

given right but a site for contestation, because it entails mechanisms of inclusion and 

exclusion from political communities. She refers to a set of practices of citizenship, 

such as the negotiation of belonging to one, or two political communities, and the 

deployment of different identity claims for this negotiation among transnational 

immigrants. Castañeda argues: “Mexican migrants inhabit a discursive borderland 

framed by laws –which I understand as moving texts—thus defining migrants’s status 

in Mexico and in the U.S.” (p. 189). Castañeda refers to laws as normative texts that 

either enable or constrain different aspects of daily activities.  Is in this “borderland,” 

as she calls it, not only discursive but material, encompassed by the immigrant 

network where practices get deployed, learned, re-learned and executed, shaping 

normative discourses of citizenship in different ways. To better explain the challenges 

to exclusive, or privilege-based, citizenship that come from international migrants, it is 

important to think of citizenship both as a tradition and as a practice, rather than as a 
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status or condition. This form of thinking has several advantages, because by studying 

its components it is possible to identify forms of exercise of citizenship that challenge 

normative conceptions of traditional democracy, such as exclusive membership to a 

political, ethnic, or cultural community, and state-exclusive sovereignty over a 

territory and its inhabitants.  

Classic normative models of citizenship imply loyalty to a single nation-state 

and the recognition of equality before the law as the maximum aspiration of a subject 

of the state, or citizen. This model of citizenship as exclusivity has been the main 

nucleus of study of modern political theory, which has conceived the nation-state as a 

static point of departure for the ideal political community. “The essence of the nation-

state is the institution of citizenship: the integration of all the inhabitants of a territory 

into the political community, and their political equality as citizens” (Castles and 

Davidson, 2000). Although being part of a nation seems like a “natural attribute of 

humanity” (Gellner, 1983, p. 6), it is not. “Shared identity in political communities 

historically has been the result of intensive efforts of political construction; it has 

never been a given” (Held, 2002, p. 52). The nation as a cultural and political 

arrangement whose manifestation in the nation-state emerged from the ideas of the 

Enlightenment and the French Revolution, has counted on multiple devices for its 

maintenance and consolidation, such as the construction of a common culture through 

public education and media systems. The ideology of nationalism is a device used to 

disseminate that common culture. Gellner says that nationalism produces nations, not 

the other way around (p. 56).  States existed prior to nationalism, but modern 

economies need homogenization, and nation-states offer the possibility of using the 
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education system to perform this task and propagate the principles of nationalism. The 

concept of nationalism is traditionally linked to modernism with the emergence of 

industrialization and the nation-state as the historical landmarks of its origins. 

Benedict Anderson subscribes to the modernity theory of nationalism as a historically 

determined moment that defied the legitimacy of the previous divine and monarchical 

order. Following Anderson’s imagined communities metaphor, a nation is conceived 

as a brotherhood, a fraternity, a predominantly patriarchal enterprise where land and 

women are to be preserved, and whose unifying cell is the family. Gellner points out 

that “men are of the same nation if they recognize each other as being from the same 

nation” (cited in McClintock p. 353). Commonly, within this national framework, 

transnational practices are condemned as anomalous, or even disruptive for 

nationalism. However, nationalism has a lot to do with the creation of 

transnationalism. When defining the boundaries of the nation, inevitably there are 

groups of people who used to interact with the nationals, and when those are left out of 

the nation, the interaction cannot be stopped, or at least, does not stop “naturally” 

without the intervention of external factors, such as bounding practices, and ideas of 

exclusive membership and affiliation.  For example, Elana Zilberg (2004) in her study 

of gang members from Los Angeles being deported to El Salvador after the 1992 riots 

illustrates that transnational practices are an unintended consequence of nationalism 

and the enforcement of national boundaries by the nation-state, but this does not make 

these practices less relevant, or a threat to the integrity of the nation. In some ways, 

transnationalism is caused by nationalism.  
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Models of Assimilation 

 

According to Milton Gordon, there are three conceptual models or ideologies 

to describe immigrant’s adjustment into the United States society: Anglo-conformity, 

the melting pot, and cultural pluralism (1961, p. 263). Gordon says that Anglo-

conformity has been the most widespread and “prevalent ideology for assimilation in 

America” (p. 270).  For Anglo-conformists assimilation is the prevalence, and 

adoption of the Anglo institutions, the English language, and the Anglo-Saxon culture 

as the desirable standard for attaining the good American life (p. 265). Anglo 

conformity is based on “descent” characteristics, such as blood ties, belonging to 

ancestral and racial groups, or families (Vaughan, 1991, p. 449).  

The melting pot, on the other hand, is a more abstract conception of the ideal 

American citizen, as forming a single culture out of many. This idea was taken from 

Crevecoeur’s reflections in Letters from an American Farmer written in 1782, where 

he reflects upon the identity of the American men. In those reflections, Crevecoeur 

states abut the American: “He is either an European, or the descendant of an 

European, hence that strange mixture of blood, which you will find in no other 

country…….He becomes an American by being received in the broad lap of our great 

Alma Mater. Here individuals of all nations are melted into a new race of men, whose 

labours and will one day cause great changes in the world (Crevecoeur, 1782, cited in 

Gordon, 1961, p. 270). The third ideology described by Gordon is “cultural pluralism” 

which was first defined by Horace Kallen as an anti-assimilationist program directed 

to both, Anglo-conformism and melting-pot assimilation ideologies (Gordon, 1961, p. 

277). Cultural pluralists consider that each immigrant group arriving into the United 
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States had its own honorable culture, and it needed to be respected in its uniqueness, 

and considered as part of the greater American society. Those cultural differences 

were not easily reduced to the melting-pot metaphor, and Kallen favored the right to 

different groups to exist and keep their unique identity. Although cultural pluralism is 

a respectful ideology for incorporation in terms that it acknowledges difference, Leslie 

Vaughan (1991) considers that cultural pluralism does not offer a challenge to Anglo-

Saxon hegemony in the United States, nor improves access to political participation 

for different groups (p. 451). An example of the failure of cultural pluralism can be 

seen in the earlier prevalence of the doctrine of “separated but equal” inaugurated by 

Plessy v. Ferguson, which under the arguments of cultural, or ethnic autonomy 

(central to cultural pluralism) denied equal access to rights, resources, and spaces in 

the public sphere to Black citizens during seven decades.  

The more recently coined concept of “multiculturalism” draws its insights 

from cultural pluralism as its precursor (Hollinger, 2006-1995, Sunada, 2000).  

Multiculturalism also carries some of the problems of cultural pluralism, such as the 

circumscription to the national space. Ulrich Beck (2006) states that multiculturalism 

is “trapped in the epistemology of the national outlook, with its either/or categories 

and its susceptibility to essentialist definitions of identity……multiculturalism 

rapturously celebrates the social accommodation of diversity, but it lacks a sense of 

cosmopolitan realism. It accepts the distinction between the national and the 

international, and consequently it is bind to the contingencies and ambivalences of 

ways of dealing with difference that go beyond assimilation and integration” (p. 66).  
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Usually considered a cultural pluralist (Vaughan, 1991, p. 451), Robert E. 

Park, the author of The Immigrant Press and its Control, a classic book about 

immigrant production of media and assimilation published in 1922, argued that even 

racial minorities were destined to “assimilate” into the American culture.  Park’s 

model of assimilation was based on his well known “race-relations cycle” using the 

observation of contact of white immigrants from Europe in American cities as an 

empirical basis, Park describes the cycle as a process starting with conflict and 

competition, followed by accommodation and assimilation (Lyman, 1968, p. 16). By 

assimilation Park meant “dissolving” the culture of members of less powerful groups 

into the more powerful one by means of contact.  

For Park and for many others this process of assimilation very much meant that 

immigrants severed ties with the homeland and assumed the dominant white Anglo-

Saxon American culture as their own. Even among cultural pluralists, there was not a 

clearly articulated challenge to the creation of a dominant core culture for American 

society. The creation of that “core culture” is still a topic of debate in our days, and the 

concept of assimilation is usually associated with the clash, and not the convergence 

of dissimilar groups. In this clash, usually the less powerful group is “absorbed” or 

“dissolved” into the most powerful one.  Park argued that, when assimilating, less 

powerful groups “acquire the memories, sentiments, and attitudes of other persons or 

groups in the society, and by sharing their experience and history, are incorporated 

with them in a common culture through a process of “interpenetration and fusion” 

(Park and Burgess, 1924, p. 735, cited in Shah, 2003, p. 167). The description of 

assimilation by Park implies a cognitive change in the individual in order to acquire 
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the dominant culture of the host country. As Shah describes it: “Park often wrote about 

the necessity of immigrants to acquire ‘new ideas’ (Park 1967, p. 134), to become 

‘cosmopolitan’ in outlook (Park, 1967, 201), and acquire an ‘intellectual bias’ ---all 

requiring fundamental changes in an individual’s cognitive makeup” (Shah, p. 168). 

The acquisition of these new ideas of course, excluded the members of the dominant 

American culture, since they were assumed to be the ones holding advanced or 

desirable ideas, or at least the most powerful ones, and were used as examples to 

follow. Immigrants on the other hand, were distrusted and their difference considered 

offensive: "Peoples we know intimately we respect and esteem. In our casual contacts 

with aliens, however, it is the offensive rather than the pleasing traits that impress us. 

These impressions accumulate and reinforce natural prejudices.” (Robert Park, cited in 

Lyman, 1968, p. 17). Thus, the most important characteristic of assimilation became to 

acquire as soon as possible the characteristics of the dominant host culture, in order to 

be perceived as less threatening to the mainstream. The faster immigrants “assimilate,” 

the better for society, and the less conflict would arise. Soon, this interpretation of 

assimilation became known as “straight line assimilation” a progressive process 

including members of the first generation as the less assimilated, and the second 

generation on, as the most assimilated, or “dissolved” into mainstream culture.  

Notions of “straight-line” assimilation have been the traditional model for the 

process of acculturation and integration into the mainstream host society, also known 

as the melting pot (Levitt, 2003), and it has also been the model for assimilation in 

other contemporary liberal states. Many supporters of this view grow suspicious of 

activities that involve the contact of immigrants with the homeland, arguing for 
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example that if the immigrant media pays too much attention to the news about what 

happens in their home country, they may hinder their chances to develop ties with 

their local communities in the host country (Lin and Song 2006, p. 382). Park himself 

criticized immigrant organizations, their churches and their press when they focused 

too much on what happened in their homelands: 

The nationalistic tendencies of the immigrants find their natural 

expression and strongest stimulus in the national societies, the Church, 

and the foreign-language press—the institutions most closely connected 

with the preservation of the racial languages. In these the immigrant 

feels the home ties most strongly’ they keep him in touch with the 

political struggle at home and even give him opportunities to take part 

in it. Both consciously and unconsciously they might be expected to 

center the immigrants’ interests and activities in Europe and so keep 

him apart from American life. (1922, p. 56). 

 

This critique dichotomizes local and home country interests as a “zero-sum 

game” focusing on interest in the local host communities, as an indicator of 

assimilation, without considering that different forms of solidarity are developed by 

people around common identities linked to their languages, ethnicities, faiths or 

homelands. Assimilation as an ideology or as a concept, is closely related to the 

project of nationalism, because it relates directly to how minorities (such as Blacks), 

or immigrants are weaved in the social fabric of the nation. In an article written in 

2001, Rogers Bruebaker proposes the re-thinking of assimilation as a simple concept, 

and not a theory, and to reconsider the usefulness of assimilation without necessarily 

being an “assimilationist.” He suggests that this can be accomplished by being 

“agnostic” about the destinations of the concept (p. 541). Bruebaker argues that 

assimilation as a concept can be transformed and re-considered without its negative 

past, and he calls it “the return of assimilation” focusing on emerging commonalities 
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of cultures. Despite his argument, assimilationist projects however, have always 

entailed the formation of a core or national culture, being it based on diversity or 

sameness, but identified with the national project of the state, and its ideology: 

nationalism.  Thus, assimilation is generally always a site of contestation, since it 

entails either possibilities for convergence and conflict between groups that do not 

share egalitarian conditions of economic, social or political power.  

As in the case of indigenous migrants, common solidarity links revolve around 

the vindication of their indigenous identity, a resource that they can use to organize 

and defend their rights as migrants in the host country, and as indigenous people in 

both the sending and receiving countries. Those forms of solidarity lead to 

organization and the generation of social capital, which Robert Putnam has defined as 

the: “connections among individuals—social networks and the norms of reciprocity 

and trustworthiness that arise from them” (2000 p. 19, italics added). Putnam 

recognizes that social networks have an intrinsic value, just as physical capital such as 

tools and technologies, because they can affect productivity and social efficacy of 

individuals and groups. Putnam also describes that the most important dimensions of 

social capital are “bridging” and “bonding” activities, understanding bridging as the 

“outward-looking” and bonding as “inward-looking” and those dimensions should not 

be understood as either/or phenomena, but as complimenting each other in the creation 

of trust (Putnam, 2000, pp 22-24, Knudsen, Stolarick, Rousseau, Florida, p.7). 

Although some have suggested that immigration was one of the reasons civic activity 

was declining in the United States (Gimpel, 1999, Camarota, 2001, Putnam, 2007, 

cited in Bloemraad, and Ramakrishnan, 2008, p. 1), the social capital generated by 
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transnational communication, and civic activities immigrants engage in, can be 

transformed into forms of civic participation in the local communities of the host 

country, and it already constitutes important civic activities, such as mobilizations, 

immigrant voting canvassing, organizing public demonstrations, producing immigrant 

media, etc. Activities entailing the interaction of social capital in immigrant networks, 

offer a way of looking at citizenship from a point of view of practice, and not from the 

point of view of a status, as more traditional theories of citizenship mandate.  One of 

the most important examples of the deployment of social capital among immigrants in 

the United States, are the massive immigrant mobilizations in the Spring of 2006, 

when immigrants marched demanding a comprehensive immigration reform. For those 

unaware of immigrant’s civic engagement, the demonstration seemed spontaneous. 

Nevertheless, those mobilizations were the product of decades of immigrant 

organizing in HTAs, advocacy organizations, faith, labor unions, and other 

organizations (Bloemraad, and Ramakrishnan, 2008, p. 1). After the massive marches, 

many people felt threatened by immigrants, and some anti-immigrant groups said that 

the Mexican political parties and the government were agitating immigrants for the 

marches in the United States. Even when immigrants were demonstrating active civic 

involvement in US democracy, that was not seen as good from the point of view of 

many who interpreted the marches, and some of the national flags that immigrants 

sported during those mobilizations as proof that they did not want to assimilate into 

the US. Many leaders, such as Cardinal Roger Mahoney from Los Angeles even 

advised immigrants not to bring their national flags to the marches.  They referred 

especially to the Mexican flag, which was the most commonly seen among the flags 
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from Central American and other countries. Even Latino leaders and media hosts 

asked migrants to bring the American flag instead (Norris, 2006).  If immigrants were 

already participating in the US civic life and demanding formal inclusion into the 

political community, why then the suspicion that they were harming democracy, either 

by transnational activities, or by the argument that they are disorganized, and 

unwilling to enter into US democratic life?   

Putnam himself, in an essay published in 2007 named E Pluribus Unum: 

Diversity and Community in the Twenty-First Century found that diversity correlated 

negatively with social trust. After controlling for factors such as income and 

education, he found that people trusted their neighbors less if they were not from the 

same ethnic group as themselves. Also, residents of heterogeneous communities 

trusted less their neighbors even when they were from the same ethnic group as them. 

People also had less friends, and practiced less altruistic activities in those 

communities according to Putnam. He argues in his essay that the drop on social trust 

may be short-term effect of immigration, and that eventually societies learn to deal 

with diversity and develop forms of social solidarity across ethnic lines, just as early 

immigrants did in the past. Putnam study came just after the mobilizations of 2006, 

and generated some controversy, and calls for immigrant restrictions, as for example 

Patrick Buchanan did arguing that diversity was harmful for maintaining community 

values (see Buchanan, 2007). Others considered Putnam’s metric for diversity 

“impoverished” since he only focused on racial/ethnic diversity, and not in other 

variables (Ruesga, 2007).  
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Putman’s findings are nevertheless very important, although his research does 

not contemplate carefully possible models or discourses of assimilation among 

immigrants themselves, where are they getting those normative discourses, and what 

those discourses entail in term of self-projection in the US society. Immigrant’s 

notions of identity, belonging, and interaction, may play an important role in self-

identification, and social trust. Maybe the diminished social trust can be partially 

associated to preconceived notions of “ideal communities” as homogeneous, middle 

class, and white, widely promoted by mainstream media, and other cultural venues. 

Normative discourses about ideal communities, and the perceived “disloyalty” of 

strangers to the imagined community may also be playing a role in the negative 

perception of diversity.  

 

Belonging as Assimilation, Assimilation as Nationalism 

 

As discussed previously, Gordon’s three ideologies of immigrant adjustment 

although seemingly progressive from one enclosed ideology (Anglo-Saxon 

conformity) to two more open to diversity (the melting pot, and the cultural pluralism), 

may all entail reductionist views of diversity and political communities. Leslie 

Vaughan (1991) argues, that those three theories are part of “militant nationalism” and 

the effort, sometimes frenetic, of defining the core national character of the country.  

For her, each of those theories is reductionist and based on descent, rather than 

consent: Anglo-Saxon conformity is based on blood, cultural and family ties (p. 449); 

the melting pot considers cultural identity related to geography (European descent 
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melted into something new); and even cultural pluralism, which considered 

differences based in religion, culture, ethnicity, national origin, and race (descent) 

rather than willful decision to form communities (consent) (p. 450). Vaughan signals 

the theory of transnationalism proposed by Randolph Bourne as a viable, alternative 

for these three militant nationalistic ideologies of immigrant incorporation. Bourne 

proposed the model of a “federation of cultures” and explained America with the 

metaphor of an onion, with no core culture to police or cultivate, but with many 

cultures and multiple levels of identity (Vaughan, 1991, p. 453). Bourne used the term 

“transnationality” to describe the back and fort weaving of interaction between 

immigrants in the United States and their homelands. A further discussion on 

transnationalism as an important step towards cosmopolitanism is included later in this 

chapter. The following section is a discussion on why the incorporation, and 

immigrant assimilation theories described previously may be contested and 

problematic.  

 

Defining the National Culture: Equals or differents? 

As Vaughan argued, many of the theories of immigrant adjustment and 

assimilation have to do with the construction of nationalism, and the national character 

of the US, either as a diverse political unit, or as a homogenizing project. Nationalism 

is one of the notions often obscured in the analysis of theories of immigrant 

incorporation, and the category of citizens that those immigrants will become once 

they are considered as nationals. When discussing immigrant assimilation, there are 

generally two recognizable camps, the “assimilationists” and the “nativists” (or 
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extreme Anglo-Saxon conformists), and often they are considered to be opposite to 

each other: assimilationists, or those advocating for incorporation are often considered 

the progressive camp, which aims for conditioned inclusion; while nativists are often 

called the hard-liners, rejecting diversity on the basis of ideas of racial and cultural 

purity. Nativism is often associated with anti-immigrant fervor taking place during 

tough economic times. However, nativism is not only about anti-immigrant sentiment, 

but also the opposition to internal diversity involving the rejection of minorities 

already living in the country (such as Blacks, and Native Americans in the United 

States), and foreigners (Nevins 2002, p. 97). Although many US citizens think that the 

core culture of the United States should be Anglo-Saxon Protestant, with some 

additions from other cultures, most nativists believe that Anglo-Saxon protestant 

values should be the only ones constituting public culture and history, considering any 

different cultures as primitive, retrograde and uncivilized. As Joseph Nevins has 

explained: “The Puritans helped construct a foundation for the American nation based 

on, among other things, ethnocentrism and parochialism of which genocide against 

Native Americans and the enslavement of Africans were constituent elements. 

European settlers contrasted themselves with “savages,” the indigenous inhabitants of 

the territory. To be civilized was to be “Christian, rational, sexually controlled, and 

white” (Nevins, p. 80). Nativism has taken this narrative as their flag for the supposed 

“preservation of culture” in the United States.  

Political scientist Samuel Huntington, in an article written in 2004 named The 

Hispanic Challenge, blended both nativistic and assimilationist views, into an Anglo-

conformity assimilation paradigm. Huntington argued that Hispanic and particularly 
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Mexican culture, and Catholicism in the United States constituted a threat to the 

American nation, because of the massive migration coming especially from Mexico 

the United States ran the risk of becoming a “bifurcated Anglo-Hispanic society with 

two national languages” (2004, p. 221). He then blamed the multicultural policies 

sported by “intellectual and government elites,” along with bilingual education and 

affirmative action programs, which have caused a profound division in the American 

people, coming from the ones “challenging the core culture” (p. 20). Huntington 

highlighted the Anglo-Protestant religious background, the white race, and the English 

language as fundamental and constitutive attributes of the United States, while 

avoiding the discussion of the enslavement of Africans and the genocide of Native 

Americans as constitutive components of the nation. Then he goes on to say that 

Hispanics should “recommit themselves to the Anglo-protestant culture, traditions and 

values that for more than three centuries have been embraced by Americans of all 

races, ethnicities and religions” (Huntington, 2004 p. xvii). By suggesting a forced 

“unification” for Hispanics into the “American culture” Huntington sides with the less 

benevolent accounts of Latino and especially Mexican immigration, arguing that this 

migration is very different from previous immigrant waves. Huntington states that 

Mexicans, due to their natural propensity for concentration in localized areas of the 

Southwest, will not readily adopt Anglo-protestant values and integrate in the “melting 

pot.” The conservation of the Spanish language in schools and media are, according to 

Huntington, also another deterrent to Mexicans for assimilation. In the presentation of 

immigration as a source of conflict, and immigrants as a ‘problem’ he suggests that 

immigrants constitute a threat to the “unity” of the nation, and attributes classical 
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mores used by Nativists on people they want to dehumanize and make  “the other.” 

Such characteristics are hypersexuality: “Most immigrant groups have higher fertility 

rates than natives” (p. 4), inferiority: “Would the United States be the country that it 

has been and that it largely remains today if it had been settled in the 17th and 18th 

centuries not by British Protestants but by French, Spanish, or Portuguese Catholics? 

The answer is clearly no” (p. 2), illegality -a condition given to undocumented 

workers by the US legal framework: “Illegal entry into the United States is 

overwhelmingly a post-1965 and Mexican phenomenon” (p. 3), historical presence: 

“Mexico is the only country that the United States has invaded, occupied its capital—

placing the Marines in the “halls of Montezuma”—and then annexed half its territory. 

Mexicans do not forget these events. Quite understandably, they feel that they have 

special rights in these territories.”  

Immigration scholars, such as Alejandro Portes and Ruben Rumbaut have 

criticized Huntington’s claims as exaggerated, and have stated that transnational 

identities are common in immigrant communities, but argue that immigrants are 

incorporating into the greater receiving society and there is no need to fear for 

separatist tendencies (2006, p. 139). Portes and Zhou (1993) have also noticed that 

some immigrants may not be experiencing upward mobility in the US, and explain the 

theory of “segmented assimilation” arguing that immigrants, and their children 

incorporate into the receiving society in a stratified way, either by joining racial or 

class based social groups.  

However, Huntington’s account offers a mix between assimilationist and 

nativist thinking, arguing that there is a “core culture” based in Anglo-Saxon 
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Protestant values, that needs to be adopted by foreigners in order to be incorporated, 

while at the same time they need to forgo their native ways, and adopt this new core 

culture as their only one. Huntington borders on Nativism, by pondering Anglo-

protestant culture and the white race as the models to follow in order to be a citizen of 

the US, and ignoring entirely other minorities that have shaped the culture, society and 

political landscape of this country. Focusing on Huntington’s conception of 

immigrants, Ulrich Beck (2006) has equated his position to that of Juan Ginés de 

Sepúlveda against Fray Bartolome de las Casas in the Valladolid debates
1
 of 1550-

1551. De las Casas and Sepúlveda discussed the human condition of the indigenous, 

and the right to Spain to conquest and war. While Sepulveda argued that the 

indigenous were inferior and subject to domination (and enslavement) De las Casas 

advocated for the gradual Christianization of the indigenous by means of persuasion 

(see Hernandez, 2001). Beck calls both, Huntington´s and Sepúlveda’s positions the 

universalism of difference (p. 50), or those who consider that human values are 

positioned on a scale, and some may be more desirable than others. While De las 

Casas is placed in the universalism of sameness, where all human beings are 

conceived as having a common origin. The Valladolid controversy, has significant 

parallels with current discussions about multiculturalism, universalism, assimilation 

and integration.  

As it can be appreciated, both assimilatonists, and nativists have a conception 

of immigrants as not fully “developed” or inferior. While nativists argue that 

immigrants do not have the racial or cultural stock to “assimilate” into the mainstream 

culture, and therefore are a menace to America; assimilationists consider that if only 
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immigrants work harder in acquiring American ways, then they would “develop” into 

full American citizens, and participate in the “melting-pot” “the salad-bowl” or the 

current metaphor used to describe assimilation into mainstream American culture.  

However, both positions consider that immigrants need to either change their ways, or 

leave because they are not-fully developed citizens.  Therefore straight-line 

assimilationists views and nativism are in practice variants of the same conception of 

immigrants as “others” in need to be molded, and their culture subtracted, so they can 

become more familiar to the dominant culture in the receiving society so they can be 

widely accepted.   

Extreme conceptions of straight-line assimilation are expected by members of 

the state who do not share the immigrant points of view, who have not experienced 

departure from a homeland, or who have powerful investments in the mainstream or 

national culture status-quo.  For example, U.S. representative Tom Tancredo, when 

asked what it meant to be a good American, answered to “cut from the past.” “[Being 

a true American] means you’ve cut your ties with the past, familial, especially political 

ties with the country from which you came” (cited by McCan, Cornelius, and Leal, 

2008, p. 1). However, the assumption that every nation has a common culture or 

“leitkultur”
2
 and that newcomers should adopt it and shed their own cultural ways may 

be misleading. As Jürgen Habermas has recently put it:  

To the present day, the idea of the leitkultur depends on the 

misconception that the liberal state should demand more of its 

immigrants than learning the language of the country and accepting the 

principles of the Constitution. We had, and apparently still have, to 

overcome the view that immigrants are supposed to assimilate the 

“values” of the majority culture and to adopt its “customs” (Habermas, 

2010).  
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The “straight line” assimilation view generally contemplates the incorporation 

process as a smooth one, where the state and the receiving society decide what 

undesirable traits should immigrants give up, and what “common culture” and values 

should they adopt. The process of incorporation is in reality a constant negotiation and 

creation of meaning and identity while interacting with both, sending and receiving 

societies political and legal systems and culture. A utopian smooth and flawless view 

of the incorporation of immigrants as citizens in modern democracies contrasts with 

the reality of a complicated panoply of adjustments and exclusionary dynamics 

formally prescribed by both sending and receiving nation-states, and informally set by 

the receiving neighborhoods and communities, such as in the illustration by Habermas. 

Assimilationist views conceive the incorporation process of immigrants as one of 

“arrival and settlement,” while for many, the immigrant’s experience is described as 

one of “departure and absence” (Mattew Jacobson, 1995, cited in Fitzgerald, 2000, p. 

18) implying various degrees of attachment to the homeland even when time of 

residency in the settling country grants them more familiarity with the culture. 

However, transnational practices are not only due to sentiments of nostalgia towards 

the homeland, but also to very practical exercises of civic life. People already learned 

ways of organizing socially, and they will try to reproduce those ways as they learn 

new forms of organization. Transnational activities are also a way to keep functioning 

civically and socially in a strange context.  
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The Subtractive Process 

Normative assimilationist views thus are also suspicious of transnational 

activities by immigrants, and lead to a conception of citizenship limited by subtractive 

practices.  Such as “subtractive linguistic assimilation,” described by Portes and 

Rumbaut as the intergenerational loss of the mother language (2006, 1990). Those 

subtractive practices accumulate to the point that they can affect the quality of the 

incorporation of immigrants, causing some individuals and groups of people to 

experience incorporation as devaluation of their culture and identity. By “subtractive 

citizenship” I refer to the set of mechanisms and practices that nation states and 

dominant cultures exert on minority groups who are incorporating into the nation and 

are perceived as outsiders, especially if those groups are not wealthy. Immigrants, 

indigenous groups, blacks, the poor, and other groups may qualify as part of the 

populations perceived as different and who need to be made uniform.  First, but 

mainly second and third generation immigrants, are pushed by institutional and 

cultural practices to be more “equal to the mainstream” [leitkultur] and less “foreign,” 

requiring as a proof of loyalty losing the mother language and other marked cultural 

identification traits. Since under this model of “assimilation” what is taken from 

immigrants is their language, their culture, and other forms of manifesting their 

identity, it is called subtractive because contemporary nation states have not developed 

widespread mechanisms for making citizenship a culturally-enhancing process, but 

instead a diminishing one, linked more to privileges than to social and political 

pluralism in civic life.  
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Many of those subtractive mechanisms are administered by the school system, 

as Angela Valenzuela noticed in her observation on “subtractive schooling practices” 

(1999). Valenzuela notices that the US school system has engaged in structural 

practices of subtraction towards poor Mexican immigrants making them lose their 

language and their cultural traits and pushing them to become monolingual. However 

she conceives the “Mexican” culture as monolithic and fails to see that the Mexican 

state has also engaged in subtractive practices towards its indigenous citizens and 

other minorities in order to build its nationalistic project.  

Other institutions that engage in subtractive practices are the media as a 

conductor of “mainstream culture” and academia as a producer of regimes of 

knowledge, such in the case of the linking of assimilation and modernization theories 

as the need for “primitive” cultures to acquire the traits of more “developed” ones, 

such as European and American Western culture (Shah, 2003).  These state 

institutions and systems create and promote normative models of subtractive 

citizenship aimed mainly at immigrants and their children, but also to other minorities 

who are already formal members of the state and do not identify with mainstream 

culture, such as indigenous people. Nation-states have the control of educational 

institutions, and through public schools the state may dictate formal or implicit 

linguistic, cultural, and social guidelines or policies for its citizens, in a way 

determining their cognitive outreach, or the basis for it. This process of subtraction 

does not need to be the rule, the educational system may promote, along with values of 

membership to a family or a national community, more cosmopolitan values, such as 

the recognition of human traits in other ethnic, national or racial groups, and the 
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willingness to learn and solve problems that require international cooperation 

(Nussbaum, 1996). That nations work for their own prevalence, cohesion, and 

community imagination is not a given, and more inclusive and cosmopolitan ways, not 

based on the notions of the acquisition of Western culture and the obliteration of the so 

called “traditional cultures” can be adopted as part of a more pluralistic formulation of 

national identity.  

At a time when paradigms of globalization and exchange among nations are 

paramount, it is puzzling to see states trying to control certain sectors of their 

population in order to make them less mobile and global, especially those groups that 

are perceived as not part of the upper middle class or belonging to the so called 

mainstream culture. Immigrants are a good example of this, but it is not only their 

status as immigrants that makes states want to “manage them,” and control the way 

they are incorporated into globalization processes.  There are also other factors of 

discrimination, such as perception of social class, ethnicity, and race that renders 

entire population groups “unfit” for citizenship, making them less able to adapt to a 

multi-cultural world by imposing a pre-conceived cultural and social hegemonic norm 

of integration on them. This norm is usually a subtractive one for newcomers who are 

not members of economic elites, or who constitute a perceived “moral or cultural 

threat” as Huntington argued, to the integrity of the nation as an imagined community. 

Mainstream societies do not easily incorporate entire cultures or group customs 

at once. If there are some things that can be incorporated into mainstream dominant 

culture, those things may be considered “residual” and be symbolic holidays from the 

incorporating culture, such as St. Patrick’s Day for the Irish, or Cinco de Mayo for 
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Latinos in the United States. Elites fare much better in this subtraction process, since 

multilingualism can be an asset among cultural political and economic elites, and they 

may have the desirable cultural capital that dominant cultural and national projects 

want to protect and promote. For elites, the mother language use can remain strong, 

even after several generations, since access to diverse schooling opportunities and 

travel abroad are more available, and keeping their mother languages is a lesser stigma 

because multilingualism is a desired trait among business people, government 

officials, and professionals.  

Immigrant Transnationaism 

As discussed previously, the term transnationality was used first by Randolf 

Bourne in his 1916 essay, “Trans-national America” to refer to the back and fort 

activities of immigrants in the United States with their native lands in Europe. Bourne 

was an early advocate of cosmopolitanism and dual citizenship, in this regard he 

argues: 

Along with dual citizenship we shall have to accept, I think, that free 

and mobile passage of the immigrant between America and his native 

land again which now arouses so much prejudice among us. We shall 

have to accept the immigrant’s return for the same reason that we 

consider justified our own flitting about the earth. To stigmatize the 

alien who works in America for a few years and returns to his own 

land, only perhaps to seek American fortune again, is to think in narrow 

nationalistic terms. (Bourne, 1916, online).  

 

Bourne argued that the United States was not a nationality, but a 

“transnationality” and a back and forth weaving of many threads. He continued 

explaining: “Any movement which attempts to thwart this weaving, or to dye the 
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fabric any one color, or disentangle the threads of the strands, is false to this 

cosmopolitan vision” (Bourne, 1916, online) 

As during the times of Bourne, our contemporary period of globalization has 

sustained debates about new forms of transnationalism, beyond the exchange done by 

economic or cultural elites. Arjun Appadurai for example, talks about transnationalism 

in cultural terms, giving weight to global capitalism in shaping cultural practices 

around the world (1991). Contemporary capitalism forces and practices “induce and 

favor displacement, [and] subjects respond ‘fluidly’ to changing economic and 

political conditions” (Castañeda, 2006 p.9). In this scenario, while normative 

nationalist attachment dictates to subjects to remain loyal to one political community, 

political rearrangements and economic forces place individuals and communities in 

different territories from those where their national practices are sanctioned and 

welcomed. It is important to highlight neoliberalism, as an important system attached 

to contemporary capitalism. Neoliberalism has been loosely defined, and described in 

various terms, mainly attached to the economy. However, as Elana Zilberg explains, 

neoliberalism is used to describe 1) an economic model entailing the promotion of free 

trade, deregulation of the market, and privatization of functions of the state, 2) a 

political philosophy, entailing individual freedom over state intervention, and the 

favoring of private over public goods, and 3) a discipline or mode of personal conduct, 

highlighting personal responsibility over social welfare (2011, p. 4-5). Under this 

model, capitalism is causing new flexible arrangements for capital, and new functions 

for the state, shifting social welfare to national security functions.  
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Transnational capital flux, and the deregulation of markets have contributed to 

the displacement of labor in a way that immigrants are increasingly located in 

transnational arenas. Speaking strictly from the market point of view, the displacement 

of people means just the movement of labor, which generally responds to “pull” 

factors (such as better labor markets in developed Western economies). However, 

labor is embodied and for the state, this means that people (usually workers) are 

moving and settling in their new locations, increasingly exercising everyday 

economic, political, and productive practices across borders. For the state, those 

practices are difficult to regulate. Some have even called immigrant practices across 

borders a form of “transnationalism from below” (Smith & Guarnizo, Mahler, op. cit., 

1998) because the main transnational actor in the world is capital, and owners of 

capital are usually considered transnational “from above.”  

In terms of the effects of neoliberalism in contemporary political arrangements, 

Zilberg explains that although “it is not a totalizing system, it is widely understood 

that its governing logic of market fundamentalism has repercussions for forms of 

citizenship, subjectivity, and sovereignty across the globe” (2011, p. 5). Some of those 

repercussions have a direct relationship with how nation-states are responding to the 

presence of immigrants. Normative, exclusionary models of citizenship no longer 

explain political, social and cultural attachments of mobile people (if they ever did). 

Transnationalism acknowledges that human lives involve many “threads,” and the 

nation-state may constrain people from expressing their full humanity if it tries to 

contain and excessively regulate them (Thelen, 1999, p. 2). However, contemporary 

transnationalism does not mean the end of the nation-state.  
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Contemporary migrants it is said, forge new identities that allow them to 

develop multiple, or at least dual, attachments to territories, cultural and social 

networks and increasingly, institutions. Basch, Glick Schiller, and Szanton Blanc 

defined transnationalism as the “process by which immigrants forge and sustain 

multistranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and 

settlement” (cited in Levitt, 2001, p. 6, Fitzgerald, 2000, p. 6 italics added). Portes, 

Guarnizo and Landolt (1999) define transnational practices as economic, political, and 

socio-cultural occupations and activities that require regular long-term contacts across 

borders to be successful. Nina Glick Schiller (2005) argues that transnational 

migration is a form of mobility in which migrants choose to live across borders, 

becoming “transmigrants” who are incorporated into one nation-state, while at the 

same time deciding to keep relationships that make them participants in other nation-

states (p. 4).  

In the last two decades many have conceived transnational practices as 

“disruptive” of the power of the nation-state, and see in transnationalism a major 

challenger to classic conceptions of citizenship, membership, and the nation-state.  For 

example, the discourse of universal human rights and the transnational organizations 

that help to protect them are seen as forces that challenge the traditional notions of the 

nation-state as a political unit (Soysal, 1994).  Aihwa Ong (1999) uses the term 

“transnationality” in order to account for global political economy trends, as well as 

local cultural manifestations of globalization. For her, “Trans” means changing the 

nature of something, as well as moving across territorial lines (p. 4). Ong herself talks 

about transnationality as a way of accounting for “transgressive aspects of 
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contemporary behavior and imagination that are incited, enabled, and regulated by the 

changing logics of states and capitalism” (p. 4). Despite the fact that transnationality is 

portrayed as a contemporary disruptive and transgressive form, this supposed 

“transgression” is not exclusive to current immigrant transnational activities, and has a 

historic presence. For example, Italian immigrants to the United States in the late 19
th, 

and early 20
th

 Centuries, considered the United States as a “workshop” and frequently 

traveled back and forth seasonally, taking advantage of the improvement on speed and 

security of the steamship trips that cost between 15 and 25 dollars in steerage, and 

took about sixteen to seventeen days from Naples to New York (Foner, 2005, p. 67).  

Transnationalism, however, is not “flourishing” at the expense of a weakened 

nation-state; on the contrary, nation states are very powerful entities that affect, and 

shape immigrant fluxes (Moctezuma-Longoria, 2008).  John Torpey (2000) has argued 

that modern states pose to themselves the sovereignty questions of membership or the 

establishment of who belongs and who does not. According to him, contemporary 

receiving nations, mainly North Atlantic countries, are self-created white nations that 

have restricted their immigrant flows at times and lessened the controls at other times 

(p. 32). Besides monopolizing the use of violence within a territory, as Max Weber 

recognized them doing, Torpey argues that states also have sought the right to 

monopolize the “legitimate means of movement” of people, and for that purpose they 

have employed control technologies and bureaucracies.  Despite the controls set by 

state bureaucracies, certain levels of involvement or contact with transnational 

networks is expected among immigrant communities. Many areas of this involvement 
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imply consumption of products, media and ideas, or media produced by immigrants 

themselves.  

 

Transnationalism, or Assimilation? A Rhetorical Question  

or a Legitimate Dichotomy? 

 

A frequently discussed issue in some academic circles is the dichotomization 

between “transnationalism” and “assimilation,” and the argument that these two 

practices are at odds with each other. Commonly, those with strong assimilationist 

views would be suspicious of transnational activities, and believe that pure 

transnational activities would segregate entire immigrant populations from their 

receiving lands (Baubock, 2003). In a traditional assimilationist paradigm, immigrants 

are assumed to be unable to integrate into the host society without severing their links 

and connections with their homelands. Roger Waldinger for example argues that 

nationals somehow expect immigrants to transfer their loyalties from home to host 

state, “even though residual ethnic attachments are generally allowed” (2008, p. 8). In 

some ways, this view of transnationalism as the permanent condition of feeling a 

national of the home country (even if living abroad), over-simplifies the nuanced 

process of circulating across borders, re-settling and adapting to a new culture and life. 

This process involves creating a new adapting culture in order to make the 

incorporation less daunting.  

Although Waldinger acknowledges that there is a practice of transnational 

contact in the first generation of immigrants, any trace of attachment to the homeland 

of their parents in the second generations of immigrants he calls “residual ethnic 
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attachments.” In some ways, this view aligns with the traditional idea that assimilation 

and transnationalism are mutually exclusive, although it concedes the first generation 

the right to transnational practices, and the second, third, and beyond, the condition of 

“assimilated” (however the characteristics of this “assimilation” are not entirely 

explained).  

This view considers that people who grew up in their home countries and later 

in life moved to another land, as practically untouched by the process of migration, 

and that transnational activities take place only out of loyalty to their previous 

nationality and culture, and not as a strategy of political and civic engagement in two 

states. Other attachments such as race, ethnicity, class and gender are also not fully 

considered, and too much weight is given to national attachments.  Receiving states 

are advised to “endure” transnational practices from first generation immigrants, and 

then to enjoy “full loyal citizens” from the second generation on.  

Peggy Levitt has described what other scholars call the “assimilation process,” 

as a “bumpy road” and not a straight line (op. cit. 2003, p. 178), and immigrant 

transborder practices and relationships with their homelands continue to pose a 

challenging area of inquiry, since there are many areas of daily life where those 

transnational activities are performed. Nevertheless, authors such as Ewa Morawska 

(2003) argue that transnationalism and assimilation are not parallel conceptions, but 

concurrent phenomena. Transnational practices are common in immigrant 

communities that are settling and integrating into their host society. The very process 

of integration involves different levels of transnational activities, depending on the 

characteristics of the immigrant population, such as size or proximity to the home 
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country. Following Morawska’s idea, Fitzgerald states that transnational practices and 

assimilation are compatible (2002, p. 7), arguing that long periods of residence in a 

receiving community may emphasize attachment to the local place. Immigrants tend to 

establish “localistic” links between their sending and receiving communities (ibid, p. 

8), so that way they become “bi-local”, with ties to two localities in two different 

countries.  

Many immigrants who participate in homeland political and social life, and are 

in effect “here and there,” have changed themselves fundamentally with the migratory 

experience, but they have not necessarily changed to become “like everyone else” in 

their new land, as Waldinger states, nor have they kept their loyalties to their home 

country untouched and unaffected by the rules of their new country. This traditional 

view sees the homeland as an unchangeable place, and any change that immigrants 

and their offspring experiment as signs of assimilation into the new (George Sanchez, 

2000). Interestingly, in the case of Mexican immigrants, the migratory process “often 

expands three or more generations within the same families” (Cornelius, 1981, p. 2) 

making the line of distinction between so called “residual ethnic” practices and 

transnational practices difficult to draw in daily life. On the other hand, the process of 

moving and resettling has made immigrants more aware of nationalism and its 

comforting myths.  Even if they do not articulate it in sophisticated cosmopolitan 

discourse, the daily practices of immigrants entail dealing with at least two state 

arrangements, languages, and civic and educational codes (in the case of Mexican 

indigenous immigrants, the discursive and sometimes institutional crossing they do 

with movement, entails three different social, cultural and political arrangements). 
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Even if these immigrants are not mobile, due to state restrictions either on the cultural, 

linguistic, or political side, they still take part on transnational networks where other 

members of their families or communities have the ability to travel and bring 

information back and forth.  

In order to negotiate belonging when moving from their homelands and 

settling elsewhere, immigrants commonly define themselves as having multiple 

identities, associating alternatively to their national, ethnic, political, class, religious, 

or cultural allegiances. Mexican immigrants in the United States commonly negotiate 

a multiple belonging to their communities of origin, and the ones where they settle, 

either using their cultural, religious, or social resources to build and transform their 

identities. This negotiation occurs through communicative practices, which help both 

to sustain a communicative network and to support transnational practices, such as 

pursuing civic organization, news production and consumption, mobility, ethnic 

business, and other activities. Among the communication practices that these 

organizations engage in are the organization of public cultural and social festivities, 

political rallies, marches and demonstrations, fund raisers, beauty pageants, soccer and 

basketball tournaments, dancing festivals, and other organized efforts, as well as the 

production and consumption of media which reflects the activities immigrant 

communities engage in. These activities require the continuous involvement in both 

sending and receiving communities’s political, socio-cultural, and business life. These 

practices and other civic activities by immigrant organizations will be discussed in 

Chapter two.  
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Can Transnationalism Lead to Cosmopolitan Citizenship? 

As much as it is discussed in social science, the concept of cosmopolitanism 

does not have a universally accepted definition, and new meanings attached to it 

constantly emerge in intellectual debates (Vertovec and Cohen, 2002). It has been said 

that the expression “citizen of the world” can be either used to maintain privilege 

among elites or to undermine it (Wallerstein 1996, 124). For the most part, 

contemporary cosmopolitanism has been associated with mobility and wealth, with the 

transfer of cultural and social capital across privileged networks, and with official 

diplomatic relationships between states. In many ways, this conception of 

cosmopolitanism is linked to representatives of the nation-states, executives of 

transnational corporations, artists, cultural figures, and other members of elites, 

because cosmopolitanism has happen to be associated with ambassadorship functions.  

A big reason why cosmopolitanism has become a concept associated with elites is the 

advent of international relations among nation-states, as the elites in nation-states are 

the ones “authorized” to make contacts with international actors, who are also elites 

themselves in their nation-states. The idea of cosmopolitanism in Immanuel Kant was 

intimately associated with the formalities of the nation-state. In his essay “Perpetual 

Peace,” Kant originally thought about the cosmopolitan right to hospitality for 

foreigners, but the conception of that hospitality seemed to be transient and not a 

permanent feature of a political community, and an attribute only given to official 

representatives of that state to either give that right or deny it (Kant, 1991-1795). It is 

due to the formalization of international relations among nation states, that 

cosmopolitanism suddenly became a staple of identification with elites. 
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Ambassadorships were then turned into the realm of the educated, the religious, or the 

political, but lay people continued encountering members of other ethnic, racial, social 

or cultural groups even within their own state, not to mention that the acceleration of 

what is called the process of “globalization” has made more and more common for the 

non-elite person to meet people from other ethnicities, creeds, races or countries. 

Pippa Norris and Ronald Inglehart (2009), have studied cosmopolitan communications 

in the globalized world using what they call “the cosmopolitan index.” This index is a 

quantitative measure constructed with three indicators: a media freedom index, a 

globalization index (which basically means trade levels), and the GDP. For these 

authors, cosmopolitanism is associated with high levels of those indicators, which 

basically tend to show that the countries with high cosmopolitan indexes, are also rich 

and ethnically uniform European nations, the United States being the only exception 

not in terms of wealth, but in terms of diversity, ranking sixth in their top 

classification, with Luxembourg and Switzerland as the first and second places in the 

ranking (pp. 158-159). Their classification of cosmopolitanism is linked to capitalist 

development and democracy, and the relative freedom of a country’s media 

institutions. However the index has little to do with actual cosmopolitanism, such as 

the daily encounters with ethnic, racial, or class diversity, the self-reflection that 

occurs when encountering others and accommodating to their needs, or the 

accommodating of large diverse populations into political communities with relatively 

minimum conflict or cultural or identity suppression. As those countries receive 

immigrants from places such as Africa and the Middle East and their populations react 

to the encounter with difference, their mechanisms for peacefully integrating them into 
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their societies, and their claimed cosmopolitanism will be tested. Otherwise Norris and 

Inglehart describe the measurements of wealth across countries of the world, but they 

have failed to construct a true index of cosmopolitanism.  

Some have regarded cosmopolitanism with suspicion, associating with it the 

lack of roots (Deneen, 2000). Joseph Stalin called Jews “cosmopolitans” to denigrate 

them and to expose the ‘suspicious’ allegiances of foreigners to other powers. 

Following this conception of cosmopolitanism, Sidney Tarrow wonders in his essay 

“Rooted Cosmopolitans and Transnational Activists” (2005) if cosmopolitans are in 

fact rootless, and answers by affirming that cosmopolitans use local resources for their 

global or cosmopolitan projects, and that most human activities take place locally, 

even for international actors, therefore cosmopolitanism is in a way “rooted” or that 

takes place somewhere, but that does not mean that it is not possible to be 

cosmopolitan when acting locally. In fact, there are many misconceptions of 

cosmopolitans as not been engaged in a political community because they “have no 

roots,” when the contrary may be the case, as civic transnational activities by 

immigrant groups show.   

Most recently, there have been some discussions about the separated notions of 

privileged and disempowered cosmopolitans. In the former group are those who have 

chosen to leave their countries and more or less have the means to do it. In the latter 

group are others who have been forced to do so, such as immigrants and refugees 

(González-Ruibal, 2009). Most people who have voluntarily chosen to leave their 

countries as a lifestyle decision and have done so in a privileged economic position, 

generally are living in a more or less similar world to the one they left in their home 
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countries, specifically in terms of social class. Even if they have to encounter other 

“diversities” such as ethnic, racial or linguistic, their class status may grant them an 

easier time “adjusting” to those differences, since some aspects of contemporary 

globalization, especially media language and cultural consumption, have rendered the 

realms of the elites of the world very similar across countries. For disempowered 

cosmopolitans, Homi Bhabha (2001) has proposed the concept of “vernacular 

cosmopolitanism” to describe experiences of traditionally marginalized people. This 

concept can be applied to refugees, labor migrants, or indigenous people who are 

exposed to cosmopolitan experiences through immigrant networks, and not from 

original access to centers or groups of power in their communities of origin. Robin 

Maria Delugan offers an interesting discussion on “indigenous cosmopolitanism” 

referring to the cultural depth of indigenous peoples and their vast knowledge 

contribution to the rest of the world, a world that does not always welcome or 

acknowledge the value of their contribution (Delugan, 2010, p. 92). However, this 

differential conceptualization divides cosmopolitanism as a different phenomenon for 

the rich and the poor, or the privileged and unprivileged. Although those groups 

experience cosmopolitanism in different ways, it does not mean that there is one 

cosmopolitanism made for elites, and another for the rest.  In fact, Anthony Appiah 

has said that cosmopolitanism and patriotism are universal sentiments, and not elite 

privileges (2002). Other notions of cosmopolitanism are built upon the concept of 

“worldliness,” by Hanna Arendt, which entails notions of self-reflexivity, and a 

“heightened feeling of care for the world” (Smith, 2007, pp. 44-45). Self-reflexivity is 

understood as an introspective act of questioning the self when encountering others. 
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According to Martha Nussbaum, cosmopolitanism is also based on empathy, or  “the 

imaginative reconstruction of another person’s experience” (2001, p. 302). Nussbaum 

supports the idea of teaching about other human experiences in school, and not only 

about our own political and cultural communities.  This kind of teaching, “will help 

produce the kind of adults that will see the commonality in other human beings, and 

will stress to make them "more like our city-dweller" (1996, p. 9). Seeing human 

experience from other person’s point of view is viewed as a cosmopolitan principle, 

described by Ulrich Beck as “cosmopolitan empathy.” (2006, p. 7).  

Furthering this discussion, David Held formulated a list of Cosmopolitan 

principles that conform what he calls the “Cosmopolitan orientation.” Those principles 

can be “universally shared, and can form the basis for the protection and nurturing of 

each person’s equal significance in the “moral realm of all humanity.”  (Held, p. 12). 

The principles are: 1) equal worth and dignity 2) active agency; 3) personal 

responsibility and accountability; 4) collective decision-making about public matters 

through voting procedures; 6) inclusiveness and subsidiarity; 7) avoidance of serious 

harm; 8)sustainability (Held 2005, p. 12).  

Held explains those principles in ‘clusters’ or sets of several principles at a 

time. The first cluster corresponds to the individual human being. The first principle 

establishes the individual (not the state or any other social group) as a “unit of moral 

concern” as Held calls it, therefore individuals should be treated with dignity and 

respect. The second principle refers to the individual capacity for action, in order to 

shape and change one’s life conditions, and not only accept them. The third principle 

refers to individual responsibility and accountability, which compliment the two first 
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principles, and accounts for individual human choice (this choice not to be confused 

with ‘unacceptable structures of difference.’ The second cluster includes principles 4, 

5 ad 6, and concludes that in order to have the first three principles, it is important to 

be committed to a ‘non-coercive political process’ where people can interact and 

negotiate their interests in an inclusive manner. This can be done in the local level, but 

if  “the decisions at issue are translocal, transnational, or transregional, then political 

associations need not only to be locally based but also to have a wider scope and 

framework of operation.” (p. 14). The third cluster includes the last two principles. For 

number 7, it is important to have the previous six principles in place, and then this 

principle referring to the “avoidance of harm, and the amelioration of urgent need” can 

be applied, since this principle identifies and prioritizes needs. The eight principle 

refers to economic and social development, and it specifies that “they must be 

consistent with the stewardship of the world’s resources” (p. 15).  

Although Held’s principles are important and comprehensive, still in practice 

there are different expressions of cosmopolitanism that not only encompass those 

principles, but also go beyond them, such as human empathy as a basis for cooperation 

and trust in human communities. Some of the questions that arise when reviewing 

those principles for example refer to where we can locate cosmopolitanism. Is 

cosmopolitanism an individual or a collective trait? Or is it both in practice? Can 

cosmopolitan practices be learned, and passed on in social structures and human 

institutions, not only by individuals? How does cosmopolitanism look when 

practiced? Does an individual have to possess all the principles in order to have 

cosmopolitan practices? Although Held considers the individual as the ultimate 
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depositary of cosmopolitanism, it may be only in the group where its exercise may be 

possible, making it a trait of the social collective mind, and collective organizations 

and institutions the only form of preserving and exercising cosmopolitan principles 

and values.  All of those questions are worth exploring when focusing on citizenship 

and communication practices by immigrants, and the question of whether those 

practices are cosmopolitan, or have the possibility of becoming cosmopolitan and are 

suddenly obliterated by nation-state forces.  

In a remarkable effort to tackle this conundrum, Ulrich Beck argues in his 

work The Cosmopolitan Vision (2006) that there is a need for constructing conceptual 

categories that describe the current human condition, which “has become more 

cosmopolitan” and deplores that the social sciences are tangled in what he calls 

“methodological nationalism” since the social sciences observer commonly privileges 

what he calls the “national outlook” when formulating both research questions and 

analytical categories for research. Beck states that: “The rise of sociology coincided 

with the rise of the nation-state, nationalism and the system of international politics. 

This historical connection alone gives rise to the axiomatics of methodological 

nationalism according to which the nation, the state and society are the ‘natural’ social 

and political forms of the modern world (p. 24). He also considers that the national 

outlook favors an either/or way of thinking, instead of a both/and categorization of 

phenomena. Beck discusses the existence of “shallow” and “deep” cosmopolitanism, 

easing the danger of having too many “cosmopolitanisms” to the point that may render 

the concept useless for analysis. He stresses that cosmopolitanization itself has been 

co-opted as a commodity by the market, and all forms of transnational consumption 
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may be part of this “shallow” or banal cosmopolitanism, the one dealing with those 

things that we easily confront in our daily lives: the availability of “diverse” products 

for consumption, the ideas transmitted by the media, and the different lifestyle 

narratives available for consumption in the globalized world (p. 41). This kind of 

cosmopolitanization (in music, in art, and in consumption) is readily visible (although 

not always available) for most of the people with access to electronic media.  

There is a danger, Beck warns of leaving the debate on the surface considering 

shallow cosmopolitanism as the only form of cosmopolitanism, and quickly, dismiss 

or embrace the concept without awareness of the either/or conceptualization dilemma. 

However, Beck proposes a discussion on “deep cosmopolitanism” as the one dealing 

with the very real dilemmas of what he calls “second modernity” or a transition from 

the industrial society to the “risk society.” The risk society is a stage when traditional 

institutions such as the state, the family, the school and others that sustained social 

life, can no longer act within the realm of the nation, and are susceptible to be readily 

affected by what happens in other parts of the world  (Beck, 2006). Deep 

cosmopolitanism coexists with shallow cosmopolitanism, but confronts deeper 

dilemmas than just the market choices for products or life style consumption, as 

prescribed by the neoliberal order discussed before. As Beck would say 

cosmopolitanism should be horizontal, rather than vertical, and allow actors from 

different social strata to participate in political, social, cultural and economic life.  

Immigrant workers around the world are experiencing this form of horizontal 

cosmopolitanism, and in different degrees responding to it by adapting to the new 

conditions as part of migratory networks across nations. For example, since my first 
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encounters with immigrant organization leaders and participants in Los Angeles 

almost a decade ago, and after constant interaction with them, I have realized that 

what seemed as a “schizophrenic” identity, was just my limited conceptual tools to 

analyze transnational immigrant practices. When I was teaching a media outreach 

class to a group of Zacatecan immigrants from the Zacatecan Federation in Los 

Angeles, I asked them to help me to define what their organization was about. With 

that information I was hoping to help them create a public relations strategy and a 

single message to the media that all members in the organization could repeat.  They 

responded that they worked in both, their sending and receiving communities at the 

same time, and they wanted to continue to do so, and also they wanted to tell media 

and inform the public in both countries that they were very much concerned about 

their local communities in the United States, but they also wanted to continue with 

their projects in their hometowns, and so forth. After hearing this, it was a difficult 

exercise for me to define a single message for advising them a communication 

strategy. After years of research both in the US and in Mexico, and after questioning 

myself and others about the future of immigrant “transnationality” across borders, the 

nation-state only explanations now seemed more outlandish than the more fluid, 

flexible and cosmopolitan practices that I have witnessed among Mexican and Central 

American immigrants in Los Angeles, San Diego, Oaxaca, and other cities. As Beck 

had suggested, the “national outlook” is a very powerful framework of reference, and 

sometimes the only set of analytical tools that researchers have available to explain 

social phenomena.  
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In the past decade, there has been a decline of discussion of cosmopolitanism 

among political and academic elites, especially in the United States after September 

11, when distrust towards foreigners revived, and “new” paradigms about the 

importance of patriotism were re-explored (Tarrow, 2005). However, decline in the 

academic debate about cosmopolitanism, does not mean a decline in cosmopolitan 

practices by transnational actors. The world is still interconnected, and issues such as 

security and international economic crises have become more global than ever. An 

example of this is how the 2009 recession caused among other reasons by the US 

housing bubble bust, showed its effects when affecting unthinkable places of the 

world, such as Iceland; or the very transnational ‘war on drugs’ fought in various 

world fronts due to the transnational nature of organized crime around the world.  The 

fact that states are now more concerned about guaranteeing security within and outside 

their borders, does not mean that cosmopolitan values are suddenly outdated; on the 

contrary, many cosmopolitan principles, such as the willingness to cooperate, reaching 

out to others, showing empathy towards their human condition acknowledging it as 

similar to our own, are very much in need for international and transnational conflict 

resolution.  

Transnationalism and Cosmopolitanism 

As Bourne suggested in his essay on transnationality and cosmopolitanism, in 

recent years, some authors have established a connection between increased immigrant 

transnational and transborder engagements, and cosmopolitanism, arguing that 

“transnational experiences foster people’s openness and tolerance” (Mau, Mewes, and 
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Zimmerman 2008, p. 2). Some of the contemporary discussions on the issue establish 

that transnationalism is a precondition of cosmopolitanism, but to speak of 

cosmopolitanism is to refer to a “transformation in self-understanding as a result of the 

engagement with others over issues of global significance. It is concerned with 

identifying processes of self-transformation arising out of the encounter with others in 

the context of global concerns” (Delanty, and He, 2008, p. 324).  Increase dialogue 

across cultures is often mentioned as a condition for cosmopolitanism.  

There have been some criticisms to the proposal of attaching immigrant cross 

border activities to notions of cosmopolitanism. Some have said that immigrant 

connections to their home and host lands are neither cosmopolitan, nor transnational, 

but “bilocal,” due to the high level of regionalistic attachment developed in the 

receiving community, and the activities centered almost exclusively in their home 

towns or home states (Waldinger and Fitzgerald, 2003, p. 8). Under this logic, 

immigrants do not become more global or cosmopolitan once they leave their 

communities of origin, but only bilocal, with this bilocality destined to characterize 

mainly first-generation immigrants, with their host-country born offspring becoming 

citizens of a single state. The concept of bi-local attachments according to Waldinger 

and Fitzgerald, better describes the nature of the cross border immigrant life. As an 

example of this phenomena immigrants from Latin America in the United States have 

very regionalistic identities, and those identities are reflected in the formation of 

associations based primarily in their town of origin. David Fitzgerald (2002) argues 

that long periods of residence in a receiving community may emphasize attachment to 

the local place.  
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This in some ways is a limited characterization of immigrants’ experiences, 

and considering their restricted economic resources to begin with, the fact that some 

immigrants develop and maintain transnational social networks usually lasting decades 

is remarkable, while some transnational activities by elites, may not include dealing 

with diversity, or at least not class or ethnic diversity, for example, since elites can 

chose who they want to hang out with. Even if immigrant primary attachments are 

regionalistic, and their organization is initiated due to a national or local identity, that 

does not mean their allegiances are parochial, or will remain parochial.  Once 

immigrants organize and get involved in immigrant networks they usually form 

bridges to connect with other organizations, building international and transnational 

coalitions with other immigrant and non-immigrant organizations, usually along class 

lines. Social scientists have focused on “place” as the most important variable for 

studying immigration (Stephen, 2007, Smith, 2005), and while it can be considered 

that way for obvious reasons, moving outside a place impacts other realms of life 

beyond displacement, such as history, personal narratives of success and progress, 

culture, etc. Dichotomizing migrant’s lives as attached to either “home” or “host” 

countries also places the analysis back in the political demarcations of the nation, and 

reduces the notion of transnational activity to a temporary practice, likely to fade away 

in favor of the consolidation of national activities bounded by territory and law.  

As was discussed before, contemporary assimilation theories stipulate that 

immigrants are expected to sever their ties with their homeland and to embrace the 

customs of their new country in order to be granted the status of citizenship and 

acquire rights and obligations. The organization of immigrant organizations such as 
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hometown associations, federations and other organizations in the United States, and 

their activities across borders question this prescribed exclusivity than oftentimes can 

be parochial, because immigrants may still keep strong social, political and to a lesser 

degree legal ties and obligations with their homelands and act upon those attachments, 

even if they are abroad, and at the same time, establish ties and obligations with their 

receiving communities.  Thus immigrant transnationalism entails a form of 

cosmopolitanism in the sense that immigrants compare and are exposed to at least two 

cultural, social, and political arrangements, and act upon them simultaneously, 

keeping this comparison in practice. This cosmpolitanism is conceived not as an elitist 

practice “above the state,” but “from below,” as expressed in the concept by Smith and 

Guarnizo’s “transnationalism from below” (1998). It is not only a “commodified” or 

“shallow” cosmopolitanism expressed in certain attitudes and objects of consumption 

that cultural brokers bring from one place to another. It entails daily cross-national and 

cross-cultural communication practices conditioning people to live in at least two 

places and compare their different rules, and traditions, rather than remain in one 

single place and acquire a sole “imagined collective community.” These actions may 

take the form of the recognition of diversity of identities of nation-state members that 

link them to different cultural heritages inside and outside the state (Cuccioletta, 

2002).  

By cosmopolitan citizenship I refer not only to the involvement in 

transnational civic rights groups, nor anti-globalization or pro-globalization 

movements, nor belonging to international network of agencies on human rights or 

economic aid, nor to the diplomatic service. In the framework of immigrant 
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transnationalism cosmopolitanism is defined as the “capacity to mediate between 

different cultures, the recognition of increasing interconnectedness of political 

communities and the approval of political responsibility at the supranational and 

global level” (op. cit., Mau, Mewes, and Zimmerman 2008, p. 2). As David Held has 

pointed out “political agents that can reason from the point of view of others are better 

equipped to solve and resolve fairly the challenging transboundary issues” (2002, p. 

58). A cosmopolitan view contemplating the diversity of human experience and 

enabling a form of social empathy for the human condition and suffering is a desirable 

political arrangement, allowing for the respect of dignity of every human being, not 

only what has been approved to be part of our community, town or country; the latter 

has taught us to distrust what does not belong inside our communities.  

Thus cosmopolitanism for the purpose of establishing a working definition is 

the human capacity, individual and collective of feeling empathy to the experience of 

others, the flexibility to accommodate diversity either in our individual or group lives, 

and to adjust to different socio-cultural environments. This entails the willingness to 

increase the dialogue across cultures, social classes, races and gender differences. This 

dialogue makes cosmopolitanism a communicative practice, and experience. 

Cultivating cosmopolitanism does not necessarily means to be “unrooted” or without 

allegiances to a particular group.  However, those allegiances should also not be 

considered as a source of conflict with other groups. Cosmopolitan actors strive for 

dignity, agency and responsibility, but also act with flexibility when encountering 

others, and the willingness to question their own identity in order to establish a 

dialogue with others and enrich their living experience through the experience of 
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others. Flexibility does not mean lack of obligations to others, but the contrary, it is 

“an expression of agency, which is acted out when people are forced to cope with the 

cosmopolitan condition when it enters their personal lives (Weenink, 2008, p. 1103).  

Many of those qualities characterize the immigrant’s experience, in that 

adjustment, mediation capacity is necessary to understand other cultures, and in that 

understanding, to also examine one’s own cultural assumptions, and identity. Usually, 

as my experience with my work with indigenous, and other immigrants from Mexico 

has taught me, the deployment of multiple identities, or multiple identity roles, 

depending on the situation, is another characteristic of migration, and a sign of 

cosmopolitan flexibility. From this awareness, immigration and its experience, instead 

of being an experience of loss, displacement, and inevitable submission to other’s 

cultural values, can be an experience of spreading this flexibility to other cultures, 

social and political arrangements. Roger Silverstone (2007, cited in Rogers, 2010), has 

characterized the cosmopolitan as someone who “embodies, in his or her person, a 

doubling of identity and identification; the cosmopolitan as an ethic, embodies a 

commitment, indeed and obligation, to recognize not just the stranger as other, but the 

other in oneself.  Cosmopolitanism implies and requires, therefore, both reflexivity 

and toleration” (page, 14).  A cosmopolitan attitude that embodies the values of 

empathy and toleration for difference, while withholding the value and respect for 

human life and experience as universal rather than only attributable to the members of 

our own clan, social class, family or political community.  

This kind of cosmopolitanism seems closer to the original concept coined by 

Diogenes of Sinope to adopt an open attitude towards other people’s religions, ways of 
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life, and customs, a more egalitarian conception of the human experience, one that 

questions practices of exclusion by political communities, as he did when questioning 

Plato about his allegiances with the Athenian polis and with Dionisious de Tyran, and 

declaring himself a ‘citizen of the world’ or cosmopolitan when questioned about his 

loyalty to the early Greek democracy. Diogenes was one of the main representatives of 

a philosophical group named “the cynics” who advocated for a life close to nature 

(dog-like), disagreeing with slavery, the subjection of women and foreigners, and 

proclaiming egalitarian values among their followers. Those values were rooted in a 

profound skepticism about the sanctity of one’s culture (that is why cynicism is 

associated with skepticism). As William D. Desmond explains: “the Cynics rejected 

property, money and the convention of wealth: after all, what can one own except the 

grounds under one’s feet, and if one cannot really own things, then far less can one 

possess another human being” (2008, p. 96).   This combination of egalitarianism, and 

self-awareness, has been difficult to incorporate into democratic practice and 

contemporary political communities, which tend to favor uniformity rather than 

difference, exclusivity rather than inclusion (no different group than hegemonic males 

has been historically part of the political citizenry without going through some forms 

of struggle to be included), and inflexibility rather than acceptance of difference. The 

cynics’ attitude was a direct response to fundamental exclusions by early democratic 

and citizenship theories and practices, and this is the venue that I intend to pursue 

when talking about “cosmopolitanism.” I recognize, after learning about the different 

discussions of the concept, either as an individual or social trait, that more 

conceptualization is necessary in order to conceive and imagine our cosmopolitan 
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present. That is also why I propose to explore what cosmopolitanism looks like in 

practice. Who is a cosmopolitan actor and who is not? Who has the opportunity and 

disposition of becoming cosmopolitan, and who takes that opportunity. How can a 

migratory network or immigrant organization can be cosmopolitan, when not all its 

actors are, or at least do not perform cosmopolitan acts all the time?  How can 

empathy be learned from individual, but also collective and institutional practice?  

As Beck acknowledges, we cannot deny that we need to explore that venue of 

thought, our daily practices are urging us to be more aware of our differences and 

strive for living with those differences in our human condition, and to find examples 

of cosmopolitan exchange and creation of cosmopolitan values. Immigrant 

organizations and their transnational practices are a good place to start seeing how 

those values are formed, deployed, and practiced every day, how those practices 

prevail or finally give way to the pressures of states and dominant societies, and 

disappear or are transformed into more normative nation-state traits, but also, how we 

can learn from those transnational cosmopolitans ways of interacting without conflict 

in a diverse world.  

Although it may be argued that transnational migrant activities across borders 

are kept due only to sentimental attachments to the homelands, and that because of 

these attachments they do not organize or act effectively in the civic life of their host 

communities, there are many elements that may prove this thesis wrong. For example, 

the incorporation process to the host land may be difficult for new immigrants, due to 

issues of language, culture, or discrimination—something that may hinder 

incorporation, alienating and disenfranchising newcomers. In the case of Mexican 
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immigrants joining in HTA’s common immigrant identity evolves then as a solidarity 

mechanism under harsh adaptation circumstances. Immigrants also use media to 

constitute and maintain their “imagined communities” through symbolic contact 

(Anderson, 1983/1991) across geographical spaces.  

 

Cosmopolitan Discourse and the Communication Function of Immigrant 

Networks: Where is Cosmopolitanism Practiced? 

 

I have discussed how transnational practices may lead to cosmopolitan 

practices of citizenship and civic engagement, and highlighted the discussion of 

whether cosmopolitanism is an individual or a social trait. By observing the 

communication activities of immigrant organizations in the United States, the value of 

the network as a conductor of information, collective and individual narratives, 

cultural frameworks, goods, and other forms of potential knowledge, it is possible to 

say that cosmopolitanism is situated in those practices. By “situated” I do not 

necessary refer to “place” in the traditional sense, but as a space for individual and 

social action, a “situation.” Through my research I saw many individuals who might 

not qualify as strictly “cosmopolitan” or have the selflessness to promote different 

forms of social empathy; however, within the group, the immigrant organization itself, 

and their interaction in and outside the migratory network with other organizations and 

individuals, cosmopolitan practices, such as cooperation, flexibility and empathy, were 

more evident. Theorists consider the individual as ultimate depositary of cosmopolitan 

values (Held, 2002, Chwaszcza, 2008), and it is true in many regards, since only 

individuals are able to acknowledge other individual humanity and rights.  However, 
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social life is the ultimate arena in which to practice those values, and interaction with 

others is the condition for putting into practice individual cosmopolitan values such as 

flexibility, respect, openness, sustainability, and empathy.  

Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) considered that human 

consciousness was the product of social, mediated interaction, which he viewed as 

fundamental condition for the transmission and creation of knowledge. Knowledge 

Vygotsky considered, was not acquired in a social vacuum, but through interaction 

with other human beings.  This knowledge was acquired in order to be engaged in the 

world, to participate socially in the practices of communities and to build individual 

identities attached to those communities and practices (p. 4). In his book 

“Communities of Practice: Learning, Meaning, and Identity,” Etienne Wenger (1998) 

builds on Vygotsky’s ideas and argues that a central aspect of the human learning 

process is the fact that human beings are social. Although communication does not 

always entail formal learning (e.g. scholastic, training, etc), transmission, reception, 

and interpretation of messages bring an implicit transmission and reception of 

different forms of knowledge.  Indigenous Mexicans for example, use different 

mediums of communication, such as festivities, to transmit knowledge and exercise 

civic life. This exercise is also practiced through their immigrant networks. 

Immigrants exercise citizenship by participating in these organizations, by bringing 

their social and cultural capital with them, acquiring new customs as a product of their 

immigration experiences, and deploying what they have learned in daily practice, 

creating new ways of organizing for civic engagement. In this case, civic engagement 

is understood as the participation in community activities going beyond the self and 
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the family. This engagement can be turned into political engagement when those civic 

activities are directed to the political system to influence government policy (Brettell, 

and Reed-Danahay, 2008, p. 179).  

Wenger associates practice with the formation of communities, and defines it 

as a “way of talking about the shared historical and social resources, frameworks, and 

perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action” (p. 5). The concept of 

“communities of practice” advanced by Wenger and Jean Lave is useful in 

understanding the importance of social interaction in the process of civic engagement 

and the creation of  immigrant organizations. Communities of practice result when the 

interaction of human beings pursuing a shared enterprise or goal leads to the 

participants engaging in collective learning by establishing social relations (p. 45). 

Those communities entail productive human activity, and are also inscribed into a 

socio-cultural context. People move inside and out of communities of practice (eg. 

immigrant networks and organizations). Newcomers arrive to the community and 

older members either facilitate or make their integration more difficult. Traditions 

change as newcomers incorporate their needs into the organization. It is with the 

arrival of newcomers that the process of learning occurs (p. 99). As Brettell, and Reed-

Danahay explain about communities of practice: “this heuristic concept draws the 

focus of attention to the ways in which participation in associations may affect and 

effect other forms of participation in the public sphere among immigrants”  (op. cit. p. 

198).   

Communities of practice are similar to a traditional apprenticeship model, 

where some kind of sponsorship is necessary for legitimacy and successful learning 
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(Wegner, p. 101). The learning that occurs when new members join a community of 

practice is both, a condition for prevalence and potential transformation of the 

community. For example, the incorporation of immigrant women in immigrant 

organizations such as hometown associations is changing the dynamics of male power 

traditionally associated with those organizations, because they are incorporating 

women’s needs into the agendas of the associations.    

Conclusion 

The presence of sustained transnational activities over decades may be a 

precondition for fostering a more cosmopolitan citizenship engagement, because 

migration and transnational activities contribute to enhance the cognitive and social 

experiences of migrants in migratory networks, and this has the potential to positively 

influence core national cultures with notions of cosmopolitan citizenship. People who 

have had a migratory experience and who have confronted their own notions of 

nationalism and belonging to a political community may be crucial elements to enrich 

the tradition of contemporary citizenship, and as the ancient cynics, to question 

exclusion. In the same way, individuals and communities that come from a contested 

place outside the mainstream culture and the legal inclusion of the state (as it is the 

case of some immigrants who are undocumented), provide a different point of 

reference regarding political communities. Outsiders and those we render as 

“different” make us aware of the exclusionary practices that citizens and states engage 

in, and maybe they will provide a way of correcting them, opening channels for 

participation, flexibility, diversity and inclusion.  
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Immigrant transnational activities in contemporary nation-states may help to 

enrich current traditions of citizenship, enhancing the meaning of being a citizen of a 

core culture, to open up to be a citizen of the world, identified as a single human 

community with diverse racial, ethnic, cultural and linguistic traits.  The core members 

of both political communities, most commonly the ones who defend the “mainstream 

culture” may not have access to immigrant networks, and the discourses of belonging, 

identity, and citizenship that are put forward there. In this way, immigrants have the 

potential for becoming “cultural brokers,” bringing and disseminating ideas back and 

forth between two core populations belonging to two different nations.   

As the example from La Guelaguetza reflects indigenous Mexican immigrants 

in the United States, through their activities around their associations and fronts, have 

found ways to exercise a form of cosmopolitan citizenship and belonging from the 

“grassroots,” using the spaces of communicative action available to them, even if 

those spaces spill over the traditional territorial and normative boundaries of the 

nation-state. This “grassroots” cosmopolitanism directly questions traditional theories 

of exclusive citizenship and their conception of “straight-line assimilation” prescribed 

to immigrants, which conceives citizenship as a subtractive process in order to create a 

more “similar” subject, someone adopting the host country “leitkultur” (or common 

culture) and forgoing the traits of his or her own identity. Contemporary immigrants 

who have multiple social and political attachments across countries, and want to keep 

them, are increasingly questioning this “subtractive citizenship” model and are aiming 

for cosmopolitan existence appealing to pluralist principles, foundational to liberal 

nation-states.   
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Notes 
 
1
 Valladolid Debates were part of a series of intellectual conversations where different thinkers were 

assessing the position of indigenous peoples in the New Spain. In those debates, the fairness and justice 

of the project of the conquest was put into discussion, along with the right for war. Aristotelian 

intellectual Juan Ginés of Sepúlveda, and Fray Bartolomé de las Casas discussed this position from two 

different points of view. Sepulveda addressed the issue in secular terms, calling the indigenous 

irrational beings, and worth of being enslaved by the conquistadores. He also stated that the indigenous 

refused to be enslaved, the conquistadores had the right to wage war on them, and went further even in 

saying that some of the indigenous (the Aztecs in particular) would kill other indigenous if the 

Spaniards did not intervene. De las Casas on the other hand, placed his argument in religious terms, he 

advocated for a gradual conversion of the Indians to Christianity and Western culture, arguing that the 

Bible did not command the killing or the enslavement of the pagans, but their conversion. (Hernandez, 

Bonar Ludwig, 2001, Beck, 2006).   

 
2
 Leitkultur defined by Jurgen Habermas as the “guiding national culture.” (Habermas, 2010). 
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Chapter 2 

Communication and Citizenship Practices of Mexican Immigrant Organizations 

in the United States 

 

 

Introduction 
 

This chapter is a discussion of the communication and citizenship practices of 

Mexican immigrant organizations in the United States. Conceiving Mexican migration 

as multi-ethnic (Fox, and Rivera-Salgado, 2004), I focus particularly on indigenous 

immigrant from the state of Oaxaca, and in later chapters, I describe in detail the 

citizenship and communication practices of a transnational Oaxacan organization. 

Before discussing particular cases, I offer a brief historical context of Mexican 

immigrant organizations in the United States, and discuss how indigenous migrants 

have incorporated into the greater Mexican migratory networks. I contextualize this 

migration within the economic, social and political forces on both countries, and give 

a historic account of subtractive practices that indigenous Mexicans have endured by 

the Mexican state. Finally, I present a discussion of contemporary immigrant 

organizations, a typology of their citizenship practices, and their scope.  I also offer a 

brief account and a typology for communication practices by those organizations, and 

their relevance for citizenship. 

The most common way for first generation immigrants to organize is around 

clubes de oriundos or “hometown associations” (HTA), sometimes the original HTAs 

have united in Fronts and Federations that have joined in order to be more politically 

involved in both countries. Indigenous Mexican immigrants have also organized 
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HTAs, fronts and federations, as mestizo Mexicans have done, although their presence 

in migratory networks is relatively more recent than mestizos, who have been 

migrating to the United States since the Ninetieth Century.  The engagement of those 

organizations with both the Mexican and the US political and social realms through 

immigrant media, and sustained civic, social, cultural, economic, communication, and 

political practices exercised in their transnational networks, are an important area to 

study citizenship. Civic and communication practices help to contextualize and 

explain the influence of these organizations in transnational immigrant networks.   

Media produced by those organizations particularly newspapers, bulletins, 

newsletters, magazines, literature, and other relatively low-cost publications have been 

an important backbone for their maintenance, by providing an arena of communication 

and expression of ideas for their members and outsiders.  It is important to study 

patterns of media use and production along with organization activities in order to 

establish a relationship between those and the daily production of citizenship. Mexican 

immigrants in the United States, and their transnational communication, travel, 

organizing, and citizenship practices, offer the possibility of studying the existence 

and formation of transnational spaces for the exercise of cosmopolitan forms of 

citizenship. Indigenous Mexican immigrants provide a particularly rich example of 

how marginal groups (such as indigenous in Mexico) and immigrants in the US, are 

interrogating subtractive practices by the state, and responding by exercising an active 

citizenship, instead of remaining at the mercy of the state or the market forces without 

resisting.   
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Mexican Immigration to the United States  

Control policies directed at Mexican immigrants, stiffened especially after the 

implementation of border controls tied to the US National Security regime, along with 

the effects of the most recent US economic recession, have considerably diminished 

immigration. Still, the main source of authorized and unauthorized immigration to the 

United States has been Mexico. About 30 million people in the United States are of 

Mexican origin, and 40 percent of those were born in Mexico. About 62 percent of 

immigrants from Mexico arrived into the US during the last two decades (See Census 

Bureau’s American Community Survey, 2007). However, according to some of the 

latest reports, immigration from Mexico is slowing down considerably, and some say 

that it is reaching levels similar to those in the 1950’s. In July 2011, The New York 

Times published an account based on the Mexican Migration Project, at Princeton 

University, citing Douglass Massey as saying that immigration from Mexico in fact is 

diminishing. Although the article contemplates a set of causes for the slowing of 

migration: “expanding economic and educational opportunities, rising border crime 

and shrinking families are suppressing illegal traffic as much as economic slowdowns 

or immigrant crackdowns in the United States” (Cave, 2011), it highlights a 

supposedly better economic climate in Mexico as the main cause of the diminished 

migration. Immigration scholars have historically identified  “pull factors” as the most 

important determinants of migration from Mexico (Cornelius, Fitzgerald, and Lewin 

Fischer, 2007, Erickson, Menéndez, and Nichols, 2009). A few weeks after the 

publication of the results of the Princeton study, the Mexican National Council of 
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Social Development Evaluation, or Consejo Nacional de Evaluación de la Política de 

Desarrollo Social  CONEVAL, established that during the same period, poverty had 

increased considerably in Mexico, with people under the poverty line growing from 44 

to 52 million in the last five years (see CONEVAL Website).  

Thus, immigration may be diminishing not because conditions in Mexico have 

gotten better, but due to the persistent recession in the United States, accompanied by 

a weak job market (the pull factor), which has disproportionally affected the labor 

prospective for Latinos and other minorities in the country (Tavernise, 2011).  

Demographic changes in Mexico may play an important role in the future to keep 

migration low as families are in general having fewer children, but as of now, Mexico 

has what has been called a “demographic bonus.” The demographic bonus is the 

presence of higher percentage of people in productive age in proportion to children 

and the elderly (see CONAPO website). The effects of the world recession, however 

have disproportionately affected young people in Mexico, with about seven million 

between the ages of 12 and 29, without opportunities of education or employment. 

Those people have been given the name of “ninis” (ni estudia, ni trabaja or does not 

study, does not work), as a way of implying that they may be to blame for their 

situation. José Narro Robles, president of the National Autonomous University of 

Mexico (UNAM), has warned that the deficient public policies to offer opportunities 

to young people in Mexico, may cause them to massively join organized crime (El 

Informador, 2010), since opportunities for migration to the US have diminished. 

Violence and the growth of organized crime in Mexico has also imposed a high price 

in money and personal security to migration. Immigrants have to pay higher and 
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higher amounts of money and even take the risk of being kidnapped and killed when 

crossing the border without documents.  Criminal organizations have taken control of 

migratory routes and charge immigrants between three and five thousand dollars for 

the trip (Durand, 2011), a prohibitive sum if considering that more than sixty percent 

of the population in Mexico makes between four and twelve dollars a day. Border 

controls, and the massive deportation of undocumented immigrants have also played 

an important role in the slowing down of Mexican migration. During the last two 

years, about a million unauthorized immigrants have been deported (Politi, 2011). 

Critics of the New York Times article have argued that it presented a misleading view 

of the conditions of migration. For example, Gustavo Cano, an immigration scholar 

discussed in a blog entry that if the “downturn in the US economy is reversed, chances 

are ….that Mexican immigration to the US will go back to its previous levels” (Cano, 

2011). Also, the article mentions data from more traditional sending states in Mexico, 

such as Jalisco (explained in detail later), and does not account for new immigrants 

from other places that are joining the migratory networks from states in the Central, 

Southern and South-Pacific states.  

Migration prior to the slowdown. After World War II the aim to create and 

sustain internal markets created massive internal migrations from the countryside to 

cities in many countries of the world, including Mexico and the United States. 

Mexican workers continued to move to the United States due mainly to pull factors 

from the U.S. economy, which has demanded a considerable amount of cheap labor 

for the agro business and other industries. When the Mexican economy started to 

collapse at the end of the seventies in a series of cyclical crises, there was already a 
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very strong network of Mexican workers either moving permanently or going back 

and forth to the North in order to work in newly created manufacturing, agricultural, 

and low-skilled service jobs in the U.S. (Durand, Massey and Parrado, 1999, p. 1). 

Due to U.S. immigration policies that allowed family reunification after the end of the 

guest worker program in 1965, along with the existence of these migrant networks, 

there has been a massive immigration movement from Mexico from the 1960’s on 

(Rivera-Salgado, 2002). The number of unauthorized foreigners in the U.S., according 

to data from the Current Population Survey, reached 11.1 million in 2005, and 12 

million in 2006. It is estimated that half of this total are undocumented immigrants 

from Mexico. These numbers make the unauthorized population from Mexico of about 

6 million (Pew Hispanic Center, March 2007). These high numbers of immigrants 

make possible to see a rich civic world of organizations and media across the US-

Mexico border, and beyond, making their practices worth of analyzing into the 

broader contexts of citizenship, assimilation and belonging.   

Mexico is the country in the world with the highest number of migrants living 

abroad, with about 12 million Mexican immigrants living mainly in the United States.  

Mexico is also the country in the American continent that has the highest number of 

indigenous people, with about 13.7 million in 2009, according to the Mexican 

National Population Council, CONAPO, or about ten percent of the total population. 

The counting of indigenous people in Mexico has been disputed by many, because 

Mexican census authorities consider speaking and indigenous language as an 

indication of been indigenous, that is the reason that the estimate of indigenous 

population may be way above that ten percent, if ethnicity and not only language is 
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accounted for. Indigenous Mexican immigrants are sort of newcomers, or at least, they 

are coming and settling in the United States more recently than other Mexican 

immigrants, especially mestizos from the North and Central areas with traditional 

migratory patterns who have well-established networks going back to the 19
th

 Century 

mutualista organizations. 

 

From Mutualistas to Hometown Associations: Early Mexican and Mexican 

American organizations in the United States 

 

Mexican immigrant organizations are not a new feature of immigrant life in the 

United States. In fact, early Mexican-Americans and Mexican immigrants especially 

in Texas and California organized in mutual aid associations, called mutualistas in 

order to combat different forms of discrimination from white Anglos. There are many 

accounts regarding the origin of these mutualista associations, but some of them are 

believed to have started in Mexico in the second part of the 19
th

 Century, mainly to 

help the poor deal with issues such as funerals, illnesses, and other daily life issues 

(Gutierrez, 1995). Other authors suggest that mutualistas originated when the former 

Mexican territories were annexed to the United States, and the Mexican origin 

population remaining in this territories confronted the Anglo-Saxon population, who 

dictated the laws. Mutualistas in the United States were born as a response to the 

discriminatory environment that Anglos created towards Mexicans in these territories 

(Orozco, Gonzalez, Diaz de Cossio, p. 35, Calderón-Chelius, L. 2009), and many 

times, to foster an identity among immigrants on the common ground of being of 

Mexican descent.  Identity formation related to being “Mexican”—either defined as of 
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a relationship to the Mexican nation, or Mexican as an ethno-culture, or even Mexican 

as a social class—has had a mixture of national, class and ethnic identifications, 

depending on the time and circumstances. Many Mexican-origin people started to talk 

about lo mexicano as an ethnic identity and not as the identification with a nation 

(Gutiérrez, 1999 p. 4); however, due to the nature of Mexican migration, composed by 

constant flux of diverse people and circularity between the two countries, these 

categories were, (and still are) not easily differentiated, and sometimes can be 

deployed differently for particular social or political circumstances.   

Since Anglos that settled in former Mexican territories often did not 

distinguish between Mexican Americans and Mexican immigrants, mutualista 

organizations usually opened their doors for both without distinction.  The character of 

these organizations was predominantly class-based. In a manner similar to 

contemporary Mexican hometown associations, mutualists organizations served as a 

buffer for the adjustment of immigrants to the US. David Gutierrez has pointed out 

that: “By providing a place where immigrants and citizens of Mexican descent could 

speak the same language, discuss common problems, and cooperatively provide 

themselves with needed services, mutualistas allowed immigrants to learn the ropes of 

living in the US in a non-threatening, supportive environment” (Gutiérrez, 1995, p. 

97).  

Manuel Gamio, a Mexican historian and diplomat, noted that the mutualistas 

“awaken the desire for social cooperation [and] discipline the character and the labor 

of the working man” (cited by Gutiérrez, p. 97). Similar things have been said about 

contemporary immigrant organizations in the United States, particularly hometown 
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associations which by participating in projects in their home country, are also 

generating social solidarity in their receiving communities (Zabin, C. & Escala-

Rabadán, 1998, Smith, & Guarnizo, 1998).  

Not all Mexican organizations at the time aimed for maintaining an ethno-

national identity. Due to the expectation in the United States of identifying racially 

either as white or as black, and the consequences of being classified as black during 

times of legal slavery, many Mexicans who remained in the US territory after the end 

of the 1848 war looked for their whiteness as descendants of Spanish Europeans. This 

was especially true among the members of the Mexican economic and political elites 

that remained in the US side, and who were facing the very real possibility of losing 

their land due to homestead laws in the West, that favor the settlement of white 

migrants from the East.  Even after the U.S. Civil War, segregation and racial 

discrimination were harsh realities in the U.S. society. In an article written for the 

Mexican newspaper Excelsior, the Mexican Consul in San Antonio in the late 1920’s, 

Enrique Santibañez, gives an account of the racial differentiation that Anglos made 

among the Mexican origin population, calling them “Spanish” if they were white, and 

“Mexican” if they were brown: They treat the “Spanish” with more consideration than 

the “Mexican.” When a white person says he is Mexican, it is common that they will 

correct him and say–“no, you are ‘Spanish;’ because they will never call a black 

person American. A black is a black and nothing else”
1
 (Santibáñez, op. cit. p. 47, my 

translation).  

The racial distinctions that Anglo Americans drew were an important force for 

some Mexican and Mexican American organizations to claim whiteness, if this 
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resulted in being considered citizens, and to aim for a form of “assimilation” into 

white America. An example of this strategy was the organization of the League of 

United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) in 1929. LULAC’s premise was to 

integrate into the dominant Anglo-American society in order to gain a social and 

political position. Members of LULAC purposely distinguished themselves from 

recent immigrants from Mexico, and aimed to relate racially and culturally to white 

Americans (David Gutierrez, 1999 p. 10).  

After the Mexican Revolution of 1910, a big wave of immigrants from Mexico 

moved to the US due to instability and a violent civil war. Interestingly, some of the 

intellectual ideas that generated the Mexican Revolution, came from the writings of 

Oaxacan brothers Ricardo and Enrique Flores Magón, who resided in the US at the 

time when their publication Regeneración, an anarchist newspaper, was edited in Los 

Angeles and circulated clandestinely in Mexico. Regeneración called for the 

overthrow of Porfirio Díaz, the Mexican dictator for almost 30 years (and a mestizo 

Oaxacan), and it is usually cited as one of the main intellectual sources for igniting the 

Mexican Revolution. Although the majority of Mexican immigrants were concentrated 

in the South West, many started to move to places such Chicago, Louisiana, and 

Minnesota to look for jobs in the railroad industry. The Mexican Liberal Party 

(Partido Liberal Mexicano), was started by Ricardo Flores Magón in the city of St. 

Louis Missouri, in 1906. Phill Mellinger (1992) has linked some Southwestern 

mutualistas with revolutionary activists back in Mexico, arguing that some Mexican 

historians of the Revolution have credited these associations and clubs with labor-

organizing success (p. 324). 
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Transnational activity among these associations or clubs continued for a good 

part of the first three decades of the Twentieth century, and some mutualista 

organizations were credited with helping Mexicans and Mexican Americans who were 

deported during the 1930´s Great Depression (Calderón-Chelius, 2009).  However, 

after World War I, and especially during the Great Depression in the United States, 

many of these activities were seen with suspicion on the American side. Many 

Mexican and Mexican Americans were active union organizers. For example, in 1928 

a committee of Mexican mutual aid organizations organized the Confederación de 

Uniones Obreras Mexicanas, (Confederation of Mexican Labor Unions) with an initial 

membership of two thousand. CUOM was modeled after its Mexican counterpart, then 

the largest Mexican labor organization at the time, the Confederación Regional Obrera 

Mexicana, or Regional Mexican Labor Confederation (CROM), part of the structure of 

the Partido Nacional Revolucionario (PNR) created in 1929 and precursor of the 

current Partido Revolucionario Institucional, former ruling party of Mexico (PRI). 

CUOM leaders urged the Mexican government and the CROM to stop new 

immigrants coming from Mexico into the United States; they also asked their own 

members to write to their families back in Mexico and tell them not to come to the US 

due to the dire conditions that Mexican workers were facing at the time (Gutiérrez, 

1995, p. 104). Interestingly, organized Mexican workers in the United States did not 

completely advocate for an assimilationist paradigm such as was sought by other 

Latino organizations, such as LULAC. They often combined a heavily ethno-

nationalistic discourse, signaling their right to the land, their language, and their 

culture as Mexicans, while at the same time demanding equal labor and citizenship 
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conditions as Anglo-Saxon workers enjoyed (op. Cit. p. 107-109). This is important to 

highlight because as multiple identities have been identified with contemporary 

globalization and multiculturalism, it is possible to see the deployment of multiple 

identities by immigrants and other minorities as a historical trend of adjusting to 

requirements of the nation-state, and not a new characteristic of contemporary 

migration.  

As the Mexican workers’ visibility in Anglo society became more obvious, 

restrictionists started to talk about the “Mexican Problem” in the context of other 

major immigrant groups, mainly Italian and Irish immigrants from Europe. The 

debates soon escalated to consider a possible “Mexican invasion” due to the growing 

immigration and a perceived high level of fertility of Mexican women (Nevins, 2002 

p. 105). Mexicans, according to Nevins, were considered “inassimilable” and Anglos 

increasingly considered their presence as a danger of reversing the territorial gains of 

the U.S.-Mexico War (p. 105). Restrictionists and other Anglo-Saxon elites 

increasingly perceived Mexicans as a threat, and saw a clear Communist menace in 

Mexican labor activism. During the Great Depression Mexicans were blamed for lack 

of jobs and for Communist activities, and between 1929 and 1935 about 415,000 

Mexicans and Mexican Americans were forced to leave the United States, and close to 

100,000 left voluntarily (Nevins, 2002 p. 33).  

After this massive deportation, immigration from Mexico diminished until it 

picked up again during the war years. In 1942, due to the high demand for cheap labor 

in the United States, the Bracero program was formally established. In this program, 

temporary workers from Mexico came to work in the fields and in other industries and 
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returned to Mexico once the work was done. The Bracero program led to an increase 

in both temporary and permanent migration, and as the decade went on, new fears of 

an “invasion” from Mexico emerged in the U.S. population. In fact, these fears of 

invasion have been revived periodically, either by politicians or the media depending 

on a good part on the state of the economy in the US  (See Chávez, 2008). For 

example, in 1954, under the administration of President Dwight Eisenhower, 

“Operation Wetback” was initiated. This operation entailed the deportation of 

suspected Mexicans (“wetbacks”), especially in the border region. About one million 

Mexican immigrants were apprehended and deported to Mexico, and according to the 

Immigration and Naturalization Service, thousands of immigrants also left voluntarily 

(Nevins, 2002, p. 35, Torpey, 2000, p. 40). The Bracero program however, recruited 

about 4.5 million Mexican workers, and when it ended in 1964, the U.S. continued to 

employ Mexican workers, but by using extra-legal arrangements (Durand, Massey, 

and Parrado, 1999). However, as it was explained at the beginning of this chapter, 

undocumented migratory fluxes from Mexico may be diminishing due to a set of 

different factors, of economic, demographic, and restrictionist character.  

Indigenous Immigrants from Oaxaca 

Among the Mexican states with large indigenous populations, Oaxaca is the 

one with the highest migration to the United States, Oaxacans account for almost four 

percent of total Mexican immigrants to the US. Although the exact numbers of 

Oaxacan immigrants in the US is unknown, according to population data from the 

state, in the year 2000, about a million Oaxacans had emigrated either to the US or to 
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the migratory networks within Mexico (Alvarado-Juárez, 2008, p. 86). Oaxaca is a 

mountainous state, located in the South-Pacific part of Mexico (see map in Apprendix 

C). The population in the state has diminished in about 45 percent of the 520 

municipalities of the state, and other 23 percent have stalled population growth. Many 

have attributed this to migration, either to the US or to the interestate migration from 

the rural to the urban areas, and to other parts of Mexico (p. 86). Oaxaca is divided in 

eight regions (see map of the regions of Oaxaca in Appendix C), and of those regions, 

La Mixteca Alta and Baja, Los Valles Centrales and La Sierra Norte are the ones that 

have more municipalities with high levels of migration.  

According to the Mexican National Commission for Indigenous Peoples 

(CDI), Oaxaca is the second state with the highest indigenous population (48 percent) 

after Yucatán (59 percent), followed by Quintana Roo (39 percent) and Chiapas (28 

percent). Oaxaca is also among the poorest states in Mexico, along with Chiapas and 

Guerrero. About 70 percent of the population in the state, live in poverty, according to 

Mexican Population Council data (see CONAPO Website), making less than 70 pesos 

or six dollars a day, and about 40 percent of people in the state are considered as 

marginalized.
2
  With an average of 6.7 years of formal education (versus 9 years as the 

national average) Oaxaca also has one of the highest levels of illiteracy in Mexico:  

21.5 percent of Oaxacans do not know how to read or write, and 27 percent of 

Oaxacan women are illiterate (See INEGI Website). There are 68 indigenous 

languages spoken in Mexico, and sixteen
3
 are spoken in Oaxaca alone, with Zapotec 

and Mixtec being the most widely used, spoken by more than half a million Oaxacans 

(see language map of Mexico in Appendix C). Due to the low levels of formal 
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education, and the fact that for many Oaxacans, Spanish is their second language, 

levels of marginalization are also high, because the indigenous languages are mostly 

passed in oral form from generation to generation, and the bilingual education 

programs executed by the state are inefficient, because they do not have enough 

resources. The education system in Mexico has not entirely incorporated the 

indigenous languages as a systematic part of its literacy programs, and many bilingual 

education programs are underfunded or aimed as transitional ways for indigenous 

people to learn Spanish, so many people who speak an indigenous language, may not 

be able to write it. Oaxacan migration to the United States, started during the “Bracero 

Program” in the 1940’s, until the program ended in the 1960’s and the migration from 

the state, as from other Mexican states, was mostly circular
4
, with mainly male laborer 

workers moving back and forth from Oaxaca to the United States, while their families 

mostly stayed in their hometowns (Kearney, 2004). After the Bracero Program ended 

in 1964, Oaxacan immigration to the US temporarily diminished in comparison to 

other areas of Mexico, such as the Western states (Jalisco, Michoacán, Zacatecas). 

However, many Oaxacan immigrants continued to move through the migratory 

networks and worked either in Mexico or the United States as day laborers or seasonal 

agricultural workers, and this migration accelerated again in at the end of the seventies 

(Alvarado-Juárez, 2008).  With the economic crises of the 1980’s immigrants from 

Oaxaca started to arrive massively to the United States, constituting what was called 

one of the “emergent regions” in migration to the US, along with the states of 

Guerrero, Puebla and Veracruz (p. 86).  
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Restrictionist policies towards immigrants in the United States have fluctuated 

depending on the political, economic, or ideological moment. Theories such as that of 

the “alien indigestion” have been put forward by advocates of immigrant restrictions, 

who argued that the so-called American melting pot “needed time to melt” (Nevins, 

2002, p. 101). The most recent development regarding immigration policies that 

attempt to control immigration is the implementation of actual walls and fences along 

the U.S.-Mexico border, and stricter law enforcement to detect and deport immigrants 

who are working illegally in the country. This policy first started in 1993 with the 

Operation “Hold the Line” in El Paso, Texas, and extended with the initiation of 

Operation Gatekeeper in the San Ysidro-Tijuana Border in California one year later. 

These operations have been followed by other programs and practices involving more 

surveillance, and the building of walls (in some places triple walls) along the two 

thousand mile border with Mexico, especially around the ports of entry.  The 

construction of walls, along with a series of proposals and restrictions along the states 

bordering Mexico have been methods that the US government has used to deal with 

unwanted immigration. The latest proposals are legislation passed in some states, such 

as Arizona, whose governor proposed in the SB-1070 in 2010, a law that criminalizes 

foreigners who are not able to produce migratory documents or visas when any law 

enforcement authorities request those documents from them at a “lawful stop, 

detention or arrest.” Law enforcement authorities can also stop any person who is 

reasonably suspect of being in the country illegally. The legislation also penalizes 

people who may host or transport “illegal aliens.” This legislation has been highly 

criticized because under the guise of “reasonable suspicion” law enforcement may do 
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racial and ethnic profiling against Latino immigrants under the assumption of 

illegality. An even more restrictive initiative was recently signed by the governor of 

Alabama Robert Bentley, with additional measures to check for the immigration status 

of students and their parents at public schools, a prohibition to rent property to 

undocumented immigrants, and the permission to make a “reasonable attempt” to find 

out about the migratory status of anybody detained by the police.  

With tighter border controls corresponding to the start of Operation 

Gatekeepeer during the nineties, and the construction of the wall along the main 

border entry points since then, some immigrants whose journeys were very much 

circular during the previous decades, started to settle in the United States and brought 

their families with them, increasing the participation of women and children in the 

migratory networks. Mainly due to the implementation of restrictionist policies in the 

US, Mexican immigration has become less circular, and more permanent.  

Welcome to Oaxacalifornia: Indigenous Oaxacan Networks 

California has been one of the most popular destinations for indigenous 

Mexicans from Oaxaca, who are among the fastest growing population in the State. 

Estimates place this population between a hundred to one hundred and fifty thousand 

at the least (Kresgue, 2007), others estimate the population to more than half a million 

(COMI website). Indigenous Mexicans are usually undercounted in the US Census, 

because they are either clumped together within the category of “Mexican” or not 

counted at all due to their undocumented status or other problems (there is a further 

discussion of indigenous Oaxacan immigrants in California promoting the US Census 
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among indigenous communities in Chapter 3). Oaxacans in California live mainly in 

the San Joaquin Valley (Fresno, Santa Rosa, Madera, Livingston), Santa María, Los 

Angeles, Oxnard, and San Diego.  

Oaxacan immigrants in California started to use the name of “Oaxacalifornia” 

to designate their migratory space across borders. Michael Kearny started to use the 

term more academically to refer to a socioeconomic, geographic and political space 

with transnational characteristics (Escárcega and Varese, 2004, Rivera-Salgado, 

1998). Sociologist Gaspar Rivera-Salgado has called Oaxacalifornia “the 

transnationalized space in which immigrants articulate their lives in California with 

their communities of origin, more than 4 thousand kilometers away” (cited in Zunino, 

2010). “Oaxacalifornia” is then, a “deterritorialized space” not only defined by the 

movement of its people, but an imagined community composed by the narratives that 

are generated on it, and that transit back and forth, defying the classificatory efforts of 

the state and dominant societies.  In this multi-site space, civic activities have 

flourished, and indigenous resistance activities have acquired new meanings, when 

interplayed with other transnational actors, such as organized workers, non 

government agencies, and other immigrant groups.  

As other Mexican migrants, Oaxacans integrated into massive migratory 

networks in the middle of the Twentieth Century. Urbanization in Mexico attracted 

immigrants from the countryside into the peripheries of cities such as Mexico City, 

Monterrey and Guadalajara. Indigenous Oaxacans established themselves mainly in 

Mexico City and peripheral municipalities belonging to Estado de Mexico, such as 

ciudad Nezahualcóyotl, Los Reyes La Paz and Ecatepec. But also important groups of 
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Oaxacan and other indigenous migrants went all the way to Sinaloa and Baja 

California in order to work in big farms to cultivate tomato and cotton. Some of those 

migrants made their way into the United States to follow previous waves of 

immigrants who started going during the Bracero program.   

As they arrived in the United States, some Oaxacans had already the 

experience of the network where they migrated internally in Mexico. Even when some 

of them did not migrate to either a city such Mexico City, or the North of Mexico, they 

connected to the United States through active community networks started in Mexico 

from rural to urban centers, such as the peripheral area of Mexico City, or from small 

family farms in Oaxaca, to large farms in the North States of Mexico (Cohen, 1995, 

Kearney, 2004).   

Oaxacan migration has followed inter-state networks within Mexico at first, 

moving workers from rural areas in Oaxaca which are very poor, and indigenous to 

agricultural production centers, such as Veracruz with the sugar cane crops, to Sinaloa, 

Sonora and Baja California with tomato crops (Kearney, 2004, Cohen 2005, and 

Bacon 2005). Large numbers of migrants established themselves in the U.S. Mexico 

border towns cultivating crops destined to be U.S. exports (Kearney, 183). That is the 

case of some members of the Frente Indígena de Organizaciones Binacionales (FIOB) 

such as founder Rufino Domínguez, who first migrated from a small town from La 

Mixteca Baja, to Baja California San Quintin Valley, joined with others to organize 

agricultural workers there during the 1980´s, formed a worker´s organization called 

OPEO (Organization for Oppressed People), and then moved to California Central 

Valley where he worked as undocumented immigrant who eventually got regularized 
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under the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA) (Dominguez-Santos, 

2004). Domínguez case is not unique, since many Oaxacans who are currently either 

residents or citizens, were able to regularize their migratory status through IRCA in 

the mid eighties. Many of them, such as José González, a member of FIOB San Diego, 

were able to bring and regularize their families after living in precarious conditions in 

a canyon of North San Diego during the first years of their journey in the United 

States (Jose Gonzalez interview, January 29, 2010).   

As can be seen in the Oaxacan immigrant case, immigrant networks, function 

as conductors of opportunities for work, relationships, transporting goods, narratives 

of life and information across cities or countries. Michael Kearney uses the concept of  

“articulatory migrant network (AMN) to describe this exchange, and how immigrants 

from Oaxaca ---specifically Mixtecs, experience their movement from one local 

community, to an international one. He describes the advantages of the AMN: “One of 

the advantages of the AMN is that it subsumes most of the analytic units employed in 

anthropological migration research: individual, household, community, region. It is 

especially suited to the tightly knit highland Mesoamerican communities from which 

Mixtec migrants originate. There, each sending community is a distinct corporate 

settlement with a well developed identity; they also tend to be highly endogamous.” 

(Kearney 2004, p. 120). As the example of the township assembly shows, political 

activities that were traditionally relegated to place (the case of usos y costumbres), 

when in contact with the migratory network are transformed into multi-sited practices, 

influenced by new narratives and ways of articulating life, that transform them.   
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Once in the United States, Oaxacan migrants, as well as Mexican mestizo 

immigrants (such as those from Zacatecas, or Jalisco) organize frequently around their 

hometown, or ethnic identities.  Oaxacan immigrants have not been the exception in 

terms of organizing across borders. However, they bring unique characteristics to 

those transnational organizations, which are worth studying. An account of Oaxacan 

immigrant organizations is given later in this chapter, as well as more detailed analysis 

of characteristics proper to indigenous Mexican migrants are the main themes of the 

remaining chapters of this dissertation. But, why are indigenous immigrants an 

important example to illustrate the subtractive dynamics of nation-building, and 

exclusionary forms of citizenship promoted by those state arrangements? The story 

starts precisely with the contact of those communities with the Mexican state, and 

extends as they move into international migratory networks. The following section is 

an account of the practices of subtraction exercised by the Mexican state (and prior to 

it, by the Spanish colonial regime) in what is now known as Mexico.  

“Diluting Cultures”: Nation-state Practices of Subtraction 

The relationship of the contemporary Mexican state with indigenous people 

has been at best described difficult.  In the desire to constitute a single people and 

consolidate an emergent nation-state, the rights of the indigenous people of Mexico 

were taken for granted, and the dominant mestizo ethnic model accompanied 

Mexico’s entrance into the modern era as a country. The Mexican state inscribed its 

indigenous people within a “modernization” model, and enacted policies to follow the 

idea of progress by focusing on Europe and the United States as models to follow. In 
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this effort, what was considered an “indigenous past” was suppressed and re-

appropriated only symbolically as cultural heritage by cultural elites.  According to the 

dominant narrative of the Mexican nation, Mexico had a glorious past which ended 

when the Aztecs where conquered by the Spaniards. Then during the colonial period 

“Mexicans” suffered many abuses in the hands of the Spaniards. However, after the 

Independence from Spain in 1821, Mexico finally was set to develop as a modern 

nation. This narrative does not even account for the diversity of the indigenous worlds 

prior to the arrival of the Spaniards, especially the dominance that the Aztec empire 

exerted over a great portion of the Mesoamerican people during the hundred years or 

so before the Spanish conquest, something that can be noticed even now in the 

adoption of Náhuatl words in some languages such as Zapotec and Mixtec (which are 

themselves Náhuatl designations for those languages).  

At the advent of the Mexican nation, indigenous people did not fit into the 

ideologies of modernization and progress, associated with the development of nation-

states and modern cities. Under the modernization narrative, urbanization is seen as a 

mark of progress, and attachment to the land as a sign of backwardness (Kearney, 

2004).  Indigenous people were so exploited and poor during the Hacienda system 

established during the colonial times, that they were mostly used as labor in activities 

related to agricultural production. After the Agrarian Reform brought about by the 

Mexican Revolution, indigenous Mexicans continued to live mostly in rural areas as 

small farmers, and peasants. However, indigenous peoples’ attachment to the land, is 

not conceived as a mere production system (Revilla-Lopez, 2007), but as a 

fundamental part of their identity, which considers the land as “mother earth” and a 
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system of sustenance and balance. Of course, the processes of internal migration (to 

the cities in Mexico), and international migration to the United States, have introduced 

profound changes related mainly to the productive relationship to the land, although 

not in the symbolic relationship, as indigenous (even when migrating to the United 

States) continue to refer to the land as mother Earth, even if this land is 

deterritorialized and exists as a narrative in the migratory networks. After all, they 

may be in the land of another country, but they have not left the planet Earth.  

The Mexican state narrative has understood “modernization” as an effort to 

rescue the past as a cultural referent for the future, but denying that important 

components of that past are still part of the daily life of the Mexican people. The 

desire of government programs and intellectual elites was to cut from the indigenous 

past, and rural ways of life; becoming more “urban” and educated in Spanish only, 

abandoning indigenous languages, considered pejoratively as “dialects,” and 

embracing technology as an instrument for progress and change for the future. 

Although after the Mexican Revolution, many Mexican artists and intellectuals, such 

as Diego Rivera, and other muralists searched into the indigenous past for meaning, 

the very indigenous present of Mexico: its indigenous people, were denied 

opportunities, and power of agency in a subtractive assimilationist model of 

modernization and racial “mestizaje.” Ernest Gellner (1983) argued that the ideology 

of nationalism creates nations where these do not exist. The Mexican post-

revolutionary regime embarked in national building used what is called “revolutionary 

nationalism,” the belief that the Revolution unified the country and made all Mexicans 

equal.  
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Laws to accommodate the indigenous “usos y costumbres” were seldom 

enacted, and during most of the Twentieth Century, Mexico promoted a homogenizing 

ethnic model exalting the mestizo and Spanish speaker as the ideal citizen.  In the 

words of Mexican philosopher, and Secretary of Education in the first post-

Revolutionary regimes during the 1920’s, Jose Vasconcelos (a mestizo native of 

Oaxaca himself), being mestizo was to belong to “La raza cósmica” [the cosmic race], 

something similar to a “melting pot” assumed to be already in place ethnically with 

the biological fusion of the Spanish and the Indigenous over three centuries of 

colonization.  That model in reality denied the rights of diversity to a big portion of the 

indigenous Mexican population, and some groups of blacks by not respecting their 

traditions, and language, and trying to obliterate their own identity by imposing one 

legitimizing identity (Castells, 2004), coming from the state, a mestizo identity created 

to unify the country as a single nation and imposed from above. Mestizaje policies in 

practice were meant to induct ethnic groups to ethnocide (Bartolomé, 1997, p. 29), 

propagating the idea that the indigenous identity was a dysfunctional and “uncivilized” 

way of being a good citizen of Mexico.  

The policies towards Indigenous Mexicans were conducted during the 

Twentieth Century mainly through the National Indigenist Institute, or Instituto 

Nacional Indigenista (INI) created in 1948 and dependent of the Ministry of 

Education. The INI was in charge of the policies of development for indigenous 

people in Mexico, which consisted mainly in policies of education and literacy in 

Spanish. The “indigenism” promoted by the INI and by the whole government 

educational project was designed with a mestizaje vision, inspired in Vasconcelos 
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“educational crusades” whose motto was “to civilize is to make uniform” (Bartolomé, 

1996), and with the willingness to transform indigenous into “modern and civilized 

citizens” through education. As Francisco Lopez-Bárcenas a prominent Mixteco 

scholar has put it: “all manifestations of indigenism were designed with the goal that 

indigenous would stop being indigenous and would dilute into the dominant culture” 

(López-Bárcenas, n.d., p. 6). The process of mestizaje was biological with the mixing 

of races and ethnic groups, but it was also ideological since many indigenous persons 

started to think of themselves as mestizos, pushed by a state-driven process of 

“desindianización” [de-indianization]. This way, an indigenous person could integrate 

herself into the mestizo category if her economic condition allowed (Bartolomé, 1997, 

p. 24), because class continued to be (as it is now) an important social marker in 

Mexico. Mexican anthropologist Guillermo Bonfil Batalla described de-indianization 

as a process of getting rid of the indigenous self and assuming a mestizo identity 

(1996), an identity he argued that corresponded to the “imagined Mexico” and not to 

the “profound Mexico” (Mexico Profundo). Due to the educational and subtractive 

policies of desindianización many indigenous languages have disappeared, since the 

youth do not want to learn them, because of the stigma those languages carry among 

the mestizos and creoles. Some indigenous, even when they learned their ancestors’ 

language, do not want to admit it to others who are not indigenous, because of the 

negative stigma that it carries to speak those languages, which in the narrative of 

“progress” are connected to the past and the “primitive.” Languages and cultures die 

and are transformed by different social forces, and processes of evolution, and, 

indigenous cultures in Mexico have been under attack for centuries.  In Oaxaca for 
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example, languages such as Zoque, Chocholteca and Chontal are on the verge of 

extinction since they are prominently spoken by the elders in the indigenous 

communities and the young are less and less proficient on the languages. These have 

been the results of a widespread homogenizing educational policy by the modern 

Mexican state using extreme instruments of assimilation such as cultural and linguistic 

genocide (Bartolomé, 1997), and integration through violent subtraction. As 

Guillermo Bonfil Batalla has argued, in the colonial period of the New Spain, and 

during the two hundred years of the Mexican liberal state the model of integration that 

has pervaded has been through domination, “chosing one civilizatory project against 

the other,” not through cultural convergence where cultures take time to create a new 

culture with the elements they take from others (1996).  

In 1992, the INI was transferred to the Ministry of Social Development, as an 

indication that the government was switching the approach to indigenous people from 

education to development. Although the new paradigm situated indigenous people as 

undeveloped, there has been some progress towards the preservation of language, 

interestingly from communities with high numbers of migrants, such as the Mixtecos 

and Zapotecs in Oaxaca, who have made some efforts for systematize their language 

in dictionaries or manuals, to preserve it in written form.  

Antonio de Montesinos, a Dominican who arrived with the Spaniard 

conquistadores, asked himself about the condition of the indigenous people, if they 

were humans or if they had rational souls (Bakewell, 1997). As with the debate 

between De Las Casas and Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda discussed in chapter 1, it seems 

that Sepúlveda’s arguments have pervaded for centuries in the treatment of indigenous 
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people, considering them unfit for reasoning and therefore to participate in progress. 

During colonial times, indigenous people in Mexico were called “gente de costumbre” 

(people of tradition) as an opposition to “gente de razón” (people of reason) or 

European descent people (Bartolomé, 1997).  Later with the advent of the Mexican 

nation-state, and well into the Twentieth Century, those categories continued to be 

used to distinguish people who have acquired the Spanish language or European 

culture as their own (Europeans and their children, mestizos, and some Indians), and 

those who continued speaking indigenous languages, and practiced their communal 

systems of usos y costumbres as “gente de costumbre.” These categories went beyond 

the racist categorization of indigenous people as gente de costumbre, but were also 

placed in an aspirational continuum that devaluated indigenous cultures even more, 

and exalted the Western culture as “civilized,” “rational” “progressive” and 

“universal.” In this continuum, race was not always a fixed category, since class and 

wealth could make someone of darker skin, or indigenous become “gente de razón” if 

acquired the European culture and tastes. Although as in other social arrangements, 

racial lines were not often crossed by acquiring wealth, “race” itself in Mexico was not 

as strictly associated with biology as in the US, where a “drop of blood” could have 

meant a entirely different racial classification and placement in the social hierarchy.  

Many researchers and experts in the matter think that unifying the state under a 

single cultural referent to the “mestizaje” caused the cultural, political and social 

exclusion of the indigenous people (León Portilla, 1990). But the Zapatista uprising 

also brought to the fore the wider awareness that indigenous people from the Americas 

have maintained a whole civilization tradition with them, different from what we 
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know as “universal principles” based on the Western Judeo-Christian tradition, 

although undeniably influenced by it due to centuries of colonization (Bartolomé, 

1997).  

As Michael Foucault said: “where there is power, there is resistance” (1976). 

Indigenous groups in Mexico had used different strategies to resist the power of 

subtractive practices of the dominant regimes, whether the Spanish colony or the 

“civilizatory” programs of the state. It cannot be said however, that those forms of 

resistance are aimed to maintain the “purity” of the indigenous ways of living. Those 

ways of living have certainly been changed profoundly by three centuries of 

colonization, and two centuries of active practices of nation-building. Although many 

in Mexico defend “tradition” and particularly “indigenous tradition” as something that 

is in need of preservation, it cannot be denied that tradition changes, and adapts to new 

cultural influences, and instead of  “tradition” what is intended to be defended may be 

autonomy and dignity, so the cultures and identities of some groups of people are not 

devalued. In Mexico, a wider awareness of the fate of the indigenous peoples under 

the mestizo model developed both during some indigenous organized boycotts to the 

anniversary of the 500 years of the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus in 

1992, and especially during the 1994 Zapatista uprising with the Ejército Zapatista de 

Liberación Nacional, or National Liberation Zapatista Army EZLN in the state of 

Chiapas.  

In 1995, members of FIOB joined the efforts of the Zapatistas in the peace 

conversations with the Mexican government. In an editorial from their bulletin El 

Tequio in November and December of 1995, they published the agenda for those 
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conversations that took place in San Andrés Larráinzar, Chiapas. The editorial says: 

“In this first phase of negotiations between the EZLN and the Federal Government, 

FIOB offered its complete support to amend the Constitution in order to get autonomy 

for the indigenous peoples of Mexico” (p. 2). The editorial continues thanking the 

EZLN for making it possible to talk publicly about the needs of the indigenous people, 

their political rights and autonomy, and offers their support for sustaining the peace 

dialogue to achieve those goals.  

As a result of the San Andrés Dialogues, a Constitutional reform was passed in 

2001, to recognize the rights of the indigenous people in Mexico. Although this reform 

included the formal acknowledgement of Mexico as a diverse society, with different 

ethnic, and linguistic groups, many of the indigenous demands have not been entirely 

fulfilled. One corporatist system commanded by the INI, was substituted by one 

neoliberal system, that has abandoned indigenous people to their fate using the banner 

of “modernization” as an excuse to leave people at the mercy of the forces of the 

market. According to Antoni Castells, the neoliberal state considers the “modernized 

indigenous subject” as someone free within the economic restructuration paradigm, 

“free –Castells argues—to sell their land and their labor force” in the market (2011, p. 

128). This of course, has not benefited the indigenous population, and as many 

members of FIOB have noticed in their analyses of their situation, neoliberal reforms 

have pushed them further into the migratory networks. After the constitutional reform, 

INI was replaced in the year 2003 by the National Commission for the Development 

of Indigenous Peoples (CDI).  
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Nation-building as Subtraction: Indigenous Mexicans as Marginals 

After the three hundred years of Spanish domination and colonization, the 

independent Mexican nation-state considered the indigenous condition as a “problem” 

to be solved with forced modernization. For example, the homogenizing project of 

nation-building that the Mexican post-revolutionary government instituted, has a big 

resemblance to the more subtle “straight line assimilation” project in the United States.  

Both, “modernization of the indigenous” as a nation-building project of the Mexican 

state, and “assimilation of immigrants” as a project of the US, have considerable 

subtractive components, such as the loss of the mother language and the exclusive 

acquisition of the mainstream culture, relegating components of original cultures to be 

transferred only as “residual.” As both Robert Park advocated in the beginning of the 

twentieth century in the United States, and Francisco Lopez-Barcenas criticizes in 

contemporary Mexico, “to dissolve” the less powerful groups into the dominant group, 

is a mechanism of domination of the powerful (colonial order, nation-state), to shape 

certain populations at its will, while favoring others as the ‘normative’ models to 

assimilate into. Obviously, these mechanisms have had even violent components, by 

pushing assimilation to those normative models by force in practice.  

In Mexico, a country that considered itself “mestizo” or mixed, until very 

recently, the subtracting elements towards its indigenous population were mainly the 

language, and the community knowledge. During the colonial period in what was 

called the New Spain, the “leyes de las indias” or indigenous laws sometimes allowed 

for bilingual courts in Spanish and indigenous languages. After the Independence from 
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Spain in 1821, and especially after the Mexican Revolution in 1910, the dominant 

ethnic model in Mexico was formally to be “mixed” or mestizo, but in reality, being 

white or from European ancestry were favored ethnicities since the colonial period, as 

most members of Mexican elites are white and from European ancestry, or light 

skinned mestizos. Darker skin mestizos, indigenous and blacks, have been historically 

marginalized from dominant elites.   

Despite the new policies of the Mexican state, acknowledging the diversity of 

the indigenous peoples, their language and culture, especially after the advent of the 

recognition of Mexico as a “pluricultural nation” in the constitutional changes of 2001, 

practices of “modernization” and “assimilation” have not disappeared. A proof of this 

is that states with higher concentrations of indigenous population, such as Oaxaca are 

struggling economically, embedded in profoundly uneven relationships of distribution 

of wealth.  

The model of the mestizo as the “ideal” citizen has not disappeared from the 

popular imagination, or from daily life.  Indigenous Mexicans have responded by 

denying their indigenous blood, not passing their mother languages to younger 

generations, learning Spanish and “integrating” into the unifying and dominant model 

of mestizaje, “passing as mestizos.” Nevertheless, indigenous Mexicans have also 

been resisting, organizing, and fighting, acquiring Spanish, but keeping their 

indigenous language as well, passing it generation to generation orally and keeping 

their “usos y costumbres” (uses and traditions), which consist, in a system of 

communal and direct democracy for local township governments. Variations in the 

system of “usos y costumbres” (uses and traditions) are carried by indigenous 
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immigrants into the migratory networks, and eventually, exercised in a transnational 

arena. Usos y costumbres system is explained in detail in Chapter 3.  

Mexican Immigrant Organizations in the United States 

According to the US Census there were about 50.5 million Hispanics/Latinos 

in the United States as of 2010.  This number makes them the largest minority in the 

country, surpassing African Americans who reached 40 million in the same year. 

About 30 million Hispanics living in the US are of Mexican origin, and 40 percent of 

those (about 12 million) are foreign born.  With Mexican migration in the millions, it 

is not a surprise that Mexican immigrant organizations have historically proliferated 

and been recognized by some mainstream actors in the US. The main type of 

organization formed by first generation Mexicans is called hometown association. 

Participating in HTAs is an important way that immigrants fulfill the need to stay 

connected with their homelands, and at the same time, to form links with other 

immigrants or people in similar economic or social situations of discrimination in their 

receiving communities. Another form of organization is the Federation of clubs or the 

umbrella organization encompassing many smaller HTA’s, in fact, those two forms of 

organization have been considered as the most important way of organizing among 

Mexican immigrants in the United States (Rivera-Salgado and Escala-Rabadan, 2004, 

p. 167). Establishing themselves mainly in California, New Jersey, Chicago, Oregon, 

and Washington State (Rodríguez, 2010), indigenous immigrants mainly from the 

state of Oaxaca (but also increasingly from other states such as Guerrero, Michoacán, 

Puebla, Veracruz and Chiapas) have consolidated their organizations across borders in 
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a rapid manner, forming overarching associations to help them navigate their 

transnational networks.   

The Role of Immigrant Organizations 

Many academic discussions about the role of HTAs center on their relevance 

to sustaining transnational philanthropic practices between at least two communities 

across borders, while helping their members to improve the incorporation into their 

new settlement communities through solidarity networks that help their members 

getting used to a new way of living. These organizations offer an important network 

resource for their members to connect them to local housing or employment activities 

in some cases. One of the main reasons why those organizations were formed was to 

help their members to overcome emergencies in the settlement communities, such as 

gathering immediate resources to overcome illness, job loss, or to gather resources to 

repatriate deceased friends, relatives or fellow hometown members. However the 

scope of their activities has grown to more ambitious transnational projects, such as 

the completion of small to medium scale infrastructure or remodeling projects in their 

hometowns (such as school or church construction or improvement, the construction 

of local roads or clinics, etc).  

Most of the Mexican HTAs are of rural origin, and their leaders are mostly 

men. Although in recent times immigrants from urban areas in Mexico are joining 

those organizations, and more women are incorporating to them both as members and 

leaders, male domination still remains strong. Beside the projects in their hometowns, 

HTAs also engage in local projects in their host communities, from fund-raisers to 
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cultural festivals where women play important roles as team builders and establishing 

collaborative relationships with others, attributes that sometimes enhance the capacity 

of the organization to raise money to complete the projects back home.  

Xóchitl Bada argues that transnational spaces of action, such as the ones 

offered by the activities of HTAs allow immigrants to achieve social and economic 

success that they would not otherwise reach solely if they had remain in either sending 

or receiving communities (2004, p. 190-1). Thus, through the established contact with 

migratory networks, immigrants may find themselves in leadership positions that they 

would never have accessed in their original communities, but at the same time, 

transnational activities are a condition that also allows immigrants in their settling 

communities to keep and develop those positions of leadership. Immigration has been 

studied from the point of view of “development” considering that organized 

immigrants can supplement the state by implementing productive projects that help 

with the economic development of the sending regions. Manuel Orozco and Katherine 

Welle have explored the capacity of turning small-scale projects sustained by 

immigrant hometown associations into possible “engines of development of third 

world countries such as Mexico,” since those projects target working class families 

and populations in need (Orozco and Welle, 2005).  However, this vision, although 

widespread is problematic in many ways because the state in a way transfers its 

responsibility for infrastructure projects to migrant organizations, instead of creating 

mechanisms for redistributing wealth and creating infrastructure to support places with 

high levels of poverty and migration.  
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The leaders of immigrant organizations are generally not recent immigrants. 

HTA leaders have had an immigration experience that has lasted long enough to 

enable them to seek channels of communication and for the exercise of civic and 

political participation. New immigrants (those with less than five years of residence in 

the US) do not join or form associations at the same rate as those who have stayed 

longer in the country (Mercado, 2004). Immigration scholars have identified the 

relative accumulation of economic resources that those initial years of migration 

allow, as a condition for political participation of immigrants (McCann, Cornelius and 

Leal, 2009). Commonly, hometown associations were almost invisible to the Anglo-

Saxon, and mainstream American society, and have had in the past little contact with 

other non-immigrant organizations (Orozco, Gonzalez, Diaz de Cossio, op. cit., p. 79). 

But in recent times, that situation has changed, due to extensive practices of civic 

involvement, the creation of more umbrella organizations, grouping several HTA’S 

and other immigrants, and bridging and outreach from these organizations to other, 

more established associations such as labor unions, funding agencies, Human and 

Civil rights NGO’s, government health agencies, and mainstream Mexican-American 

associations. The most common HTA is the immigrant village network, which 

functions as an extension of the hometown community, but in another country. The 

next level of organization is the creation of a leadership committee, or federation 

usually ranging from 10 to 200 members organized in small clubs (Bada, 2003, p. 2). 

If the organization of a hometown association is stable enough, generally they start to 

promote public works in their communities of origin. Hometown associations, and 
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other umbrella organizations are a big source of immigrant remittances to their home 

countries. 

Philanthropic Projects. The main activity of HTAs is the community fund 

raising to attain a specific infrastructure project back in their hometown, or a cultural 

or social celebration in their host community. In fact, I witnessed the formal creation 

of a Oaxacan HTA in San Diego, for the purpose of building a community center in 

Santa Rosa Caxtlahuaca, in La Mixteca Baja region of Oaxaca (see map of Oaxaca 

regions in Appendix C). A person from the migrant community in San Diego was 

chosen by the municipal authority in Santa Rosa, to call the people from that town, 

form an association and raise about one hundred thousand dollars, to cover one fourth 

of the cost of the building, and to obtain the benefits of the 3x1 program. The 3x1 

program originated as the 1x1 in the State of Zacatecas in the 1980’s due to an 

initiative of Zacatecan immigrants in California, to build infrastructure projects and to 

invite the municipal governments to contribute with 50 percent of the total cost, while 

they contribute another 50 percent, that way, the program was called 1x1, because the 

participants –the municipal government and the immigrant organization-- contributed 

equally to the project (Soto Priante, 2006). This program evolved and as immigrants 

continued to work and collaborate with different levels of government officers in 

Mexico, it soon became the 3x1 program, where the three levels of government 

(municipal, state, and federal) contribute matching each dollar that the immigrant 

HTA is contributing to a project. This way, if a HTA contributes fifty thousand dollars 

to paving streets in a town, the municipal, state and federal governments contribute the 

same quantity each, making the original money multiply (in this hypothetical case, the 
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final money ends up as two hundred thousand dollars, instead of only fifty thousand 

towards paving the streets).  The 3x1 program is now implemented by the Social 

Development Ministry and promoted by some consulates, state and municipal 

governments among the immigrant population. The program has worked for the 

completion of projects that otherwise would have taken years if left to the migrants 

alone, and also has been a way for the Mexican government to channel remittances to 

promote local and regional development.  

However, not all HTAs are created this way, and most of them start by 

identifying a need in the town by immigrants or their families, and then by them 

talking to each other to organize the raising of funds. Sometimes those fund-raisings 

simply involve setting a quantity of money that each member of a community older 

than eighteen should contribute –usually the males-- and then passing by each home to 

collect the money. Also, sometimes that would meet the requirement for funds, 

depending of the project, while other times, more formal fund-raising events are 

required to collect the funds for the desired project.  Raffles, cultural events, beauty 

pageants, cookouts, parades, craft and art fairs, food fairs, sports tournaments, are also 

part of the immediate activities that immigrant organizations engage in to accomplish 

their fundraising goals (Orozco, and Rouse, 2007). Not all the events have the purpose 

of raising funds for a community project, and sometimes, events such as the 

celebration of La Guelaguetza festival by Oaxacan communities in California, merits 

enough importance to plan and fund-raise, and seek sponsorships solely for making 

this festival possible.   
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Associations also do outreach for the sponsorship of ethnic businesses and the 

more consolidated associations are frequently in touch with local and immigrant media 

for promotion of their events. In fact, many times, those associations promote the 

creation of immigrant media in order to use it as a communication resource for 

disseminating messages among organization members, attracting new ones, and also 

as means of self-representation and advocacy. Since these are mostly working class 

volunteer associations, they do not have access to much money, unless they acquire an 

official non-profit, status that allows them to apply for private and government grants 

and other kinds of funding, a thing that some of those associations have done readily 

to access funds for their projects, and developing more long-term programs within the 

organization, such as educational workshops, exchange and outreach programs, 

leadership seminars, and other projects that guarantee the continuation of the work of 

the organization.  

Where are They Located?  

Participating in the projects that HTAs, Fronts, and Federations develop in 

their communities of origin has been one of the most important and successful 

voluntary activities among first generation Mexican immigrants in many localities in 

the United States (See Zabin & Escala-Rabadán, 1998).
 
 According to a survey 

conducted by Manuel Orozco in 2008, 15 percent of Mexicans living in the United 

States participate in immigrant organizations or a HTA.  The estimated number of 

Mexican immigrant organizations and HTAs in the US varies, depending on many 

factors. In the year 2006, there were a little more than 600 documented HTAs (see 
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Rivera-Salgado, 2006). According to the current directory by the Mexican Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs
5
, there are 2080 Mexican immigrant organizations registered 

worldwide (as of August 5, 2011), and some authors say at least 95 percent of those 

are located mostly in 30 cities of the United States (Orozco and García-Zanello, 2009, 

p. 6). However, the latest data coming from this directory may be problematic and 

needs to be carefully analyzed because the Ministry of Foreign Affairs current 

directory is constantly changing; since it is an open registry where associations can 

input their data themselves in the database, skewing some of the figures for the year 

2011.  The majority of these clubs and associations are located in California, Chicago, 

Texas, and New York.  Table 1 shows a distribution of Mexican immigrant 

organizations and HTAs in the main migratory destinations in the US. However, it is 

difficult to track all the clubs and organizations that exist because some of them 

organize for a particular project and then dissolve, others join together to form big 

umbrella organizations called state federations, and others never register or dissolve 

before getting in touch with their local Mexican consulates, where they are likely to be 

counted and classified in lists. The data from the last column (2011) was obtained 

from the Directory of Hometown Associations at the Mexican Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs (SRE) website. For reasons stated before, some of the data from this directory 

may be inaccurate. As for example, the considerable growth of HTA’s in California 

and Texas, shows some discrepancies with previous data. The numbers may be this 

high, because organizations may be registered twice under slightly different names, or 

no-longer active organizations may be still in the directory. Therefore the data in the 
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last column should be considered cautiously. The same caution applies to the last 

column on Table 3.  

Table 1 

Mexican Immigrant Organizations and Hometown Associations 

in Main Mexican Migration Destinations in the US 

US State 1998 2003 2011 

California 240 329 698 

Illinois 82 170 131 

Texas 73 48 475 

New York 15 27 24 

Pennsylvania 5 11 10 

Arizona 5 9 45 

Washington 7 7 25 

Colorado 4 5 28 

Oregon 3 4 21 

New Mexico - 3 - 

Georgia 2 2 27 

Indiana - 2 25 

Utah 2 2 34 
Sources for this table: Directorio de Oriundos en los Estados Unidos (SRE, 1999),  

and the Programa para las Comunidades Mexicanas en el Exterior (SRE, 2003),  

Rivera-Salgado, Bada, Escala-Rabadán (2005), and Rivera-Salgado, 2006. For the  

Last row, the current Directorio de Oriundos was consulted in the Ministry of  

Foreing Affairs Website. It is important to notice that this directory is open to  

the public for registration, and the figures should be interpreted with caution,  

because they may not reflect the actual number of organizations, due to the fact that 

some organizations may be registered twice or under different names.  

 

Where do they Come From?  

Immigrants from Mexico have come to the United States mainly from what are 

called “traditional sending states,” located in the Central North, and North parts of 

Mexico. Those states are Guanajuato, Michoacán, Jalisco, Zacatecas, Durango and 

Guerrero (this last one in the South-Pacific). However, as migration from other states 

has increased in the last two decades, immigrant organizations from non-traditional 

sending states, such as Oaxaca, Puebla, Veracruz, the State of Mexico, Mexico City 

(or DF) have also appeared. Table number 2 offers a distribution of the percentage of 
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migrants coming from 15 of the most active sending states. The geographical location 

of the sending states, can be seen in the first map of Appendix C. The lower 

percentages represent “non traditional sending states” which have been incorporating 

migrants into the networks at a lower rate than the other states. Although immigration 

from the main sending states is considerably diminishing (Cave, 2011), data about 

migration from the non-traditional states, newly incorporated into the immigration 

networks, is not available to assess if migration from those states has slowed down as 

well.  

Table 2 

Top 15 Immigrant Sending States by Percentage of 

Mexican Migrants Who Are from That State 

State Percentage 

Jalisco 10.88 % 

Michoacán 10.55 

Guanajuato 10.41 

México 8.12 

Veracruz 4.99 

Guerrero 4.67 

Puebla 4.45 

Zacatecas 4.18 

San Luis Potosí 3.94 

Hidalgo 3.88 

Distrito Federal 3.78 

Oaxaca 3.56 

Chihuahua 3.17 

Morelos 2.83 

Durango 2.70 
Source: Calculated from INEGI XII  

Censo de Población y Vivienda 2000 data 

 

Mexico is a very diverse country, and although most of the initial waves of 

Mexican immigrants to the United States came mainly from the Northern and North-

Center states (see map in Appendix C) which are composed by a majority mestizo 
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population, indigenous Mexicans started to join the migratory circuits especially after 

the Bracero Program, and bringing with them their particular forms of organizing. For 

example, there is a notable increase of indigenous migration from Southern states in 

Mexico, such as Guerrero, Oaxaca, Puebla, Hidalgo and Chiapas, and the presence of 

indigenous Mexican immigrants is noticeable in their ethnic-based organizations (see 

table 3). The main discussions of this dissertation focuses precisely in the indigenous 

migration from the state of Oaxaca, which is one the second state after Yucatan, with 

the highest percentage of indigenous population in Mexico, into international 

migratory networks.  

Table 3 

State of Origin of Mexican Immigrant Organizations  

State 1998 2003 2011 

Chiapas - - 17 

Chihuahua 6 10 25 

DF 3 6 13 

Durango 19 20 74 

Estado de Mexico 6 11 15 

Guanajuato 40 48 437 

Guerrero 23 51 58 

Jalisco 74 100 86 

Michoacan 19 51 111 

Nayarit 22 27 10 

Nuevo Leon 2 4 16 

Oaxaca 22 36 65 

Puebla 12 34 55 

San Luis Potosi 39 23 65 

Zacatecas 113 126 27 
Sources for this table: Directorio de Oriundos en los Estados Unidos (SRE, 1999),  

and the Programa para las Comunidades Mexicanas en el Exterior (SRE, 2003),  

Rivera-Salgado, Bada, Escala-Rabadán (2005), and Rivera-Salgado, 2006. For the  

Last row, the current Directorio de Oriundos was consulted in the Ministry of  

Foreing Affairs Website. It is important to notice that this directory is open to  

the public for registration, and the figures should be interpreted with caution,  

because they may not reflect the actual number of organizations, due to the fact that 

some organizations may be registered twice or under different names.  
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Migrant associations are not a new phenomenon, as immigrants from different 

parts of the world have formed them in the past both in their sending and in their 

receiving countries, and many are still organizing in this way.  For example, many 

Jewish or Italian associations, consolidated into nonprofits in the United States after 

WWII (Bodnar, 1985), and more than 50 percent of Gahanians living in the 

Netherlands, actively participate in HTA´s and other migrant organizations (Orozco 

and García-Zanello, 2009, Op. Cit). At their time, Irish and Italian first generation 

immigrants organized this way in the US, as Dominicans, Salvadorans and 

Guatemalans do contemporarily.   

Indigenous Mexican Immigrant Organizations: Identity and Citizenship 

As the account of Oaxacalifornia shows, indigenous Mexican immigrants are 

establishing in the US and forming hometown associations, fronts, and federations as 

other immigrant groups have done. But, what makes Oaxacan transnational 

organization different from that of other immigrant groups, such as mestizo Mexicans 

is precisely their prior exclusion experience in the Mexican state. Indigenous 

exclusion is not only due to reasons of poverty (as in the case of mestizos), but comes 

as a result of their relationship with the Spanish colonial order, and the nation-state 

regime in Mexico. Indigenous Mexicans are entering a third order, that of the United 

States, and its internal systems of classifications and exclusions, along with the 

transnational order imposed by globalization, which has implied the economic, 

military, and political dominance of the United States over many areas of the world, 

including Mexico.  When indigenous Mexicans arrive to the United States, to the 
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common American observer, they may seem “Mexicans” as understood by American 

classificatory systems of the moment. But many intersecting elements have 

contributed to their exclusion in both countries, ranging from normative discourses of 

civilizatory and racial projects, to practices of exclusion embedded in different 

conceptions of citizenship.  

This intersectionality allows us to observe how discourses of citizenship 

assimilation, and transnationalism, are appropriated and turned into a more flexible 

and cosmopolitan agency by the immigrant actors. Although chapters three, four and 

five offer examples of activities by indigenous Mexican immigrants in the United 

States, and how those activities may lead to an enriched cosmopolitan citizenship, it is 

important to understand the context where they are coming from, and their relationship 

to the Mexican state before they moved into the international migratory networks.  

 

Evolving Identity 

Indigenous Mexican immigrant organizations and clubs create and reinforce 

their identity as they face a the dominant cultures in both countries that reject them 

politically, socially, or linguistically. At the same time, organizing allows immigrants 

to accomplish goals and philanthropic projects that reinforces their agency and 

cultivates social capital, because they may obtain the recognition of their fellow 

citizens in their hometowns, or even of the authorities in both their sending and 

receiving communities when completing infrastructure, cultural, social, educational, 

and other projects. Manuel Castells (2004) mentions three kinds of identity building: 

Legitimizing identity, from dominant institutions to extend and rationalize their 
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domination; Resistance Identity, by the actors that are in devaluated positions and 

conditions; and Project Identity, when social actors build new identities using 

available cultural material, and define their position in society (p. 8). Identity patterns 

generated and maintained by indigenous immigrant organizations can be associated 

with a combination of resistance and project identity, because most of them have 

endured devalued conditions even after joining immigrant networks. Many immigrants 

organize on the premise of this type of identity; they resist, and survive on principles 

different from, or in some cases opposed to those of the dominant culture.  Also, 

migrating allows them to re-construct their identities (Project Identities) when they use 

cultural and social resources available from the contact with other groups or networks, 

and organize around new or changing identities.  In the case of indigenous immigrants, 

claims for ethno-political identity can identify with project identity. When they are 

coming from a nation system that tried to (and sometimes did) obliterate their ethnic 

rights (such as language and culture), they find that some of the spaces in the 

immigrant networks may be opportunities for exercising agency, and self-

determination.  

Immigrant Organizations and the Mexican Government 

Internal growth and resource consolidation have not been the only factors that 

have facilitated the prevalence of immigrant associations and their activities across 

borders. The political environment in both the United States and Mexico has helped, 

although, since September 11, and the implementation of a National Security regime 

in the US along with the war against drug cartels in Mexico, suspicion is growing 
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towards many kinds of transnational activity. More research needs to be done to assess 

how transnational immigrant organizations have been affected by tighter security 

measures from both US and Mexican governments, due to the implementation of those 

security regimes. The Mexican government has been an important factor, although not 

the only one, for the consolidation of Mexican immigrant organizations abroad.  

Before the 1990´s the Mexican government showed inconsistent efforts to 

establish formal channels of communication and cooperation with its migrants. This 

was called, “policy of no policy” (García y Griego, 1988). Under most of the PRI 

(former ruling party) regime, the government turned a blind eye to the Mexican 

migration to the United States, having intermittent programs and contacts with 

Mexicans abroad.  Migration was also seen with suspicion; the post-revolutionary 

Mexican government was a promoter of nationalist sentiments, and many Mexicans 

thought of migrants as “traitors,” because they did not stay to “suffer in their country 

with their country men.” Jorge Durand (2003) has classified the Mexican government 

approach to migration of its people during the last century as having five phases or 

policies:  “a dissuasive policy in the first half of the XX Century; a negotiating policy 

from the Second World War on; a laissez faire policy during the seventies and 

eighties; one reparations phase in the nineties, and the current period, in which the 

government has been proactive and willing to negotiate.  (Durand, 2003.  My 

translation). Durand does not describe the most current period, when the Mexican 

government is fighting a war against organized crime (especially drug cartels), which 

has had a very bloody count, with more than 45,000 deaths during the five years of the 

Felipe Calderón administration. The policies towards immigrants during this time have 
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been unavoidably influenced by the Mexican government focus on this war. Many 

immigrants have spaced their visits to Mexico, or stopped them altogether, due both to 

the pervasive violence, and to tighter US security in the US-Mexico border. However 

remittances from Mexicans abroad have stayed more or less stable, despite widespread 

unemployment among the immigrants in the US due to the recent recession. In the 

year 2010, remittances amounted 22.5 billion dollars to Mexico (Arteaga, 2010), 

keeping this quantity more or less steady since at least 2005 (González-Gutiérrez, 

2006).  

Organization and activities of Mexican immigrants across borders reached an 

important point during the 1990’s and the Mexican government acknowledged that 

immigrant remittances and other philanthropic activities in their Mexican hometowns 

were helping to improve the situation of many poor families in the country. It was 

during that time that many government officers and intellectuals started to talk about 

immigrants as the forgotten children of the nation: “For decades, as a country and as a 

government, we forgot our emigrants, with the shameful attitude of a mother who 

abandoned her children and does not want to know about them” (González-Gutiérrez, 

1999, p. 5, online version). As Durand explains, the Mexican government entered a 

phase of ‘reparations’ and in 1998 the Mexican Congress passed the dual nationality 

law for Mexicans living abroad. President Vicente Fox deemed Mexican migrants as 

the “heroes” who never forgot their homeland, and not the “traitors” that left. The 

official interest in establishing contact between the government and Mexicans abroad 

grew as the desire to control both the economic clout in remittances to their families, 
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and the political influence that organized immigrants could exert in both the US and 

the Mexican political systems.  

 

Mexican Communities Abroad 

Since the administration of President Carlos Salinas de Gortari in the early 

1990s, links between the Mexican state and Mexican migrants were institutionalized 

when the Mexican Ministry of Foreign Affairs initiated a special unit named Mexican 

Communities Abroad [Comunidades Mexicanas en el Extranjero] dedicated solely to 

attending to the needs of the Mexican-origin immigrant population, particularly in the 

United States where 98 percent of the total Mexican expatriates live.  This program 

placed a representative in charge of the “Communities” program in each of the 47 

consulates in the United States. Those representatives have the task of forging 

relationships with HTA’s and establishing collaboration projects associated with the 

implementation of the 3x1 program, involving the immigrant organizations and the 

federal, state and local governments if possible (Díaz de Cossio, Orozco and 

González, 1997; Smith, 2003). Many of the organized clubs, associations, and HTA’s 

are involved in one or more development programs with the Mexican government 

through the 3x1 structure (López, et. al., 2001, p. 2), and at this point, the level of 

institutionalization of the program has also allowed for new immigrant clubs to form, 

in order to use the resources that the government allocates. For many Mexican officers 

and government representatives, immigrant organizations, especially HTA’s 

represented a great opportunity to forge and strengthen liasons that were rarely 

cultivated by Mexican authorities before. For example, Carlos Gonzalez Gutierrez, 
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member of the Mexican Foreign Service who has worked in Mexican consulates in the 

United States explains: 

There are several reasons for the Mexican government’s desire to 

cultivate a close, long-term relationship with people of Mexican 

ancestry who live in the United States. They constitute an extraordinary 

market for exports of Mexican products and are an important source of 

foreign currency through the remittances that migratory workers send to 

their families. In addition the Mexican government needs to strengthen 

its communication with Mexican American communities in order to 

defend the human rights of its nationals abroad better (González 

Gutiérrez, 1999, essay available online, p. 2).  

 

Mexican government officers have seen in the contact with HTA’s leaders an 

opportunity to spread the government influence abroad, and a possibility of using 

Mexican migrants to lobby for important issues concerning Mexico and the US 

relations (Gonzalez-Gutierrez, op. cit. 1999). The role of Mexican diplomats and their 

contact with organized Mexicans especially in the US has been important in order to 

foster a relationship between the government and immigrants. As Gonzalez Gutierrez 

puts it: 

In a deliberated way, at least since the creation of the Program for the 

Mexican Communities Abroad (PCME) in 1990, Mexican consuls have 

played an active role in identifying leaders of paisano clubs (which are 

a formal expression of the migratory networks) in order to recognize 

them as valid actors, and put them in contact with Mexican authorities 

at the federal and state levels, and also with Mexican-American 

leaders….Once identified those leaders receive a series of stimuli in 

order to do their work in their organization. The effectiveness of those 

incentives can be illustrated with the growth of hometown associations 

in the United States during the last decade. (Gonzalez-Gutierrez, 2006, 

p. 186).  

 

 

González Gutiérrez considers the consulates as enablers of contacts for 

Mexican immigrants, even with Mexican-American organizations. Many of the 
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Communities offices in Mexican Consulates have the task to arrange meetings for 

particular groups of Mexican immigrants and encourage them to participate in the 

institutionalized programs, such as 3x1 or in the participation for the Institute of 

Mexicans Abroad (IME), created in 2003. IME was created as a unit of the Mexican 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and its first director Candido Morales, was a Mixteco 

immigrant. IME has taken most of the functions of the program for Mexican 

Communities Abroad, along with additional functions, such as linking organized 

immigrants with Mexican institutions in way that both can mutually benefit by this 

interaction. The institute promotes educational exchanges, credential validation, 

information for acquiring real estate in Mexico, links to the Federal Electoral Institute, 

help with sending remittances back home, among other activities. IME also integrates 

a council of 100 elected immigrants from communities abroad (mainly those in the 

United States). This council is renewed every two years, and although when it was 

created IME generated great enthusiasm among Mexican immigrants, some have 

argued that the election of the “consejeros” of the IME is by invitation by the local 

consulate, and this has excluded important members of the diverse Mexican 

community, for example indigenous leaders that may no have direct relationships with 

the consulate. Despite the fact that an immigrant was directing the institute, it was still 

seen as an ‘officialist’ branch of the Mexican government. The current director of the 

IME is Javier Diaz de Leon, is not an immigrant but a career diplomat.  

Even to this day with a considerable level of institutionalization, the 

relationship between the Mexican diaspora and the government is not always smooth.  

Many of the programs initiated by government have marked paternalistic tints: For 
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example, many Mexican diplomats emphasize the “protection” functions of Mexican 

consulates in the US in order to protect human rights, but treat working class, and 

indigenous migrants as subordinates when they ask for consular protection, and 

seldom consider them as equals inside the IME (see chapter 3 for a discussion on this).  

Thus, the official relationship of the Mexican government with its diaspora has 

been at times difficult, since many immigrants have left the country due to historic 

lack of economic opportunities in Mexico, and the pulling factors of the US low-

skilled job market. In the last few years, migration from middle and upper class 

Mexicans have intensified, due to several social and economic factors, one that 

Mexican elites have enjoyed more mobility across the two countries due to less 

restrictive policies on their transit, but also many middle and upper middle class 

Mexicans have migrated to the US, due to education or job opportunities in the USA, 

extensive lack of opportunities of employment for professionals in Mexico or due to 

widespread violence in the country caused by the confrontation of the government and 

the organized crime cartels in recent years.  Also in recent times, immigrants from 

urban areas in Mexico are increasingly arriving into the United States, and their patters 

of organization and communication are still unclear. Some of these new arrivals join 

existing hometown associations pertaining to their parents’ hometown (if the parents 

had previously emigrated from the countryside to the cities in Mexico).  
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Contemporary Mexican Immigrant Organizations, and their Citizenship 

Practices 

 

Contemporary immigrant associations draw from the tradition of the 

mutualistas of the 19
th

 and early 20
th

 century, which also engaged in social and 

political transnational activities, related mainly to the Mexican Revolution, organized 

labor, and the process of nation-building in the United States. One of the main things 

that distinguishes contemporary immigrant organizations from their mutualista 

grandparents is that their transnational activities are in some ways more open and 

immediate, due to the obviously more pluralistic political climate where they are 

developing, the availability of more immediate communication technologies and 

transportation, the politics of multiculturalism and pluralism in the United States, as 

well as similarly inclusive measures that are being adopted gradually (albeit in a 

slower manner) in the Mexican political system. Among those measures, are the dual 

nationality for Mexicans, and the possibility to grant Mexican citizenship to the 

children of migrants. While the Mexican population still has some reservations about 

immigrant’s participation in politics from abroad, one in five families in Mexico now, 

has a member who migrated usually to the US.  

Hometown Associations’ main philanthropic activities have grown to include 

funding infrastructure and project development, such as roads, hospitals, schools, 

economic cooperatives, scholarship support, and other projects in their communities in 

Mexico. Other organizations, such as some transnational fronts, and professional 

organizations, engage in more explicit political activities than traditional HTAs, such 

as advocacy for immigrant and labor rights, or the quest for political rights of 
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displaced populations. However, all immigrant organizations even if they do not 

organize for political ends, are potentially political.  These organizations sometimes 

have taken open political positions, such as in the massive immigrant marches of the 

Spring of 2006 demanding the US government for a comprehensive immigration 

reform.   

Contemporary organizations that perform these cross-border activities have 

been around at least since the 1940s (Diaz de Cosio et. al., 1997 p. 83), but starting 

from the decade of 1970’s Mexican clubs and other associations have experienced a 

consistent growth in the United States (Rivera-Salgado & Escala-Rabadan, 2004), 

making the participation in these association one of the main activities among first 

generation Mexican immigrants (Zabin & Escala-Rabadán, op. cit. 1998).   It has 

taken a few decades for the philanthropic activities of these organizations to acquire a 

more stable and formal tone, thanks to more organized fund-raising efforts from the 

organizations to finance their projects in their hometowns (Rivera-Salgado and Escala-

Rabadán, op. cit. p. 146), and also to a more established first generation population in 

the United States, able to invest more money in the organization’s binational projects 

and campaigns.  

Table 4 summarizes the citizenship practices of immigrant organizations. This 

classification is based on T. S. Marshall’s three elements constituting citizenship 

(political, social, and civic). However, while in the Marshall’s model, the elements of 

citizenship are “rights” that people have within a state, I use his classification to describe 

citizenship as a set of ‘practices,’ which are not constrained to a single nation state 

acknowledging rights or granting a status. For example, social citizenship under 
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Marshall’s model is the set of welfare provisions that a state offers to those it recognizes 

as citizens, and therefore worth of having those provisions.  Social practices of 

citizenship in my classification are activities that immigrants engage in to protect each 

other, responding to the lack or insufficient protection by a state, either the one they left 

because lack of work opportunities, or the one they have arrived to, where they may not 

be eligible for social protection, because they lack a formal status as “citizens.” I also 

added “cultural practices of citizenship” following Rosaldo’s classification, and 

economic practices of citizenship.  

Table 4 

Transnational Citizenship Practices of Mexican Immigrant Organizations 

Cultural Practices Cultural Festival Celebrations 

Local Hometown celebrations 

Parades 

National Anniversary and holiday celebrations 

Religious festivities (local patron saint festivities) 

Beauty Pageants 

Sport’s games (soccer, baseball, other) 

Food and craft fairs 

 

Social Practices Community Education  

Scholarships sponsored by immigrant organizations 

Philanthropic fund raisers (for death or illness of community members) 

Food drives 

Maintaining food banks for people in the organization or immigrants in need 

Maintaining a fund for illness of members of organization 

Burial expenses (especially if the body has to be transported back home) 

 

Civic Practices Civic Organization (mutual aid, common interest, ethnic or religious, political, 

class, etc.) 

Workshops on immigrant and human rights 

Participation in demonstrations 

Contact with people in positions of power 

Contacting media to voice opinions 

Production of media (freedom of speech) 

 

Economic  

Practices 

Establishing local businesses (related to ethnic good or services) 

Acquisition of property (in either sending or receiving communities) 

Sending remittances back to home country 

Establishing binational businesses 

Transportation of good across borders 

 

Political Practices Voting 

Running for Office (local, national or home country) 
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I call these activities “practices,” because as discussed previously in Chapter one, 

for many, citizenship is a status conferred by a bureaucratic arrangement of a state. But it 

is also a practice, aimed to change how the status looks like with time. Those practices 

are commonly associated with first generation immigrants organizing across borders. By 

incorporating activities, such as economic, social, cultural, as well as many diverse 

citizenship-related practices, this table shows the complex practices developed by 

HTA’s and other immigrant associations. Most of these activities take place in combined 

local, national, regional and cross-national scenarios, and are fundamental components 

of a more dynamic exercise of citizenship than the one confined to a status granted by a 

state. This typology of citizenship practices of Table 4 is useful to visualize and to 

explain them in the context of the exercise of citizenship, but some of the categories 

may overlap, or some practices may be unique to particular organizations.  

Social practices, such as emergency fund-raisers for illnesses or death of 

community members, and cultural celebrations, such as dances, beauty pageants, 

patron saint festivities or parades, are some of the first activities that new immigrants 

engage in their host land. Some of those activities have a transnational component by 

origin. For example, when a community member dies, and the family in their 

hometown expects the body to be repatriated, the community or the family doing the 

move, engage in a process involving agencies in both countries, at the local, state and 

federal levels. The use of open space and the need to ask for permission to use parks in 

order to organize cultural and social gatherings also makes immigrants deal with 

administrative arrangements different from the ones at home. These semi-formal 

activities led to more formal philanthropic projects, such as funeral expenses or fund-
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raisings for illnesses. Once one philanthropic project is completed, even if it is a small 

one such as the completion for funeral expenses of someone in the community, this 

generally leads to more organizing for activities of social and cultural nature. Social 

and cultural practices also lead to civic practices, according to Marshall, civic 

practices are those related to freedom, such as freedom of thought, speech and faith, 

the right to justice, to own property and to celebrate contracts (see Marshall, 1963, p. 

94).  

Immigrant associations allow for the execution of collective civic practices, 

such as the organized participation in demonstrations, rallies, and other events 

organized to make statements about liberties, such as the right to express opinions, or 

the right to justice. Rallies and demonstrations may be preceded by exercise of 

communication for expressing opinions and points of view about matters of justice. 

Civic activities always imply communication. At the same time, civic activities may 

led even to economic and political practices if the circumstances allow it (it depends 

on personal and collective enterprise and to formal acquisition of political rights in 

either state). However, all the citizenship practices are sustained either directly or 

marginally by communication practices that may derive or be a prior component of the 

citizenship practice. A further typology for communication practices is developed later 

in this chapter.  

Thus, as Table 4 illustrates, citizenship is not constrained to the political realm 

or to the seeking of rights or status (although important), daily civic practices may be 

the main component of what we know as citizenship.  Although voting and running for 

office may be the ultimate expressions of citizenship, citizen activities, thankfully for 
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the health of out democracy, do not cease at the voting booth, but are embedded in 

socio-cultural processes that can potentially be transformed into civic and political 

participation. Immigrant organizations engage in those activities that eventually are 

transferred to the realm of politics and civic rights. The transnational scope of those 

activities, and their potential for transforming what we understand as normative 

citizenship make them worth studying.  

 

Practices of Communication 

 

Citizenship and communication practices by immigrant organizations are 

closely linked, and their combination and deployment in daily life, constitute the 

building blocks of social and political arrangements. Although citizenship as we know 

it, has been linked exclusively with a single political community, immigrants organize 

transnationally, and are able to connect and interact with at least two political 

communities at the same time. This interaction gives immigrants the knowledge to 

evaluate the meanings of those political communities and the capacity to form new 

ones, with different characteristics from the ones they come from. Communication 

practices are part of the myriad of activities of this transnational life. In order to 

understand those communication practices in detail, Table 5 shows a list of practices 

that are part of everyday immigrant life in the sending and receiving communities, and 

the transnational networks. Those practices enable the very existence of those 

networks.  Mainly associated with the generation of dialogue in the public sphere, the 

practices range from media consumption and production, media outreach (either to 

mainstream or community media), and the new array of uses of the Internet as a 
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medium for communicative action. It also has other practices that may not be formally 

associated with civic life, such as the celebration of festivities as a communicative act, 

as representations of the collective memory of the community (Marchi, 2009), and the 

custom of recording family events and gatherings to send the videos back home, or 

post them on You Tube so the family may see it on the other side of the border.  

Table 5  

Communication Practices of Mexican Immigrant Organizations 

Practices Detail 

Media 

consumption 

Immigrant 

Mainstream  

Home-country 
 

Media Production Community Newspapers 

Bulletins 

Newsletters 

Websites 

Documentaries 

Flyers 
 

Community 

Events 

Cultural and National Festivals 

Parades 

Beauty Pageants 

Religious Events 

Other festivities 
 

Media Outreach Immigrant media 

Mainstream media in English 

Home country media in Spanish 
 

Personal 

Communication 

Telephone calls to family and friends in home country 

Business communication with home country 

E-mail communicaton 

Fax 

Personal use of social media 
 

Collective 

Communication 

Multi-site conference call (both countries) 

Skype multi-site conferences 
 

Social Media Facebook 

Twitter 

Youtube (post videos of family or community) 

Opinion blogs and other collective or personal pages 
 

Other 

Communication 

Formal letters by mail 

Personal informants that travel and bring messages 

Business  
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As the table shows, those practices can be divided in media production and 

consumption, media outreach, community events, collective communication, the use 

of social media and miscellaneous communications. Practices of communication may 

be the same as some cultural or social practices of citizenship, such as the celebration 

of events, fund-raisers, or other social and cultural gatherings. Since community 

events are a very important activity for immigrant organizations, they are considered a 

communication practice, enabling community dialogue, celebration, and the 

dissemination of discourse generated in other communication activities practices (such 

as production of media, media outreach, etc.).  In her study of the celebration of the 

Day of the Dead among California Latino immigrants, Regina Marchi (2009) has 

stated that festivals and celebrations “offer a historically marginalized population 

cultural resources which to counter generations of disparagement from the larger 

society (p. 44). 

Besides festivities and events, and the production of media for self-

representation, and advocacy. in the last few years, immigrants and immigrant 

organizations have been using different arrays of social media in order to 

communicate among themselves, and to keep their networks of contacts, such as 

media representatives, members of the government or the media, and other immigrant 

organizations. Social media such as facebook offer the immediacy and interactivity of 

communication that other media does not. In subsequent chapters, those practices of 

communication will be analyzed in the context of transnational immigrant 

organizations.  
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Immigrant Media and Civic Organizations 

 

In the weeks previous to the massive immigrant mobilizations in the Spring of 

2006, a very popular radio host, Eduardo Sotelo, better known as El Piolín or “Tweety 

Bird” whose program “Piolín por la Mañana” airs from Los Angeles to more than 20 

US cities, persuaded other Spanish language radio hosts to call people to join the 

immigrant rallies organized to push US Congress for extensive migratory reform. The 

conventional wisdom of most mainstream English media accounts of the mobilizations 

was that they “took by surprise” the English language community due to their 

“spontaneity.” Many mainstream newspaper analysis attributed the mobilizations in 

Los Angeles and other cities of the US to Spanish language media efforts, especially 

the radio and TV hosts calls made by radio host Eddie El Piolín Sotelo.  In an article 

on March 29 2006 by Gillian Flaccus from the Associated Press, a direct causal link of 

the immigrant mobilizations to Spanish media was made. Ms Flaccus describes one 

Los Angeles rallies as follows: “Many of the 500,000 people who crammed downtown 

Los Angeles on Saturday to protest legislation that would make criminals out of illegal 

immigrants learned where, when, and even how to demonstrate from the Spanish-

language media” (Flaccus, 2006). Although Spanish language media was very 

important in making the message of the mobilizations reach wider audiences, and 

radio hosts such as Mr. Sotelo, provided advice to some of the rally attendants to 

“bring their children and wear white clothes for the rallies to remain peaceful” TV and 

radio hosts were not the sole initiators of those movements.  
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The immigrant mobilizations were not “spontaneous” and Spanish television 

and radio were not the only organizing factor for them happen. Immigrant civic, 

social, cultural and political involvement, customarily out of the radar of mainstream 

English language media and therefore mainstream English language society, played an 

even more crucial role organizing people for decades. In their analysis of the Mexican 

immigrant’s involvement in the Spring 2006 marches, Bada, Fox and Selee (2006), 

consider the role that organized immigrants played these mobilizations: 

This huge wave of civic engagement reveals a process that has been 

taking place often silently but consistently: The emergence of Mexican 

migrants as actors in American civic and political life. Far from the 

image of Mexican migrants as disengaged and insular, they have long 

been active in public life. They have done so, by creating new migrant-

led organizations, such as hometown associations and worker’s 

organizations, as well as by joining existing U.S. organizations, such as 

community associations, churches, schools, unions, business 

associations, civil rights organizations, and media groups (2006, p. v).  

 

Thus, contrary to mainstream English society’s common belief, immigrants 

have been organizing civically for decades, and the 2006 mobilizations were not as 

spontaneous as some media may have portrayed them to be, nor were they a product 

of Spanish language media alone. In fact, Spanish language media is as diverse as the 

Latino community in terms of race, class, ethnicity, and political affiliation, and not all 

immigrants feel always represented by this media. Some immigrant organizers have 

complained that the same radio hosts who called for immigrants to rally in 2006 for 

immigration reform, and in 2010 in protest to the Arizona anti-immigration law SB-

1070, have deterred immigrants in San Diego and other cities in Southern California 

from attending more politicized activities, by organizing other events such as free 

commercially sponsored concerts during activist rallies. This was the appreciation of 
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José González, Statewide Coordinator for the Frente Indígena de Organizaciones 

Binacionales and other leaders of FIOB, who attributed the low attendance to the 

marches of May 1
st
 of 2011, to several events that Univision radio stations celebrated 

in different parks in the North County:  

Many paisanos attended those events instead of the rallies because the 

radios were promoting them, even with the best of intentions, the rallies 

were conducted in the center of San Diego, many people who planned 

to attend both events in the same day, stayed in the festivals organized 

by the radio because they could not attend both events. That has 

happened before with political mobilizations, we do not trust the radios 

that much for that reason. They do not always want people to march for 

worker’s dignity and migratory reform, they want them to attend their 

events and listen to their programs, buy their products, but do not 

necessarily want the community too politically involved (Personal 

communication, San Diego, CA, May 2, 2011).  

 

 

Immigrant media have been commonly described instrumentally as facilitators 

for adaptation to the host land, teaching immigrants how the new system works, and 

enabling them to organize around their identities. But the dynamics with immigrant 

media, are embedded in economic and political structures. As the prior example 

illustrates, this media does not always play an advocacy function, as market relations 

may be more crucial for their survival. Perhaps more than the media alone, immigrant 

organizations have played a crucial role for sustained civic involvement of Latino 

immigrants, some organizations have even become producers of immigrant media in 

order to fulfill their needs of self-representation, and advocacy, making the production 

of media a very important activity, after either forming or joining existing churches 

and immigrant associations (Rhodes, 2010).   Michael Schudson has referred to social 

networks and organizations as the human bonds that support democracy: “What 
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sustains viable democratic politics is the underlying strength of social bonds that 

people can draw on to propel them into and sustain them in civic affairs. Voluntary 

organizational involvement, from bowling leagues to the PTA, are the signs of 

community health. They provide the social resources and the civic training that 

citizens need to make democracy tick” (1998, p. 296). Schudson, like Putnam explains 

the value of social networks and personal connections for democracy to prosper. 

Schudson calls those connections “the signs of community health” while Putnam calls 

them “social capital” (2000).  

However, person-to-person connections are not the only activity that goes on 

in social networks. Media plays an important role to facilitate these connections, and 

maintain them over time and space. For this Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of social 

capital may help to understand the role of media in social networks. For Bourdieu, 

social capital is the “aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked to 

the possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships of 

mutual acquaintance and recognition” (1986, p.248). Bourdieu refers to the 

relationships in the network, but he also talks about the real and potential resources 

and possessions that people bring to the network. Communication practices facilitate 

the consolidation of social capital, understood as social relationships in a network. 

Whitout communication, those social relations would need person to person constant 

contact to be maintained. While Putnam and Schudson talk about the practices, the 

concept by Bordieu may help us to understand the resources that people bring into the 

networks.  
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Civic participation and media have been important mutual companions of 

democratic affairs. When writing Democracy in America Alexis de Tocqueville said 

that civic organizations in the United States were possible because of the existence of 

newspapers to keep the organization connected and facilitate the communication 

between their members. He expressed:  

 

When no firm and lasting ties any longer unite men, it is impossible to 

obtain the cooperation of any great number of them unless you can 

persuade every man whose help is required that he serves his private 

interests by voluntarily uniting his efforts to those of all the others. That 

cannot be done habitually and conveniently without the help of a 

newspaper. Only a newspaper can put the same thought at the same 

time before a thousand readers….So, the more equal men become and 

more individualism becomes a menace, the more necessary are 

newspapers. We should underrate their importance if we thought they 

just guarantee liberty; they maintain civilization (de Tocqueville, 1969, 

p. 517).  

  

As in de Tocqueville’s times, contemporary immigrant organizations also 

depend on a substantial set of communication practices to subsist, and progress in 

transnational networks. If newspapers were formerly the “public record for a 

community” (Rhodes, 2010, p. 45) immigrant associations now have a myriad of 

media available for their use, and they engage in constant mediated and face-to face 

communication (Revilla-Lopez, 2007, p. 29).  For example, many organizations are 

using social media, websites, and e-mail communications, as well as sites such as 

Youtube and other socially oriented places on the Internet to share their activities. 

Also many immigrant organizations have been producing low-cost periodical bulletins 

and printed newsletters, in order to maintain their internal communication, and 

sometimes, those publications have evolved to become mediums of self-representation 
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to the outside world, such is the case of FIOB publication, El Tequio, (analized in 

detail in chapter four).   

 

Conclusion 

 

 

In this chapter I have talked about the different citizenship and communication 

practices that immigrant organizations sustain in their daily lives within transnational 

networks, and how those practices are crucial in sustaining those networks because 

they generate, and disseminate useful information. I have also considered the 

particular characteristics that actors, such as indigenous Mexican migrants, bring to 

the migratory networks when they organize transnationally. The case of Oaxacan 

immigrants is particularly compelling, because they cannot be easily homogenized 

under the classification of Mexican, or Latino, or even among themselves, because 

Oaxacans are a diverse population composed by 16 indigenous ethnic groups, Afro-

Mexicans, mestizos, whites of Spanish origin, and other immigrant groups in the state. 

Indigenous migrants exemplify clearly the practices of subtraction associated with 

assimiliationist projects by nation states, usually disguised as modernizing projects of 

incorporation of minorities and foreigners to an exclusionary system of citizenship. A 

system where elites and other groups are generally favored by the benefits of the state 

(material resources, citizenship status, protection of the law, etc), and the groups at the 

margins (immigrants, indigenous, the poor, etc) are either excluded for long periods of 

time, and when included they are “managed” to fit into subtractive assimilation 

models.   
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Active organizing into transnational networks, gives indigenous Mexican 

immigrants an interesting position to interrogate those practices of assimilation in both 

the Mexican and the US states. The fact that assimilationist practices (some times 

associated with violence) have been sported by both the colonial order, and the nation 

of Mexico over its indigenous peoples, and that when those indigenous people migrate 

to another state, they encounter similar practices in another context, gives them a very 

powerful position to question exclusion, and propose more flexible models of 

inclusion. Although indigenous citizenship practices, embedded in systems of usos y 

costumbres may be also exclusionary, those practices are integrated into the migratory 

networks as important to foster systems of reciprocity, volunteer work, and the 

creation of social capital.  

Immigrant citizenship and communication practices explain the importance of 

observing the exercise of belonging and citizenship in the daily activities of people. 

Even if some immigrants cannot participate in political practices, such as voting and 

running for office due to issues of formal membership in the nation-state, they still 

engage in most of the other practices. Engaging in those practices is not always a 

“happy development” but a form of resistance to exclusion. Many citizenship practices 

(explained in Table 4), for example the philanthropic practices by organized 

immigrants in both the US and Mexico, respond to a vacuum created by the absence, 

or withdrawal of the state. However, those activities are also proof of social capital 

and civic engagement, which have been described as characteristics of a healthy 

democracy. Therefore, immigrants, although they may not formally be part of a state 
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through the recognition of status of citizenship by it, they are part of a democratic 

arrangement exercising forms of citizenship that defy exclusivity.  
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Notes 

 
1 “Al “Spanish” lo tratan con más consideración que al “Mexican”. Y cuando un blanco dice que es 

mexicano, es comun que lo corrijan y le digan “no, usted es “Spanish” por aquello de que ellos jamás le 

llaman Americano a un negro. Un negro es un negro y nada más”.  
 
2 The National Population Council in Mexico (CONAPO), considers marginality as the structural 

exclusion of entire communities from development. This means, that entire groups do not have access 

to minimum requirements for subsistence, such as clean water, roads, or sanitation systems. See 

Revilla-López, 2007, p. 55. 

 
3 Despite these disadvantages, Oaxaca is one of the states in Mexico where more people speak an 

indigenous language. According to the Instituto Nacional de Estadística Geografia e Informática 

[National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Information] (INEGI) in Mexico as of 2010, 34 percent 

of Oaxacans older than 5 years speak an indigenous language, and of every 100 persons who speak an 

indigenous language, 14 are monolingual in that language, and do not speak Spanish.  

 
4  According to immigration experts, from the end of the bracero program until the 1986 Immigration 

Reform and Control Act (IRCA), which aimed to legalize millions of Mexican workers residing in the 

United States, about 27.9 million undocumented Mexicans entered the United States, and 23.3 million 

returned to Mexico. Undocumented Mexican immigrants that stayed in the United States amounted to 

4.6 million, whereas, only 1.3 million Mexican immigrants were lawfully admitted to reside 

permanently in the U.S. (Audrey Singer and Douglas Massey, cited in Durand, Massey and Parrado, op. 

cit. p. 12). These statistics show that for the most part, Mexican workers did not opt for settlement in the 

United States, and they crossed back and forth for temporary work. IRCA was a policy effort to control 

immigration that had the unintended consequence of making the stay of migrants more permanent.  

 
5 Numbers from the Instituto de los Mexicanos en el Exterior (IME). Database available: 

http://www.ime.gob.mx/DirectorioOrganizaciones/ 
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Chapter 3 

Be Responsible Citizens: The Case of the Frente Indígena de Organizaciones 

Binacionales (FIOB) 

 

 

Vignette.  
 

It was a Saturday afternoon on March 5, 2011 in Vista California. A 
group of about forty people congregated at the “Disciples of Jesus” 
Church at the corner of California and Benito Juárez Streets. The 
meeting had been organized by the Frente Indígena de Organizaciones 
Binacionales (FIOB) in San Diego, in order to meet with the Consul of 
Mexico, the head of the communities program in the consulate, and the 
director of the Institute of Mexicans Abroad. The Mexican authorities 
were giving information to the attendees of the meeting about the 
consulate’s services.  

 
People started to raise their hands to ask questions. One person asked 
about trustworthy banks to send remittances to Mexico. Another 
mentioned that the Consulate’s website did not always work. A man in 
the public said: “when you have an emergency, is nearly impossible to 
find someone there to help you, I wonder why nobody ever answers 
those phones. We have called several times, and you cannot even leave 
a message.” Another person added: “that is true, we had an emergency, 
my husband was deported and when he was detained in the immigration 
office in San Ysidro, I called and called the consulate’s number, but 
finally I gave up, because nobody answered.”  
 
The consul responded that she personally watched her employees 
answering phones, and if the Consulate could not attend all the 
requests, it was because of the high number of them they receive every 
day.  
 
The exchange continued for a while, people from the public raised their 
hands and told the consul they had contacted the consulate in 
emergency situations, such as detentions by the border patrol, the loss 
of identity documents while crossing the border, and other situations 
but nobody had answered them. One member of FIOB told the consul 
about a bad encounter with one of the consulate’s employees:  
 
“When I went to the Consulate to get a matrícula1, a male employee 
was very rude and yelled at me and other people in the line, he told us 
that we needed to have such and such documents in hand before 
entering. I told him ‘Sir, I come to my consulate and expect support, 
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and you treat us this way.’ We as common people have to live through 
condescending treatment from consulate officers. The consulate should 
have personnel with the knowledge and sensitivity to treat people 
decently. They should know how to tolerate, how to direct and orient 
the people in a more respectful way, the system you currently have, is 
disrespectful” (J. G. Vista, CA. March 5, 2011). 
 
The consul answered that the person in the line had a function because 
people do not read the requirements, and therefore they have to be told 
what documents they need: “I can just tell the employee to stop 
informing people. I have been there, in the line and I have realized that 
people ask me about the requirements for the matrícula when I am 
seeing the list of requirements in the wall, in front of them. People do 
not read.” The person from FIOB answered her that sometimes people 
do not know how to read or write, and the consul acknowledged it.  
 
The demands continued, ranging from detentions, to questions about 
how to obtain birth certificates and matrículas –a birth certificate is a 
requirement to obtain a matrícula. Although someone in the public 
thanked the consul for helping with paperwork when sending of a body 
to Oaxaca for burial: “not everything is bad, I was helped by 
consulate’s personnel.”   
 
The Consul acknowledged the thanks from the person in the public, and 
said to the rest of the people that consulates cannot issue birth 
certificates: “you need to ask someone in Mexico to get a certified copy 
and send it here. The only authorized entity to issue birth certificates is 
the local registro civil (civil registry), we cannot change the law.” 
 
She continued: “The consulate will not come to knock on everybody’s 
door, and talk with every one of you. That is impossible. You have to 
be informed, watch TV, read the consulate’s Web page. We organized a 
mobile consulate in Escondido the other day, and nobody attended. 
That is also the problem: The community is not interested in getting the 
information. Mexico is one of the countries in the world with more and 
better programs to support its migrants abroad….protection programs 
that other countries do not have. The consulate cannot do everything, 
but you can, as responsible citizens. Ask your leaders, organize, 
multiply the information. Be attentive to the information coming from 
the consulate. As for the documents, we cannot solve all your problems 
you have to bring your complete documentation for the identifications 
you want to obtain. You get mad at us because we do not help you to 
get your matrícula or any other document, but we get audited. We can 
lose our job if the consulate is not rigorous with the requirements for 
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matrículas and other documents. We try to help you but you have to be 
very conscious and responsible as citizens.” 
 
The consul said goodbye, but remained for a little bit of time 
responding questions of people who approached her. She did not seem 
very comfortable with the questioning. A woman approached her and 
asked: 
 
“my husband crossed the border and he was caught by the migra, they 
got his documents. He crossed again, and he is here without any ID, 
What can we do? When did that happened? The consul answered --
about four months ago, the woman replied. The consul then told the 
woman: “I do not understand why if you know that you are coming to 
the US, don’t leave your documents with your family in Mexico, so 
they can send them to you by mail once you establish yourself here.” 
Then she turns to me and tells me: “What happens is people in Mexico, 
have gotten so used to have the government solve their problems. They 
have to learn to be responsible citizens.” (Field notes, March 5th, 
2011).  

 
 

This passage is one illustration of a scenario that repeats unfortunately quite 

often. The relationship between Mexican diplomats, official government 

representatives and working class or indigenous Mexican immigrants has been always 

tricky. Since consulate members often belong to the cultural, economic, ethnic, and 

social elites in Mexico, relationships of subordination, resentment or antagonism often 

replicate on the US side when they encounter each other. For the most part, the 

relationship existing between the Mexican government and immigrant organizations 

has varied from cordial and tolerating, to challenging of the privileges that the 

Mexican officers represent, the very privileges that pushed members of the underclass 

into the migratory networks looking for better opportunities elsewhere, and placed 

them into a transnational field of action, where they re-encounter their former 

governmental representatives, and members of elites under different circumstances.  
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Although for many Americans it is new knowledge that Mexicans are a diverse 

population, as immigration to the United States from indigenous areas of Mexico has 

increased, the presence of indigenous Mexicans in the US is also starting to be noticed 

by mainstream society. Indigenous forms of organization, based on communal direct 

democracy “usos y costumbres” (uses and traditions), are also shaping indigenous 

transnational immigrant organizations when including traditions of reciprocity 

embedded in indigenous culture as they practice civic engagement across borders. 

Organization and reciprocity can strengthen indigenous Mexican immigrant 

organizations, and help them to move from a position of vulnerability (in the margins 

of democracy) into a position of power, by positioning them as transnational political 

actors who negotiate with two nation-states. Those states however, never cease to try 

to “normalize” them into pre-fixed categories of Latino immigrants, subjects or clients 

of the state (as demonstrated with the initial vignette), or even cheap labor, subject to 

the forces of the market.  But how exactly do indigenous Oaxacan immigrants, and 

their organizing across borders inform us about flexible forms of citizenship and 

cosmopolitanism? The existence of indigenous as double marginals, to the mainstream 

image of Mexican society as mestizo and European descendant people, and as poor 

immigrants in the United States, places them in an interesting position to interrogate 

what we have known as assimilation, understood as a subtractive process. Indigenous 

Mexicans have endured for centuries subtractive practices of assimilation by the 

conquistadores in the colonial period, and by the Mexican state, which in its two 

centuries of existence, has not provided a dignified place for its natives. The Mexican 

state has imposed on them an overarching ethnic model where they do not entirely fit, 
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denying the reality and special needs of a diverse population, composed by at least 62 

different indigenous groups. When indigenous Mexicans migrate to the United States, 

the contradictions that Mexican immigrants face in the US system, become more 

evident, as they resist when confronting similar practices of subtraction that they have 

endured in their homeland. 

Using the example of one multi-site transnational organization, called Frente 

Indigena de Organizaciones Binacionales (FIOB), an indigenous Mexican 

organization with members mainly from the Southern-Pacific state of Oaxaca, but also 

indigenous Mexicans and non-indigenous members from other places, I discuss the 

scope and use of those citizenship practices among organized immigrants. The case of 

FIOB is particularly relevant, because it has consolidated as a multi-site organization 

with two decades of work across borders. This organization has also been gradually 

opening up to non-indigenous members, and adopted its practices to be more inclusive 

to demands of respect for diversity and human rights, ranging from gender equality to 

ethnicity, social class, and race.  

 

The Immigrants and the Diplomats 

One of the things transpiring from the initial vignette is the failure to establish 

communication between immigrants and the Consul of Mexico. On one hand, 

immigrants felt aggravated because their basic contact with the infrastructure of the 

Consulate (the telephones, the website, the personnel in the waiting line, the 

information campaigns) has been mostly a frustrating experience of 

miscommunication. The way they express this frustration to the consul makes her 
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uncomfortable, because she is there to let immigrants know about how the consulate 

can help them.  Despite good intentions on both parts, class, ethnic, and ideological 

structures of inequality make their communicative exchange almost impossible, and 

reproduce those structures in the dialogue. If the intention of the visit of the Consul, 

the head of Communities, the Director of IME, and the immigrant organizers was to 

establish a dialogue this effort was certainly not successful. After they left, a group of 

attendees to the meeting got together and discussed the attitude of the Mexican 

authorities towards them: 

They do not help us, and really treat us condescendingly, as if we were 
inferior” said one of the men attending the meeting. “We are thinking to 
do something about this” –says Raúl! one of the members of COCIO. “I 
am a high school teacher here in the US, and in the school district you 
have to complete diversity trainings all the time. I guess what we can 
do is to propose a sensitivity training for the consulate’s personnel. It is 
obvious that they do not know how to treat people respectfully, they do 
not have consideration for us, and it has been like this for a long time.” 
Raul also said that the head of the IME did not answered his question 
about how to elect the members of the Institute: “What was the purpose 
of his visit? We do not even know who our San Diego representatives 
in IME are, the consulate selects them, they are not connected to the 
Mexican community.” (Field notes, March 5th, 2011).  
 
Some authors have said that at least since the creation of the Program for 

Mexican Communities Abroad (PCME) in 1990, and since the creation of the Institute 

of Mexicans Abroad (IME) in 2002, the Mexican government has contributed through 

its consulates in the United States to strengthening the organizational capacity of 

immigrant organizations by identifying HTA and other organization leaders, 

“acknowledging them as valid political actors, and contacting them with the federal, 

state authorities in Mexico, and with Mexican American leaders” (Gonzalez Gutierrez, 

                                                
! Not his real name. 
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2005, p. 186). This acknowledgement on the Mexican government side has been 

crucial, according to González Gutiérrez, in enabling Mexican leaders to become 

political actors in the transnational arena.  Certainly, institutional support from the 

Mexican government has helped to consolidate immigrant organizations, as some of 

the programs such as 3x1, and other initiatives to support and complement 

philanthropic immigrant activities in Mexico, but it may not be the main reason why 

those organizations exist, or why they have proliferated in recent years (see discussion 

in chapter 2 about the historical development of these organizations, and their 

relationship with the Mexican government). This characterization is a classical top-

down vision deployed by some Mexican academics, state bureaucrats and diplomats, 

who harbor paternalistic views regarding the poor and the indigenous in Mexico, and 

they translate those views to regard immigrants in the same way. Unfortunately this 

view is not exclusive to the Mexican state, as in the US there is common to define 

immigration and immigrants as a problem, or a commodity that needs to be 

“managed” and not a political actor.  

One clear example of the Mexican state paternalism is the decades old battle of 

Mexican activists living in the United States for absentee voting in Mexico. While 

Mexican immigrants have sent proposals to Mexican Congress in order to vote in 

Mexican federal elections, since 1929 at the very least (Santamaría, 2007, Ross, 2002) 

absentee voting for presidential elections only was passed by the Mexican Congress in 

2005 (for the 2006 election), and with considerable opposition from many sectors of 

Mexican society. Intellectuals, politicians, and other civil society actors2 opposed the 

participation of Mexicans abroad in elections, because they feared that their vote was 
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an interventionist act in Mexican domestic politics by a foreign force (Primitivo 

Rodriguez Oceguera, member of the Coalition for Political Rights of Mexicans 

Abroad, personal conversation, Mexico D.F., July 2010). Political rights have come 

slowly to Mexicans living abroad, as has their recognition as political actors and of 

their needs. Some even say that Mexicans abroad are considered as a “friendly cash-

cow” for government elites because of their remittances, but also their social and even 

potential political capital (Smith, 2005). Overall, it has been difficult for government 

elites to consider working class immigrants, the majority of them living in the US, as 

political actors. Instead, they are treated as minors at best, or as antagonists when they 

disagree with government officers.  

In the initial vignette the consul in San Diego showed the internalization of 

inequality and the working of unequal class and racial structures in Mexico. As a 

solution to Juan G’s demands for a dignified treatment from consulate’s officers, an 

official simply proposed just to order the consulate’s employees to stop informing the 

people in the line, instead of promising a more respectful treatment of poor and 

indigenous Mexicans who use the consulate’s services. The same complaint has been 

voiced in other consulates; members of FIOB in Los Angeles have asked the current 

consul in that city to accommodate to the language needs of indigenous Mexicans, and 

he responded that he cannot give preferential treatment to some Mexicans, and that he 

instead “treats everybody equally” (Odilia Romero personal communication, May 

2011).  

The consul also talked about the protection services that the Mexican 

government offers to immigrants as “the best in the world.” In her responses to 
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people’s questioning, she emphasized the Mexican government philosophy of 

considering immigrants as expatriates in permanent distress, as minors in need of 

“protection” but not entirely acknowledging them when they organize and become 

political actors, able to question authority and to engage in dialogue. The consul told 

immigrants complaining about the loss of their identification documents during their 

journey to the United States, that they needed to be “responsible citizens.” By 

“responsibility” she meant “individual responsibility” as understood in market 

relationships. Giroux explains: “As the market becomes the template for solving all of 

society's problems by simply canceling them out, the discourse of self-help, personal 

responsibility, and self-reliance operate under the conceit of neutrality and efficiency, 

effectively erasing everything required to understand and address the major social 

issues of our time.”  (2007, p. 21).  

Under this neoliberal paradigm of individual responsibility, the state considers 

its citizens as clients, and the relationships with them as similar to those of exchange 

in the market. Also, neoliberalism promotes systems of individual discipline and 

responsibility instead of fostering social welfare (Zilberg, 2011). As the consul gets 

upset because Mexican immigrants are unable to produce a proof of their nationality 

so the consulate can issue an identity document (such as a passport or a “matricula 

consular” –an ID card, that the Mexican government issues to Mexicans to credit their 

nationality). Certainly requirements of governments for issuing identity documents 

have hardened especially after 9-11, and consulates cannot issue birth certificates.  But 

the consul demanded several times, that the failure to produce a birth certificate was a 

lack of individual responsibility on the part of the immigrants, and not an imposition 
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from an ever growing world regime of surveillance and scrutiny based on the National 

security of the US, a regime that has been even imposed on the Mexican government 

in the name of complying to “international standards of security” as the head of the 

IME mentioned in the meeting when I told them that the process for obtaining a 

matrícula, has gotten really complex especially after 9-11 (fieldnotes, March, 5, 

2011). Prior to the hardening on international security due to fear of terrorist activity, 

Mexican consulate officers accommodated to the low levels of formal registration in 

some Mexican communities (especially poor or rural), and they would accept even 

Church Christening records (fe de bautizo) as proof that people were born in Mexican 

territory. As the requirements for the paperwork to obtain an official ID got harder due 

to the security requirements of the US, not Mexico, the consul was implying that 

immigrants who did not comply to most recent regulations were irresponsible for 

making her job much harder.  The consul centered that responsibility on individual 

immigrants for causing inconveniences to the Consulate by not bringing their 

complete documentation, or to not always been aware of the consul’s TV or radio 

interviews in order to learn those requirements.  As also shown in the vignette, 

Mexican authorities are immersed in transnational structures of power, and in this 

case, the silent presence of the National Security State regime of the US (expressed in 

the hardening of the requirements for issuing ID documents to Mexicans by the 

Mexican consulates) was another, very important structural force, contributing to the 

miscommunication between the Mexican government and the migrants.  The Mexican 

authorities are not autonomous, and are very much regulated by the unequal 

relationships between Mexico and the US governments.  
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As for immigrant’s civic activities, the meeting I was attending that March 

afternoon, was about the sixth time the FIOB had met in San Diego so far that year 

(the previous two months). Members of FIOB later told me that they needed to finish 

the arrangements for the celebration of the birthday of Benito Juarez on March 21st, a 

very important event among Oaxacans in Vista where they talk about human and 

immigrant rights and usually have someone from a legal or human rights organization 

as a speaker. If the consul doubted the responsibility as citizens of indigenous 

migrants, she could have attended some of their meetings to find out about their 

citizenship activities.  

The San Diego Consul showed signs of uneasiness when the public started to 

question why the rate of attendance to emergency calls for immigrants in the consulate 

was so low, and this was exemplified by some of the stories of abuse at the hands of 

Mexican and US authorities, that led to the loss of official documentation in their 

transit across the border.  While it is true that the consulate cannot handle all the calls, 

and does not have the faculty to provide birth certificates to people, the situation of 

some immigrants regarding the possession of any identity documentation is very 

dramatic, especially among indigenous immigrants because either the culture of 

official registration is not widespread in indigenous communities, or some remote 

communities do not have a registry office.  

Oaxacan immigrants know about this problem, and they made an agreement 

once with the Oaxacan Civil Registry to come to California and issue birth certificates 

to Oaxacan immigrants. In June of 2011, due to the diligences of Rufino Dominguez, 

former member of FIOB and current head of the Oaxacan Institute of Attention to 
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Migrants (IOAM), a delegation of the civil registry from Oaxaca visited several sites 

in California, including San Diego, to issue birth certificates, using the municipal and 

regional lists of Oaxacan citizens they have available. This way, the immigrants 

brought the state back to share the responsibility with them, instead of just allowing it 

to blame them for not shouldering it all.  

 

El Frente Indígena de Organizaciones Binacionales, a Story of Struggle and 

Citizenship 

 

The Frente Indígena de Organizaciones Binacionales (FIOB) was created in 

1991, as the Frente Mixteco-Zapoteco Binacional (FM-ZB) or Mixtec and Zapotec 

Binational Front. This organization has experienced several transformations during its 

twenty years of existence. Part of those transformations, which will de discussed in 

further sections has been the inclusion of diverse indigenous and other ethnic groups 

in its membership.   FIOB’s declaration of principles states that: “FIOB is constituted 

as an association of organizations, communities and individuals (men and women) 

from diverse origins, who have decided to join efforts, ideas and projects to overcome 

economic, political, cultural, and social problems that our indigenous brothers and 

sisters, migrants and non migrants, face in Mexico and in the United States, in order to 

fight for their rights and identity as indigenous people” (FIOB, statutes, 2008).  

As its constitutive statement says, FIOB groups several indigenous 

communities both in Mexico and the United States, and in October 2011, the 

organization will celebrate its twentieth anniversary of formal existence. FIOB is not a 

hometown association strictly speaking, nor a federation of HTAs. Although it has its 
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origins in some towns in the Mixteca region in the South-Western part of the state of 

Oaxaca, such as Tlacotepec and Juxtlahuaca (see map of Oaxaca regions in Appendix 

C), it has extended throughout the whole migratory network that Oaxacan immigrants 

have followed inside and outside Mexico. FIOB is more of a multi-ethnic coalition of 

organizations mainly from the state of Oaxaca that were formed either there or in the 

different sites of the migratory route of Oaxacans inside Mexico and in the US. FIOB 

was constituted by several indigenous groups who migrated mainly from Oaxaca into 

the United States, at first it was only Mixtecos and Zapotecos, but soon they were 

joined by Triquis, Mestizos, Náhuatls, Purépechas, this last group from the state of 

Michoacán, and other groups, to the point that over the years it has become a pan-

ethnic organization (Velasco-Ortiz, 2002). The organization has prospered by 

grouping mainly indigenous immigrants from Mexico, but also opening up to other 

indigenous groups in the Americas, immigrants and other individual members who 

want to join because they sympathize with their values.  

According to one of the founders of FIOB an immigrant from La Mixteca, 

Rufino Domínguez, during the 1980´s indigenous immigrants formed different 

organizations in the United States and Mexico mainly to counteract human and labor 

rights violations, along with discrimination, racism, and other factors, such as 

language discrimination. The latter is significant because indigenous immigrants are 

discriminated against by both their Anglo employers who have difficulties 

communicating with them because they may not speak Spanish fluently, and mestizo 

Mexican migrants, who criticize them for speaking Spanish with an accent.  One of 

the challenges, according to Domínguez, was to group those organizations in order to 
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make them effective in protecting indigenous migrants’ rights (Domínguez-Santos, 

2004, p. 71).  

Willing to join efforts, in 1991 a group of the most important indigenous 

organizations in California got together in the city of Los Angeles to form the 

Binational Mixtec and Zapotec Front (Frente Mixteco-Zapoteco Binacional FM-ZB, 

immediate antecedent of FIOB). The FM-ZB included the Regional Oaxacan 

Organization (ORO), the Benito Juárez Civic Association (Asociación Cívica Benito 

Juárez), the Organization of Exploited and Oppressed People (OPEO) that Rufino 

Domínguez represented, the Tlacolulense Community in Los Angeles, (COTLA); and 

the San Diego-based Mixtec Popular Civic Committee, formerly Comité Cívico 

Tlacotepense (Rodriguez, April 17, 2010, and Rogelio Méndez, personal 

communication, April 30, 2011). Although the organization was created in Los 

Angeles, it did not have a formal office in the city until 2002 (Olivera, 2010). The first 

formal offices of the organization were located in Fresno and Madera in the San 

Joaquin Valley.  Rufino Domínguez former Binational Coordinator of FIOB gives an 

account of the founding of the organization as a direct response to oppose the 

celebration of the 500 years of the arrival of Christopher Columbus in the Americas. 

Domínguez himself explains that as indigenous natives of the American continent, 

they were stripped of their rights by the Conquerors. Referring to Christopher 

Columbus he said:  

people….see in him a grand hero who brought good things. But they 
never talk about the massacres or the genocide that occurred in our 
villages, on the whole of the American continent. Our people were 
stripped of our culture, our belief in our gods. They told us that nature 
wasn't worth anything, when in reality nature gives us life. That 
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different side of the story is what we wanted to tell all the people we 
could find. That was the object of the Frente Mixteco Zapoteco 
Binacional: to dismantle the old stereotype, to march, to protest  (cited 
in Bacon, 2002).  

 
 

As can be seen from the quotes, fighting for indigenous immigrant rights was 

not the only purpose of the creation of FIOB. This organization is both an intellectual 

and an activist project for the indigenous world in the Americas. Domínguez has said 

that their mission as indigenous peoples of the Americas, was to tell their story to the 

world, and to form a continental movement, raising people’s awareness about how 

colonial ways of thinking had devastated the indigenous world (Cruz, 2005).   

Once the FM-ZB consolidated as an organization, it started to reach out to 

indigenous migrants participating in activities of labor organizing in Baja California 

and in California with the help of California Rural Legal Assistance (CRLA). 

Domínguez was the first staff person at the CRLA to dedicate himself to teach Mixtec 

immigrant workers in the Central Valley about labor rights in their own language 

(Bacon, 2002). Soon, what may have been a liability in an environment such as the 

United States, became an important asset because he could communicate with fellow 

Mixteco workers in their own language. The fact that the FM-ZB organized from the 

very beginning to raise awareness about indigenous discrimination in both countries, 

gave them the possibility to denounce discrimination among other Latino immigrant 

workers as well, and educate them about the indigenous people of Mexico.  

When they joined the United Farm Workers (UFW), an organization started by 

Cesar Chávez, members of the FM-ZB often noticed discriminatory attitudes among 

members of the UFW towards them because they were indigenous. The FM-ZB had a 
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very clear indigenous identity, and a tradition coming from their members organizing 

in their towns in Oaxaca to resist discrimination coming from local caciques, mestizos 

and criollos (people of European descent). Those leaders also found very harsh forms 

of discrimination among other Latinos and Mexican immigrants in the US who as their 

Mexican counterparts, also looked down upon indigenous migrants. As sociologist 

Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, a Mixteco indigenous immigrant himself, and current 

Binational Coordinator of FIOB stated: “Being indigenous in Mexico has been 

associated with backwardness and inferiority, that is why when you say ‘I am 

indigenous and I am entitled to have equal rights’ you are making a political 

statement” (Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, presentation UCSD, November 12, 2010).  

Previous experience with discrimination in their home country has made indigenous 

migrants aware of it right away when they entered the United States. As indigenous, 

and speakers of a language different to Spanish, they have been first looked down 

upon both by their fellow mestizo Mexican immigrants, and Mexican Americans, who 

often call them “Oaxacos” or “Oaxaquitas” (little Oaxacans) in a pejorative manner 

(Rufino Domínguez, personal communication San Diego, CA, November 29, 2010).  

Indigenous Mexicans have brought not only their labor to the Agricultural 

fields of the Central Valley in California, or to the service jobs in Los Angeles, and 

Oxnard, or to the poultry plants in New Jersey, they have also brought their traditions, 

their forms of social and political organization, their vision of the cosmos, their foods, 

their festivities, their saints, their dances, and the experience of migration has in many 

cases, placed them in a situation where they need to communicate with their family 

that was left behind, while building a life in their receiving communities.  Immigrant 
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communication practices along with their activities in the migratory networks may be 

a good indication of forms of less exclusive and more open forms of citizenship and 

belonging. The civic activities of indigenous immigrants across borders are a good 

place to study contemporary forms of citizenship, and how citizenship may not always 

entail allegiances to a single nation-state or political community, but several.  

 

Opening the Doors: The Evolution and Consolidation of FIOB  

 

 

Since its origins as the FM-ZB, FIOB has sustained an effort to cultivate 

relationships with other organizations in different levels. In 1993, the International 

Year of Indigenous Peoples, they participated in the “IndoLatin American 

Symposium: Fundamental Rights of Indigenous Peoples,” that took place in 

Tlahuitolpec Oaxaca. In this event the rights of indigenous people in the continent 

were discussed with representatives from Latin America (Stephen, 2007, El Tequio, 

December 12, 1993). Members of the FM-ZB continued their relationship with other 

indigenous people from the continent through the participation in encounters, 

conferences and symposia organized to discuss their current human rights situation 

and development. According to Lynn Stephen, the early years of the FM-ZB were 

crucial for developing international contacts and networking with different indigenous 

organizations. Those contacts were activated when the Zapatista rebellion occurred. 

Many members of the FM-ZB and other indigenous organizations mounted protests 

outside the Mexican Consulates in the US, convincing the Mexican government not to 
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use military force against the Zapatistas (2007). Later, they joined the peace 

conversations between the Mexican government and the EZLN.  

By 1994, the FM-ZB celebrated a Binational General Assembly in Tijuana in 

where about one hundred delegates from Oaxaca, Mexico, Baja California and 

California agreed to call it Frente Indígena Oaxaqueño Binacional (Binational 

Oaxacan Indigenous Front) to reflect the increased diversity of indigenous people 

from Oaxaca migrating to the US, and joining organizations such as FIOB. Chatinos, 

and Triquis from the state additionally to Mixtecos and Zapotecos joined FIOB at the 

time (see maps of Oaxacan ethnic groups in Appendix C).  The declaration of 

principles then, highlighted the indigenous character of the membership, and 

particularly, established that indigenous people from the state of Oaxaca were their 

main constituency. If we compare the declaration of principles of the FIOB as a 

Oaxacan front, and later, as an indigenous front, it is possible to see that they have 

been increasingly opening to accommodate diverse affiliations, either as groups, 

organizations or individuals.  

The organization had this name until the year 2004, when it changed to include 

indigenous from other states of Mexico. Prior to this last change of name, FIOB went 

through a big internal crisis. Rufino Domínguez narrates the internal problems that 

FIOB had during that time: “We have logged some successes, but we have also 

experienced failures. History demonstrates that community organizations are 

vulnerable to problems of corruption, arrogance, and authoritarianism….Leaders of 

financially successful organizations may, however, be tempted to misappropriate the 
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organization’s resources, especially if these leaders lack the wherewithal to support 

their families” (Domínguez-Santos, p. 73).  

The first binational coordinator of FIOB, Juan Martinez, was expelled in 1992 

for allegations of corruption. Arturo Pimentel Salas, another founder of FIOB, who 

was elected to serve 3 years, replaced Martínez as binational coordinator. Pimentel got 

his term extended for two more years, until 1997. However, when his term was up, 

Pimentel did not want to resign, and during this time, suspicion arose that he was 

using the moneys from different national and international grants FIOB received, to 

build two big houses in Oaxaca and to pay for his living expenses.  At the time, 

Pimentel was living in Juxtlahuaca, and accepted a candidacy for local government by 

the Partido de la Revolución Democrática PRD, a left leaning party, which FIOB had 

supported. According to FIOB internal statutes, members of FIOB council are not 

allowed to have political positions at the same time as the FIOB post, therefore 

members of the assembly asked Pimentel to resign his post as coordinator in the 

organization, so he could run as a candidate to office in Oaxaca. Pimentel responded: 

“I am not going to resign as chief coordinator because this position helps me in the 

campaign. Moreover, this organization is mine; I have sacrificed for it. You haven’t. 

Go and do what you like, I don’t care” (cited in Dominguez-Santos, 2004, p. 75). A 

commission from the Central Binational Council of FIOB, expelled Pimentel from the 

organization, and visited several communities in Oaxaca in order to agree to have an 

event to discuss the situation. This happened in May 29, 2001. In this event which was 

attended by about eight hundred people, Rufino Dominguez, was declared new 

binational chief coordinator, a post he occupied until the celebration of the V 
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Binational Assembly in 2005, when he was re-elected to other 3 year term until 2008. 

As a consequence of this crisis, and to avoid centralization of power in FIOB, the 

statutes were changed, creating the Binational Central Council and the state 

coordinations in Baja California, Oaxaca, the State of Mexico and California (see 

Chávez-Servia, et. al. 2007).  

Another prominent, and more recent case of the expulsion of a FIOB member 

was that of Centolia Maldonado, former coordinator in Juxtlahuaca, and Paola 

Gutiérrez, coordinator in Silacayoapam, Oaxaca. Maldonado and Gutiérrez were 

expelled from FIOB due to problems in managing grant money dedicated to women’s 

empowerment projects in the region (Internal FIOB communication, 2009, and 

Montes-Jiménez, 2009). As the success of the organization to affiliate more 

indigenous Mexicans from both side of the border grew, it was necessary to offer 

representation to the new members.  

During the V Assembly, FIOB changed its name again, dropping the 

“Oaxacan” from it and substituting it with “organizations.” The change in name was in 

response to some members who thought that limiting the name of the organization to 

attend only immigrants from the state of Oaxaca was too constraining, since there 

were indigenous from other states of Mexico as members of FIOB. Many indigenous 

who were part of FIOB did not feel represented by the name, because they were 

Mixtecos from the state of Guerrero, or Purépechas from Michoacán, or Náhuatls from 

different states. Although there was some opposition from some of the leaders to 

change the name of the organization, the nature of their openness to include other 

indigenous groups gave way to the change. After the General Assembly celebrated in 
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the city of Oaxaca in March of 2005, FIOB changed to the current Frente Indígena de 

Organizaciones Binacionales, to reflect its multi-ethnic, and multi-state membership. 

 Under the leadership of Rufino Domínguez, FIOB continued to work to 

consolidate the organization’s binational projects. Antonio Gramsci said that all 

human practice entails intellectual activity (1984). Although Domínguez’s leadership 

style is charismatic, he has played a role of organic intellectual in the Gramscian 

sense3. Despite only having completed junior high with the Maristas
4 in Juxtlahuaca, 

he is a tireless writer, and has presented the work of FIOB in international forums 

since the very beginning of the organization. Dominguez’s activities has also been 

practiced by other FIOB members, such as Gaspar Rivera (himself a university 

professor), Odilia Romero, or José González, who sometimes have been the only  

indigenous presenters, along with white or mestizo participants in academic or NGO 

forums about indigenous rights. Domínguez told me in an interview: “I learned from 

the Maristas, whom I studied with when I was young. Since they documented all their 

activities, travels, expenses, everything, I have tried to do the same over the years” 

(personal communication San Diego, CA. November 29, 2010).  A quick look at FIOB 

magazine and former bulletin El Tequio, certifies this.  There are plenty of articles 

written by him, talking about the philosophical direction of the organization, about the 

indigenous movement in the Americas, about NAFTA, and about his own life as a 

young activist who had to leave his town due to threats to his life from the local 

cacique when Dominguez and other local activists decided to confront him. When he 

received the death threats from armed people, he fled to Sinaloa, where he founded 

OPEO, one of the founding organizations of the FM-ZB in 1991 (Dominguez, 2004).  
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When his second term as Binational Coordinator of FIOB concluded, 

Domínguez dedicated himself to his work as head of the Center for Binational 

Oaxacan Indigenous Development, or Centro Binacional de Desarrollo Indígena 

Oaxaqueño, CBDIO. CBDIO is a sister organization created by the FM-ZB members 

in 1993 as a non-profit (Revilla-Lopez, 2007, p. 108). In Oaxaca, a similar 

organization named DBIIAC (Desarrollo Binacional Integral Indígena) or Indigenous 

Integral Binational Development was created in 2002, to channel grant money for 

productive projects, mainly in La Mixteca and the Itsmo regions, where FIOB has 

most of its membership in Mexico (see map in Appendix C). Thanks to CBDIO, and 

DBIIAC, FIOB members can engage in fund-raising activities to support their 

programs, and raise grant money from national and international foundations, or 

government programs through this organization. In the VI Binational Assembly, 

celebrated in the city of Juxtlahuaca, Oaxaca in 2008, Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, a 

professor of sociology at UCLA, and a Mixteco immigrant himself (from Santa Cruz 

Rancho Viejo Tecomaxtlahuaca in the Mixteca Baja region), was elected the new 

Binational Coordinator to replace Domínguez-Santos. Although Rivera-Salgado has 

worked in FIOB since its foundation as the FM-ZB (as editor in the bulletin El Tequio, 

as communication’s secretary, as treasurer, and as FIOB’s advisor), his arrival to 

FIOB binational leadership has been beneficial to the organization in several fronts. 

As a sociologist, he brought his experience and knowledge to the organization, but 

also his international recognition as a scholar and activist.  He has written and 

published extensively about immigrant transnationalism, immigrant rights, labor 

rights, and indigenous organizations. In the year 2004-2005, he was appointed the 
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Prince Claus Chair by Utrecht University for his academic and social work in Mexico 

and the US. He also has helped with fund raising projects through different national 

and international foundations, a process that can be daunting and needs the possession 

of certain cultural capital in order to write grants and proposals. Grant writing, 

however, has been a skill that other members of CBDIO and DBIIAC have developed 

in order to sustain long-term productive projects.  

From the VI Assembly on, and under Rivera-Salgado’s leadership, FIOB 

organization and leadership became even more decentralized: “It is necessary to 

understand the needs, but also the political context of each place. The challenge is to 

be open enough to have FIOB defined as an inclusive organization, but flexible 

enough to understand the local context, we cannot just find a formula and apply it 

mindlessly to everybody in our organization, what is happening locally is very 

important for formulating strategies, therefore the local committees have great 

autonomy,” he tells me  (personal communication, July, 2011). What Rivera-Salgado 

says is important, because excessive leadership centralization in the past, has caused 

severe problems to FIOB, as in the case of the ousting of Binational Coordinator 

Arturo Pimentel in 2001, something that caused a big crisis, and as many of the 

members who have been part of FIOB more than a decade have told me “almost 

caused the organization to collapse” because many people close to Pimentel left FIOB, 

and have periodically criticized it for “dividing Oaxacans.”  

When Rivera Salgado was elected as the Binational Coordinator during the VI 

Binational General Assembly of 2008 in Juxtlahuaca, the “right not to migrate” was 

introduced as part of the main platform of the organization. This platform was 
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proposed in order to respond to the complex problems of marginalization and poverty 

in the Oaxacan communities in both countries.  Gaspar Rivera referred to the right not 

to migrate as an economic development issue: “we need development that makes 

migration a choice rather than a necessity — the right to not migrate……both rights 

are part of the same solution. We have to change the debate from one in which 

immigration is presented as a problem to a debate over rights. The real problem is 

exploitation” (cited in Bacon, 2008). In order to launch small-scale development 

projects in the communities of origin, so the right not to migrate does not mean to be 

left in poverty, Rivera-Salgado added that in order to make this right possible  “we 

need to organize the forces in our communities, and combine them with the resources 

and experiences we’ve accumulated in [many] years of cross-border organizing 

(Bacon, 2008). Part of the experiences accumulated in those years, the capacity to 

obtain funds from NGO’S may be one of the most important assets that FIOB leaders 

have developed, as Rufino Domínguez Santos has explained when making an account 

of the funding institutions that have helped FIOB projects through the years 

(Dominguez, 2004, p. 75). Some people have noticed however, that FIOB’s agenda is 

different in Oaxaca than it is in California or Baja California, arguing that in Oaxaca 

there is a tendency to talk about “development” as the main goal of the organization, 

while in California, one of the main issues besides immigration reform, and 

discrimination, is cultural preservation (Romero, et. al. n/a).  

Most FIOB leaders of the Binational Central Council, have had a migratory or 

organized labor experience: As national and international migrants, or members of the 

teacher’s union in the state. Economic experiences of marginality, have given FIOB 
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leaders awareness about class, and ethnicity. Most of them who have worked in the 

United States, are also trilingual in their mother language, Spanish, and English  

(Ruíz-Coronel, 2010, p. 37). Several leaders of FIOB have also higher education 

degrees (especially in Oaxaca), although in California the example of the current 

Binational Coordinator holding a Doctorate degree and working as a professor  entails 

a higher concentration of cultural capital than other previous leaders. This has been a 

source of recognition on the part of other FIOB members, who acknowledge Rivera-

Salgado as an honest leader, who is well prepared, and has given the organization 

more visibility and prestige.  

Some FIOB members say that their organization is a space for debate and 

reflection and its offices in different parts of California and Mexico, organize 

workshops for its members, Rivera Salgado introduced “Decolonization workshops” 

in 2009. Those workshops are mainly discussions about the structural and mental 

mechanisms of oppression that indigenous people have been subjected to since the 

conquest in Mexico, and how to identify similar mechanisms of exclusion and 

discrimination in the US.  Heavily influenced by the writings of Mexican 

anthropologist Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, discussing the process of “de-indianization” 

(desindianización) by the Mexican state, Rivera-Salgado has crafted those workshops 

to discuss the structural condition of oppression of indigenous peoples in the 

Americas, and how those structures get reproduced when they migrate to the United 

States.  

The expansion of FIOB over the years, and the aim to open its membership not 

only to other indigenous organizations, but to form coalitions and include non-
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indigenous members who share their ideas, has made their organization the most 

prominent one among Oaxacan organizations in both countries. FIOB binational 

membership is of about five thousand affiliates, along the migratory network, four 

thousand of those only in the different regions in Oaxaca (La Mixteca alta and baja, 

Central Corridor and the Itsmo).  The other thousand are divided between Baja 

California, and California, with about 300 active members in Baja California, and 

seven hundred in California (Rivera-Salgado, personal communication July 2011). 

Although this number may seem high, some FIOB committees especially in Oaxaca, 

are constituted by entire coalitions of organizations, some of which do not directly 

participate in the leadership, although they are part of the projects.  

FIOB has offices in Juxtlahuaca, the Mixtec area of Oaxaca, Oaxaca City, the 

Itsmo of Tehuantepec (see Oaxaca map in Appendix C), and also in Los Angeles, 

Santa María, Greenfield, Hollister and Fresno in California. In San Diego, Santa Rosa 

and Merced FIOB has community committees working as affiliates. FIOB also has 

supporting committees in Oregon, New Jersey, Arizona, and Washington (Rodríguez, 

December 12, 2008).  The structure of FIOB is decentralized for a multi-site, 

crossborder organization, but with a binational committee called Consejo Central 

Binacional (Binational Central Council) with members in California, Baja California, 

Oaxaca, and Central Mexico. The maximum authority in FIOB is the General 

Assembly, and its resolutions establish the guidelines that they follow, including 

changes to their statutes, which are discussed in proposal by Assembly attendants. The 

Assembly reconvenes every three years, commonly in Oaxaca or Baja California, with 

delegates from all the FIOB affiliates, and offices in both countries. Some members of 
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FIOB cannot travel across borders, but those who can usually represent their local 

committee in this Assembly, and new leadership is elected during this meeting, in an 

open vote by the delegates who attend (the open vote is much of a tradition of the 

system of usos y costumbres). FIOB members start to fund-raise to pay for 

transportation and other expenses related to the Binational Assembly at least one 

whole year prior to its celebration. In each Binational Assembly, there is a balance and 

a report of the activities done in the previous three years,  and if necessary changes to 

the basic documents, or to their governing structure are proposed and voted. As part of 

the changes introduced during the VI Assembly in 2008, the state coordinators were 

integrated as part of the Central Binational Council, and not subordinated to it as 

before. This way, the state coordinators share decision-making power with the general 

binational coordinator and the vice-coordinator (see Figure 1). In addition to the 

Women’s Coordinator, there is a coordinator of Culture (in charge of organizing 

basketball tournaments such as La Copa Juárez, or La Guelaguetza in Fresno). The 

Human Development coordination organizes human rights, leadership, and immigrant 

rights workshops. The Press and Propaganda coordination is in charge of coordinating 

media relations, and to disseminate information among FIOB members in different 

locations, this post is occupied by Bertha Rodríguez, a former journalist. FIOB has 

also local coordinators in each of its affiliates in Mexico and in the United States.5 
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Figure 1 FIOB Organizational Structure 
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FIOB has continued to outreach to other organizations in the continent. In their 

VI Assembly, they highlighted the triumph of Evo Morales, an Aymara indigenous in 

Bolivia as a very important achievement of the indigenous peoples of the Americas. 

FIOB statutes also highlight the UN Declaration of the Indigenous People’s rights, 

stating in its preamble that “indigenous peoples are equal to all people in the world, 

but acknowledging that at the same time, all people have the right to be different, and 

to be respected as such” as well as the Article 2 of the same declaration that states: 

“Indigenous people have the right to self-determination. In virtue of that right, they 

freely determine their political condition and freely pursue their economic, social and 

cultural development” (FIOB statutes, 2008, p. 4).  

The transnational networks that FIOB inhabitates do not remain closed, but 

open up to include members of different ethnic, national, economic, cultural and or 

other strata in society. For example, indigenous Mexicans may be able to cultivate 

relationships with economic, academic, or cultural elites in the United States, as in the 

case of FIOB members, either through contacts with university professors, or founding 

agencies. Those relationships have allowed them to even the playing field when they 

go back to Mexico or establish relationships with Mexican authorities and other actors. 

Although the position of indigenous organization leaders may still be marginal in the 

US society in relationship to the mainstream society, establishing those bridges gives 

them some leverage to access realms that may have belonged only to members of 

elites in Mexico. FIOB members have developed relationships with academics in 

different universities, such as such as Jonathan Fox, a professor from UC Santa Cruz, 

or David Bacon, a writer, photographer and labor activist in California. 
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In fact, the case of FIOB, modifying its name in the year 2004 to include more 

indigenous groups, as the Purépecha from Michoacán, and the Náhuatl from the 

Estado de Mexico, proves that activity experienced on the transnational networks, 

make immigrants more prone to form coalitions with other groups of people. FIOB 

constitutive statutes specify that: “FIOB will keep respectful relationships with all 

social, political, cultural and religious organizations that defend justice, liberty and 

human dignity. FIOB expresses its solidarity with the struggle of other national 

minorities in the US and with people in the world who are trying to break free from 

hunger, injustice, poverty, discrimination, marginalization, political oppression and all 

forms of human rights violations” (FIOB statutes, 2008).  Their experience dealing 

with two nation state institutions and regulations, along with their own member 

differences, and the awareness of interconnection to other organizations, such as labor 

and human rights associations in California and the other parts of the world, makes 

them cosmopolitan, in the sense of more openness and acceptance of others. 

 

FIOB Programs and Campaigns 

 

There is a myriad of different transnational practices that immigrant 

organizations engage in order to build trust and sustain their social capital among its 

members in the migratory network. FIOB is not the exception and they have 

institutionalized different civic, cultural, social, communication and economic 

practices along with their daily organization activities. Those practices amount to an 

exercise of active citizenship. One of the most important developments to FIOB 
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consolidation, was the creation of the Binational Center for Oaxacan Indigenous 

Development, CBDIO. CBDIO was established as a non-profit organization, 501(c)(3) 

located in Fresno, California and Juxtlahuaca, Oaxaca (Velasco, 2002) able to engage 

in fund-raising activities in order to support the programs by FIOB, acting as a sister 

organization, but at the same time, separated from the political activities, and 

campaigns of the main organization. CBDIO objectives have been to achieve the well 

being, and self-determination of indigenous peoples, and their mission is to implement 

programs that help increase the civic participation, economic, social, and cultural 

development of the indigenous communities. CBDIO has received funding from 

International granting institutions, such as the MacArthur and the Ford Foundations, 

the Public Welfare Foundation, the Rosa Luxemburg Foundation, The California 

Endowment, and the National Endowment for Democracy among others (see 

Dominguez, 2005, p. 75). It also has received funding from government sources in 

Mexico, and the United States, for example from the former National Indigenous 

Institute, the state government of Oaxaca, and funds from different health projects 

from the California governments (such as First 5 California).  

Sometimes access to funding institutions in Mexico, especially at the local 

level, has immediate political strings attached, such as demands of political support 

from parties or local municipalities where resources and programs are administered. 

This does not mean that US or international funding institutions are a-political, or that 

receiving help from those institutions does not entail any kind of political or 

ideological commitment to their programs. Some authors consider granting institutions 

as a way for the state to “outsource” its responsibilities with the citizens (Joseph, 
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2008). While others have described NGO’s discourses on “civil society” as a way to 

obscure further issues of class inequality. As James Petras argues, that in the name of 

"civil society" NGO collaborate with capitalist interests, which subordinate their 

projects to the interests of big business, embedded in neoliberal economies (1999, p. 

431).  Petras continues saying that: “NGO ideology depends heavily on essentialist 

identity politics” (p. 436), rather than class differences, and he also adds that: “the 

proliferation of NGO’S has not reduced structural unemployment, massive 

displacements of peasants, nor provided livable work wages for the growing army of 

informal workers (p. 430).  

Although some of the discourses used by FIOB leaders are part of the NGO’s 

identity politics jargon, they have not ceased to signal class and economic inequality 

as a crucial and structural cause of their displacement, and their marginality in both 

countries: In Mexico as poor rural indigenous, and in the US as cheap and contingent 

labor. Granting institutions have helped partially support the work of FIOB through 

the years, but the support money they have received from those institutions, has been 

also supplemented by their inherent systems of reciprocity and communal work, 

embedded in tequio systems of reciprocity and communal work, and their own 

resources.   

Constituting the CBDIO has been a good strategy for the institutional 

consolidation of FIOB, and a venue to channel grant money. The CBDIO fund-raising 

activities have been able to provide formal employment opportunities to some of the 

most committed leaders of FIOB, enabling them to continue doing important 

community work, such as sustaining the indigenous translator’s program, workshops, 
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productive projects, and other important programs of the organization (see Table 6). 

This level of institutionalization, and its relatively decentralized decision-making, has 

made FIOB stronger than other similar organizations. However, as FIOB grows, some 

members of its committees have resented that not all the committees can raise as much 

money as the more established offices of CBDIO in Fresno, Los Angeles or Oaxaca.  

Where the organization employs members of FIOB as staff, while others do not have 

the same capacity to fund-raise, either because they do not have people able to seek 

grants and write the applications, or the members who are volunteering, are too busy 

trying to keep their day jobs and their civic activities with FIOB at the same time.  

In Table 6, I present a list of the most important practices and programs that 

FIOB has implemented over the years, in order to sustain and represent its 

membership. Those practices encompass a variety of realms. I have tried to separate 

those practices, which I have called “citizenship” practices, from strictly 

communication activities (which I discuss in chapter 2, and are detailed in chapter 4, 

where I discuss FIOB communication practices). But sometimes it is not possible to 

separate communication and citizenship practices, since they are part of the same 

effort of carving a presence in the migratory networks. Thus some of those practices 

may overlap when I talk about communication practices in further discussions. In the 

following sections, some of the most relevant programs will be discussed and analyzed 

the table is an aid to visualize the scope of those programs and practices.  
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Table 6 

Programs by FIOB/CBDIO 
Program Year Activities Place 
Indigenous 
Interpreters 
Program 

1996-
present 

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act 1964. 
Training of indigenous language speakers to 
be interpreters to English and Spanish in court 
cases, hospitals and other places. Interpreters 
in: Mixteco, Zapoteco, Triqui, Chatino, 
Purépecha, Náhuatl.  
 

Started in San 
Juan Bautista, 
CA. Program 
operates in all 
states in the 
US. 

Health and 
Civic 
Participation 
Program  
 

1997-
present 

Leadership training among indigenous 
communities to promote health initiatives.  

Madera, 
Fresno, 
Tulare, San 
Diego 

Health 
Project for 
Indigenous 
Immigrant 
Women  
 

1997- 
2002 

Promoting health initiatives through 
workshops on: women’s reproductive health, 
domestic violence, pesticide contamination in 
agricultural camps, training of health 
promoters, and women’s leadership. Financed 
by the California Endowment.  
 

Valle de San 
Joaquín 
(Merced, 
Madera, 
Fresno, 
Tulare), Los 
Angeles, San 
Diego,  

Indigenous 
Health 
Project 

2002-
present 

Expanded on the previous project, including 
families, children and men. Organizing health 
fairs. Financed by the California Endowment.  

 
Several citites 
in California 

“Xina Naa 
Vali” Jasno 
Isnai: Los 
Niños 
Primero 
(Children 
First).  

2007-
present 

 
Supported by First 5 Monterey (a state 
founding institution), this program seeks to 
educate indigenous parents about the health of 
their children. Interpretation of Mixteco, and  
Triqui.  

 
Greenfield 
and Santa 
María. San 
Benito 
(Triqui).  

La 
Guelaguetza 
in California 

1997-
present 

FIOB/CBDIO organize this festival in Fresno, 
CA. Organized every year. 
 

Fresno 

La Copa 
Benito 
Juárez 
(Benito 
Juárez 
Tournament) 

1994-
present 

Yearly basketball tournament  Madera, CA 
and other 
cities 

Census 
Campaign 

2000, 
2010 

CBDIO and FIOB members have been 
actively involved in promoting the Census 
among indigenous immigrant communities in 
the US. In California, they have participated 
since the year 2000, and have  

Different 
Cities in 
California 

(Table Continues) 
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Table 6, Continued 
Program Year Activities Place 
Sensitivity 
and 
Diversity 
Training 
Programs 

Ongoing Training programs to the local police about 
indigenous culture (FIOB) 
 

Different 
Cities in 
California 

MIEL  
Indigenous 
Women 
Leaders 
 

2006 Women Rights Workshops 
Domestic Violence Awareness 
Human Rights  
Reproductive Health 

Los Angeles 

FONDO 
FIOB (Fiob 
Funds) 
 

2010 Small loans for community business 
Fundacion Ayudate Mexico, pilot program in 
Los Angeles, CA.  
 

Los Angeles 

Right not to 
Migrate 

2010-
2012 

Series of productive projects in the State of 
Oaxaca. Supported by the Ford Foundation 
Horticulture, crafts, and textiles.  
 

Oaxaca 

Right not to 
Migrate 

2008-on Public policy and access to information 
programs. Supported by Oxfam, Mexico.  
 

Oaxaca 

Leadership 
of Youth 
and 
Indigenous 
Women 

2008 Supported by the Rosa Luxemburg 
foundation, leadership seminars to women and 
young members of FIOB.  

Oaxaca 

Human 
Rights 
Education 
and Training 
Program  

2002 Decolonization Workshops 
Human Rights Workshops 
 

Oaxaca, Baja 
California 

Desarrollo 
Binacional 
Indígena 

1994 Home Poultry Farms  
Production of zeta mushroom  
Project of Nopal Forrajero  
(Inter-American Foundation, since 2004) 

Oaxaca 

Community 
Savings 
Program  

1999-on Money raised from the communities and 
intermittent support by varius foundations 
(Fundacion Interamericana, remittances, 
community fund raising, etc).  
 

Oaxaca 

Cooperative 
of Triqui 
women 
weavers 

1999  Triqui women establishing their weaving 
cooperative. (supported by several 
foundations, and money from the community).  

Oaxaca, 
Triqui 
Region, San 
Juan Copala.  

Sources: CBDIO and FIOB websites. Rodríguez-Santos, 2009,  Velasco, 2002, Chávez-Servia,  
et. al. 2007, and Ulises Revilla López, personal communication, August, 15, 2011.  
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We are Here and We Count: The Census FIOB Civic Campaigns in the US 

 

 

It is a January day of 2010 in a Carlsbad café where I was doing an interview 

with José González, the State Coordinator of FIOB at the time, and a Mixteco 

immigrant from a small town called Santa Rosa Caxtlahuaca in La Mixteca. José’s life 

reflects the movement of Oaxacans through the national and transnational migratory 

networks. His parents moved from Santa Rosa to Minatitlán Veracruz in the sixties to 

work in the sugar cane harvest. He was born in Veracruz, and lived there the first few 

years of his life; however, he identifies as Oaxacan, and considers Santa Rosa, the 

place where he was raised, his hometown.  

I wanted to learn Mixteco since I was a kid, even though some of my 
siblings never learned it, I feel very proud of my roots, and now I am 
trilingual” he said to me. When he was an adolescent, and back in his 
town in La Mixteca, he decided to follow some of the men who were 
leaving to the north to look for work. “I followed one of my cousings 
who told me there was jale (work) in the US. I was forteen years old, 
when I arrived in the border of Tijuana-San Diego in 1982. We crossed 
to San Diego and started to work in the tomato harvest in the North 
County.  I lived under the trees in the canyons of North San Diego for 
five years. Moving from one place to another, and re-building my 
makeshift home made with cardboard, and plastic (personal 
communication, January 21, 2010).  
 
José was lucky and could take advantage of the 1986 immigration reform to 

regularize his situation. He is now an American citizen, and works as a manager in a 

pharmacy. When I interviewed him for the first time in January of 2010, he was the 

State coordinator for FIOB, but he finished his term in June 2011. As I was reading 

through the human subjects protocol, and informing him that he has the right for his 

real name not to be published if he desired to, he immediately replied:  
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Please, write my name in full, I authorize you to do so. Widespread 
anonymity is one of the main reasons we indigenous immigrants are so 
marginalized in the United States. We are tired of anonymity. We do 
not count, nobody thinks we exist, nobody caters to our needs. We do 
not want to be anonymous any more….that is why we are embarked in 
participating in the census. There are many volunteers from FIOB who 
are census workers and are trying to convince our paisanos in the fields, 
and in the day labor stops to count themselves, to end the obscurity 
(personal communication, Carlsbad, CA, January 21, 2010).  
 

 
As I stop telling José about the requirements for the University, and listen to 

what he had to say about his experiences as a community organizer, he turns and 

interviews me, asking what do I think about the census? Do you think is a good idea to 

come forward and be counted?  As I think of an answer, he continues telling me:  

Many leaders in the community think it is dangerous and are telling our 
fellow Oaxacans not to participate in the Census. I think this is 
nonsense, they are making our job harder, we need to be counted.  This 
has happened to us in the past, and here we are. We are not going 
anywhere, we are staying here, we work and live here, we need to be 
counted, people need to know about us, about our needs, about the 
discrimination we have endured, and the silence (personal 
communication, Carlsbad, CA, January 21, 2010).  

 

I tell José that people may have reasons to be fearful, because immigration 

raids in Latino communities have been increasing in the last few years, and indigenous 

Mexicans are more easily profiled than other immigrants by immigration authorities. 

Also, many recent immigrants may be without documents in the country, and any 

contact with authorities or government institutions is a source of anxiety for them. He 

does not seem happy with my answer, and I tell him that although people should not 

fear Census authorities, they still may be afraid, and that is the point where they need 
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to work, to convince indigenous people to trust the Census and be counted. “That is 

precisely what we are doing” --he replies. “Hope you can join and help us.”  

Registering and being counted in the census, according to José, and other 

members of FIOB, would allow indigenous migrants to demand services such as court 

and medical translators and interpreters in their languages, instead of the Spanish-

English translator they commonly get, and also would contribute to have a better idea 

about how diverse Mexican immigrants are.  “Some people find it hard to believe we 

are indigenous Mexicans” he said: “I came to work in the United States when I was 

14, lived under the trees for five years, worked in agriculture, in construction. 

Sometimes the work was so hard, that me and other workers would cry, and thought 

we will not survive the harshness, the heat during the day, the cold at night. But here 

we are, we are also part of this world, nobody can deny it.”  

José’s account and FIOB preoccupation with registering in the US census is 

related to the discussion in the introduction regarding capitalism and labor markets. 

While capital flows have been quite flexible (and well received) by nation-states, labor 

(which is embodied in the immigrant) has generated all sorts of questions for the state 

order. Labor is produced by humans and some of them have to move to produce it. 

Human beings are embedded in social relationships, that travel with them when they 

migrate, and combine and form new ones. The silence that Jose is referring to is 

directly related to the paradox of the free markets and the controlling states. As Swiss 

writer Max Frisch said: “we wanted workers, we got people.”  

There are no firm numbers of Oaxacans who live in California, some accounts 

say that there are about 150,000 Oaxacan farm workers in the state (Kresgue, 2007), 
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but this number may be low, because it does not take into account urban migration, 

mainly to Los Angeles and other urban centers. According to the Centro de 

Orientación para Migrantes Indígenas or Center of Orientation for Immigrant 

Oaxacans (COMI), there are half a million Oaxacans in California (see COMI 

website), others estimate up to seven hundred thousand to one and a half million 

Oaxacans in the US, since there are approximately two million Oaxacans outside the 

state (Rodríguez, 2009). This population has been traditionally difficult to count by the 

US Census due to several factors, such as language, migratory status, and mobility 

from one agricultural job to another, sometimes in different counties or even states. 

Several Oaxacan organizations have joined to ask Oaxacans to be counted in both the 

2000, and 2010 Census, and specify that they are not Spanish speakers, that they are 

indigenous. FIOB members have participated as census workers and promoters of 

counting indigenous Mexicans since the 2000 census. For over a decade they have 

been proactively encouraging other indigenous Mexicans to participate in the census.  

A week later, on January 29, 2010, I would sit through a workshop organized 

by FIOB San Diego in one of the multiple uses rooms in the San Luis Rey Mission in 

Vista. In this meeting, former FIOB binational coordinator and then director of the 

CBDIO (Binational Center for Indigenous Development), a sister institution with 

FIOB, Rufino Domínguez was coming all the way from Fresno, to give a talk about 

the census. Among the programs implemented by the CBDIO promoting the census 

with indigenous Mexicans was one of the most important issues for the year. 

Dominguez explained in detail how to fill out the forms, how to explain to others to 

declare one’s race (if desired) in question # 8 of the form, identify as Mexican, and in 
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question # 9 to write their indigenous group, such as Mixtec, Zapotec, Chatino, etc. He 

insisted in organizing information drives or to use the existing networks to talk to 

other immigrants and talk to them about the benefits of registering in the Census 

regardless their migratory status. Juan G. one of the FIOB members in San Diego, and 

a Zapotec himself actively participated working part time as a census fieldworker. He 

mentioned that between he and his wife were able to convince about 600 people to 

register in 2010 (Personal interview, October 10, 2010, Carlsbad, CA). During the 

year, FIOB members used any event they celebrated to promote the census registration 

among indigenous Mexicans living in the US. (See photo No. 15, in appendix A).  I 

also taught them a half a day workshop about how to contact and speak with the media 

about this campaign. José González, and Juan García, would speak with the local 

media in their languages, Mixteco and Zapoteco respectively, to try to reach as many 

indigenous Mexicans as possible in the area.  

One of the most important programs of FIOB has been to lobby the US Census 

office to register indigenous Mexicans under the category of “other” and leaving a 

blank space so it is possible to annotate which indigenous groups are they coming 

from. This demand has been voiced since the decade of the 1990’s and was proposed 

for the Census of the year 2000. During the census of 2010, FIOB members have been 

actively promoting it among fellow indigenous immigrants to convince them to be 

counted. For FIOB, the census was one of the main ongoing projects of the year, along 

with immigration reform in the United States, according to Dominguez, those 

activities were important for their campaign to protect the rights of indigenous 

immigrants in the United States and in Mexico. Indigenous promoters of the US 
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Census, maintained booths in several Oaxacan festivities, such as the Day of the Dead 

celebration in Oceanside California in 2009, and the Guelaguetza celebrations both in 

Los Angeles, San Diego, and Fresno in the same year, to convince other indigenous to 

participate. FIOB included a full-page color photo in their magazine El Tequio. In the 

photo, a group of about twenty young Oaxacans, some of them wearing traditional 

dresses pose with downtown Los Angeles in the background, carrying signs in 

Zapotec and Mixtec that say: “We are here, and we count too.” Results from this 

specific part of the Census would be likely available later in 2011.  

Promoting the Census among indigenous immigrants has been one of the most 

important civic campaigns of FIOB in the United States, one that pairs with their 

demand for a comprehensive immigration reform, and immigrant rights. This 

campaign shows indigenous Mexicans demanding their inclusion in the American 

polity, and asserting their right to be in both countries, as political and social actors, 

and not only as contingent labor. As José mentions, to be counted is to end the 

decades-long anonymity that indigenous Mexicans have endured in the United States, 

and to have access to much needed rights and services, such as roads, transportation, 

affordable housing, interpreters of their language, education, and health (CBDIO 

website).  
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We Have Rights, and We Have the Right to Know: Decolonizing our Minds.  

 

According to anthropologist Yerko Castro-Niera, one of the things indigenous 

migrants may learn when they interact with the US state system, is that claims of 

human rights are somewhat more effective in US than in Mexican institutions.  He 

describes it as a “happy finding” (2009, p. 74), because in the US they discover a more 

organized civic society, and a decentralized government system. He argues: 

In Oaxaca, many indigenous people considered as a natural, and 
unquestionable part of their lives, the fact that they did not have the 
guarantee of minimum rights. Having no right to a job, to a house, to an 
education, to health, or access to justice, was considered as something 
very normal for them. It was always this way, as indigenous Mexicans, 
they thought those rights –basic, universal, minimum—were in reality 
privileges that they would never have access to. (Castro-Niera, 2009, p. 
74. My translation).  
 
 

Relationships with US non-profit organizations, other activists or state 

institutions may be less of a risk to personal security than the ones they can cultivate 

back in Oaxaca, where the poor and marginalized may try to avoid as much as 

possible any contact with government institutions to prevent potential conflict in a 

more traditionally centralized and authoritarian political regime. But this does not 

mean that those relationships do not exist: organizations such as FIOB have cultivated 

contacts with Mexican non-profit and governmental funding institutions to support 

their projects in the State of Oaxaca and other states where Oaxacans migrate, and 

have also participated in electoral politics with candidates from FIOB, and mostly the 

left leaning PRD (Dominguez, 2004).  
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Moving also teaches immigrants new skills they can use to organize and claim 

those rights. The following is the testimony of Juan Ramón, one of the FIOB 

coordinators in San Diego, who is very active in organizing health, and labor rights 

workshops among day laborers and agricultural workers in San Diego: 

 
Here, everything is more studied than in our town. Here in the US, if 
you go to the community clinic, they give you talks about your health. 
They invite you to trainings and talks everywhere, and about 
everything, your rights as a worker, your health, how to do reports, how 
to do this and that. Even we now give talks and workshops to the 
people in FIOB about their rights. In our town in Oaxaca this does not 
happen. There, everything happens ‘just because,’ with no plan. Even 
some of the authorities do not have any formal schooling (Juan Ramón, 
personal communication, San Diego, CA, June 2011).  

 
 

As Juan Ramón explains, the constant self-education and learning practices 

that members of FIOB have experienced, and implemented in their own organization 

have been important activities for keeping the organization cohesive in such 

decentralized, and multi-sited structure across several locations in two countries. FIOB 

leaders have used their own cultural capital to keep disseminating different kinds of 

knowledge within the organization.  But they have also acquired other kinds of 

knowledge in their daily contacts with human and labor rights organizations, 

transnational government officers, NGO’s, and other immigrants and actors they have 

encountered in the migratory networks, mobilizing that knowledge in their benefit. As 

an example, Rufino Domínguez tells me that they learned in the United States that, 

according to the Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, everybody is entitled, in the case of 

being processed in a court of law, to an interpreter of his or her native language. “We 

used that law to establish our indigenous interpreter’s program” (personal 
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communication, November 29, 2010). The account in following section is an example 

of what can be learned and transmitted in FIOB workshops and seminars by one FIOB 

member who attended those seminars and avoided deportation.  

Immigration and Human Rights Campaigns. Sara! is an outspoken woman 

in her early forties. She came to the United States less than a decade ago, and has two 

kids, who were both born in California. She was born in Santa Rosa Caxtlahuaca, in 

La Mixteca and has participated in FIOB for the last few years. When I talked to Sara 

in her apartment in Vista, she mentioned the importance of attending the workshops 

that FIOB organizes along with other organizations, such as the American Friends 

Service Committee, which put them in contact with immigration lawyers to discuss 

their cases for free. “For me, attending the workshops has been life-saving,” says Sara, 

who starts telling me about her encounter with agents from the Immigration and 

Customs Enforcement (ICE) office: 

A few months ago, there were two men knocking in my door, I opened 
the door without knowing what they wanted. They entered the house 
and told me they were looking for a woman. They asked me for my 
husband, and I told them I lived there alone with my children and my 
brother, his wife and their kid. One of them insisted on asking me about 
a lady, and said that I may be her sister or even her mother. I denied it. 
A few weeks later, they came back, but now they had official uniforms, 
as I was afraid of, they were agents from ICE, and they knocked on my 
door again. By that time, I had spoken to people in FIOB, and I had 
attended some of the Human Rights workshops that they organize with 
the ‘American Friends.’ They told me not to open the door to 
immigration agents, they said that in the workshops. They also told us 
that we have rights, that we are not all unprotected in this country, even 
if we do not have documents. When they came the second time, I told 
them I could not open the door, they insisted, but they did not have any 
official order, so I asked for that, and since they could not produce it, I 
did not open the door. In the human rights workshop I also learned that 

                                                
! Not her real name.  
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you are not under any obligation to open your house to those agents, 
and when you do, they can arrest you and deport you. So, what is the 
need? I did not open. (personal communication, June 17, 2010, Vista, 
CA).  
 

 
For Sara, the knowledge she acquired in the FIOB workshops, was crucial for 

her survival, and the experience transformed her in a way, that she continued to pass 

on what she learned to others. She told me that since her experience with the ICE 

agents, she has been very active distributing printed information about human rights of 

immigrants and talking to people about their rights in the case they encounter 

immigration officers or the police: “The day they came to get me, the agents entered 

the house of one of my neighbors, and took her, leaving her children behind. After 

seeing what was going on, I felt that I needed to do something. So, from then on, I 

have been talking to people about their rights, to my friends and neighbors” –Sara tells 

me holding a brochure produced by the American Friends Service Committee--- where 

they explain the rights to immigrants in case they are detained and questioned by any 

authority. Here we see how US activists and NGO workers are part of the everyday 

contacts of FIOB members. The American Friends Service Committee, a Quaker civil 

rights organization for example, has been an important ally of FIOB in San Diego to 

support and foster the discourse and promotion of human rights among its members.  

Although Sara does not speak English, her involvement in FIOB allowed her 

to access the knowledge being circulated in this community to use it in her everyday 

life, and to protect herself in her encounter with immigration officers, who had entered 

her house previously without their official uniforms and identifications. Attending 

FIOB workshops gave her the access to participate in “collective learning” through 
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social relations (Wenger, 1998), and bring that knowledge back to her neighborhood, 

where immigration authorities were doing impromptu appearances. “So far, the human 

rights workshop has been the most useful FIOB workshop I had attended –said Sara-- 

but I have also learned a lot in the ‘decolonization workshops’ and all the talks we 

have at our organization under the program ‘for the right to know.’ I learned that we 

have rights, like everybody else, and no one can just walk all over us when they 

please.”  

Dissemination of information through communication campaigns, and 

knowledge about human rights through workshops and seminars are very important to 

keep FIOB as a community of practice. The main ideas sustaining FIOB, disseminate 

through the various communication channels of the organization, and are appropriated 

and re-used in the construction of their indigenous identity in a globalized context. As 

Etienne Wenger discussed, human learning is social, and communities of practice 

form by “talking about the shared historical and social resources, frameworks, and 

perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement in action (1998, p. 5). The 

transmission of ideas, narratives, and information is exercised in FIOB members by 

means of internal and external communication practice. Another example of how the 

ideas are created and transmitted in FIOB are the multiple workshops that they 

organize. I attended some called talleres de descolonización (decolonization 

workshops), in which they discuss different resources to reproduce, reflect, and 

recreate their ethnic identity in a transnational context.   
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Decolonization Workshops 

Gaspar Rivera sends me an e-mail invitation around March 2009 for a series of 

workshops FIOB is organizing along with the UCLA labor center where he works, in 

downtown Los Angeles. In each of these semi-formal gatherings, someone from the 

community who has knowledge to share came and talked to members of the Oaxacan 

community in the City. I attended half a dozen of those discussion groups before being 

invited to several “Decolonization Workshops” that Gaspar, and other members of 

FIOB were organizing in different parts of California.  

The first workshop I attended was on May 17, 2009.  We met at one of the 

rooms at the San Luis Rey Mission in Northern San Diego. There were about twenty- 

five people from different ethnic groups coming from San Diego and Los Angeles.  

Odilia Romero and Cristina Lopez, two members of FIOB Los Angeles were in charge 

of the workshop (see photograph no. 2, in Appendix A). During the first part, people 

introduced themselves. Then Odilia asked the participants to form some groups and 

discuss for about 30 minutes, their good and bad experiences of being indigenous. The 

groups got together, and started to talk about their experiences of poverty, and 

discrimination. They discussed how the dominant narratives of beauty have 

marginalize both indigenous women and men, how have they been bitten by poverty 

and inequality, and discriminated against in the two countries. However, on the 

positive side, they also talked about their cultural traits, such as their native languages, 

their food, and their vision of the world. At the end, the list of negative experiences 

outnumbered the list of positive ones. Photographs 3 and 4 in Appendix A, show lists 
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of negative experiences that some of the teams put together in big pieces of paper.  

Among the negative experiences that they named, were the widespread discrimination 

in clinics and other services, criticism from other Mexicans because they speak 

Spanish with an indigenous accent, discrimination because the color of their skin, their 

features, racism from authorities, and the list goes on. During this workshop, physical 

appearance was signaled as a reason for discrimination, and humiliation. Both women 

and men would say that they were discriminated against for parecer indios (looking 

like indios) since indigenous features are not part of the dominant beauty models in 

Mexico, where more mestizo or European features are favored.  

Photograph 5 also in Appendix A, shows a much smaller list of positive 

experiences of being indigenous, such as the pride of speaking an indigenous 

language, their relationship to nature, their honesty and hard working ethics, and their 

cultural traits such as their traditional dresses, their food, etc. When attendees of the 

workshop realized that their negative experiences outnumbered the positive ones, they 

started to discuss oppression and inequality of circumstances, rather than focusing 

only on poverty as a condition of the indigenous peoples in Mexico.  

This workshop consisted of putting on the table many aspects of everyday 

discrimination that indigenous people live through, both in Mexico and in the United 

States. One of the most difficult things to discuss is that mestizo Mexicans are usually 

prejudiced against indigenous Mexicans, in part because they do not comply with 

beauty standards imposed by colonialism, something that they have had to endure 

when being contacted with mestizos and European-descent whites in Mexico and in 

the US.  
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In fact one of the differences between indigenous Mexican immigrants and 

their mestizo counterparts is that beauty pageants are a very common activity among 

mestizos. Such is the case of the yearly beauty pageant organized by the Zacatecan 

Federation of Southern California to celebrate “El Día del Zacatecano” in Los 

Angeles.  These beauty pageants are similar in relevance to Guelaguetza celebrations 

for Oaxacans, and they are even attended by the state governor of Zacatecas, and 

authorities from the city of Los Angeles. Mestizo immigrants from the state of Jalisco, 

Veracruz and Michoacán also organize beauty pageants.  

Although, indigenous immigrants do not organize beauty pageants on the same 

scale as mestizo organizations, some Oaxacan HTAs organize smaller Spring Queen 

pageants (Certámenes de la Reina de la Primavera), or beauty pageants for their 

particular hometowns. However, in La Guelaguetza festival celebrated in Oaxaca 

every year, there is a pageant to select a young woman who will represent the goddess 

of corn, Centéotl, in whose honor this festival is celebrated. The supposedly Zapotec 

deity of corn Centéotl is in reality an Aztec god with male/female characteristics, and 

often considered only male. Centéotl sometimes is known as Xilonén, which is a 

female Aztec deity, also associated with the corn harvest. The Zapotec deity 

associated with abundance is called Pitao-Cozobi, and some authors think that the 

three deities converged because they were dedicated to the cult of corn (Lizama-

Quijano, 2006).   According to some accounts, this pageant is not organized to 

compete for “beauty,” but for a supposed “authenticity.” The pageant has been 

criticized as imposed by urban mestizos in the state, who want to see a stereotyped 
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indigenous woman representing Centéotl parading in the festival  (Lizama-Quijano, 

2006, p. 187).   

In Los Angeles, the Federation of Oaxacan Organizations FOCOICA, tried to 

reproduce this pageant to select the representative of Centéotl for La Guelaguetza in 

that city. The promoter of the pageant Fernando López Mateos (owner of El 

Oaxaqueño, and president of FOCOICA at the time) said it was a good idea to have a 

“living goddess” representing the Guelaguetza in Los Angeles (Martínez, 2005). The 

accounts of this pageant in La Opinion newspaper argued: “More than a pageant, is a 

ritual to highlight indigenous beauty, the splendor that is not represented by physical 

appearance or glamour. Participants should not be worried about their hairdo, or an 

impeccable make up, but to represent well the origin of their customs and traditions” 

(Amador, 2005). This story from La Opinion reproduces what has been criticized in 

Oaxaca as an essentialization of indigenous women in a narrative where “beauty” is 

replaced by “authenticity” implying that Oaxacan women are “exotic” and outside of 

the dominant models of beauty.”6 FOCOICA organized those pageants for two years, 

but they were not very successful and they have not been re-introduced in Guelaguetza 

celebrations in California since 2005, when the last Centéotl pageant took place in Los 

Angeles.  

Odilia Romero has expressed to me that those contests are a way to turn 

women into objects, and that she opposed the Centéotl pageant organized by 

FOCOICA the same way she opposes the objectification of any woman.  Odilia 

continues: “Fernando López is a savvy Zapotec businessman, and if he had continued 

to be President of FOCOICA, he could have turned this Centéotl pageant into a trendy 
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thing. The pageant did not prosper because when he left FOCOICA, the other leaders 

did not continue it. In FIOB we do not have such a thing.” Women in FIOB are more 

politicized than in other organizations, and they have not organized those pageants. In 

the decolonization workshops that Odilia and other women organize, they talk about 

colonized models of beauty and the oppression of indigenous women, either by men or 

by other women who want to “rescue” them. She also criticized the calls for 

“authenticity” in those pageants: “The pageant is not even authentic because Centéotl 

is an Aztec goddess, not a Zapotec or Mixtec one.7 Where is the authenticity?”  

Decolonization workshops touch upon several issues at the time, not only on 

indigenous ethnicity and its adaptation to the migratory circuits. Those workshops are 

a ripe terrain for discussing gender inequality, domestic violence, the imposition of 

dominant models of culture and history, and standards of beauty.  The exotization of 

the supposedly “authentic” indigenous person, the consequences of structural poverty, 

and human rights, are discussed among other things. Structural inequality often comes 

to the fore when discussing issues of tolerance and discrimination. It is not only a 

matter of sporting a personal change, or “self-esteem” but also understanding the 

structures of oppression. For example, in another decolonization workshop, Gaspar 

Rivera, would explain:   

See the list of negative things associated with being indigenous, all 
those things are experienced every day by people…the saying “no seas 
indio” (don’t be an indio) has been the Mexican nation’s project. The 
indigenous have been considered as a problem, called the “indio 
problem” and what has been the solution to the “indio problem”? de-
indianization.  This is the history we want to explore in these 
workshops. How did de-indianization start? How can we turn the 
negative into something positive? See the long list of negative things 
associated with being indigenous, this is real, this is not imagined, we 
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have heard this, we have seen it, we have experienced this in our own 
flesh. Imagine living like this? It is very hard, it is a question of self-
esteem. How we see ourselves and how we see the world? And that is 
the purpose of the workshops, How can we stop seeing the world from 
the point of view of our conquerors and start to see the world in a more 
positive way. Although we do not need to take an extreme position, and 
say that we are better than anyone, because then we would be 
reproducing the vision of the conquerors. Simply, that is the trick, we 
want equality..to be equal but to keep our identity. That is the trick. If 
we can do this as adults, then we can develop strategies to explain this 
to our children.” (Rivera Salgado, Decolonization Workshop, Los 
Angeles, January 2011, FIOB video).  
 
In many decolonization workshops, I observed people getting angry when 

realizing the discrimination and inequality that they have endured by centuries of 

oppression. Some even said that if they had the opportunity they would do the same 

things to their oppressors (Decolonzation workshop, San Diego, CA, February 2010).  

While anger may work as a momentary release, the lasting purpose of these 

workshops is to work through the self-esteem and empowerment of indigenous people 

so they can find their own voice, (see photograph 1 in appendix A). However, finding 

their own voice is crucial for asserting it, and be able to demand better conditions in an 

economic, social, and political order that has systematically, and sometimes violently 

denied indigenous people their rights.  As Rivera-Salgado expresses, “we do not need 

to take an extreme position and say we are better than anyone….simply…we want 

equality.” FIOB workshops and the discourses that are deployed there are not to foster 

feelings of revenge, but to enrich an ethnic identity with knowledge about what they 

can do to achieve equality, and this often means structural equality, not just personal 

responsibility as in the neoliberal conception of citizenship suggested by the Mexican 

authorities in the initial vignette. This exercise, fits with what Sydney Tarrow 
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described as “rooted cosmopolitanism” (2005), the aim of knowing who we are, so we 

can see others as equals. Cosmopolitanism is not only about wandering between two 

or more nations, but also building respectful communities that foster cooperation and 

values of empathy. Gaspar Rivera continues explaining in the decolonization 

workshop about how they are going to tell their children about their identity as 

indigenous, how are they going to prepare them for a world that may discriminate 

against them, and he advises that instead of hiding their identities and languages, as 

the indigenous populations have been doing for centuries to “fit in” they should 

embrace their indigenous roots:  

Believe me, when we reach that moment, when we learn who one is, 
where are we from, to have a strong identity, that is the secret for 
success. If you know where are you standing, if you know where are 
you coming from, especially here in the US there are many 
opportunities…it starts from us, the adults, how can see what has been 
negative, understand where it comes from, and transform it into 
something positive…but the first thing is to know where we come 
from...but we do not know that the state of Oaxaca is the most diverse 
in Mexico, and why we stopped speaking our mother language.  Well, it 
has not been our own decision….we had --in Mexico-- an education 
system whose main goal was to make indigenous languages 
disappear…the education system was aimed to de-indianize Indians…if 
you talked to your parents and ask them how they stopped speaking 
Zapoteco…if you went to school if you spoke Zapoteco or Mixteco 
they would beat you, they would wash your mouth with soap, they 
would put a chayote

8 inside your mouth until you bled, the purpose of 
the teachers then was ‘we will make a good Mexican, we will take all 
the bad words out of you.’ (Rivera Salgado, Decolonization Workshop, 
Los Angeles, January 2011, FIOB internal video. My translation).  
 

 
Decolonization workshops oscillated between denouncing subtractive 

practices, often by the Mexican state, but also by the US society and institutions that 

do not even acknowledge the presence of indigenous Mexicans, much less their needs.  
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In those workshops there are some calls for transformation of those subtractive 

experiences into something good for the future. Interestingly, the encounter of 

indigenous Mexicans with the education system in the US, along with some 

affirmative action policies still practiced in some institutional settings, has somewhat 

benefitted indigenous migrants by giving them tools, and opportunities to think about 

their rights and identity. For example the access to funding, and in some cases, to 

schooling opportunities that may not have accessed in Mexico, has made some of 

them acquire knowledge to re-value their indigenous heritage as something that they 

do not want to lose in order to comply to a “modernization” model of citizenship 

where the past is considered as “primitive” and the future as “progressive.”  Although 

many upward mobility opportunities in the US are increasingly unattainable for recent 

immigrants who are most likely undocumented and barred from accessing them, they 

are resolved to use any space available for gaining access to education and resources. 

As Rivera puts it in the workshops, there is power in knowing where you stand, and 

where you come from. He signals to the opportunities in the US, where they may not 

be inserted in the same ethnic or class dynamics as in Mexico, and where some 

immigrants or their children have found access to higher education. Indigenous 

Mexicans suddenly experience upward mobility in the US society, but in relationship 

with where they were located on the social class scale in Mexico, even a minimum 

wage salary may represent a relative improvement, if not for the immigrants 

themselves, then for their families in Mexico. This does not mean either that worker’s 

conditions in the United States are desirable, but for the few that have been able to 

access educational or leadership opportunities in the US, they have gained a degree of 
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leverage when encountering elite members from Mexico. This class system is 

deferential to American elites, so if someone is perceived to have moved up in the 

American social ladder, they may be given more recognition back in Mexico. In fact, 

as Guillermo Marin, a mestizo Mexican who studies indigenous cultures and has lived 

in Oaxaca for the last thirty years told me: “Indigenous Mexicans living in the US 

maybe the only hope for the ancient culture of the Anahuac9 to be preserved, because 

they have access to the universities there, and they can systematize the knowledge that 

otherwise would be lost because in Mexico it is not valued” (personal communication, 

Oaxaca City, July 4, 2010).  

Maybe one of the most valuable experiences that migration has offered to 

indigenous Mexicans is the opportunity to construct their identities from what they 

consider valuable or authentic, and to question what they consider oppressive. 

Migration has placed them in relatively new positions of power, not because the land 

where they arrive receives them with open arms, but because sometimes moving 

makes them aware that discrimination experiences may be repeated in other contexts, 

and with other people, so indigenous immigrants come up with ways of resisting that 

discrimination. From those positions, they can question not only the culture that has 

oppressed them for centuries, but also the economic and political structures that have 

enabled and validated that oppression and perpetuate it by putting them in vulnerable 

positions, for example as exploitable cheap labor when they move. They can also 

construct their communities based on consent, and not in descent only, as FIOB has 

done.  
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This way, the experience of migration for indigenous Mexicans has helped 

them to foster cosmopolitan values: first, an awareness of the self as stranger, when 

confronting their own myths, and then the flexibility and toleration to adjust to new 

situations and think about their identity (Silverstone, 2007, cited in Rogers, 2010). The 

claim, “we do not want to be more, but equal” seems in tune with the original 

cosmopolitan values of early Greece, discussed previously, based on the cynics’ self-

reflection, egalitarianism, and the rejection of slavery and subjection of other human 

beings (Desmond, 2008). Situations of ethnic and other human conflict have many 

times arose from the impossibility to recognize our own culture and position as equal, 

and not as superior to other cultures. Self-reflection and awareness are important 

cosmopolitan values considered by some to be rooted in ironical thinking (Smith, 

2007), which is linked to skepticism, a common attribute of ancient cosmopolitans.   

While the narratives and practices inside and outside FIOB can be related to 

cosmopolitan values, FIOB’s own members consider immigration and their own 

organizing as a dynamic process. They still speak of future transformations and needs 

of the organization, such as the growing presence of indigenous from another parts of 

Mexico, such as Mayans from Chiapas, or even Oaxacan groups, as the Triquis, who 

did not emigrated before. How are we going to talk to them about labor rights? How 

are we going to build the capacity to serve as interpreters for them? Says Gaspar 

Rivera.   “Our fight is in many fronts, we want to end discrimination of us as 

indigenous, but also against women, and other people, we are not done yet (José 

González personal communication, San Diego, CA. June 30 2011).  
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Usos y Costumbres Indígenas in the Transnational Context of Migration 

 
Usos y costumbres (uses and traditions) do not refer only to the different 

indigenous cultural traditions.  The indigenous systems of usos y costumbres are ways 

of communal organization. It is common to hear that usos y costumbres are indigenous 

ways of organizing, but they are mixed with both colonial and pre-Hispanic elements, 

and have some similarities with traditional town hall meetings in New England, since 

they are systems of direct democracy with open suffrage. Usos y Costumbres have 

been often criticized as retrograde, conservative, patriarchal, and a romanticized form 

of community with no respect for the individual (Gómez Peralta, 2005). However usos 

y costumbres are a whole system of collective self-governing norms, and may carry 

several of the problems associated with direct democracy, for example, lack of 

participation of some groups who cannot go to the assemblies, or a public rather than 

secret vote that may be influenced by particular interests, or the rights of non 

participants or minorities may be overlooked by the majority.  

In the system of usos y costumbres a general assembly constituted by men 

(women traditionally do not participate in the system, although they are slowly 

incorporating), get together and elect the people in the town who are going to serve in 

the local government or cargo (post). The same assembly also selects a mayordomo 

who is in charge of organizing the patron saint celebration. Mayordomías, are posts 

generally sponsored by the church.  The local general assembly in an indigenous 

community --using a list of the male members in town-- selects those who will occupy 

the cargos for the following year. This selection is done openly, during the assembly 
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and not everybody has the right of suffrage. The selected men are required to provide 

their tequio (unpaid community work or service), serving in the community either as a 

mayordomo, participating in infrastructure projects with either money or labor, or 

serving in a local government post. If the selected men do not provide their service, 

they can be subjected to sanctions. Tequio system operates in some way as a taxation 

system, where community males serve in the public sphere, to benefit the community, 

and eventually their families and themselves. The sanctions are prescribed so no one 

freeloads with the service or work from others. The first cargo a young male occupies 

is that of a topil (closer in functions to a police officer, or messenger), and then they 

move up in the ladder until they reach the position of mayor of a town. The previously 

de-facto system was recognized by the government, and incorporated into the 

constitution of the state of Oaxaca in 1995. This legislation says that “the law will 

protect traditions and democratic practices that indigenous communities have been 

using to elect their local representatives” (Oaxacan State Electoral Institute, State 

legislation, 2003). Some have said that the system helped to perpetuate the reign of the 

PRI in the state, because its communal character it was easy to support PRI candidates 

in the municipalities (Owolabi, 2004). However, the party system, including 

opposition parties (mainly the PRD) has been able to co-exist with usos y costumbres 

of direct democracy in municipalities.  

This system has been influenced by migration to the United States and other 

places in Mexico, and changes in the Mexican society, such as urbanization and 

women’s incoporation into public life. When people in towns using systems of usos y 

costumbres migrate, representatives in the assemblies eventually find them in the 
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immigrant networks, either in San Quintin, in Baja California, in the sugar cane 

harvesting locations in Veracruz or in the Californian Central Valley. It is not rare to 

hear in the Oaxacan community living in California, that someone was contacted by 

their hometown’s authority to serve in a cargo back in Oaxaca, as was the case of 

Leoncio Vásquez, an active member of FIOB, and co-director of the CBDIO from the 

town of San Miguel Cuevas in La Mixteca Baja. In 2009 Vásquez went back to his 

town to serve in a cargo, after living more than 20 years in the United States (Personal 

conversation with Leoncio Vásquez, Madera, CA February 6, 2010).  Not all 

immigrants can go back to their towns to serve in the cargos, and some township 

assemblies have implemented some measures to keep the obligatory character of the 

system in place, threatening migrants who do not serve their cargo with severe 

sanctions, such as not accepting them back in the town to even visit their families 

(Castro-Neira, 2009). However, with migration, the system of cargos itself has 

changed, allowing women to participate (although not always in formal ways) but 

through health, or cultural committees in their town. This system has coexisted with 

the modern Mexican state (Carlsen, 1999), but not always in smooth ways, since it has 

also been a source of conflict. Local township assemblies have in some cases, 

travelled to the United States to include the opinion (and sometimes vote) of male 

immigrants in the selection of the cargos. Such as the case of the community of Santa 

Maria Asunción, in la Mixteca, where members of the assembly travelled to California 

in 2005, to consult immigrants from that town about the cargos for the following year 

(Castro-Neira, p. 37). In this regard, a citizenship system employing direct township 

democracy, where place is a very important component for its development, has 
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evolved to follow its migrants into the migratory networks, moving not only human 

bodies, but ideas, narratives of life, conceptions of human rights and forms of 

organization through nation-state borders.  

Usos y Costumbres  have been widely criticized, mainly because “Tradition” in 

this system, usually does not recognize women their rights as individuals (Pacheco, 

2002). Women are considered as part of the household that a man manages (as wives, 

daughters, mothers) and therefore, their labor is used to do all the domestic work, 

taking care of the husband and the children.  They also contribute with work (but not 

with decision power) to the organization of festivities and communal projects 

organized by men, preparing food, organizing dances, and doing other preparation for 

the success of those events. Most of the criticism of the role of women in indigenous 

societies by mestizos or whites, calls for an end to systems of usos y costumbres 

altogether, considering those systems as backward and pre-modern (Sierra, 2009). 

However, the supposed interest of the state in indigenous women’s rights, has often 

served to mask a desire to get rid of systems of communal cooperation and reciprocal 

relationships of solidarity among indigenous communities (p. 74). A system that is 

based in systems of solidarity and reciprocity, makes relationships based on the market 

and the proclaimed “individual choice” very difficult to develop.  

FIOB has been the target of criticism for advocating for systems of usos y 

costumbres in town assemblies in Oaxaca, arguing that those better represent 

indigenous interests, and at the same time engaging in electoral participation in 

legislative elections in the state. The example given is the alliance that FIOB made in 

1998 with the Party of the Democratic Revolution or PRD when Romualdo Juan 
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Gutiérrez, a member of FIOB, defeated the PRI candidate in the twenty-first district of 

Juxtlahuaca (Perry, Doshi, Hicken, and Méndez-García, 2009, p. 226). Usos y 

costumbres systems have significant variations from one locality to another, and it is 

not uncommon to see the combination of formal electoral politics, with communal 

assembly elections in some towns. FIOB has not shied away from entering in political 

alliances with government representatives, or political parties in Oaxaca, but those 

alliances have not been unconditional. In June of 2010, I asked FIOB Binational 

Coordinator Gaspar Rivera why they were supporting the election of Gabino Cué for 

governor of Oaxaca  (a detailed account of the campaign and the election is given later 

in this chapter), he answered: “it has its risks, but tell me alternative pacific ways of 

bringing structural changes to Oaxaca that are not related to electoral politics?” 

(personal communication, Los Angeles, CA, June 6, 2010). Cué was elected on July 4 

2010, as the first opposition governor in more than eighty years of the ruling of the 

PRI in the state. 

As I reflect upon what he said about this alliance and FIOB very open 

participation in Cue’s campaign, I think about Ulrich Beck’s characterization of the 

either/or nationalist way of thinking, instead of the both/and cosmopolitan way of 

seeing life. The criticism against FIOB implies that they would be better off not 

entering electoral politics and instead advocating for their communal “usos y 

costumbres” when electing their representatives; or, just forgoing usos y costumbres in 

order to enter electoral politics. This vision invokes a form of desired “purity,” a 

forced choice of sides and ways of doing things, something that is very hard to attain 

in reality if anything is to be done. Although the recognition of the autonomy of 
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indigenous people under the Mexican constitution and the use of systems of usos y 

costumbres for local elections represents a shift in the citizenship tradition of the 

Mexican state, a combination of the two systems is not unheard of. Making alliances 

with politicians or political parties is always a risk, but rejecting possible spaces for 

influence and agency, in the name of a supposedly fixed “tradition” may be a greater 

strategic risk for indigenous people to gain spaces of power and decision. 

Cosmopolitanism does not imply a romantic characterization of life, but purposeful 

action to denounce, and likely end exclusion, by creating spaces for the exercise of 

agency, dialogue, and participation for the excluded. Ideally those spaces would work 

better if the ones who are excluded determine their creation. Are those spaces 

immaculate? Perhaps not, but it is important to keep mechanisms to better and level 

the playing field as different actors enter and practice political action. Action after all 

is what determines tradition in the long run.  

Regarding the place of women in systems of usos y costumbres, despite 

limitations, indigenous women have slowly made progress by demanding and 

occupying positions of power, and especially in places where men have left because of 

migration, they have started to take part in general assemblies for collective decision 

making. However, this incorporation has not always been smooth or even intended. 

Sometimes, if a man elected for a post has left the town to work a cannot serve due to 

migration, a female relative can be obliged by the town authorities to serve on his 

name, even though he continues to be the official holder of the post (Velásquez, 2004, 

p. 491).   Other women have followed the men into the migratory networks, and have 

become economic and political actors on their own, suddenly separated from their 
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prior communal and private sphere duties, and pushed into the national and 

international labor markets and networks. Usos y costumbres are often invoked among 

indigenous Mexican migrants as important pillars for their transnational organizations, 

and the previously discussed examples show that they are very much part of the social 

capital that they bring with them to the migratory networks. Systems of volunteer 

work or tequio, and cooperation have been important bases for maintaining social trust 

in multi-site, transnational organizations.  But, certainly, usos y costumbres are 

experiencing a change, when they are exercised in the migratory networks and 

confronted with discourses of individual human rights, especially when referring to 

women’s rights. The following section includes a discussion on the challenging of 

traditions of male-dominance in a transnational context.  Although the example is not 

connected to electoral systems of usos y costumbres, it is embedded in male-

dominated power systems where male members of the family, decide the fate of the 

females.  

 

Human Rights and Tradition: Clash or Convergence of Cultures?  

One example of the transformations that occurs with the conception of the 

evolution of “tradition” in migratory networks is the case of Marcelino de Jesús 

Martínez in 2009. In the city of Greenfield, Margarito de Jesús Galindo, then 18, 

asked Marcelino de Jesús Martínez, 36, permission to marry his daughter, a 14-year-

old girl. Marcelino approved of the marriage, and asked Margarito to wait until his 

daughter was a little older. While waiting, Marcelino gave a list of things that 

Margarito needed to provide to the bride’s family in order to wed her. Among the 
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things Marcelino asked, were cases of beer, sweetened beverages, and meat, along 

with money for what is used among the Triqui community as a form of dowry. A few 

days after this encounter, Marcelino’s daughter disappeared, and the family went to 

the local authorities to find out her whereabouts. The police found out that she and 

Margarito had escaped, and were living together, and since she was a minor, 

Margarito was detained. The father of Margarito, who was upset for the detention of 

his son, told the authorities that Marcelino had requested a list of things (such as beer, 

cans of soda) and money from Margarito in exchange of his daughter. The authorities 

interpreted this as Marcelino trying to sell her daughter for money and beer, and 

detained him as well. Marcelino and Margarito are part of the more than ten thousand 

members of the Triqui community from Oaxaca that live in Greenfield, CA (Truax, 

2009). When the story appeared in both the Spanish and the English media in the US, 

the common heading, even in mediums such as CNN and even the BBC was: “Man 

sells daughter for beer” in fact, the story went around the world, and multiple 

iterations of it can still be found in Google searches under the previous heading.  

While in California there is no minimum age limit for marriage with parental consent, 

the news story partially centered on the age of the girl, and went mostly into criticizing 

the “selling” of a person (in this case a minor). While the consensus, at least among 

the English and Spanish media was to highlight this issue as morally wrong, and the 

indigenous community as “flawed” and backwards, the Oaxacan immigrant 

community had a diversity of opinions about the case. In a feature article published in 

El Oaxaqueño, Mexican anthropologists were consulted about the issue of the dote 

among indigenous people, some even said that among the Triqui, to pay a dote is a 
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good sign that the husband-to-be will respect the woman and remain with her through 

her life (Miranda, 2009, p. 5).  

FIOB issued a press release to the media, where they offered a more nuanced 

explanation of the case, and argued that dowry systems are not uncommon in different 

cultures in the world, as they were practiced in Western culture in the past. The release 

went into explaining that while Oaxacans from different ethnic groups have been in 

the US for decades, the Triqui10 community are new arrivals, and they are 

experiencing serious problems with understanding the US system and language (some 

of them are monolingual in Triqui). The release, was also published in their website 

and made calls for an understanding of the practices and customs of indigenous 

communities:  

The FIOB and CBDIO as indigenous organizations have made efforts 
to help indigenous migrants better adapt to the communities that they 
have settled in. Projects have been implemented to inform and give 
indigenous people advice on how to better understand American laws. 
These programs are available to people of low income. At the same 
time we have attempted to educate the institutions that provide services 
to the indigenous community in order to have them understand the 
characteristics of the community. Nonetheless, both organizations have 
limited resources and need a larger, and committed, support system 
from the media as well as the public institutions in order to reach our 
objective of educating the public about the indigenous community. 
(Rivera-Salgado, and Dominguez-Santos, January 14, 2009).  
 
 
The FIOB press release goes on, condemning media sensationalism, especially 

the stories that have suggested that there was a commercial transaction involved in the 

marriage arrangement: “Specifically, the headlines’ use of words such as “sell” are 

incorrect, and the term dowry is more appropriate….We ask for the media and both 

national and international society to adopt a more open and less subjective position in 
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this multicultural world that we now live in.” (Rivera-Salgado, and Dominguez-

Santos, January 14, 2009).  

FIOB leaders on one hand, mobilized their cultural knowledge and 

communication resources to explain to the media and to the larger community about 

the context of this issue, and the different frameworks for understanding diversity in 

human societies. It is not uncommon that in patriarchal indigenous societies, the 

families arrange the marriages of their children from a young age, it is also not 

uncommon to see the practice of dote or dowry as a “tradition” in communities, such 

as Triquis. Christian Di Canio, a linguist who lived with the Triqui community in 

Mexico stated that among the Triquis, there is not official marriage: “there is the 

dowry agreement and then you live together.” The money and food that are requested 

from the groom’s family, are partially used for a party celebrating the union (cited in 

Truax, 2009). It is also not uncommon that in indigenous rural communities girls 

marry very young, as the youth are considered productive adults as soon as they are no 

longer children.   

On the other hand, FIOB leaders themselves, have acknowledged the political 

inequality of women in indigenous communities, especially the ones invoking systems 

of organization of usos y costumbres that place important decisions such as marriages, 

at the hands of the men in the families. Some of them have expressed the need for 

more inclusive structures for the participation of women considering this a challenge 

for their organizations (Rivera-Salgado, n/a, p. 3). In an interview published in El 

Oaxaqueño, Rivera Salgado expressed his condemnation for: “oppressive practices, 

where women do not have equal rights to men…..Trying to explain that Marcelino’s 
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conduct is due to a cultural aspect, does not mean that we support those practices. We 

do not support oppressive practices, even if the tradition is very old. Our struggle is for 

all, men and women to be treated with respect, therefore our desire is that this case is 

treated with justice” (Miranda, 2009).  

As discussed previously, “tradition” comes from the word tradere, which 

means to “hand over, or deliver” and shares the same origin with the word “treason” 

symbolizing breaking from the past. FIOB’s nuanced take on to this case, and their 

effort to include diversity and the contemplation of contexts into the media judgment 

of the issue, reflects the introspection that they have instituted as an organization in 

considering “traditions” and “rights” in a transnational context. While they do not 

agree with the Triqui tradition, they also disagree with the media rush to judgment and 

the simplification and decontextualization of this issue. As many FIOB members have 

reflected, women’s rights are an important challenge to indigenous cultures, embedded 

in systems of usos y costumbres, and they have been putting a considerable effort into 

opening spaces for women to take part in leadership positions in the organization. 

However, this has not been an easy task, since there have been some resistance on the 

part of some of the men, as well reproduction of structures of power from the practices 

of the women themselves, due to “lack of self recognition” of women themselves as 

important voices in the decision making process (Velásquez, 2004, p. 492) . 
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MIEL: Mujeres Indígenas en Liderazgo 

 

Odilia Romero is the Binational Coordinator of Women’s Affairs in FIOB, a 

Zapotec woman who arrived in the United States when she was eleven years old, from 

a town called Zoogocho, in the Sierra Norte of Oaxaca.  She is 40 years old and the 

oldest of four daughters, trilingual in Zapotec, English and Spanish, after living in Los 

Angeles most of her life. In her neighborhood, Pico Union, she encountered racial 

discrimination for the first time, especially among other Latinos who did not 

understand why she could not speak Spanish. “It was very difficult, because I could 

not make friends….all the kids spoke English, or at least Spanish. Then, at first I was 

very solitary. Neither my mother or father spoke Spanish fluently. Then, we learned 

“street Spanish” and “street English” (Interview by Maylei Blackwell, 2009).  

Odilia’s presence is strong (un mujerón –larger than life woman—she has been 

called by some Mexican journalists11) you cannot ignore her in a room. Most of the 

time wearing traditional colorful blouses from Oaxaca she speaks with aplomb saying 

that she is very proud of her indigenous heritage, and her activism in FIOB. However, 

as an indigenous woman it has not been easy for her to confront discrimination on 

both sides of the border, even coming from fellow Oaxacan activists, inside or outside 

her organization, who at times get intimidated by her intelligence and directedness in 

her communication style. In patriarchal societies, including Latin America the role of 

women has been subordinated, and the reproduction of these roles is likely to happen 

also in immigrant networks and organizations that are traditionally a domain of male 
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immigrants (Goldrin, 1998).  FIOB as other immigrant organizations was at first 

mostly formed by immigrant men who worked in the agricultural fields in California, 

and Baja California. However, the conditions of immigration have pulled their 

families with them, making the presence of women more prominent in immigrant 

networks (Hondagneu-Sotelo, 1994). Many women who belong to immigrant 

organizations have complained that men do not allow them to assume leadership 

positions, and push them to adopt traditional roles such as cooking and arranging food 

for the meetings, taking care of children, organizing raffles, and other activities 

considered proper for “females,” while their male counterparts discuss the 

organization projects and politics. 

Odilia tells me that men in Oaxaca for example, are not always comfortable 

listening to information coming from a woman, much less having her in front of a 

group all the time: “some of the workshops that FIOB conducts in Oaxaca have to be 

directed by the men in the organization” she says “because some men there do not 

always listen to women.” Prior to joining FIOB in 2002, Odilia had worked in a HTA 

from her town Zoogocho, but she stopped working there: “there was a lot of inequality 

there, because they wanted you to cook for the patron saint celebrations. I had heard 

about the Frente in television, and then someone else had told me about them, and then 

I found an article by Rufino on the Internet, where he talks about the reconstruction of 

FIOB, its foundation and how they expelled some members because of corruption, and 

because of their negative actions. I was very excited because I found what I was 

looking for” (Blackwell, 2009).   
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Like Odilia, many women have joined HTAs, and other more politicized 

immigrant organizations, such as Fronts and Federations, and are slowly assuming 

leadership positions, in important areas ranging from women’s reproductive health to 

human rights, and leadership. In fact, many women in leadership positions in some 

associations have started by organizing other women around workshops to discuss 

“female health issues;” that way, their partners do not oppose their incorporation into 

the organizations, and through those workshops they become politicized.  In the case 

of FIOB, women may have also been incorporated in important positions in the 

organization as a strategy to get grant money (see Table 6 for a detailed account of 

women’s leadership programs supported by different granting institutions). Of course, 

these programs have been beneficial to the women participating in them, who have 

used the grant support to create more programs or to consolidate existing ones, as 

Odilia has done. However, although women are accessing formal posts in the 

organization both in the United States and Mexico, male leadership still predominates, 

and it may require leadership styles such as Odilia’s to really affirm women’s needs in 

the organization. She has told me that when she joined immigrant organizations, she 

saw other women waiting for the men to give them directions as what to do. “When I 

joined FIOB, I just started to do things, and make proposals. The men did not say 

‘don’t do it,’ and I have continued pushing for more programs” (personal 

communication, September, 17, 2010).  

Without constant presence, and a strong voicing of women’s needs (as in the 

Odilia case), women’s roles may be relegated to secondary positions, either by direct 

opposition by the men, or just by inertia, because they may not feel they can demand 
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more things, or they do not have time or the resources to do it. For example, FIOB has 

incorporated women in prominent positions before, such as the vice-coordinator 

Maura Salazar Pérez, a Mixe12 indigenous living in Tijuana, or even Centolia 

Maldonado, a Mixteca who was later removed as FIOB coordinator in Juxtlahuaca due 

to allegations of corruption. In the case of Maura Salazar, despite accepting in 2008 

such a prominent role as the second person in charge of the Binational Committee in 

FIOB, she asked for a leave of absence early in her tenure, and this has rendered her 

role in FIOB leadership almost irrelevant, because she has not participated in 

important decisions or activities in the organization. The void left by Salazar, has in 

some way, been filled by Odilia who at times has fulfilled the role of both, the 

Women’s Affairs Coordinator (an elected position), and informally, as the Binational 

Vice-Coordinator of FIOB (the post that Salazar left and was not formally replaced by 

anyone). When I asked Gaspar Rivera why FIOB did not elect another vice-

coordinator to cover the post that Salazar Pérez left, he told me that it is only during 

the general assembly when they can celebrate elections.  

I do not know the particular conditions of Salazar Pérez’ situation, but as other 

women in the organization have expressed to me, sometimes family or work 

engagements are obstacles for women to participate in leadership positions which 

require time and dedication, and as much as they may want to get involved they 

cannot do it because of lack of a social infrastructure to support that involvement.   

On her part, Odilia Romero has been a very active member of the organization. 

She organizes women’s empowerment workshops, called MIEL at the FIOB offices in 

downtown Los Angeles, and also has conducted decolonization workshops in the US 
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(see photo No. 2, Appendix A). The “MIEL” initiative, which stands for: Mujeres 

Indígenas en Liderazgo (Indigenous Women in Leadership) was started by Romero in 

the year 2006. The MIEL program consists in monthly workshops about women’s 

reproductive justice, health, domestic violence, and women’s rights. The workshops 

have been extending outside Los Angeles to other locations, mainly in California, such 

as San Diego, which implemented MIEL workshops with the sponsorship of the 

Foundation for Change. Those workshops and programs have extended also to 

locations in Oaxaca, where male power is overwhelming and indigenous women have 

been mostly relegated to activities of the private sphere by some of the systems of usos 

y costumbres prevalent in the communities. However, women constitute an important 

part of FIOB membership, and their integration in positions of power and decision has 

been sometimes considered gradual, but has steadily been growing.  

FIOB has incorporated women almost since the beginning, because their work 

is crucial to maintain the organization, although the recognition of women as leaders 

has been difficult by the men at times. Some women in FIOB still feel that their 

opinions are not considered as important as those of the male leaders, or that the 

spaces have not been cultivated so women can thrive, citing mainly issues related to 

lack of help by the men in domestic work and childcare, or the opposition of their 

partners to their participation because they may think that women do not belong to the 

world outside the home (Romero, et. al. n/a). As the scope of their activities increases, 

organizations such as FIOB are reaching out to incorporate more women, and as 

women have been joining sojourners and field workers on their journey to the United 

States, they are also finding their way into HTAs, and other civic organizations.   
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The first Women’s affairs coordinator for FIOB was Teresa Ramos, appointed 

in 1994. Although at first men were uncomfortable having mixed gender public 

meetings, most FIOB male participants have slowly accepted the change, not only 

allowing women in the meetings, but also attending to their needs as members as 

women make the majority in the organization. Many productive projects in the 

Mixteca region for example, are promoted by women, according to Ulises Revilla, 

who is in charge of the productive projects related to “the right not to migrate” 

program financed by the Ford Foundation (personal telephone communication, August 

15, 2011). FIOB has also gathered important support from granting institutions, such 

as the California Endowment, which has helped to sustain women leadership 

programs13 (California Endowment, 2010). Women with decision power in FIOB have 

been very diligent to manage many of the projects themselves. In Oaxaca, women 

have participated in early FIOB demonstrations and sit-ins organized to push the 

Oaxacan government to recognize FIOB as a political force and establish 

communication with this organization in Oaxaca. Organizing these demonstrations 

helped the women in FIOB to acknowledge their role in local and state politics, 

something that some men, especially local authorities were denying them (Maldonado 

and Artia, 2004, p. 498). When participating in FIOB demonstrations, and meetings, 

women started to assert their individualities, speaking publicly, and taking their newly 

discovered agency to their homes. Many used their experiences in FIOB to speak out 

about domestic violence, the abuse of children, alcoholism, and drug use to their 

partners or male relatives (p. 500).  According to some FIOB leaders, the organization 

is fighting in all fronts to end discrimination, and to break old traditions by 
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incorporating women, and young people in their activities, and as prominent leaders 

and promoters of the organization. The incorporation of the youth is also done 

thinking about the future of FIOB as an organization (Valle, 2008).  

Here, tradition comes once more to the fore as something to break away from, 

instead of something to defend, as it is other times when they talk about ‘cultural 

tradition.’ Deployment of discourses of tradition is complex, since it is embedded in 

many layers of power and domination structures. 

Odilia is one of the most influential voices in FIOB, and her opinion is 

respected as she has been an example of leadership in the organization. Other women 

in FIOB had expressed that they were inspired by her to continue their participation in 

civic activities, and her MIEL initiative has touched upon important issues among 

indigenous women, such as domestic violence, spousal abuse, the right to access to 

reproductive justice, and women’s autonomy. Odilia told me one day that some 

Oaxacan men in the community do not want to bring their wives to FIOB meetings, 

“they say that I will tell them things and turn them against them, they say that directly 

to me, so they will not bring their wives to the workshops, because I will fill their 

heads with ideas.” She continues telling me: “Men talk to me as if I am one of them, 

as if I was a guy. I am fine with that, but it is necessary?” (personal communication, 

December 2010, Los Angeles).    

Odilia has also had to confront her own history of abuse –as a child she was 

sexually abused by one of her uncles—as she was left behind in Oaxaca with her 

grandparents when her parents migrated to the United States with her younger sisters 

(Blackwell, 2009). She is usually very critical about many indigenous traditions when 
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those imply the oppression of women in the name of culture: “Some of the so called 

“uses and traditions” –usos y costumbres-- are used to deny certain human rights to 

women, to exclude us of community decisions, the way men relate to women in some 

indigenous groups is unequal, I also do not agree with arranged marriages in some 

communities.” (Odilia Romero, personal communication, July 22, 2011). I then asked 

Odilia about the case of Marcelino de Jesus, the indigenous Triqui who was accussed 

of supposedly “selling his daughter” and the pronouncement that FIOB leaders did in 

his favor. She answered: “yes, I was one of the contributors to the FIOB statement, 

because I disagreed how media treated the case, they were portraying the whole 

situation in a very bad way” –then why you did not make any public statement as a 

woman in the organization? I asked. “Because media always look for the men leaders, 

nobody asked for an interview with me, or any other woman in the organization about 

the issue, they want fast information, and don’t care. We also have to educate the 

media to see us in a different light, to acknowledge the women in indigenous 

organizations, they always go to the people they know” (personal communication, July 

22, 2011).  

Although not all the women in FIOB have the same leadership style as Odilia, 

female leadership is developing in the organization and even men are recognizing that 

the activities that women do that are necessary to hold the organization together, such 

as event organizing, food preparation, and fundraising. In the process, some of the 

male members, are valuing women’s activities as leadership practices, not only as 

secondary support to the men. The presence of women in leadership positions has also 

made men aware that for women to participate, there needs to be organizational 
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support, such as child care during meetings and events. “I understand, says José 

González, a lot of times, it is us men who do not pay attention to all the work that 

women do inside and outside the house. We need to educate ourselves about it as 

husbands, parents and brothers, but also as fellow compañeros in the organization” 

(personal communication, October, 2010).  

Unlike Odilia, many women who hold leadership positions in FIOB, had 

approached the organization through their male partners. Such is the case of Clara 

Ramon, who is the Regional coordinator of FIOB San Diego, and the wife of Juan 

Ramon, who is Coordinator of Communication. Clara herself has mentioned being 

inspired by Odilia, and she tells me about her participation in FIOB:  

 

I came to the US in 1998, when I was 23. I met Juan in a party in my 
town, Santa Rosa Caxtlahuaca, when he went back to do a “servicio.” 
Everything started as a joke, and then we were dating and married very 
fast. He told me to come with him, since he had gotten his papers in the 
US. I was not afraid of living in the US, it was my dream. So, I got 
married, and followed him. He was already giving workshops to day 
laborers, and he would go to the camps where immigrants work here in 
Vista and Fallbrook to talk to them about the risks of exposure to the 
heat in the agricultural camps. He also talked to them about sexual 
diseases, such as AIDS and other health risks they have in the camps.  
 
One day my husband told me, Clara, could you help me to cook rice 
and beans for the compañeros in the camp? Then I cooked the rice and 
the beans, in big pots, and I helped him to bring them to the camp and 
to serve it to the workers. I started that way, in the year 2000, when my 
first boy was little. From there on, I have helped Juan in the 
organization of events, and I have organized some myself, warning 
people against the heat in the working sites, or talking to people about 
reproductive health. (Clara Ramon, San Diego, CA June 10, 2011).  
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I met Clara at one of the FIOB meetings in San Diego about two years ago. 

She always greets everybody with a warm and sincere smile. Clara is short, with long 

braided hair, and almost never raises her voice. She is more of a networker than a 

public speaker. I have seen her organizing, calling people in for events, bonding with 

other women, and only in very rare occasions, I have seen her speaking in public. She 

once did it, to calm down a Oaxacan man who was yelling in one of the rooms that the 

Christian Church in Vista lets them use for their events. He was too loud and was 

interrupting mass next door, and she went and spoke to him in Mixteco, asking him to 

slow down. I have seen her in other occasions directing the FIOB health awareness 

and prevention booth in different public events, talking to people about the dangers of 

heat, giving people Cal/OSHA (California Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration) brochures, and talking to them about their safety rights in the 

workplace: “Sir, take this brochure, and read the information about exposure to the 

heat. It will come in handy in your work, and tell your employer that it is your right to 

have breaks during the day, and they need to provide you with fresh water, shade and 

an a restroom nearby, does not matter that you are in the middle of the tomato field, or 

picking strawberries. These are your rights.” (Clara Ramon, October 10, 2010, 

Oceanside, CA).   

Clara is always doing something during FIOB events, celebrations or 

workshops, although she is very good at making other women in the organization feel 

at ease. She also has a good sense of humor, and is a very important element in FIOB 

San Diego. It has been hard for her to consider herself a leader, she tells me: “I only 

studied to second grade of elementary school back in my town…..people like you tell 
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me I am a leader, other women in FIOB tell me I inspire them, but I want a proof, a 

certificate or something written in a paper that says it, so I can be convinced, you 

know I do not enjoy speaking in public” she tells me smiling  while we go through her 

presentation at a gathering in Fundacion por El Cambio (Foundation for Change), a 

San Diego based foundation that has given funds to FIOB for running reproductive 

health seminars to women and workers in the North county. Clara asked me to go with 

her and help her prepare for the presentation.  The presentation went fine as Clara 

explained with a visual aid she prepared, the activities and seminars they have done 

with the Foundation’s sponsorship.  

As part of my reciprocal work, or tequio with FIOB, I have also been invited to 

work in MIEL workshops as a volunteer. I was first invited to teach a media outreach 

class in San Diego during the Census campaigns, so FIOB members could be 

acquainted with talking to the media about the need for indigenous people to be 

counted in the Census. After that class, members of FIOB San Diego invited me to 

teach a workshop on media literacy, and later, I participated as co-organizer of one 

MIEL workshop in San Diego. A wide range of topics are discussed in those 

workshops, and FIOB members in San Diego tell me that they need to train 

reproductive health promoters who are able to discuss health issues with other 

immigrants in the area.  

In the workshop I partially conducted, different styles of leadership and their 

importance for social organizations were discussed. Women in FIOB San Diego 

wanted to learn how to approach other women in the community to talk about health 

problems, so we strategized about what is the best approach to discuss those issues. 
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Reproductive health, sexually transmitted diseases, nutrition and occupational safety 

have been areas that FIOB has identified as important and necessary in the 

community.  Initially, this workshop was going to be attended only by women, but 

some men stayed participating in the discussion about the role of women as leaders in 

the organization, and all the work they do, and often goes unrecognized by the males, 

such as cooking for events, and taking care of the children while they are participating 

in civic activities (see photograph number 11 in Appendix A). In this workshop, many 

of the participants identified a leader as someone who speaks in front of a group, 

someone who directs others, and gives orders, but then also discussed that a leader 

was someone who had inspired them to act and to feel empowered. As the 

conversation shifted to that area, many of the women realized that their presence in the 

organization was crucial to keep other women in affiliated and attending the meetings. 

Clara Ramon was one of those most mentioned by others as a source of inspiration in 

FIOB San Diego. Weeks after the workshop, as I spoke with Odilia Romero, she told 

me that she was pushing that particular funding resource, for running reproductive 

justice seminars that contribute to women’s empowerment, not only to discuss about 

“reproductive health.” –“Reproductive justice is more than just health, we need to talk 

about issues of gender violence and inequality,” she told me.  

As the cases of Clara and Odilia show, there are different ways women have 

been incorporating into FIOB, and different leadership styles, and consequently 

different accomplishments derived from a combination of style, recognition by the 

men, and work.  But women’s needs, are being discussed in the organization, as a 

constant reflection as to how to achieve better conditions for them (Romero-
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Hernández, et. al. n/d). Just recently, in the General State Assembly that FIOB 

celebrated in Los Angeles on June 12 2011, they elected Irma Luna, affiliated to FIOB 

in Fresno since 1996 as the new State coordinator in California, replacing José 

González, who is finishing his 3-year term. The process consisted in an open vote 

within the assembly, and Irma and an almost all female slate won the election (see 

photograph number 17, in Appendix A).  

At the end of the Assembly, Irma Luna received the symbolic vara de mando
14 

from the hands of Policarpo Chaj, a Mayan from Guatemala who helped as an 

ambassador in the ceremony (see photograph number 16 in Appendix A). In her 

speech Luna said that she always saw men receiving the vara de mando and it was an 

honor to be the first woman to receive it to occupy the position of State Coordinator in 

California. Odilia Romero, who has a one-year-old son, mentioned in the meeting that 

it was very difficult for her to perform all the activities that FIOB demanded (such as 

travelling nationally and internationally to attend conferences), and organizing 

seminars in different parts of California, Baja California and Oaxaca, while caring for 

an infant. She referred indirectly to Irma Luna, who also has a small baby. In her 

accepting speech, Luna said that she was going to do both, serve the organization in 

her new post, and take care of her family. Women’s rights are an area of contestation 

inside FIOB, and many have complained that FIOB leaders have had a tendency to 

include women only in paper -sólo en papel (Romero-Hernandez, et. al.  n/a, p. 14) 

although it is true that the voices of women are increasingly been heard and included 

in important areas of decision.  
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Women’s rights and status as leaders in the organization, is one of the areas 

where there is more introspection work on the part of FIOB members. Conversations 

about gender inequality can be very uncomfortable when men are present, but they 

have continued to have those conversations, instead of shutting down important 

critical voices in the name of a supposed ‘unity.’ This self-critical exercise is difficult, 

and presumes a very cosmopolitan disposition towards understanding the other, 

through dialogue. By the other, I also mean the women who are from the same 

indigenous groups, and who are entrenched in patriarchal relationships of domination 

with the men. Very few organizations, and much less grass roots organizations, sustain 

those spaces for dialogue without suffering important fractures.  FIOB has done it, not 

without contradictions and problems, but the spaces for discussion have been kept 

opened, and are increasingly including other voices in the organization, such as young 

people.  

 
The APPO Across Borders 

 

During the summer of 2006, the Popular Assembly for Oaxacan People 

[Asamblea Popular de Pueblos Oaxaqueños] (APPO), a grass roots movement 

demanding a more even playing field in Oaxaca, initiated a social uprising in the state 

capital. The movement started on May 1 with the mobilization by dissident members 

of the officialist Teacher’s Union and ended up with a sit-in in the Zócalo (city hall) 

demanding better working conditions for teachers and other workers in the state. 

These protestors at first were principally long-time opponents of the leadership of the 

officialist teacher’s union, the Sindicato Nacional de Trabajadores de la Educación 
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(National Teacher´s Workers Union or SNTE), the biggest union in Latin America.  

SNTE is headed by the controversial Elba Esther Gordillo, who is seen by many as the 

most powerful and corrupt woman in Mexico, one who has put the union at the service 

of electoral fraud favoring either the PRI or the PAN governments.  The protestors 

represented the Oaxacan section of a bigger dissident movement inside the union that 

is known nationally as CNTE (Coordinadora Nacional de Trabajadores de la 

Educación), a generally left-wing group within the union opposing many of the 

initiatives taken by Gordillo.  The Oaxacan protestors, in turn, were part of SNTE and 

CNTE’s Oaxacan local, and are generally known to as “Seccion 22 (Local 22).” 

The conflict escalated, when the teacher’s union dissidence started to make 

alliances with other social movements, and one of the main demands was the ousting 

of governor Ulises Ruiz. On June 14th Ulises Ruiz sent the police to violently end the 

sit-in. Police brutality was so big, that the Oaxacan population got out on the streets to 

support the teachers (Ortega, 2009).  It was clear that this movement had popular 

support and in fact, one of the accords was to ask Governor Ruiz to leave office. 

Ulises Ruiz instead of negotiating with the dissidents, repressed the movement by 

force, persecuting and killing some of the dissidents, and controlling the state’s media 

to criminalize APPO and Section 22. The APPO conflict lasted several months and 

caused seventeen deaths, which have not been clarified entirely (Denham, 2008). 

Ulises Ruiz managed to maintain the governorship and finish his term, but his 

legitimacy was seriously questioned since this conflict. The APPO rebellion has been 

cited as one of the mains sources of the demise of the PRI in the state, and the arrival 

of opposition governor Gabino Cué Monteagudo in July 2010.   
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The conflict of 2006 was closely followed by Oaxacan immigrants in the US, 

who helped to counteract the campaign of misinformation that was coming from 

Oaxacan media, controlled by Ruiz. FIOB was one of the main organizations 

supporting APPO abroad. While most Mexican mainstream media portrayed APPO as 

a radical and subversive movement, Oaxacan civic society reached out to paisanos 

abroad for support and solidarity. The uprising in Oaxaca, did not help Ruiz’s 

relationship with Oaxacans abroad, and to the day, demands of clarifying the 

assassination of activists who participated are part of pronouncements and petitions 

written by immigrant organizations to Oaxacan authorities.  

According to some of my field interviews, the movement of 2006, if it was 

initiated by the teacher’s union, the aftermath escalation of civic protests was mostly 

spontaneous. Juan José Garcia, from media collective “Ojo de Agua” in Oaxaca City, 

gives an account about the conflict: 

APPO does not exist as an organization.  People got fed up with the 
government’s repression to the teacher’s union that year, and with the 
dire poverty of the state. After the government of Ulises tried to repress 
the teacher’s strike, people spontaneously took the streets, and as the 
government got more violent, people formed barricades to protect the 
activists. You could see people bringing food from their homes to feed 
activists. Also, a movement of women took the television station, 
because they were outraged by what they were saying about APPO, 
portraying the activists as bandits. During two months, the women who 
took the television station were informing the public about the activities 
of the movement. The problem with such an spontaneous movement is 
that it does not have much permanent base, and it ended. (Juan José 
Garcia, Colectivo Ojo de Agua, interview September 9 2009, Oaxaca 
City).  
 

News of the movement in Oaxaca reached very quickly the transnational 

immigrant networks, and many immigrant and other community media, as far as 
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Central Valley, and Los Angeles were reporting on the state of affairs in Oaxaca. 

Members of FIOB in Los Angeles, along with other Oaxacan immigrant groups 

mobilized to protest the brutal repression of Oaxacans by Ulises Ruiz. Many 

demonstrated outside Mexican consulates in different cities in California (Zunino, 

2010). As the Binational Coordinator of FIOB Gaspar Rivera Salgado put it: 

“Participation was out of solidarity, we are very closely linked to the Teacher’s 

Movement in Oaxaca, because several of our members in Oaxaca are part of Seccion 

22 at the same time they are militants of FIOB” (cited in Zunino, 2010). In FIOB 

headquarters in Los Angeles, an information committee for APPO was formed, with 

the purpose of talking directly to the community about the movement and bypassing 

the Mexican mainstream media. Members of FIOB would monitor media reports 

about the conflict in Oaxaca, and either write press releases or pronouncements 

criticizing the media for their treatment of social activists, or ask people across borders 

to solidarize with the movement against the Oaxacan repressive government of Ulises 

Ruiz.  During solidarity marches in Los Angeles, many leaders of APPO would be 

brought to the telephone from Oaxaca, so members of the immigrant community could 

listen to their demands and the situation they were going through first hand. FIOB 

members were calling other organizations to march around the City of Los Angeles, 

and to the Mexican Consulate demanding the Oaxacan government to cease hostilities 

against APPO activists. At some point, during that year FIOB members formed an 

organization called APPO-Los Angeles, so Oaxacan immigrants who did not want to 

join FIOB, could participate in the marches and events. For several months, they were 

sending releases, organizing marches that were even supported by the Los Angeles 
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Teacher’s Union (Odilia Romero, 2008).  “At some point we could not continue 

managing two organizations, because we had to do the signs for APPO and the 

campaigns for FIOB, there were two organizations at the same time. We had to make a 

decision to go back and be FIOB again…but we have continued working, and have 

continued this struggle” Odilia says in a video interview posted at the FIOB website. 

“We had this alliance with APPO because both organizations’ leaders had contact with 

each other…it is the link between families here and there that created the alliance that 

made the APPO so strong here in Los Angeles (Romero, 2008).  

Oaxacan immigrants in Los Angeles celebrated the APPOsadas that year, a 

name they gave them to traditional Mexican posadas or nativity parties for celebrating 

Christmas. There were also lots of community events with music and popular dances 

in order to support APPO’s movement in Oaxaca (Zunino, Op. Cit, Rodriguez, 2008, 

op. cit., Odilia Romero, personal communication, September 17, 2010).  In November 

of that year, Fernando Mendoza and José Sandoval formed a commission representing 

APPO from Oaxaca and visited California. Sandoval and Mendoza’s objective was to 

talk to U.S. mainstream and immigrant media about the injustices in Oaxaca, giving 

details about the movement and resistance. An interview in Univision was denied to 

them, but they spoke at Radio Bilingue, during the Hora Mixteca a program hosted by 

Filemón López a FIOB activist himself, and directed to Oaxacan immigrants who 

work in the Central Valley cities in California (Guerra, 2006). FIOB offered its 

organizing capacity and even its media contacts to voice APPO’s message, and 

counteract their portrayal as a violent group, a categorization that the Ruiz government 

and many mainstream media sources in Mexico, had contributed to spread. The fact 
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that Univision local channels did not want to have APPO speakers in their programs 

was also another indication that mainstream Spanish language media may not be 

always representative of all the different voices that the Latino community in the US.   

This campaign shows the relevance of transnational organization and the usage 

of communication channels created by immigrants to disseminate the messages from 

the point of view of grass roots activists. If relying only on the professional media, the 

APPO message could have never been heard in places such as California. FIOB 

offered both, its communication networks, and its organization capacity to counter act 

the official message from the Oaxacan government, a message that criminalized social 

activists, and only presented one side of the issue. Although some may have thought 

that the movement in Oaxaca had many things to criticize, the message of the activists, 

the reasons for the mobilizations, and the repression by the authorities needed to be 

known not only by Oaxacans in the state, but their families, and people in other places.  

 

The Binational Campaign: Political Practices of Citizenship. 

 

Gabino Cué is a tall and slender man of light complexion, his voice is full of 

force when he is asking people in a crowded office located at the top of a Unitarian 

Church on 8th street in Downtown Los Angeles, “Please, help me to kick out the PRI 

from power in Oaxaca, I cannot do it by myself.” He was the candidate for the 

governorship of the state of Oaxaca in Mexico by an unusual coalition named 

“Coalición por la Paz y el Progreso” (Coalition for Peace and Progress) between the 

left wing party, Partido de la Revolución Democrática (PRD), and the right wing 
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party, Partido de Acción Nacional (PAN), among other political forces in the state, 

such as Convergencia Democrática (Democratic Convergence) a coalition from the 

left who has supported Cue candidacy before.  This unsung alliance took place due to 

the more than 80 years in power in Oaxaca of the former ruling party in Mexico, the 

PRI. The PRI was ousted from the Mexican presidency in the year 2000 after 71 years 

in power, but in Oaxaca, it was the year 2010, and Ulises Ruiz a governor by this party 

was ruling one of the poorest states in Mexico as an old-style cacique. Cué was 

himself a PRI member who split from the party after he sought the candidacy for 

Oaxaca City and the state PRI leaders decided against him. Cué decided to form his 

own political force named Convergencia Democrática. In the 2010 election the PRI 

candidate Eviel Pérez Magaña, was, according to his opponents, using the resources of 

the state government for campaigning, or employing the service of groups that were 

threatening people with violence if they did not support the election of another PRI 

candidate. On his part, Cué was meeting with Oaxacan immigrants in Los Angeles, in 

the headquarters of FIOB: “help me, I cannot do it myself --he said to the crowd-- we 

do not have petty power interests, we want Oaxaca to be prosperous, we want 

Oaxacans to enjoy the benefits of democracy. Immigrants are a very important part of 

the state, and you have been ignored systematically by the PRI governors, I want you 

to help me do this” (Gabino Cué’s speech, meeting at FIOB headquarters, Los 

Angeles, CA, April 24th 2010).  

Previous PRI governors of the state have not “systematically ignored” Oaxacan 

immigrants abroad as Cué suggested, and they have cultivated relationships with 

Oaxacan immigrant organizations, supporting celebrations such as La Guelaguetza in 
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Los Angeles with state money, as well as sponsoring various activities organized by 

Oaxacan immigrant organizations.  The relationship between PRI governors and 

Oaxacan immigrants has been difficult at times; one of the reasons is that some 

Oaxacan mestizo politicians expect submission from indigenous subordinates, and 

while they may get that from some in Oaxaca (because the power situation may not 

leave another alternative to the indigenous), usually when migrants move away from 

the state and organize, they want to relate to their former authorities as political actors, 

and not as subordinates.  

Even before doing formal fieldwork, I have witnessed several awkward 

moments between Mexican authorities and immigrants. An example of this was to see 

how hard it was for Oaxacan governor Jose Murat, who was in office from 1998 to 

2004, and his staffers from Oaxaca to talk to immigrants in several stops during a visit 

to California in 2002, having to listen to fellow Oaxacans speaking straight to him, 

looking at him in the eye (a sign of disrespect to authority in indigenous cultures) and 

demanding better conditions for their towns back in their states. As one immigrant in 

Los Angeles told Murat in a meeting: “Mr. Governor, we are not in Oaxaca, so please 

be respectful and do not interrupt us while we are talking, do not yell at us, we can 

hear you clearly as you speak.” (Los Angeles, CA 2002) While Murat showed some 

signs of uneasiness in this encounter that in the context of Oaxaca may have been 

disrespectful of his authority, he had to calmly allow people to express their 

grievances to him. Even when Murat’s successor, Ulises Ruiz, tried to establish a 

relationship with Oaxacans abroad at the beginning of his tenure in 2004 visiting 

California during Guelaguetza celebrations, this relationship grew very tense very 
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quickly, and became almost non-existent due to the 2006 civic movement in the state. 

Ruiz’ government violently repressed social activists and participants of these 

movements, and therefore he was not welcomed by most Oaxacans abroad after the 

2006 incidents that took the life of several people and left others in jail.  He never 

attempted another visit to immigrants from his state in the US.  

Cué was referring mainly to Ulises Ruiz’s estranged relationships with 

Oaxacans abroad due to this conflict, and he likely exaggerated it to make his 

campaign discourse more effective. However, despite those previous relationships 

between immigrants and Oaxacan governors, Oaxacans abroad still cannot vote in 

absentee ballots in the state elections, as it is the case for immigrants from other states, 

such as Zacatecas and Michoacan.  

The Campaign for Change: Gabino Cué Governor 

The visits of Candidate of the “Coalición por la Paz y el Progreso” to 

Oaxacans in Los Angeles was good sign for immigrants. Although Ulises Ruiz was 

able to govern the state with minimal contact with Oaxacans abroad, his party lost a 

lot of its credibility both in the state and among the immigrant community. The PRI 

candidate Eviel Pérez Magaña followed Ruiz’ example, and did not visit Oaxacan 

immigrants abroad, losing the possibility of establishing alliances with them, and 

leaving that road open for the opposition candidate to establish those contacts.  Cue 

met with several other organizations in Los Angeles, but in his meeting with FIOB, 

they extended to him a list of petitions in the case he won the governorship, which he 
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did later in July. Some of the petitions put forward by FIOB were presented to him in 

a document during their meeting at FIOB headquarters:  

1) Make the 3x1 Program to work in a transparent and democratic 
manner, 2) that the Instituto Oaxaqueño de Atención al Migrante 
(Oaxacan Immigrant Institute) in Oaxaca work in favor of migrants 
becomes part of the state cabinet, with independence and a reasonable 
state budget to operate, 3) Civil protection action to indigenous 
migrants regarding identity documents, in cases of deportation and 
medical emergencies, 4) Political impeachment to assassins of activists 
who participated in the popular movement of the APPO in 2006,  5) the 
right to vote and be elected in Oaxacan elections to Oaxacans abroad, 
as is already the case for  immigrants from the state of Zacatecas, and 
Michoacán (Internal communication and petition circulated by the 
binational coordination of FIOB, on April 14, 2010).  
 
 
The demands that FIOB leaders made to Cué, have been pressing issues among 

the immigrant community from the state. Unlike in other states, such as Zacatecas, 

where the 3x1 program is more institutionalized, Oaxacan authorities have not always 

followed through with their parts on projects by HTA’s in the state. They also 

demanded a more prominent role of the Oaxacan Institute of Attention to Migrants 

(OIAM), which was created in 1999, and was not a very responsive institution with 

immigrants abroad. The petition about identity documents is related to the initial 

vignette in this chapter. Consulates cannot extend birth certificates, and those are a 

requirement for any identity documents that consulates offer to Mexicans, such 

matriculas and passports.  Some state governments in Mexico, have sent officers from 

the civil registry (registro civil) who issue birth certificates to immigrants in the US. 

Lack of identity documentation is a widespread problem among this population, 

especially the indigenous population that may have arrived in the US after the 1986 
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immigration reform act, and may lack identity documents from the US and Mexico. 

FIOB went directly to demand to the candidate, to impeach and prosecute assassins 

and aggressors of activists from the 2006 civic movement in the state (APPO). Finally, 

Oaxacans included the right to vote in state elections as an important demand to 

Gabino Cue.  

Some members of FIOB expressed their doubts about the alliance between the 

left and the right, but Bernardo Ramírez Bautista, FIOB state coordinator in Oaxaca 

who attended the meeting at Los Angeles, mentioned that it was time to put another 

political force different from the PRI in power, otherwise this party would continue 

doing nothing for the majority of indigenous people and the poor in Oaxaca, much less 

for immigrants in the United States. For him, it was time to support Cué as a political 

alternative.  

A few days after this meeting in Los Angeles, a group of paramilitaries 

presumably allied with the PRI shot at a humanitarian caravan going to San Juan 

Copala, in the Triqui area located in La Mixteca in Oaxaca. The caravan was 

composed of activists, and journalists from Oaxaca and from abroad. Finnish activist 

Yiry Jaakkola and Mexican activist Beatriz Cariño were shot to death during the 

ambush, and a group of journalists were injured. This incident grabbed the attention of 

the international press. Governor Ulises Ruiz declared that the persons killed in the 

ambush in Oaxaca, were foreigners and did not have permission to be doing political 

work in his state (Galo, April 29 2010, p. 5). This declaration, and the ambush itself 

caused an uproar among the Oaxacan immigrant community in Los Angeles. FIOB 

sent a press release condemning the assassination of the activists in the attack and 
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demanding the Federal government to investigate the ambush, and linked the violence 

against indigenous people to Ulises Ruiz and paramilitary groups close to the PRI.   

This incident brought even more unity and determination among activists from 

FIOB.  San Juan Copala is only a few minutes from Santiago Juxtlahuaca, the city 

where the main FIOB Oaxacan office is located, and where Bernardo Ramirez lives. 

Juxtlahuaca has a considerable immigrant population composed mainly by Mixtecos 

who have links to the United States. FIOB also has a considerable Triqui membership, 

especially among the thousands of Triqui immigrants in the San Joaquin Valley.  

Bernardo Ramirez the head of FIOB in Juxtlahuaca, and Ezequiel Rosales, FIOB 

counselor in Oaxaca City were still in Los Angeles after the visit of Gabino Cué.  

Ramírez and Rosales protested in front of the Mexican Consulate along with their 

fellow FIOB members against the incident in Copala. After this, it was clear for FIOB 

that the strategy for participating in Oaxacan politics from California had to be more 

effective and that removing the PRI government was crucial for the successful 

continuation of their work in the state. Some members of FIOB (including Ramirez 

Bautista) had been threatened by people linked to paramilitary groups in Juxtlahuaca.  

FIOB members, both in California and Oaxaca engaged in a campaign to support Cué, 

cooperating across borders with the candidate and with the FIOB representatives in 

Oaxaca. The campaign mainly consisted in calling people in the state and asking them 

to vote for Cue.  According to Jeffrey Cohen (1999), cooperation among indigenous 

villagers in Oaxaca, is a moral issue, more even than a pragmatic one, solidarity is 

embedded in society and community life. Cohen conceives community as a “social 

practice” more than a territorial entity. That is why when he analyzes cooperative 
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patterns at a village in Oaxaca, he notices how the villagers include migrants in their 

systems of reciprocity (p. 14). Embedded in this complex system of cooperation and 

reciprocity, once FIOB as an organization decided to support Cué candidacy, they 

engaged in cross border practices of communication in order to convince others to join 

them and support it.  

From la Calenda to Juárez: “Tell them to vote for me.” In his second visit 

on June 6, 2010, Cue was received by a coalition of Oaxacan organizations in 

Lynwood, Los Angeles, with a traditional calenda or parade consisting in dancers and 

community musicians accompanying the candidate through the streets of Plaza 

México15 a shopping center sporting Mexican cultural and historical themes such as 

Revolutionary heroes and prominent historical figures.   More than fifteen Oaxacan 

organizations in California had already joined to support Cué’s candidacy.16  

At the beginning of the calenda, Cué descended from his rented van and met 

FIOB leaders who were already waiting for him outside the Plaza (see Appendix A, 

photograph No. 7). Later, Cué posed with immigrant leaders in front of President 

Benito Juárez17 statue in Plaza Mexico (photograph 8 in Appendix A). Juárez, as the 

only pure blood indigenous to be President of Mexico, has been a symbol of struggle 

and possibilities for Mexicans, especially for Oaxacans.  A demonstration of this are 

the multiple statues and monuments in his honor around the United States, that 

continue to be enacted in different Mexican immigrant communities. The meeting 

with the Consul of Mexico in San Diego narrated in the initial vignette, was celebrated 

in the corner of Benito Juárez and California in the city of Vista.  The street was 

named after him due to the presence and the diligences of the Oaxacan community in 
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that city. Oaxacans in the United States organize celebrations for Juarez Birthday on 

March 21, around the monuments in his honor in their local communities (see 

photograph number 12, in appendix A). Juárez has been a controversial historical 

figure. While he was considered an important symbol for the PRI, conservative 

governments (especially those from the PAN), have had an uneasy relationship with 

Juárez’ symbolism, especially related to the separation of the church and the state. 

Vicente Fox removed Juárez portrait from the Presidential palace in the year 2000, and 

Felipe Calderón has downplayed Juárez birthday celebrations as something associated 

with the “authoritarian” past.  

FIOB celebrates every year the birth of Juarez with a basketball tournament 

called “La Copa Juárez” and other activities around it (see FIOB website).  San Diego 

FIOB member, and former State Coordinator José González signs his e-mail 

communications with the following phrase by Juárez: “Evil are those that with their 

words defend the people, and with their deeds betray them,” and he openly talks about 

Juárez as an influence of his. Thus, the act by Gabino Cué of posing at the bottom of 

the statue in Lynwood entailed a symbolic meaning to Oaxacans: One of respect of a 

powerful and notable indigenous politician.  

Back in the Plaza México, members of FIOB, and other Oaxacan organizations 

walked with Cué, while children wearing typical Oaxacan dresses, danced to 

traditional music. Gerardo Lorenz, a Mexican journalist in Los Angeles, was the 

master of ceremonies, and presented the dancers while Cue and his collaborators 

waited in the stage. Opening with the first participation, Ezequiel Rosales from the 
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Teacher’s Union Seccion 22 in Oaxaca, and an advisor of FIOB in Oaxaca, signaled 

the economic model as the culprit for massive immigration from the state of Oaxaca:  

Because of the neoliberal economic model immigrants were expelled 
from our small country (Oaxaca), were expelled from our big country, 
Mexico, because of the string of bad administrations at the federal, state 
and municipal levels. But today, Senator ---referring to Cue--, I want to 
tell you that here in the United States, and as we say “Oaxacalifornia” 
we are fighting, because of those who had expelled us, those who had 
impoverished us, those who had exploited us are fighting from above, 
we the people, the common workers are fighting from below, and we 
will win the battle (Ezequiel Rosales, speech June 6, 2010, Plaza 
México, Lynwood, CA).  

 

Rosales was not the first FIOB member who had criticized neoliberalism, but it 

became very clear to me that many people in Oaxaca made direct critiques against 

neoliberalism, understood in the economic sense. Endemic class inequality and the 

economic model are a very important part of their political discourse, specially 

because indigenous migrants have been pulled out of their towns by the parallel 

abandonment of agricultural subsidies by the Mexican government, and the growth of 

big agricultural businesses in the United States and the North of Mexico, where 

Oaxacan immigrants have been migrating in mass to work as laborers in agricultural 

farms. Later in my visit to Oaxaca, I had many conversations with different people 

who also articulated direct criticisms to neoliberal economic policies linking them to 

the devastation of the Mexican rural sector, the imports of grains and other basic 

staples in the Mexican diet such as corn, migration of workers due to lack of 

opportunities, NAFTA policies, poverty and violence. Among Oaxacan immigrants in 

the United States, this critique of neoliberalism was less overt, and was seldom 

articulated in this direct manner, except by organization leaders.  Rosales also made 
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reference to what has been called “Oaxacalifornia” or the imaginary space in 

California where Oaxaca resides as a transplanted community (Molina Ramírez, July 

21, 2008).  

Cué himself gave a message to Oaxacans in Lynwood:  

I am here in California, because you are part of Oaxaca,...This is 
Oaxaca, Oaxaca is its culture, its tradition, its great capacity of 
community organization shown by the organizations of Oaxacans 
abroad…..I  told you that the next Oaxacan government should 
guarantee the right not to migrate. You are here not because you want, 
but because you need it. The first thing this government of transition 
has to do is to generate peaceful conditions for investment….I want to 
be close to the big “colonia”, what I will call today the ninth region of 
Oaxaca: Oaxacans who are in California and other states of the U.S. I 
want to tell you that we will open a house for the Oaxacan Immigrant 
here in Los Angeles to support not only Oaxacans in California, but 
everywhere in the US. (Gabino Cué Speech, Calenda Plaza México, 
Lynwood, CA, June 6, 2010).  

 

Cué named the Oaxacan diaspora as the ninth region, making it symbolically 

part of the territorial composition of the state, which has eight regions (see map of 

regions of Oaxaca in Appendix C). One of the main themes of his proposal during 

both visits was the “right not to migrate,” alluding to migration as something 

Oaxacans have had to do as a last resort, due to the high levels of marginalization and 

poverty in the state. The right not to migrate has been one of the main political themes 

of FIOB platform in the last few years, and it has been translated into proposals and 

programs for the economic development of indigenous regions in the state through 

productive projects (see Table 6).  

Gaspar Rivera, said in a speech that for the first time in the state elections, 

immigrants were participating from the beginning of the political process, as respected 
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actors and not as followers of a project. He stated: “nobody will make the changes for 

us, nothing will change if we do not participate.” Then he read a joined announcement 

from a substantial group of Oaxacan organizations in California (along with FIOB), to 

support Cué candidacy as the only political option in Oaxaca, after 81 years of PRI 

governors. In this announcement, Oaxacans in California pledged to work to promote 

the vote for the candidate of the Coalition for Peace and Progress: “We will join 

together in this big effort and we will promote back in our hometowns peaceful, but 

decisive participation for peace and progress in Oaxaca, and this 4th of July we will 

motivate a change from this lands, which have given us the opportunity of a job, a job 

that in Oaxaca the conditions generated by bad governments have denied to us” 

(Gaspar Rivera Salgado, Speech June 6th, Lynwood CA). After this pronouncement, 

Rivera Salgado, Ezequiel Rosales, and Gabino Cué reminded immigrants to call their 

families and friends in Oaxaca and ask them to vote for Cué’s candidacy.  

Binational communication campaign: Please, vote for a change. When 

signing to support Gabino Cué candidacy, Oaxacans from “Oaxacalifornia” agreed to 

engage in a proselytizing campaign in Oaxaca mainly through a strategy of long-

distance phone calls, but also by sending text messages to their families when wiring 

their remittances to them (see Photograph 23 in Appendix A). Cué himself reminded 

Oaxacans in his speech at Plaza Mexico about this campaign and what was at stake in 

the Oaxacan election:  

 
Thank you very much, thank you, I am not saying goodbye to you, help 
us, please help us a lot, you talk often with your family in Oaxaca, tell 
them that we were here with you, tell them to help us to make history. 
Do not wait until the 4th of July18.  In each call you make remember the 
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historical moment that Oaxaca is going through, tell our people not to 
stop participating, tell them to watch the polls, because the election was 
stolen from us once, but they did not steal our hope. For Ricardo Flores 
Magón, for José Vasconcelos, for each one of you here, thank you very 
much (Gabino Cue, June 6th, Lynwood, CA).  
 
Honoring what they had agreed to do to support Gabino Cue, and out of 

cooperation and community spirit, FIOB along with other Oaxacan organizations from 

Los Angeles, such as Grupo Huaxyacac, Regional Oaxacan Organization (ORO) and 

members of FOCOICA embarked in a communication campaign where they got a 

current telephone directory from Oaxaca, and started to randomly call some families 

there, telling them that they were Oaxacans living in Los Angeles, and urging them to 

vote for Cué. From the FIOB office in Los Angeles, there were about 300 calls made 

prior to the election in July 6th in Oaxaca, one member of FIOB in San Diego spent 

about four hundred dollars out of his pocket in making phone calls.  In some of the 

phone calls they reminded people that many immigrants did not chose to go all the 

way to the United States, but they had to do it because there are no opportunities in 

their state, and they told them that it was about time to change things for good, that 

they could not vote there, but they would vote for Cue because they had the right to 

not to migrate and to live in their hometowns, but they were expelled practically due 

to the bad economic situation and the authoritarian government of the PRI. FIOB 

members said that they had a good response from those phone calls, according to 

Bertha Rodriguez FIOB Communication Coordinator, people would agree that the 

situation had to change, and that Mexico at the federal level have had a transition, and 

it was the time for Oaxaca to do this:  
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We called people in Oaxaca like that, in cold, just got the number from 
a Oaxacan phone directory, and dialed it. Most of the people we called 
agreed that things had to change in Oaxaca. We got just a few people 
who were bothered by our call. I guess, they were most likely priístas 
and supporters of Eviel. But most of the people there wanted to vote for 
Gabino Cué and were happy that we were calling from the United 
States and participating in the election in this way. (Bertha Rodriguez, 
Personal communication September 18, 2010, Los Angeles, CA).  
 
 
Although the numbers of votes that this campaign brought to the Coalition for 

Change in Oaxaca is unknown, the response of the people there to the migrant calls 

was overwhelmingly positive, according to several FIOB people who were making 

those calls. After the 2006 conflict, people in the state had it clear that things had to 

change. Immigrants were a very important part of this change, with their support and 

participation in the electoral process across borders.  

Peace and Progress for Oaxaca: The Election Day in July 2010. After the 

ambush in San Juan Copala against the human rights activists in April 2010, Mexican 

media were anticipating possible violence in Oaxaca during or after the election. The 

threat of violence in the state was real, and people were cautious about it. I arrived to 

Oaxaca on July 3rd, just the day before the election. On the bus from Mexico City to 

Oaxaca, there were no visible foreign tourists, despite the fact that the yearly 

Guelaguetza was just a few weeks away. As the bus got into the road, I started to talk 

to my companion, Aurelio a man probably in his late fifties. He was very well versed 

on politics, and he talked cautiously about the coming election the following day: 

“people say that if the PRI loses, there may be violence, but I actually fear the 

Alianza
19 more, if Gabino loses, I think this time the teacher dissident section of their 

union (Seccion 22), will strike and take the streets as they did in 2006.  Who knows 
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what is going to happen? The country has been getting more and more violent, we just 

want to live peacefully.” 

As Aurelio was saying this, I thought about Tamaulipas, where the candidate 

running for the PRI for governor Rodolfo Torre, had been gunned down by organized 

crime the week before on June 28. I felt a bit uneasy about going to Oaxaca that day, 

but I was already on my way. In the next sit, in the bus, there was a young guy with no 

jacket, no luggage, a black T-shirt, ripped pants and black tennis shoes. He sported a 

big smile to us and tried to get into the conversation. His name was Mario, he said he 

was coming from Corpus Christi Texas, and on his way to visit his parents in 

Zaachila: 

I got deported from the U.S., and tried to enter through Piedras Negras, 
but I was caught twice and the second time this morning they deported 
me back to Mexico. I decided to take a bus south and visit my parents. I 
had been in the States for five years, I have not seen my mother since, 
so I am going to my hometown.  In Texas, the police detained me and 
asked me for my driver’s license. How on earth do they expect we have 
a license if we do not have any papers? They put me in jail for two 
months, and then they deported me the first time. Then I tried to cross 
again, and they deported me back today. I have to go back to Texas, my 
wife is expecting a baby, our first baby, and I need to be there. I just 
decided that visiting my parents would be a good idea. They are waiting 
for me now. When I am back in the States I will need to continue 
driving, because my job is far away from my house, and I have to keep 
working on it. I just hope they do not get me again and deport me, 
because I will need to support my wife and my child. (Mario, July 3, 
2010).  
 
 
Mario is one of the almost one million immigrants that have gotten deported 

from the United States in the last two years (Politi, 2011). When we arrived to the 

Central in Oaxaca, he, and Aurelio disappeared among the people in the busy bus 

station.  
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Things were relatively calm in the city, but everybody was cautious. I got 

similar versions that the one my bus companion gave me about the election, from 

random people either on the street or in the market, even Rosi, the owner of the host 

house (casa de huéspedes) where I stayed was wary about me coming precisely at this 

time: “are you investigating the election? You aren’t right? Because it is getting 

dangerous out there,” she told me worried about my safety.   

Despite the fear, the elections in Oaxaca occurred without major incidents. 

Although FIOB leaders originally said that they were going to send a delegation from 

California to observe the election, the people from FIOB who were going to Oaxaca, 

told me one by one that they could not make the trip that day. They gave different 

personal reasons for not going, or not answered my messages when I tried to contact 

them from Oaxaca. I learned through an email message that FIOB members, 

congregated in a restaurant in Los Angeles instead, to watch reports of the election 

from that city. When I was in Oaxaca I met another graduate student from Denmark 

who was doing work with FIOB in Los Angeles, and who expected some of them to 

come to the city that day.  He also seemed uneasy about the fact that nobody from the 

organization in California had come to observe the election. While I was there, I 

thought that the expectation of violence may have prevented FIOB activists from 

going and participate as observers, since they are more visible than me or the other 

student in Oaxaca, and therefore more easy targets of violence.   

The election unfolded in relative peace, although local media in Oaxaca, 

especially television did not follow the election throughout the day, and seldom 

reported about it in the nightly newscasts. During the times I tried to watch the news 
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during the election and the following day, I could only watch national news 

transmitted from Mexico City, American sitcoms and telenovelas. The disinformation 

climate, and the weariness of people to even talk to me, made me fear something bad 

was going to happen. Fortunately at the end of the election day there were very few 

incidents to report.  However, the candidate of the PRI did not concede until a few 

days later, when Gabino Cué’s triumph was almost indisputable leading by a margin 

of more than 8 percent over the PRI candidate Eviel Perez.  

Despite this apparent calm, after the election day, I had to cancel my original 

plan of going to visit the FIOB offices in Juxtlahuaca in La Mixteca region, since I got 

an e-mail sent to the general FIOB list serve about death threats that FIOB state 

coordinator, Bernardo Ramirez Bautista, and Zoila Maldonado a candidate by FIOB to 

the XXI district had received by likely paramilitary groups affiliated with the PRI. 

Common sense made me stay in Oaxaca city, and that day, I contacted Ezequiel 

Rosales, FIOB advisor in that city, and member of Sección 22 (local 22). When I 

contacted him by phone, he was very happy about the outcome of the election, and 

concerned about what was going on in La Mixteca. Ezequiel was vey happy I was in 

Oaxaca, and I saw him and his wife that day for lunch. He told me: “violence has 

become very common against social activists in Oaxaca, during the conflict of 2006 

and the mobilizations by the Teacher´s dissident union and the APPO, I had to hide for 

several days because they were looking for me, as representative of Sección 22, people 

from the Ulises Ruiz government threatened to kill me.” Later, Ezequiel invited me to 

witness the creation of a FIOB committee in a neighborhood outside Oaxaca city.  
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The FIOB Committee in Oaxaca.  

In the Summer of 2009, I sat in the FIOB headquarters in Juxtlahuaca, talking 

to Bernardo Ramírez and Fernando Rivera about the productive projects that FIOB has 

started in Oaxaca, and that they were coordinating. Bernardo and Fernando, both 

former immigrants in the US, spoke very proudly about the projects that have allowed 

them to stay put and not having to migrate again. Among those projects, the 

production of a mushroom called ‘zeta’ and the small-scale poultry farms for self-

consumption are the most important ones (see Table 6). In that occasion I did not have 

time to stay for a meeting of the organization in the town. But on July 10, 2010, I 

witnessed the creation of an urban FIOB committee in the outskirts of Oaxaca City.   

That day I took a cab that took me to the bottom of the hill in colonia Las Culturas in 

the barrio of Xoxocotlan. The taxi driver told me to walk towards the tortilla shop 

about three blocks up, and then look for a truck parked outside. Colonia las Culturas 

does not have drainage or paved streets. As I walked up, I found the blue truck 

Ezequiel had mentioned as a landmark to find the house where the meeting was taking 

place.  When I stood in front of the truck, I heard voices coming from a half finished 

building, a house with no windows or doors, but only the walls and the roof. As I 

walked in I saw Ezequiel and about 40 people congregated around in one of the rooms 

of the house (see photo number 6, in Appendix A).  The women in the group were 

sitting on chairs and the men standing, except for one of the elder men, who sat with 

the women. Most of the attendees to the meeting were women, as there were about 

fifteen men. Ezequiel was talking to them about FIOB, and about their activities in 

two countries and the recognition of the organization: “FIOB has worked for almost 
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twenty years to defend the rights of indigenous people here and in the US.” He was 

also explaining that FIOB’s aim was to make sure people had their needs met in 

Mexico, so they did not have to migrate outside their towns to look for jobs. “We have 

the right not to migrate” Ezequiel told them, at least “not to do it because we do not 

have any other option here at home.” The men asked questions about the committee 

and the most pressing issues in the colonia: the need for a good drainage system for 

everybody, and paved streets.  The FIOB committee in Colonia Las Culturas, was 

organized by a local leader named Enrique C., and Ezequiel Rosales was invited by 

Enrique C. to talk to the people about the benefits of joining FIOB: “We are a 

legitimate organization with binational membership, many of you have relatives living 

in the US, some in California who may know about FIOB.” Rosales mentioned the 

binational coordinator Gaspar Rivera, as an “honorable man, a professor who had put 

his knowledge at the service of the indigenous cause.” Very few of the participants in 

the meeting asked questions, and the ones who did, referred mostly to their local 

projects. Although one man in the public mentioned that he had family in the US, 

another two persons joined saying the same.  

Ezequiel introduced me to the group as a teacher who was coming from 

California, and as a collaborator of FIOB. I greeted the group, and tried to sit among 

the women, but the men offered me a chair in front, and I could not talk face to face to 

any of the women. The feeling in this Oaxacan meeting was different from the ones in 

California, where women participate and debate with men. During the meeting, I 

remembered the words of Odilia Romero, when she said that some men in Oaxaca 

were not comfortable when she was conducting meetings, and she had to allow the 
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men to do so, otherwise other men would not participate. At the meeting in Colonia 

Las Culturas, men and women seldom spoke to each other, they were mostly 

separated, and men did all the talking, directing, planning, and questioning, except for 

my own intervention. The organizers invited me to speak, and I thank them for 

receiving me, saying that I was happy to witness the constitution of the FIOB 

committee.  

This was the first meeting before the committee was constituted as part of 

FIOB, and they were still discussing it. When it started to get dark, Enrique C. called 

the meeting for the day, and they agreed on having a formal constitutive meeting the 

following week to join FIOB.  As soon as this agreement was reached, the women left 

silently and fast, almost without speaking with one another. Some men were still 

outside saying goodbye to me. Ezequiel was saying goodbye to Enrique C., and 

another teacher from the seccion 22 was talking to me about their work in Oaxaca.  

Later, I noticed the smell of alcohol when Ezequiel, his friend and I approached a 

group of men who attended the meeting to say goodbye to them. I interpreted that 

smell, and the sight of two of the men urinating in a corner of the street as probable 

reasons why the women had left as soon as they did.  

As the previous description shows, women may not always found participation 

in public events an easy task.  Either because the environment created by men is not 

conductive to an easier time for interaction, or because women themselves may defer 

to men the tasks of public speaking, while they do other activities in the organization. 

Fostering women’s leadership and empowerment has been one of the most important 

FIOB activities and goals. This was a committee constituted to initiate their 
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membership in the organization. It would be interesting to see if women leadership 

develops with their formal integration into FIOB, and if women become more vocal 

about their needs as a result of actively taking part in workshops and other programs 

available in the organization. Participation of women is always significant, since they 

are the ones left behind in their hometowns and neighborhoods when the men migrate. 

Future developments in this committee may illustrate the effects of FIOB’s discourses 

and practices of citizenship, belonging, identity, culture and participation in both, men 

and women who join the organization.  

 

The Oaxacan Institute for Attention to Migrants.  

When governor Ulises Ruiz took power in 2004, he tried with little success to 

approach immigrants in the U.S. However, the relationship of the government with the 

Oaxacan diaspora in the United States was never cordial, and he stopped sponsoring 

events, and in some places such as Los Angeles, he stopped visiting altogether after a 

conflict he had with migrants in this city regarding the sponsorship of one of the 

annual Guelaguetza celebrations. There were some frictions between the organizations 

when Ruiz tried to use the money and the sponsorship of Guelaguetza in Los Angeles 

for political purposes, and many Oaxacan leaders in that city argued over either 

supporting or deserting Ulises Ruiz altogether. Ruiz never visited the communities in 

California again, and the relationship with Oaxacan migrants was strained most of the 

remaining of his governorship, especially after the conflict of 2006, when his 

government repressed the APPO activists, putting some of them in jail. Under Ruiz, 

the Instituto Oaxaqueño de Atención a Migrantes never really connected with 
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immigrants abroad, as the government aides were not willing to cooperate with 

organizations that were critical to Ruiz government. This office had been in charge of 

attending to the needs of Oaxacan immigrants living in the United States, the majority 

of them living in California. The institute received widespread criticism from 

immigrant communities and the media, because many have said that it did not really 

help immigrants during the most crucial times, such as transporting loved ones who 

had died in the United States to their hometowns for their final rest, or providing 

counseling to potential migrants in Oaxacan villages. In 2009, Ulises Ruiz appointed 

Rene Ruiz Quiroz, a friend of his as the head of the IOAM. This decision enraged 

immigrants, since the institute left them adrift. Many of the organizations, took on 

their own resources to complete projects in the United States and Oaxaca, and 

continue to work with the structure of the local governments or customary rules in the 

state. Also many organizations complained that the institute was not of much help 

when implementing the Programa 3x1 in the state, because they could not obtain 

application forms or any orientation for the process of initiating a project with the 

support of the municipal, state and federal governments.  

After Cue was sworn in as governor in December 2010, he named Rufino 

Dominguez Santos, as the head of the Instituto Oaxaqueño de Atención al Migrante 

(IOAM). Rufino Dominguez was visiting San Diego to give a talk, and then travel to 

attend the inauguration ceremony in Oaxaca. Once the governor communicated to him 

that he was chosen to occupy that post, he consulted with other FIOB members in a 

conference phone call. Domínguez was both preoccupied and elated about his 

appointment. He was worried that the Oaxacan government had not made the Institute 
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a priority and that it did not have enough budget to attend all the problems facing 

Oaxacan immigrants in the US, and a growing number of immigrants from Central 

America and other places coming into Oaxaca. As the statutes mandate, Rufino left his 

post as the Director of the CBDIO, and asked FIOB for a leave of absence, while his 

post as the head of the IOAM ends. Expectations about what an immigrant and an 

activist such as Rufino Dominguez can bring to the IOAM have risen among the 

Oaxacan community abroad.  

Domínguez considered it historic that an immigrant was selected to direct the 

IOAM because: “we know in our own flesh and bones, the problems that immigrants 

face, human and labor rights violations, discrimination and other needs, the lack of 

birth certificates. It is a challenge.” (Mendoza, 2010). As the vignette that opened this 

chapter showed, the lack of identification documents, such as birth certificates is a 

widespread problem among indigenous Mexican immigrants. When those immigrants 

go to the Mexicans consulates, they cannot obtain matrículas or passports, because 

they do not have a birth certificate with them. In fact, the first major activity by the 

IOAM under Domínguez, was to bring the official Oaxacan civil registry to different 

communities in California, in order to address this problem. From June 13 to the 17 of 

2011, the director of IOAM and the head of the civil registry in Oaxaca, Haydee Reyes 

Soto, visited five counties in the state and issued more than 2,500 birth certificates to 

Oaxacans in California. Other Oaxacans who have never been registered in their 

hometowns, gave their names to the Oaxacan officers in order to get the paperwork 

done from the state, and eventually get their birth certificates. Rufino Domínguez has 

also expressed the need for the Mexican government to create the conditions to 
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guarantee the respect of the human rights of immigrants from Central America who 

pass through the Mexican territory, and has made the attention to Central American 

immigrants an important part of the IOAM agenda.  

 
Conclusion 

 

More needs to be written to do justice to all the work that FIOB has done for 

indigenous immigrants during its twenty years of existence. But the previous account 

is an approximation to what immigrant organizations can accomplish, and how can 

they consolidate to transfer social and cultural capital through the migratory networks, 

and convert it into political action. FIOB transnational activities are also proof that 

citizenship as a status may be something hard to attain, but that does not mean that 

people cannot practice citizenship, even without the formal recognition by the state. 

Going back to the initial vignette, the consul of México in San Diego 

repeatedly requested immigrants to be “responsible citizens” implying that they were 

not, because they failed to facilitate the work of the consulate by having with them 

birth certificates issued by local civil registries in Mexico. She was not thinking about 

citizenship as an activity based on personal and collective agency. Rather, she focused 

on citizenship as a fixed status, where “citizens” are subjects or clients of the state.  

As discussed initially, the conception of the state she suggests when talking 

about individual responsibility is that of a neoliberal state, where most of the 

relationships are driven by market mechanisms of individual “responsibility” and 

“choice.” For the consul, immigrants choose not to get the information about 

requirements for identity documents from the consulate, or not to read the signs in the 
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consulate’s waiting line (even when some of them cannot read), or not pay attention to 

the news where consulate information is disseminated. Immigrants on their part, 

thought that the consul did not care about their needs, and that consulate’s officers 

treated them condescendingly.  The fact that the consul showed up to this meeting, 

demonstrates that she cared for informing immigrants about the consulate’s services, 

but she got frustrated with the apparent unwillingness of immigrants to learn about 

those services and their limitations. In that frustration she may have missed the greater 

demand from immigrants: equal and respectful treatment from the Mexican 

authorities, and attention to their needs. Inequality structures where the immigrants 

and the Mexican authorities were embedded did not allow communication between 

those actors to happen, demonstrating that structural inequality also makes 

communication difficult across class, or ethnic group, even if the actors belong to the 

same nation.  

FIOB has not ceased to demand that the state (any state) fulfills its social role 

of providing services to people in need. Although engaging in extensive practices of 

citizenship across borders, indigenous immigrants who participate in FIOB do not 

conceive themselves as clients of the state, or customers of the market. Although they 

have gotten financing from NGOs and Foundations to support identity-based 

programs, they have not ceased to identify class and inequality as structural reasons 

for discrimination. FIOB has acted where power spaces have opened up, invoking 

“traditional” or cultural forms of organization at times, while other times, pushing 

untraditional agendas. This does not demonstrate a lack of programmatic consistency 

or lack of responsibility, but rather cosmopolitan flexibility and openness. The fact 
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that their organization is a multi-site entity, has pushed the members to organize 

according to the context of each place where they have affiliates, and change and 

adjust according to local characteristics, while at the same time keeping an 

overarching binational identity.  

FIOB has engaged in different binational campaigns, such as the push for an 

extensive immigration reform in the United States, the communication campaign to 

support Gabino Cue’s candidacy, the myriad of workshops, including decolonization 

workshops, under the banner “For the Right to Know,” or the programmatic outreach 

from FIOB leaders to other organizations in the world. They have realized that if they 

wait for their voice to be included in the public sphere by others (such as the 

mainstream English or Spanish media) it may never happen, so they have also 

engaged in production and distribution of media (such as their magazine El Tequio, 

and radio and TV collaborations).  Many of those programs have been sustained for 

two decades, with a minimum infrastructure and personnel, supported by intense 

community fund-raising, the active search for grant money through the development 

of relationships with grant-giving institutions, and their systems of volunteer work and 

reciprocity.  

Women who joined the organization have seen some spaces for social action to 

vindicate a gender agenda, despite the difficulties of securing spaces in a male-

dominated environment.  Despite certain shortcomings of this participation, women 

are an important voice in FIOB. The question left here is: Who is less acquainted with 

citizenship? That is, who is more flexible and cosmopolitan, the poor immigrant or the 

sophisticated diplomat or state officer from either Mexico or the US? While it as been 
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associated with wealth and power, cosmopolitanism may better explain transnational 

activities that have kept indigenous and working class immigrants open to change, 

self-critical, and able to adjust to new situations.   
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Notes 
 
1 A Matrícula Consular de Alta Seguridad (MCAS) or High Security Consular Matrícula, is an identity 
document that the Mexican government issues to its citizens living abroad through its consulates.  

 
2 In 1999, Jorge Carpizo, former State Secretary and former President of the National Autonomous 
University of Mexico, and Diego Valadés, former Mexico’s Attorney General. Both of them highly 
recognized law scholars, wrote a book in 1999 arguing that to allow Mexicans living abroad to vote, 
would violate Mexican sovereignty, affecting Mexicans living in Mexico, because it would put the 
election of the Mexican president in the hands of Mexicans living outside Mexico, giving them the 
power to make a decision they will not have to live with in their everyday life. 

 

 

3 Organic intellectuals have played important roles in grassroots organizations in Mexico. Following 
traditions of labor organizers, many of those intellectuals are self-taught, or even anthropologists who 
end up working in indigenous organizations as organizers, advisers, or counselors.  

 

 

4 The Marista Brothers, or Brothers of Mary, are a Catholic order who do missionary work in different 
parts of the world. They are known for being more progressive than other Catholic organizations. 

 

 
5 To learn more about FIOB organizational structure and local committees, see Revilla-López, 200, p. 
113).  
 

6 In an account of La Diosa Centéotl pageant in July 2011, in Oaxaca, a Oaxacan news source quoted: 
“En este certamen no se busca elegir a la más bella, sino a la más representativa y conocedora de la 
tradición de su pueblo.” (In this pageant we are not looking to elect the most beautiful woman, but the 
most representative and knowledgeable of the tradition of her people).  See: NSS Oaxaca, Redacción 
(2011, July 1). Available: http://www.nssoaxaca.com/oaxaca/95-en-general/75783-inicia-eleccion-de-
la-diosa-centeotl-2011

 

 

7 Prior to the Spanish invasion, Aztecs dominated many people in what is now known as 
“Mesoamérica.” In fact, the name Mixteco, was given to the Ñuu Savi (people of the rain) by the 
Aztecs. The same happened to Zapotecs. In fact, the Náhuatl language (from the Aztecs) can often be 
heard mixed with other indigenous languages. Centéotl, as explained in the introduction of chapter 1, is 
an Aztec deity with gender duality, which has been depicted mostly as a man (but many deities in the 
prehispanic world had gender duality). The Zapotec deity for corn, and abundance is named Pitao-
Cozobi, and it is also a dual gender god often depicted as a man. 

 

 

8 Chayote is a type of squash used in Mexico. Some varieties of this squash, have hard and pointy 
needle-like spines. 

 

 

9 Anáhuac means “between two waters” in Náhuatl language. It also refers to the lands of the Continent 
inhabitated by indigenous people before the arrival of the Spaniards. 

 

 

10 According to Triqui tradition, if a man is interested in a woman, he goes to her house, accompanied 
with his parents, and an ambassador to mediate between the two families. In this and other subsequent 
meetings a negotiation process occurs. Finally, the groom’s family gives to the bride’s family what is 
known as dote, an amount of goods and money (part of it to celebrate the party for the newly weds).  
The couple then, moves to the house of the groom’s parents. 

 

(Wilson Center, http://wilsoncenter.org/news/docs/Migracion_Triqui_monografia_20.pdf)
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11 See La Jornada, December 8, 2008. Available at http://migracion.jornada.com.mx/rostros/odilia-
rivera 

 
12 Mixes are another indigenous group living in Oaxaca. They live in the Sierra Norte of the state, and 
have been also incorporating into migratory networks. See map of ethnic groups in Oaxaca, in appendix 
C. 

 

 
13 Although many critics have said that foundation money for women empowerment has been 
problematic, since it has caused the “professionalization of feminism,” fostering technocrats who speak 
on the name of women, especially in some Latin American countries (Alvarez, 2009).  

 

 
14 La vara de mando is a stick or batton that symbolizes the power people give to their leaders that they 
have selected to rule them. The stick can be removed if the leaders do not follow the principles of 
“commanding by obeying” that many indigenous people have in their communal organization. 

 

 
15 Plaza Mexico is located in Lynwood, a former African American neighborhood in Greater Los 
Angeles, and now a prominently Latino working class community. This Plaza is owned by a Korean 
entrepreneur, who saw an opportunity to invest in what has been called “El mercado de la nostalgia” 
(nostalgy markets), and created the plaza with statues of Mexican heroes (such as Benito Juárez, 
Cuauhtémoc, and Pancho Villa, and a general Mexican architectural theme). 

 

 
16 FOCOICA, ORO, Fundación Ballet Nueva Antequera, Instituto Oaxaqueño, Comunidad Tlacolulense 
de Los Angeles, Organización Oaxaqueña de Negocios,  Organización Pro-Ayuda de Macuiltianguis, 
Lazos Oaxaqueños; de la comunidad San Bartolomé Quialana, Fundación Nueva Antequera, Comité del 
Este de Los Ángeles,  comunidad afro-oaxaqueños, Unidad popular de Bakersfield (Plaza México, 
Speech by Gaspar Rivera Salgado, June 6, 2010). 

 

 
17 President Benito Juárez is a very important figure, not only among Oaxacans, but Mexicans in 
general, often compared to President Abraham Lincoln who was his contemporary.  Juarez established 
the basis for a modern state in Mexico in the mid Nineteenth century with profound reforms separating 
State and Church called “Las Leyes de reforma.” A pure blood Zapotec indigenous himself born in San 
Pedro Guelatao Oaxaca, and learned Spanish when he was twelve, Juarez was temporarily an immigrant 
in the United States were he worked rolling tobacco in new Orleans during the day, and a political 
activist during the night (Lipsitz, 2006). At this time, Juarez was exiled during one of the presidential 
terms of conservative Antonio López de Santa Ana, from 1853 to 1855 (Martínez Saldaña, 2005). 
Juárez helped to overthrow Santa Ana in 1855, and became President of Mexico in 1858. During his 
term as president, Mexico was invaded by Napoleon III, and a Empire was established from 1863 to 
1867, with Maximilian of Habsburg as the emperor. Without renouncing the Presidency when the 
Mexican liberal troops were defeated by the French, Juárez left Mexico City and went to Paso del 
Norte, with his ministers and some carriages with the most important documents of the national 
archives. Lincoln acknowledged Juarez as legitimate president of Mexico. Later, Juárez’ government  
overthrew the Maximilian empire, and he continued to be president until his death in 1872.  Juárez is 
famous for the phrase “Among individuals, as among nations, respect for the rights of others is peace” 
known in international relations as the “Juárez Doctrine.”

 

 
18 The election in Oaxaca took place on Sunday, July 4th. Usually elections are celebrated the first 
Sunday of July, but it may vary. 

 

 
19 Referring to the Coalition supporting Gabino Cué. 
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Chapter 4 

 

FIOB Formal Communication Strategies from El Tequio to the Web 

 

The Yard Sale 

It is September 2010, and as I talk on the telephone via conference call with 

Odilia Romero, Cristina López and Bertha Rodríguez, money is tight again and El 

Tequio the lustrous magazine published by FIOB at three times a year has not been 

printed. “We need at least three thousand dollars” says Odilia, and we don’t even have 

half of that.” Odilia then suggests: Do you have things in your closet you are not 

using? Bertha, Cristina and I reply that we can look, and the idea of getting together to 

talk pairs with the need for creative fund-raising activities, so we all get enthusiastic 

about having a yard sale with whatever we can get from our closets. I ask Odilia if she 

has thought about an art auction, maybe we can all cooperate with something, “We 

have done that already, although it is not a bad idea,” she replies.  

This time we get ready and excited to organize a yard sale. Edith, another 

friend and participant in FIOB offers the yard at her parent’s house in downtown Los 

Angeles to host it, and we program it for the 18
th

 of the month, a Saturday. Odilia 

offers me to stay in her house in Los Angeles a day prior to the yard sale, and I drive 

from San Diego with a truck full of clothes and other household items to contribute to 

it. On my way to LA, I stop in Vista, in North San Diego County, to pick up some 

donations from José González, a member of FIOB in San Diego. José raids his small 

garage in his apartment to unearth a set of new speakers, a GPS in its package –“my 

son gave me one of those, so I got two”— he explains, while loading the GPS and an 
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old painting into my trunk, “this will fetch for at least ten dollars, so take it. It is 

important to raise those funds, we need to publish El Tequio one way or another, and 

the GPS, it is new, so they should give you some money for it, at least eighty dollars, 

maybe more.” As I drive up to Los Angeles with my car and trunk full of objects, I 

think about the myriad of medium and small-scale activities that I have witnessed 

since I started my fieldwork with FIOB. “They are perseverant” I say to myself, a bit 

mystified about the success of the whole strategy to raise money this way.  

The next day we drive from Odilia’s to Edith’s house bringing all the stuff for 

the sale. Bertha, Cristina, Edith, Edith’s brother, Ana Paula, Alfonso, Odilia and 

myself enthusiastically display our wares for sale. Bertha places the FIOB sign in the 

display, and explains to the people that we are doing this sale in order to raise funds 

for our organization. But not enough people walk by our sale, and at the end of the 

day, there is barely 100 dollars in the hat that Edith placed under a table. Maybe this 

strategy did not work this time, but certainly it helped to bring the group together. We 

talked about our common experiences as immigrants, the celebration of the 

Bicentennial of the Independence of Mexico that took place just the previous week, 

and the violence and injustices that indigenous people, the poor, the immigrants and 

women have traditionally endured in both countries. Obviously, not all the fund-

raising strategies by FIOB have had the outcome of our garage sale, and Odilia, the 

editorial director of El Tequio, and the Women’s Coordinator of the Frente Indigena 

raised our spirits saying that the magazine will be published: “When we publish the 

magazine, it is always like this, we struggle. We need the money we need to pay 

people to print it. Sometimes we ask for small foundation grants or do fund raisings, 
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such as garage sales, art sales, dances and other activities. Other times, we work, or do 

all kinds of work in order to publish it. But no matter how much we struggle, we 

always find a way to publish El Tequio.” (Odilia Romero, personal interview, 

September 18, 2010).  

The Community Work  

Tequio means community tribute or community work and service (from the 

Náhuatl tequitl), and under the system of usos y costumbres practices of tequio prevail 

in indigenous communities, especially in Oaxaca. All able adults participate one way 

or another in tequio because this service is a way to demonstrate belonging to a 

community, which consists generally in time spent helping the community either 

organizing or donating work or money for a collective project. Tequio is rooted in a 

complex system of cooperation, sometimes based in social status within the 

community (see Cohen, 1999, p. 114). The collective project is usually a patron saint 

festivity, but also other kinds of services are completed with the system of tequio, such 

as repairs to the community infrastructure, installation of drainage systems, cleaning 

of the streets, digging ditches,  and other duties. Traditionally, all married adults older 

than seventeen and younger than sixty years old participate in some form of tequio in 

Oaxacan indigenous communities, and this system is recognized in the state legislation 

as a legitimate form of community work that is counted in what is called the system of 

usos y costumbres. More recently, tequio has been extended to women, and among 

both non immigrant and immigrant communities, as more and more Oaxacan 

immigrants participate in diverse forms of transnational cooperation relationships. 
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Although not everybody likes to serve, or not everybody is able to do so, doing 

community service entails an important community prestige for Oaxacans, and 

working is how they consider themselves “citizens of their communities” as one of the 

members expressed when I asked about this (interview with Jose Gonzalez, San 

Diego, CA, January 2010).  

However, those who refuse to do tequio, are sometimes shunned by the 

community, and often threatened with expulsion from it. In some cases, if they do not 

want to cooperate for the installation of a system of drainage or drinking water in the 

community for example, their homes are left without the service. Others who have 

refused to do tequio have been fined or imprisoned (Cohen, op. cit. p. 115). 

Sometimes, Oaxacan municipal authorities pressure immigrants to participate in their 

hometown’s leadership, naming them to different cargos or “posts.” Most of the 

responsibilities that come with the post are mandatory (Rivera-Salgado and Escala-

Rabadan, 2004, p. 155), and immigrants cannot get out of fulfilling this requirement 

without risking being shunned by other members of the community, since those 

services also entail prestige and recognition, and are seen as contributions to the 

common good.   As some authors have suggested, it is hard to know the degree of true 

altruism and voluntary work involved in tequio, a practice that itself has been evolving 

due to immigration and ever changing labor schedules of participants. However, el 

tequio as a system of community cooperation, reciprocity and work, has been adopted 

and brought with indigenous migrants as they move from their communities of origin 

into big agricultural centers or urban peripheries in Mexico, or when they cross the 

border to work in the US.  
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For example, many immigrants who have been called by their original 

communities to do tequio, have opted for sending remittances, donating money or 

paying others to do the work: Others, such as the case of Leoncio Vásquez a member 

of FIOB, have returned to their communities to serve for a year when called (personal 

communication, February 6, 2010, Madera, CA). Although it is in flux and subject to 

changes by the migratory experience, tequio is an important part of the cultural capital 

that Oaxancas bring with them when they settle in the United States. Tequio itself is 

being transformed when it is exercised in the context of the transnational migratory 

networks, because it brings the community of origin into the daily decisions of the 

immigrants in the communities where they arrive. Many of the principles of FIOB are 

based on this system of cooperation of voluntary and semi-voluntary work. 

The Magazine 

As the story of the yard sale illustrates, El Tequio is also the name of the 

Magazine published by FIOB, and it has been the official bulletin of the organization 

for more than twenty years. El Tequio was preceded by another newsletter called La 

Pulla Mixteca which started publication in Mexico City, among Oaxacan migrants 

from a town named Tlacotepec in La Mixteca. Pulla has a double meaning, when 

written with “y” means a pointy instrument or stick used to hit or push cows (puya), 

and sounds the same as pulla with “ll” which means an acute or ironic expression, 

echar pullas means to throw ironies and to make acute remarks.  

The story of La Pulla Mixteca, and later El Tequio is also the story of its 

editors and creators, who followed the migratory networks of agricultural and service 
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work that formed due to the labor market pull factors inside and outside Mexico into 

the United States. As it is delineated in the previous chapter, those migratory networks 

correspond to the movement of indigenous people from Oaxacan towns to the sugar 

cane harvest in Veracruz, to the construction and other service jobs in the ever 

expanding periphery of Mexico City and the State of Mexico, to the tomato and fruit 

harvest in Sinaloa and San Quintin, in Baja California, and to the agricultural fields of 

Northern San Diego, and the Central Valley, or the service jobs in Los Angeles, 

California. This movement has formed the space they ended up calling 

“Oaxacalifornia” a term that immigrants started to use at least since the seventies to 

describe the networks where they moved across countries and states.  Oaxacalifornia is 

located in the networks formed with their migration, and their ties to their hometowns, 

some in which they were not even born, but have kept their identification and 

belonging as part of their fluid identities in the migratory network, that has been part 

of their lives and their families since they started to leave their towns in search for a 

better life and more opportunities elsewhere.  An account of the origins of El Tequio, 

is given by Rogelio Méndez, a Mixteco immigrant and activist who lives in San 

Diego. He and Sergio Méndez, his brother and also immigrant activist said the 

following to me: 

Our movement started in the 1980’s in Tlacotepec, Oaxaca, with the 

Civic and Popular Committee from Tlacotepec or Comité Cívico 

Popular Tlacotepense (CCPT). Tlacotepec was the scenario of many 

struggles in the years when the PRI did not tolerate that “communist 

agitators,” as they called the youth movements at that 

time….Tlacotepec in the seventies and eighties was an important place 

for social leaders such as Ignacio Niño García, Sergio Méndez, Arturo 

Pimentel –who was later expelled from FIOB—Argimiro Morales, Noé 

Mendez, myself and many more, to the point that some do not exist 
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anymore. In the early times of the CCPT immigrants communicated 

through telegraphs in Morse code, or through letters that took at least 

two weeks to reach their destination. However, the organization made 

the effort to establish its own means for communication. In 1981 in 

Mexico City, La Pulla Mixteca was established. La Pulla, was 

fundamental in the organization and communication of the community 

of Tlacotepec to counteract the municipal, and state governments, and 

their local caciques, the bosses at the [officialist] teacher’s union and 

the powerful groups that joined all of the others to defraud, divert 

resources and to impose their political decisions linked to PRI politics. 

This happened until the town and its natural leaders, joined the CCPT 

and made the historic decision to oust the mayor of Tlacotepec, along 

with his secretary and some leaders of the corrupt teacher’s union.  

 

La Pulla continued to circulate between La Mixteca in Oaxaca, and 

Mexico City, until its writers started to migrate to Sinaloa, Baja 

California and the United States. Its edition was sporadic until the 

CCPT consolidated again in California. In the North County in San 

Diego, between 1986 and 1992. CCPT became the Civic and Popular 

Mixteco Committee or Comite Cívico Popular Mixteco (CCPM), 

because it included several more municipalities in La Mixteca, such as 

Silacayoapan, San Mateo de Libres, San Franacisco Paxtlahuaca, San 

Agustin Atenango, Santa Maria Asunción, Santa Maria Natividad, 

Ixpantepec Nieves, Juxtlahuaca, Santa Rosa Caxtlahuaca, 

Tecomaxtlahuaca, Huajuapan de León, Santiago Yucuyachy, 

Mariscala, San Jorge Nuchita, San Francisco Tlapasingo, among others 

that escape my mind, because our condition of immigrants we never 

established residence and lived in the canyons, ditches, and mountains 

in all the North County, we followed the agricultural harvests of the 

times (1970’s to 1990’s). In La Pulla Mixteca, we denounced lack of 

affordable housing, lack of access to health for immigrants, violations 

to human rights and labor rights of the ranchers and contractors who 

exploited workers, and committed human rights violations. We also 

denounced the local police, the immigration agents, and any robbery or 

aggression from thieves or racist white supremacist groups. We also 

talked about the electoral fraud committed in Mexico in 1988. We 

reported marches and sit-ins outside the Consulate of Mexico in San 

Diego, denounced their lack of attention to our demands in this country. 

The CCPM demanded that the consulate brought its services to the 

North County, providing matrículas consulares to our fellow 

countrymen that could not go to their offices in downtown San Diego. 

For the first time in the history of our stay in this place, Mexican 

consulate representatives came to the San Francisco Church, in Vista, 

CA. The publication that we printed with so many efforts with stencil, 

later became the bulletin El Tequio that from 2006 on, became a 
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magazine. In 1997, FIOB established its Web Site, in which 

disseminates information in the cyberspace. (Rogelio Méndez, founder 

of FIOB, e-mail communication April 30th, 2011).  
 

The testimony by Rogelio Méndez, shows both the trajectory of migration of 

the leaders, and of their publication. La Pulla Mixteca continued to be published with 

great effort by the CCPM once the migrants made their way to San Diego, where La 

Pulla continued to be printed until its operation changed to the North of California. 

CCPM later became part of the FM-ZB, and although this organization was formed in 

Los Angeles in 1991, most of its leaders lived in the San Joaquin Valley, in cities such 

as Fresno, Madera, Watsonville, and Livingston. Inspired by the experience of La 

Pulla Mixteca the bulletin El Tequio started to be published in 1991 as the official 

communication instrument of the FM-ZB.  It was published in Santa Cruz, California 

and, Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, then a graduate student of sociology at the University of 

California Santa Cruz, was one of the main editors and in charge of the design of the 

bulletin and the writing of the editorial page from the second issue in 1992 (personal 

communication, Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, December 10, 2010). El Tequio continued to 

be published as a bulletin until the year 2006, when it became a trimestral magazine, 

its publication was taken over by the Los Angeles office, and Odilia Romero started to 

be in charge of the production operations of it. One of the main purposes of the 

publication was to strengthen a transnational organization, with offices and 

committees in several places in the United States and Mexico, and to keep members 

abreast of its activities. This bulletin, written in Spanish and published about three 

times per year (sometimes even five times during a single year), has functioned as the 
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official voice for the FM-ZB and later FIOB. Unlike the yearly publication that the 

Federación Zacatecana, a Mexican mestizo immigrant organization from the state of 

Zacatecas in Los Angeles, puts together to promote their main event, the Zacatecan 

beauty pageant in Los Angeles, El Tequio has served to formally voice the concerns 

for FIOB, delineate their positions about complex political issues such as NAFTA, 

public policy towards indigenous people in Mexico, discrimination, the support of the 

Zapatista movement, immigration issues in the US, labor rights, culture, and other 

important concerns across borders. El Tequio then, has been as important for FIOB as 

their other civic activities, showing what Alexis de Tocqueville called “a necessary 

connection” between associations and newspapers (1969, p. 520).  The modality in 

this case, is that instead of a newspaper, there is a magazine linked to the life of a civic 

organization.  

Self-Representation, Organizations and Media 

Alexis de Tocqueville described the importance of newspapers and the 

connection between the publication of newspapers and civic life, and noticed that 

newspapers and what he called the “ephemeral press” (publications that come and go 

depending on civic organizations) was as common to American life as civic 

organizations were, and in fact, there was a very close relationship between civic 

associations and newspapers. The following quote from Democracy in America, 

illustrates the importance that de Tocqueville gave to newspapers: 

 

The leading citizens living in an aristocratic country can see each other 

from afar, and if they want to unite their forces they go to meet one 
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another, bringing a crowd in their train. But in democratic countries it 

often happens that a great many men who both want and need to get 

together cannot do so, for all being very small and lost in the crowd, 

they do not see one another at all and do not know where to find one 

another….In a democracy, an association cannot be powerful, unless it 

is numerous. Those composing it must therefore be spread over a wide 

area, and each of them is anchored to the place in which he lives by the 

modesty of his fortune and crowd of small necessary cares. They need 

some means of talking every day without seeing one another, and of 

acting together without meeting. So hardly any democratic association 

can carry on without a newspaper (De Tocqueville, 1969, p. 518).  

 

 

Although FIOB members are not necessarily anchored in a single place, and 

especially its leaders and representatives in different committees enjoy a relative 

mobility across countries, many base members are confined to their towns in Oaxaca, 

or to the Agricultural fields in California and Baja California, or in their cities of 

arrival in the US.  As a multi-site organization, with functioning committees across 

two countries in different states and cities, and despite the fact that FIOB has made 

good use of the availability of electronic communication between their members in 

order to connect and transmit important messages, agreements and to conduct dialogue 

through their international network, they have persisted in publishing their newsletter 

in printed form since at least 1991 until the present day, and prior to that, with La 

Pulla Mixteca starting in Tlacotepec and Mexico City.  

I once asked Rufino Domínguez why FIOB members were so concerned with 

writing and reporting their activities in each of the committees, and why, unlike other 

immigrant organizations, they have been consistently preoccupied for putting together 

a newsletter such as El Tequio over the years. The following was his answer: 
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When I was studying in Juxtlahuaca with the Maristas, I saw how they 

reported their activities, so, when I started to work as an organizer in 

the fields, I had the idea to do the same, and to write down all the things 

I did. You know, I studied up to Junior High, and sometimes I was self-

conscious about my orthography. But when we started to organize in 

California, we did not like how media referred to us immigrant 

workers, we did not like how other mestizo Mexicans we met in the 

fields in Baja California and California referred to us, indigenous 

Oaxacans pejoratively as “oaxaquitas” or “oaxacos.” When writing or 

asking the media to report on what we do, we realized that we cannot 

trust the media to give us a voice, to speak for us, because they do not 

represent us well, they want to use us, and we need to use the media 

instead to talk about our activities. El Tequio was created in order to 

have our own voice, even if it is a humble one, even if we do not know 

how to write correctly, it is still our voice (Personal interview, Rufino 

Dominguez, November 29, 2010, Carlsbad, CA).  

 

Although indigenous Mexicans may share a class identity with other mestizo 

immigrants, this has not entirely help to bridge the ethnic differences. In June of 2011, 

in a meeting with a founding organization that I attended with members of FIOB San 

Diego, a mestizo activist from Mexico complained to the audience saying that when 

he arrived to work in the California agricultural fields from the state of Guanajuato, he 

usually called his peers, “hey, Jalisco!” or “hey, Michoacán!” as a colloquial, and 

friendly way to referring to their places of origin in Mexico.  “I discovered you cannot 

do this with Oaxacans, when I called one of my peers from that state “hey, Oaxaca! 

He got very angry at me. I did not understand why, I was just trying to be nice.” (San 

Diego, CA, June 10, 2011). Obviously, the reason why Oaxacans do not like been 

called “Oaxaquitas” or “Oaxacos” is because of the stigma that those expressions have 

attached to them. Since Oaxaca is one of the states with more indigenous people, this 

expression in the mouths of mestizos, often implies something pejorative. Héctor 

Hernández López, an indigenous immigrant from Oaxaca, and member of the Unidad 
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Popular Benito Juárez, an organization in California said: “Another very big problem 

that indigenous immigrants suffer is discrimination coming from other Mexicans. For 

example, communities from Michoacán, Jalisco, Nayarit, in general, the Northern 

community of Mexico….. They usually discriminate the Oaxacan community, telling 

them “short,” “indios,” “pata rajada,1” “Oaxaquita,”….among other many things” 

(Marín, 2009). Thus, Domínguez says that he got fed up when his fellow agricultural 

workers (many of them Mexican mestizos) repeatedly called him “Oaxaquita” in a 

condescending way. As the response by Dominguez suggests, having a voice and a 

vehicle to express it and let others know what they think, has been one of the most 

important tasks of FIOB through the years.  

Organizations such as FIOB have been able to “institutionalize certain 

practices of cultural exchange and circulation of information, giving form to a political 

community transcending many geographical borders” (Rivera-Salgado, 1998). It is the 

actions that involve these communicative practices what gives meaning to FIOB 

citizenship participation across, not only geographical spaces, but ethnic, class, and 

other areas of struggle.  Communication practices have been a pivotal part of FIOB 

participants, as Bertha Rodriguez, the person in charge of FIOB press and 

communication office puts it: “To be able to communicate through the geographic 

distance and the borders, we have used all the means of communication, even 

traditional forms such as snail mail and the telephone, or the use of human informants, 

people who come and go from their sending to their receiving communities, all the 

way to the new technologies, such as the Internet, Skype, cell phones, webcams, etc” 

(Bertha Rodríguez, cited in Zunino, 2010). 
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Using different kinds of media, FIOB members and leaders have made 

communication part of their strategy to strengthen their organization across borders. 

Communication through many mediums is especially important in an organization that 

is as decentralized and ethnically diverse as FIOB. El Tequio has plenty of social 

commentary and reflection upon the experience of being indigenous in the United 

States and Mexico, and how they have had to deal with at least two discriminatory 

mainstream social arrangements. Although the unifying identity for FIOB is 

indigenous ethnicity, it encompasses many ethnicities, languages, forms of 

organization, and traditions. Therefore, a good communication strategy both among its 

members and to the outside world has been an important part of the prevalence of 

FIOB through the years.  

El Tequio is mostly published with money raised by the organization every 

time it is printed, and this is one of the main reasons why sometimes they cannot make 

the three-month deadline, in which they print about five thousand issues. Tequio 

contributions, to honor the name of the magazine, are unpaid and voluntary, and FIOB 

has to engage in fund raising and other events in order to pay for the printing of the 

magazine. Advertising is not a big line of revenue, since the ads are sold from 75 

dollars for the small ones inside the magazine, to a few hundred dollars, for the ones 

on the covers and full pages. Although with some gaps in its publishing, FIOB 

members have made El Tequio one of their priorities, as the yard sale story at the 

beginning of this chapter illustrates.  Having a vehicle for communication has been an 

important accomplishment for the organization. El Tequio has kept their history, and 

their demands across time, it has also been a depositary of their voices and claims of 
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identity. Even when they have a website, not all members of FIOB or indigenous 

migrants have access to the internet, and not all migrants know how to read, and El 

Tequio is often distributed and read collectively in printed form in the agricultural 

fields where indigenous migrants work both in California and Baja California, in the 

day-laborer sites in some cities, or in FIOB meetings.  Even when I asked why the 

latest Tequios did not have a date, one of the editorial members told me that it was 

because although the magazine is supposed to be trimestral, sometimes they cannot 

make the deadlines, and that they were advised not to publish the date as an strategy, 

so the Tequios could be circulated longer through the organization networks.  

Distribution 

El Tequio in its new era, is published in Los Angeles. For its distribution, 

members of the organization use the transnational FIOB networks in Mexico and in 

the United States. I have seen the magazine in meetings in San Diego, in Madera, in 

Los Angeles, and Tijuana; but also, members of FIOB have been asked by others, or 

offered themselves to take some issues down to Oaxaca whenever they go to visit 

family and friends, that is how they distribute the magazines there. They also have 

most of the Tequios on the web site, and the latest issues, are available in pdf form 

there.  As mentioned before, despite having the issues available in the website they 

have made a point for distributing El Tequio in printed form: it is easy to carry and it 

reaches even people without access to Internet.  For example, Jose Gonzalez, from 

FIOB San Diego always carries El Tequio in his truck and distributes it in the stops 

where immigrant day laborers wait for work, sometimes around strip malls, corners or 
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outside stores or restaurants in North County San Diego (for an example of this, see 

photograph number 13 in Appendix A).  Every time he goes to talk to day laborers 

about their rights, he explains to them that it is important to document how many 

hours do they work, because day laborers do commonly experience wage theft by their 

employers. José gives them a small booklet with an agenda for hours worked, and tells 

them how to use it; the booklet is printed by the Centro para el Desarrollo Indígena 

Oaxaqueño, or CBDIO.  José tells the workers that CBDIO is the non-profit 

organization by FIOB, and he also tells them not to hesitate to call him in case they 

need any help or advice. José distributes Tequios to the day laborers whenever he does 

the rounds around North County San Diego. In a round that he and I did during 

January 2011 in the immigrant stops in Vista and Carlsbad, some of the workers were 

happy to receive El Tequio: “Thank you’, Antonio
*
 said to me when I handed him the 

magazine, “I like to read this, it always has interesting things, things that happen to us, 

migrant workers. I will get a few more if I may, so I can have some for my friends 

tomorrow” (January 5, 2011, Vista, CA). During this visit, Jose wanted me to write a 

story for El Tequio about the workers in these stops, so we asked them if we could 

take their photos, and explained to them about the magazine. Most of them happily 

posed for the pictures, scolding the ones who did not want their photos taken: “let’s do 

it, this is for a good cause, they are like us, they are doing this in benefit of 

immigrants” one of them said  (anonymous day laborer, January 5, 2011, Vista, CA).  

 

                                                
* Not his real name 
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Analyzing the Content of El Tequio 

 

In my fieldwork with FIOB I identified El Tequio as the place where members 

of FIOB have been carving their identities and political positions through the years.  A 

site for self-representation, expression, and a remarkable effort to keep it alive, in spite 

of the difficulties that they face for its publication, and the availability of other means 

of communication, such as the Internet.  That is the reason I opted for a content 

analysis of this bulletin/magazine, to find a pattern of discourses related to citizenship, 

and cosmopolitan values throughout the years. Although I was already doing 

ethnographic research in FIOB, I figured that by reading what the leaders and editors 

had written in the bulletin over the years, I could see under which circumstances the 

organization changed and opened to receive new groups of people. What are the main 

topics of discussion in the stories? Are they original? Were the stories that the 

organization opinion leaders wrote, sustained with action and coherence through time? 

In which ways have those stories changed or reflected changes in the organization? 

Are those stories reflecting the sole exercise of bonding inside an organization, or do 

they account for bridging activities to other groups and actors? Why has it been so 

important for FIOB to keep publishing El Tequio, even sporadically?  

Methodology 

One of my functions as participant observant in FIOB has been to write and 

help discuss the format and content of El Tequio. For that, I had participated in 

telephone conferences with people from Los Angeles, Fresno and Madera, who work 
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in the design and content of the magazine, and wrote stories for it. This was the reason 

I was talking to FIOB members previously to organize the yard sale as a fund-raising 

activity. I only have contributed to El Tequio in the last two issues, either by writing 

an article or by participating in the conference calls about the format and the editorial 

content, since my background in communication was seen as fitting to work in the 

communication organ of FIOB, and as part of my own community work (a form of 

tequio) for the organization.  

I selected a stratified random sample from 21 different issues of El Tequio, 

between 1992 and 2010. I divided the issues in two periods, from 1992 to 2001, and 

from 2001 to 2010, as the second period. I sampled at least one issue per year. There 

were some issues missing from 2006 and 2007, therefore, I slightly over sampled the 

last three years 2008-2010. From those issues, I content analyzed 171 stories, 

amounting to total about 40 percent of the stories and issues available from this 

publication.  I used the single story as the main unit of analysis, focusing on different 

characteristics and content, such as type of stories, location, relevance to binationality, 

outlook of the future, topic, accounts of discrimination, of loss of culture, preservation 

of culture, main actors or participants, among other important variables of analysis. 

Since I established a working collaboration with FIOB, I was given access to the 

archive for old issues especially the early ones in 1992, in exchange of scanning them 

in order to make them available in the web site.  I was given to scan about 10 of the 

original issues, with original photographs and layout. In total I counted 52 available 

issues of El Tequio, both in printed and electronic forms. The electronic issues are 

available in the FIOB official web site. I could not find any printed or electronic issue 
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from La Pulla Mixteca. El Tequio became a magazine in 2006, when it was published 

again called El Tequio nueva época (New Era). It has been published at least once a 

year since then (with 8 full issues since 2006). Each issue has an average of 8 articles, 

and about 3 ads in the new era.  

The bulletin, as originally published did not have ads, but in the new era, there 

are about three ads per issue. The ads were not included in the content analysis, 

because they have not been a staple of El Tequio since the beginning as an internal 

newsletter, and the analysis was mostly centered in content. In the last six issues of El 

Tequio there were eighteen ads, four of them from Hermandad Mexicana a group 

advertising for immigration lawyers in Los Angeles, four other ads belong to 

“American Friends Service Committee,” a human rights organization that has worked 

specially with FIOB San Diego, two ads are from a local meat market in Los Angeles 

called La Yalalteca, one ad belongs to a construction company in Los Angeles, 

another to a website and brochure design firm. The other six ads belong to the Centro 

Binacional para el Desarrollo Indígena Oaxaqueño (CBDIO), the non-profit 

organization created by FIOB for fund-raising purposes (n=2), to Fondo FIOB, which 

is a micro-credit initiative managed by FIOB for the Oaxacan community (n=2), one 

ad promotes women leadership workshops with FIOB’s Mujeres Indígenas en 

Liderazgo (MIEL) initiative, and another one from the US-Census, featuring a photo 

of FIOB members advising Oaxacans to be counted in the 2010 Census.  

 

Creating a coding book.  In order to perform the content analysis, I created a 

coding book with 53 variables, ranging from descriptive to analytical. Data about the 
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size of the publication, number of pages, and stories, type of stories, byline, and 

gender of writers was gathered to describe what kind of articles were written, and if 

they were originally produced by the staff in each of the two publications I analyzed 

(El Tequio and El Oaxaqueño), or if they were reproductions from wire services. On 

the analytical variables, measures for main actors of the stories were also included in 

order to have a better understanding of whom those media are portraying in their 

stories, and who are the main actors in their news, and if they are community actors, 

who in the community has end up in the pages of the newspaper, magazine or bulletin. 

Since it is typical that indigenous immigrants complain that even Spanish language 

media do not pay enough attention to their events and organizations, finding out who 

was portrayed in the stories, is a good way of connecting the importance of this 

medium for self-representation.  Place was considered an important variable, since it 

can demonstrate certain aspects of mobility. Although place by itself does not tell 

much about simultaneity and flow, for that reason other variables were also included 

in the analysis. For example, to measure contact of the organization with non-

immigrant organizations, mentions about other ethnic groups different from the one 

targeted by the publication were counted. There was another variable to count 

instances of discrimination, and who were the perpetrators of discrimination (either in 

the US or in Mexico). One of the main reasons that immigrants engange in cultural 

activities is that they want to “preserve their culture,” that they feel is threatened to 

disappear by larger forces of power coming from the dominant culture.   I imagined 

that mentions about loss of culture and the context of the loss, would exemplify 

subtractive practices by the state or the mainstream culture. Therefore, measures of 
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subtractive practices by analyzing mentions of “loss of culture” and “cultural 

preservation” in the stories. The items to analyze those variables in the coding book 

look like this: 

 

Does the story mention any reference to loss of culture, tradition, or 

language due to either immigration or assimilating efforts by the state 

and state institutions?  
 

1) NO  2) YES   

 

Does the story mention an effort to preserve culture, tradition or 

language because of fear of loss?  

 
1) NO  2) YES   

 

A detailed result of the measurement of those variables is given and explained 

later in this chapter. Also, see Appendix B for a more detailed access to the content 

analysis protocols, coding books, explanation of variables and inter-coder reliability 

measures.  

 

What is El Tequio Saying About Citizenship? 

 

 

From the 171 stories analyzed in El Tequio, 34.5% (n= 59) were news, 20% 

(n=34) were feature articles, 11% (n=19) were editorials, 17.5% (n=30) were pliegos 

petitorios (Manifestos or list of petitions) or collective letters from the organization, 

there were 11% (n=19) Op Eds, and 4.7% (n=8) were classified as “other”, in all the 

Tequios analyzed there was only 1 letter from a reader (.6%).  All the articles in El 

Tequio are volunteer donations to FIOB, either by its members documenting FIOB 

activities, or by occasional contributors who want to publish their pieces about human 
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rights, culture, indigenous rights, politics and other topics. From the articles analyzed, 

53% (n=91) are written by individual FIOB members, 9.4% (n=16) are collectively 

signed by FIOB, 11% (n=19) do not have an available byline, 17.5% (n=30) are  

collective letters or “pliegos petitorios” signed by FIOB, and 9% (n=15) are signed by 

a contributor or journalist outside FIOB.  

Topics from El Tequio 

The content in El Tequio is original, and it refers to a variety of topics (table 

7). There are no stories reproduced from news wires, such as AP, Reuters or Notimex. 

Occasionally Spanish media journalists who are in contact with FIOB publish their 

stories there, but otherwise, the comments are original contributions from members or 

volunteers of the organization. The stories published in the bulletin are either accounts 

from FIOB members about events, chronicles, interviews with community members 

and leaders, feature articles about traditions and culture from Oaxaca, such as the 

Festival of La Guelaguetza, Traditional Calendas (parades with music), competition in 

the sport called La pelota mixteca (the Mixtec ball), which is practiced among the 

Oaxacan immigrant communities in the US, the very famous Basketball tournaments 

among Oaxacan organizations (one of the most important events among Oaxacan 

immigrant organizations in the USA), religious festivities, and other topics. There are 

no lifestyle articles published in El Tequio, such as observed in the analysis of El 

Oaxaqueño, which had to appeal to a broader public, and to advertisers as well, not 

only to a single organization.  
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Table 7 

Topics of News Stories in El Tequio 

 

Topic 

 

Total=171 

Binational 

% within Topic 

Politics 35.0%  50.0% 

Religion 2.3 - 

Economy and Business 2.3 75.0 

Education 2.3 25.0 

Culture 9.0 53.3 

Crime and Justice 9.0 12.0 

Health 4.0 - 

Immigration 25.0 66.7 

Gender 3.0 - 

Labor rights 3.0 - 

Mother Language 2.3 25.0 

Environment 1.0 - 

Sports  .6 - 

Violence and Security 1.0 - 

Other 1.0 - 

 

 

Politics. Members of FIOB are highly politicized, and as it can be seen on 

Table 7, the most prominent topic in El Tequio is “politics” with 35% (N=59) of the 

total of articles coded referring either to elections, general politics in Mexico or the 

US, civic participation and political action by grassroots actors.  Interestingly the 

stories referring to crime and justice were overwhelmingly related to human rights 

abuses against indigenous immigrants, rather than crime committed by immigrants (as 

in English language media usually occurs). Many of the perpetrators of those abuses 

are either authorities, employers or Nativist groups in the US or authorities and 

criminal groups in Mexico. Half of the stories referring to politics are binational, 

meaning that the story has consequences and actors in both countries at the same time. 

Binational stories were coded taking into consideration events that are happening in 
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one place (either the sending or receiving community), but that eventually will unfold 

in another place, generally in the other country.  

Editors and contributors to El Tequio are generally more educated than most 

rank and file members of FIOB. Therefore, the character of the stories is nuanced, and 

analytical, and there are usually several topics treated at once. There are fewer stories 

about a single topic, and more about discussions of the situation of indigenous peoples 

facing changing economic and political conditions in the world. Topics were coded 

using the decision of “primary topic of the story.” 

For example, in El Tequio, published in the last months of 2010, there is an 

article by Francisco Mendoza, a Mexican journalist in Los Angeles, and occasional 

collaborator of the magazine.  In this article, there is an analysis of the outcome of the 

election for governor, highlighting that the Latino vote was very important for the 

success of Jerry Brown and the defeat of Meg Whitman. The article states that various 

Oaxacan immigrant leaders, from the North and South of California, supported 

Brown´s candidacy: 

For Oaxacans, the voting for governor was also the first time in which 

they realize that their electoral muscle is growing, because this 

population could reach seven hundred thousand in the state, and at least 

two hundred thousand can vote….Historically, the conservative 

discourse blames Latinos for public security and economic woes in the 

California. That is why Latino leaders and politicians call people to 

analyze the proposals in order to stop California from becoming 

another Arizona, where right now –among the agitated climate of 

electoral campaigns—attacks against Latinos have increased, to the 

point to even call Latinos criminals and assassins (Mendoza, 2010. My 

translation).  

 

In this analysis, Oaxacans are at the same time included as part of the Latino 

population, and also singled out as a sector of immigrants who are acquiring political 
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relevance by increasing the number of possible voters. The whole article highlights the 

importance of the Latino support in “crushing” the Republican Party in California, and 

with that, preventing the state, which has a 38 percent Latino population from 

becoming restrictive towards immigrants, as Arizona did with the anti-immigrant 

initiatives that passed. After an analysis of the overall Latino vote for Brown’s 

election in 2010, the article ends with an illustration on the participation of FIOB in 

the election, and comments on their official position supporting the Democratic party:  

 

The Indigenous Front of Binational Organizations made a statement in 

which it made a call to vote for the Democrat candidates, Jerry Brown 

and Barbara Boxer. FIOB also repudiated the Republican candidates 

Meg Whitman candidate for governor, and Carly Fiorina, to the Senate, 

because of their anti-immigrant positions. FIOB condemned Whitman 

due to her double discourse, because in English, she attacked and 

vilified Latinos, and in her Spanish propaganda, she tried to appear 

receptive, inclusive and contemporary. FIOB included in their 

statement the following: ‘The hate that Republican candidates include 

in their discourses and the dehumanizing posture of wanting to deny the 

most minimum respect to the human rights of millions of vulnerable 

people so they can win a election, is a deplorable and very dangerous 

posture…..it seems that Whitman ignores that the Latino and immigrant 

population can understand her language and clearly understand what is 

her message in English and what is the message she is trying to project 

to the Latino community in Spanish. Those discourses contradict 

themselves and we have realized it.’ This way, the California of the 

abysmal contrasts went to vote and gave a verdict. While the rest of the 

country Republicans have warned that their objective is to defy Obama 

in his reelection, and whatever this means in the harsh times to come. 

(Mendoza, 2010. My translation).  

 

 

This comprehensive story about the election shows the interest of FIOB editors 

in publishing political news, and especially one that highlights the role of Oaxacans in 

US politics. The fact that FIOB made the statement about Republican candidate Meg 

Whitman, shows their level of involvement in the political process in the state, and 
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their attentiveness to the media reports and the candidates’ messages both in the 

English and Spanish media. The discrepancies on the Whitman messages directed to 

the English and the Spanish language publics were easily noticed and used by 

immigrant organizations (FIOB among others) to denounce Whitman’s double 

discourse, and support Brown’s candidacy. FIOB political interests are not parochial 

since in El Tequio is common to see stories referring to national, state and local 

elections in the United States, and Mexico; making politics one of the most important 

topics that the magazine focuses on. Political news also mirror the activities of the 

organization itself across borders, and political contexts.  

Immigration. Another very important topic is immigration, with 25% of the 

total of stories belonging to this topic. Almost two thirds (67%) of news related to 

immigration were binational, because immigrants conceive their migratory experience 

as multi-sited and crossborder, concerning different areas. The following story is the 

text included in a photo-journalism column, called Ojo de Venado or “Deer’s Eye” 

that is a central part of El Tequio as a magazine. In this piece, titled “Behind the 

Border; Confabulation Against ‘The Nobodies,’ We, the Migrants” by Alfredo Estrella 

there are seven photographs, three of them of the US Mexico border, two of migrants 

at an immigrant refuge and at a migrant camp in the desert, and two other, one with a 

placard in a Virgin of Guadalupe niche that says “No más muertes. No more deaths” 

in English and Spanish, and is accompanied by an image of the desert, with a cactus, 

the sun and the shadow of a body.  
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The text that comes with those photographs is a denunciation of migration as 

an issue with many transnational actors, including authorities in both sides. The 

following excerpt is a denunciation of ‘citizenship’ as a privilege: 

To be citizens of a powerful country is to have the privilege to strip 

away our right to be human. You have turned us into ‘illegal aliens’, 

undocs, (sic) so it does not sound too bad. Right? And when 

unavoidably you find us everywhere you go, automatically you enjoy 

whatever we can give you: delicious fruits, vegetables, food, and the 

gardens beautified with our sweat and our blood; the thousands of 

products and services offered at reduced prices due to the devalued cost 

of our labor. But because we are on the shadows, we have no right to 

question your privileged lifestyle (Estrella, date n/a).  

 

This text shows the position of the immigrant as somebody that has been 

placed in the shadows, by an unfair social arrangement that values the products of her 

cheap labor, but does not value her as a human being. The article denounces the 

‘citizens of a powerful country’ in this case, the United States, who can afford to have 

a good lifestyle by banking in the exploitation of others. The traditional form of 

citizenship, as belonging to a formal political community, in this case a powerful 

country is portrayed as an institution of privilege that perpetuates inequality. 

Citizenship then is an unjust institution, because in order to maintain the lifestyle of a 

few privileged citizens, other human beings are sacrificing their own wellbeing.  

Therefore, ‘citizenship’ is given to some, by a profoundly unfair social arrangement: it 

is the privilege of a few. This is the very social arrangement that ancient cynics 

criticized and renounced for a life outside the political community as “citizens of the 

world.”  Citizenship as a privilege constructed to strip others their humanity, and to 

favor a few, or that exercises violence towards the ones in the periphery ought to be 
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reviewed if just political communities are a human desire. The ‘nobodies’ the ones 

who produce and reproduce life through their work, so the ‘citizens’ can enjoy it, live 

on the outskirts of democracy, placed there by economic and political arrangements 

that use their labor and negate their humanity. However, from that position of 

vulnerability, the ones left outside the benefits of citizenship as a status of democracy 

in the contemporary world, respond with an awareness for injustice, flexibility and 

imagination for adaptation, living a the facto “citizenship of the world” or 

cosmopolitanism. A condition reclaimed after formal political communities have 

constrained the existence of outsiders to the point of exhaustion.  The text that follows, 

points at other transnational actors that immigrants encounter in their movement:  

Everything conspires against the nobodies, we, the migrants. The 

corruption of the authorities in the migratory route who look at us as the 

Europeans should have seen gold 518 years ago. How ironic! They see 

us as precious metals, but only if our families pay the ransom. It is clear 

that our life fetches some money. As much or even more than the drugs 

that are waited for by anxious consumers on this side of the wall.  With 

our aching humanities, we cross rivers, ditches, jungles, and deserts. 

Sometimes in the road we lose parts of ourselves. We confront the 

maras
2
, the zetas

3
, the migras, the police, the governments, the wall, the 

river or the desert. For a job we face death…fingers pointing from a 

secure zone are surprised and worried that the open brutality can cross 

the borders and threat the comfort of their homes and their privileges. 

Very few question the root of the displacement, of the forced 

unrootedness….. While others talk about human rights, democracy and 

elections, running throughout the continent towards the north where 

hypocrisy is rampant, in the ditches, in the buildings and squatting in 

jobs without permission, we give the best of us leaving our lives in the 

effort (Estrella, El Tequio, p. 9-1, Nueva Epoca, No. 8, 2010).  

 

This excerpt crosses multiple fields, not only the spatial one, but the historical, 

cultural and political in a transnational context. It makes direct reference to corrupt 

government authorities, equating them to European conquerors seeing gold when 
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arriving in the New World. This denounces the system of corruption, where authorities 

and criminals (the maras, zetas), and the migras (immigration agents), along with the 

man-made and natural physical barriers (the wall, the river, the desert), are partners in 

the same business of exploitation of the vulnerable who have to face them in order to 

get a job to guarantee their subsistence and that of their families.  The second part of 

the excerpt focuses on the causes of the displacement: the very exclusions that 

privilege entails, and the hypocrisy of a system that blames and criminalizes those 

who excludes and exploits. This text, which has a more poetic take, reflects the 

awareness of immigrants of the culprits of their displacement and exploitation, usually 

those in position of power and privilege inside a political community that prides itself 

as democratic, such as the United States.  

Discussion about neoliberal policies and globalization, along with the 

consequences of NAFTA to the Mexican countryside are very common in El Tequio 

and among indigenous migrants, since they have been directly affected by the policies 

embedded in NAFTA. Especially devastating have been the measures related to 

agricultural exchange between Mexico and the US. As the example of my companion 

in the bus from Mexico City to Oaxaca, and the FIOB members discussed in the 

previous chapter, references to the displacement of people by emigration accelerated 

by the abandonment of the Mexican government towards the agricultural sector and 

the country side in Mexico. Stories criticizing NAFTA begin to appear very early on 

in El Tequio. One example of this criticism is the following comment appearing in one 

of the early issues of the bulletin: “To migrate has been a response to the economic 

problems in La Mixteca. Migrating is a way to survive it is the struggle for life. 
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Migration will not stop with measures to only protect the rich. Not even with the 

famous North American Free Trade Agreement, or the Simpson-Rodino law. Workers 

should also circulate freely, just as commodities do (Dominguez, El Tequio, December 

1992). This commentary by Rufino Domínguez was published in El Tequio 1992, 

when the negotiations for NAFTA were taking place between the US, Mexico and 

Canada. Indigenous migrant workers were already feeling the forces of the markets 

that pulled them to the jobs in the agricultural fields and in low paying manufacturing 

and service sectors of the North of Mexico and in the US, and leaders such as 

Domínguez, who has performed important intellectual functions in FIOB, have given 

those accounts from early on. Despite the fact that many labor, and grass roots 

organizations in Mexico, and in the United States pushed for a clause on free 

circulation of workers in the NAFTA negotiations, the measures taken were minimum 

to regulate the high numbers of workers pulled by the market forcers, turning thir 

labor instead into a commodity subjected to fluctuations in the market as any other 

commodity. The high migration that has been experienced after NAFTA to the United 

States (which has only diminished by force and as a consequence of the US recession 

in the last few years) proves that this massive migration has profound economic 

causes.  

This demand for the free circulation of people and worker’s rights in North 

America has continued over the years, and has been one of the main missions of 

FIOB, along with the recently adopted program for the promotion of the “right not to 

migrate,” through the development of productive projects in places of high economic 

migration. This program was explained in more detail in chapter two, and is aimed so 
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people do not have to migrate because there are no opportunities to get ahead in their 

communities. In the following Editorial piece, Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, Binational 

coordinator of FIOB, writes in El Tequio in 2010: 

It is almost a common place to say that rural Mexico has lived a 

permanent economic crisis since the beginning of the eighties. 

However, little has been said about the human dimension of this crisis. 

When the US and Mexico’s elites decided to reach an agreement to 

integrate the two economies to permit the free circulation of capital and 

commodities accross the two countries, and left the topic of worker’s 

migration outside the NAFTA negotiations; they established the basis 

for the current situation. We have been left with the displacement of 

indigenous people and peasants from rural Mexico and the almost 

impossible job of reactivating the local rural economies. (Rivera-

Salgado, n/a, p. 1).  

 

 

As the last few excerpts from El Tequio stories show, the editors and authors 

of the magazine have been preoccupied about showing to the world what they consider 

the roots of a displacement that has given them the condition of immigrants. Those 

causes, as the text by Rivera-Salgado shows, are attributed to economic and political 

arrangements by elites and bureaucracies in nation-states who disregard the fate of 

vulnerable actors in the greater community, and how those arrangements would affect 

everyone. Neoliberal policies embedded in NAFTA, and the lack of proper regulation 

of the movement of labor and capital across political borders, has caused this 

inequality, affecting indigenous immigrants.   

Religion. One interesting finding was that “religion” was not a prominent topic 

reported in El Tequio (see Table 5). Most of the stories that had to do with religiosity 

are intertwined with culture, or civic participation. As many of the festivities such as 

dances, fairs, and ceremonies, are linked to religious celebrations one way or the other, 
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even when it may not be the main angle of the story. However, this consistency of a 

small number of religious stories even in the analysis of El Oaxaqueño, where the 

writers were less politicized as the ones from El Tequio may have another explanation. 

Many editors, writers and journalists who speak Spanish in the US, specially the ones 

coming from Mexico, may be the product of a public education system that was highly 

secular during the post-revolutionary regime of the PRI. In the spirit of Benito Juárez, 

public education did not include any religion, and besides that, the editors of 

newspapers, tend to be more secular than the population in general. Although this is 

only an observation and further research is necessary on Latino media to confirm this 

finding, it is generally observed that religious news are mostly confined to religious 

publications, unless there is a report on a big festivity, such as the Virgin of Guadalupe 

day in December 12. Religious news were then, mostly intertwined with cultural 

celebrations.  

El Pliego Petitorio and the Collective Letter as Tools for Action 

Pliegos petitorios (list of demands) and collective letters from the organization 

are one of the main staples of El Tequio, with almost 18 percent of the total of stories 

published. Pliegos petitorios have their origin in organized labor struggle, and are 

usually a list of collective demands that the workers make to their employers to better 

their labor conditions and salaries. Pliegos petitorios are also an instrument used by 

grass roots associations to list their demands to authorities, and usually appear in 

radical or advocacy journalism publications in Latin America. El Tequio, as well as 

the official website, are used to publish FIOB pliegos petitorios. The content of those 
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demands is worth of a careful analysis, because it shows the openness of the 

organization agenda, its political sophisticatin, and their relationship with authorities 

at least in the US and Mexico.  Although I content analyzed pliegos petitorios as 

stories published in El Tequio, the content of those are more difficult to pin-down than 

a straightforward news story due to the variety of its topics and the simultaneity of the 

places of reference. Although primary, secondary and tertiary topics were assigned in 

the content analysis for pliegos petitorios, a more qualitative approach with a closer 

look at what they contain is necessary for understanding their advocacy function in the 

organization and as part of El Tequio content.  Pliegos petitorios are lists of multiple 

demands, commonly to authorities regarding one or different issues that affect the 

community. Those lists also reflect the instances of interlocution that FIOB identifies 

in the transnational arena.  A pattern in the discourse put forward these pliegos 

petitorios and collective letters is to address both, United States and Mexico’s 

government authorities simultaneously when asking for demands for the betterment of 

the conditions of migrant workers.  But the discourse also makes references to 

international instances of Human and Labor rights, and international law. For 

example, in an open letter with a list of demands directed to President Barack Obama 

in January 2009 FIOB published the following: 

We members of FIOB, are talking to you as immigrants who live and 

work in the United States, and also as indigenous who had decided to 

stay in our communities in Mexico, but that keep close ties with our 

immigrant brothers. FIOB is an organization integrated by binational 

indigenous communities, and its mission is to contribute to the 

development and self-determination of indigenous migrants and non-

migrants, and to fight for the defense of human rights with justice and 

gender equality at the binational level…We congratulate you in your 
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inauguration as President of the United States. We contributed with our 

granito de arena (little grain of sand) to your electoral victory, because 

various members of our organization voted for you. We wish you good 

luck so you are successful in this difficult task you are starting. We also 

want you to make immediate Executive decisions, such as stopping 

immigration raids in our communities, and to declare a moratorium 

until there is a just and humane immigration reform. (FIOB, 2009, p. 

20. My translation).  

 
  

This collective letter starts by including all members of FIOB in the petition, 

regardless if their place of residence is Mexico or the United States. FIOB establishes 

itself as an organization that fights for the rights or indigenous people, but also for the 

equality of women in a binational context. Then, in the piece, they congratulate 

Obama in his inauguration as President of the United States, and highlight that several 

members of FIOB contributed with their “little grain of sand” to Obama’s triumph by 

voting for him in the election. Looking carefully at the list of demands in pliego 

petitorio, it can be seen how they start with immigration issues in the United States 

legislation, but quickly move to binational issues corresponding to both, the US and 

Mexican governments and also include issues pertaining to Mexican politics. For 

example, after wishing good luck to Obama in his first month as President, they ask 

him a list of twelve petitions. The petitions range from granting legal residence to one 

Oaxacan immigrant currently living in Chicago (Flor Crisóstomo), to re-negotiating 

NAFTA, especially in the labor and human rights sections. Some of the demands 

regarding immigration issues are:  

To reverse the decision of the previous administration that eliminated 

the rights of immigrants in process of legalization, and because of 

errors made by immigrant lawyers and consultants, they no longer have 

appealing rights.  
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We are asking a humane solution for the case of Flor Crisóstomo, who 

is in a Chicago Sanctuary. She is one of the thousand persons who does 

not deserve deportation, and have the right to live with freedom in this 

country. 

 

To stop immigrant authorities from sending no-match letters to 

employers, which order to fire the suspects of not having immigration 

documents and whose social security number does not correspond to 

their identity through an electronic verification. 

 

To establish the National Security Department, and the promotion of a 

professional culture, with sensitivity and respect to the rights and 

dignity of all immigrants and our families. 

 

To stop the construction of the border wall between Mexico and the 

US, because of the severe economic crisis we are enduring. This 

measure has not stopped people from crossing the border, and in 2008, 

about one thousand persons died in the effort to cross. (FIOB, 2009, p. 

20. My translation).  

 

 

As it can be seen, those are long sought-after demands from different 

immigrant rights groups in the country. At the moment of arrival of Barack Obama to 

the presidency he was seen as a member of a traditionally marginalized group who had 

attained power.  Therefore those demands come from another group that had been 

criminalized and marginalized: undocumented immigrants. They ask Obama, to take a 

more comprehensive approach with immigration and national security policy, and they 

remark that the construction of the wall in the US-Mexico border is not a solution to 

these problems.  

Nevertheless, due to the binational context of action of the organization, items 

such as the following are also included in the demands to Obama: 
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Not allow entry to the United States to Mexican officers of all levels 

who have been signaled as responsible for violations to human rights in 

the Oaxaca’s conflict of 2006. (FIOB, 2009, p. 20. My translation).  

 

 

As was explained in the previous chapter, the 2006 conflict involving the 

dissident Teachers Union of the state of Oaxaca (Seccion 22), the APPO, and the 

governor Ulises Ruiz, reached Oaxacan immigrants in the United States. FIOB was 

one of the most active supporters of the social movement in Oaxaca, and one of the 

most active organizations in denouncing the disappearance and intimidation of 

activists in the state by the Ruiz’ government, bringing those denunciations to Los 

Angeles and to other places in California. FIOB promoted messages from APPO 

activists either through marches and mobilizations supporting the movement against 

Oaxacan government, or as informants of the situation in Oaxaca to the greater 

immigrant community in California. The fact that this is a petition to Barack Obama, 

to interrupt the movement of Mexican government officers possibly responsible of 

human rights violations in Mexico, reflects FIOB’s multiple-front demands, and 

advocacy. They are using their media, e-mail communications, and the Internet, to 

reach a politician who is not within the formal jurisdiction of the Mexican state. With 

this petition, they are not circumscribing their area of action to a single nation-state, 

but making their demands know to representatives of Mexico and the US. FIOB 

activists see the different levels of governments in both countries and when they 

realize that one level (in this case, the state of Oaxaca) is not responding to their 

demands, they go to another level (the US Federal government). This also shows that 

they are taking seriously their binationality, and are willing to negotiate with 
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government officers on both sides.  The capacity and willingness to move from one 

state officer to other in order to solve conflicts, regardless the nationality of those 

officers, places FIOB as an organization operating with flexibility in several arenas: 

the political, the geographical and the social. With active members, and widespread 

civic and productive programs in Mexico and the US, they move back and forth 

between governments for solution to their needs and demands.  

The nature of the stories in El Tequio, as a medium for analysis and self-

representation of FIOB as an organization and its members, adds complexity to the 

already multi-layered portrayal of the transnational life of the actors reflected in those 

stories.  Another demand included in the same pliego petitorio to the President 

pertains to federal cooperation programs against organized crime in Mexico: 

To avoid that the resources of Plan Mérida end up being used against 

Mexican activists, indigenous, union, and other social leaders. To 

guarantee that this resources are used only against criminals. (FIOB, 

2009, p. 20. My translation).  

 
 

Plan Mérida (The Merida Initiative), an initiative approved by the Bush 

administration in June 2008, is a cooperation accord between the US government and 

the Mexican and Central American governments to combat organized crime, specially 

related to drug cartels. FIOB members had voiced in meetings, conversations and 

articles in El Tequio their concerns about the resources given to the Felipe Calderon 

administration, and they always seemed wary of the money being destined to 

criminalize immigrants and social activists, which unfortunately has happened in some 

degree with the war against drugs in Mexico that started under President Felipe 

Calderón. Several activists have been killed in suspicious attacks either by the police, 
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or by paramilitary groups, and later accusations of organized crime involvement have 

been suggested as a reason for the killings. This situation is not as widespread in 

Oaxaca, as in other states, such as Guerrero, Tamaulipas, and Chihuahua.  But Oaxaca 

has experienced escalating violence and persecution of activists, especially since the 

2006 conflict, and to date, in particular zones, such as the Triqui territory in La 

Mixteca, where activists Betty Cariño from Puebla, and Tyri Yaakkola from Finland, 

were assassinated in a paramilitary ambush, when they arrived to the town of San Juan 

Copala in a humanitarian mission, with forty other human rights activists in April 

2010. The kind of demands in this pliego petitorio, calls for multi-site, and 

simultaneous action, and the intervention of the authority of the President of the 

United States on issues concerning both countries. The demands continue:  

That the US signs and recognizes International Treaties such as the 169 

Convention about Indigenous and Tribal People within the International 

Labor Organization (ILO), because despite that there are Native 

peoples in the United States, and hundreds of thousands are arriving 

from Latin America, the United States still does not subscribe this 

accord. 

 

Another instrument that needs to be recognized is the International 

Convention for the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and 

their families, and the International Convention for the Elimination of 

all forms of racial discrimination, among many other international 

conventions. (FIOB, 2009, p. 20. My translation).  

 

In the previous demands of this pliego petitorio, there is an ethno-political 

vindication of the recognition of indigenous people’s rights, evoking the 169 

Convention About Indigenous and Tribal People of ILO. In this convention there is an  

acknowledgement that indigenous peoples may not enjoy the respect to their human 

and other rights in some states, and that it is necessary to support them in order to 
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achieve those rights, along with the right to the preservation of their identity, 

languages, religion and culture. Having the US sign this Convention, would allow the 

recognition of indigenous people and their needs as workers and human beings.  

According to Norris and Inglehart (2009), cosmopolitan societies are those 

with the most links to multi-lateral organizations. They offer the example of 

Switzerland as a high rank in what they call “cosmopolitan index” occupying the 

second place, after Luxembourg.  Although what they describe in their classification is 

not cosmopolitanism in a globalized world, but a measure of wealth (see pp. 158-159), 

it is worth noticing that under their classification, FIOB would also qualify as a 

cosmopolitan organization, because they have had sustained relationships with 

international organizations such as the ILO. In fact, FIOB has made of the outreach to 

multilateral organizations one of their goals wince their foundation in 1991, when they 

started to attend international congresses and conferences with other indigenous 

organizations in the Americas. The fact that they are demanding the US to subscribe 

resolutions such as the Convention of Indigenous and Tribal People of the ILO, and 

the International Convention for the Protection of the Rights of Migrant Workers, or 

the International Convention for Eliminating Discrimination, is because they are 

attentive to those conventions, as they have been their demands as a transnational 

indigenous organization.  

As the final petitions in the FIOB list of demands, NAFTA figures as a 

prominent issue: 

 

Obama should do what he promised in his campaign about re-

negotiating NAFTA with Mexico, because the goals after 14 years have 
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not been achieved; specifically to insure the respect for human and 

labor rights of the workers, environmental protection, and the right to 

free circulation of people. 

 

We will pay attention to the measures he will take, and we harbor the 

hope that the change he mentioned thousands of times in his campaign, 

can be seen in fact, and the benefits that his administration can offer, 

reach migrant workers as well (FIOB, 2009, p. 20. My translation).  

 

SIGNED: “For the respect to the rights of indigenous people” 

 

BY: Gaspar Rivera Salgado, General Coordinator, Odilia Romero, 

Women’s Coordinator, Jose Gonzalez, State Coordinator in California, 

Galdino Esteves, local coordinator in Fresno, Juan Santiago, Local 

Coordinator, Madera, Lorenzo Oropeza, Regional Coordinator, Santa 

Rosa, Nayamin Martinez-Cossio, Women’s Coordinator in California, 

Jesus Estrada-Velasco, Regional Coordinator in Santa Barbara.   
 

 

The organization appeals to President Obama to re-negotiate NAFTA’s clauses 

with Mexico, especially the ones related to the free circulation of workers, and 

environmental protection. This last one is one of the most important demands of 

indigenous people in Mexico, who have had a more sustainable relationship with 

nature and land, seeing it as the source of life rather than an endless pit of wealth 

ready to be exploited. Environmental and food sustainability has been also a very 

important focus in the principles and civic action in FIOB. Since indigenous people 

have suffered the consequences of excesses and lack of regulation in the free market 

economy.  

Silvio Waisbord (2009) has noted that due to dissatisfaction with mainstream 

media outlets and their news coverage, many civic organizations have engaged in 

producing their own journalist stories, or sometimes their own media He calls this 

exercise “civic advocacy journalism.” In the case of FIOB, these “pliegos petitorios” 
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are sent to lists of contacts that include other organizations, and many times, also 

include English and Spanish language media. Although the English language media 

seldom picks those as stories, sometimes the lists of demands end up published in 

other immigrant media, in newspapers such as El Oaxaqueño, or even in more 

mainstream Spanish media such as La Opinion in Los Angeles, bilingual media such 

as La Prensa de San Diego, or even mainstream media in Mexico, such as La 

Jornada. Mostly, these collective letters with petitions written by FIOB, are ignored 

by mainstream media, but always appear in El Tequio as a testimony of the activities 

and the positions that its members take regarding different issues or conflicts affecting 

them, and as an illustration of what de Tocqueville calls the democratic function of 

those publications in relation to civic groups. The pliego petitorio is used here as a 

communication tool, as a device to make the voice of this organization participate in 

the public sphere, and it is published to leave a testimony of their transnational 

activism.  

Complex Connections, Stories and Place 

Nation-states are territorial arrangements, that is why place has always been a 

central point in the analysis of what and where is the location of the “public.”  Where 

discourse is “taking place”? Where and how does discourse affect the state as a 

territory? What is beyond the territory of the state? Where is the territorial jurisdiction 

of transnational discourses? Much of the research on immigration has focused on 

place as the most important variable of the experience of immigrants. Categories for 

analyzing place go from extraterritorial, to describe activities happening outside the 
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the national territory. “Home versus host societies” have been also two of the variables 

most used to describe immigration, dichotomizing the experience to focus only on 

sending and receiving communities. Others have focused on the local impact of 

immigration using the sending and receiving communities as main focus of the 

research. Categories such as bilocal (Waldinger and Fitzgerald, 2002) and translocal 

have also been used to describe how a group of people can connect the community 

they are from, with the community they arrive to, seeing immigration as a only a 

change of place experience and not one of movement and flow. These categories again 

place the immigrant into a situation of a permanent “guest,” and the sending and 

receiving communities as separated and disconnected from each other.  

Lynn Stephen (2007) argues that the experience of Oaxacan immigrants 

moving through the migratory networks, has many instances of “geographical, spatial, 

and historical multi-sitedness, and simultaneity” and that many social scientists are 

still debating the indigenous experience as belonging to the local, the regional or the 

transnational. By focusing solely on “place” it is common not to see the connections 

made throughout the networks created by movement of people from place to place. In 

my analysis of El Tequio stories, the variable accounting for “place” tells more about 

the resources (both human and capital) that the organization has to report on news and 

stories, and the distribution of those resources within the organization than about place 

itself. Nevertheless, an analysis of the place of stories was done.  

As Table 8 shows, the stories in El Tequio are concentrated mostly on places of 

residence in California, and in lesser degree on the sending communities in Oaxaca. 

Since the editors of the bulletin are active members of the organization, and their job 
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in writing stories for El Tequio is volunteer, it was not surprising to see the 

distribution of the place of the stories as it is in the table. In fact, even professional 

newspapers do not have an overwhelming number of stories outside the place where 

they are published, unless those stories are reproduces from wire services, or are 

special features written by investigative reporters. This has to do with ever-tight 

budgets to establish bureaus in newsworthy places.  

Table 8 

Main place of News Story in El Tequio 

 

Place 

 

Total=171 

Binational (N=81) 
% within binational 

Los Angeles 10% 16% 

Southern California*  4 5 

Other California**  29 26 

State in the US no CA 1 1 

The USA 11 14 

Border Area US-Mexico 2 5 

Mexico 6 5 

State in Mexico no Oaxaca 12 14 

Oaxaca unspecified region 2 2 

City or Region in Oaxaca*** 19 11 

Other Country (non US or Mexico) 1 0 

Undetermined Place 2 1 
* Southern California excludes Los Angeles, and includes San Diego, Orange, Imperial, Riverside,  

San Bernardino and Ventura counties.  

**  Other California excludes Southern California and Los Angeles 

***  City or Region in Oaxaca includes Oaxaca City, Valles Centrales, La Mixteca, Sierra Norte, 

and any other place in the 8 regions of the state (See map of Oaxaca and regions in Appendix C) 

 

In the content analysis there was a variable accounting for the place where the 

story developed, and since El Tequio as a bulletin was published in different places in 

Northern California, such as Santa Cruz, Watsonville, and Livingstone. When the 

publication place moved to Los Angeles in 2007, more stories from this city appeared 

proportionately. It is also worth noticing, that members of the organization in the San 

Joaquín Valley, may be part of the staff of the Binational Center for the Development 
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of Indigenous People from Oaxaca (CBDIO), and may be involved full time in 

activities by FIOB, either workshops, or other programs, and may be able to contribute 

more to the magazine than people who are volunteering their time to the organization 

while holding other jobs.  

Through the years, and since El Tequio was first published in the United 

States, in the city of Santa Cruz, California, most of its collaborators were part of the 

organization in either the San Joaquin Valley (mainly in the cities of Fresno, Madera, 

Watsonville, and Livingstone) and other locations in the area, since most of the 

members of the organization were located there.  Stories from contributors from 

either, Los Angeles and San Diego appear in EL Tequio early on, but are not 

predominantly from these locations. Later on, stories located in other parts of the state 

started to appear more frequently, as the word spread about the bulletin, and the call 

for articles reached more and more people where FIOB has membership. In the 

content analysis of El Tequio, 30 percent of the stories come from this area, while 11 

percent refer to the United States in general. Also, stories taking place in Oaxaca, and 

its regions (mainly La Mixteca Alta and Baja, Valles Centrales, and Sierra Norte) are 

predominant in El Tequio, since those are the main areas of migration (see maps of 

Oaxaca regions in Appendix C).  

However, more revealing than just the location of the story is the fact that 

many stories are developing simultaneously in a binational manner, pertaining to 

multiple concerns and places. To account for those stories, the variable “binational” 

was introduced, with the idea of identifying stories referring to both sides, or 

developing simultaneously in several locations in the United States in in Mexico. 
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Examples of binational stories are analyzed along with other variables such as topic, in 

the following section.  

   

Subtraction or Tradition? 

 

The migratory process confronts people with different narratives of the self and 

others, and the need for the individual and the group to function in the new society, 

makes them to incorporate new social codes into their behavioral repertoire. However, 

this adaptation process always entails unequal relations with more powerful socio-

cultural or even political actors and entities, in a way that this adaptation process is not 

entirely volunteer or even conscious (Sieglin, 2008, p 23). What is called “traditional 

culture” is always in constant flux and change, and adding immigration to cultural 

identity always entails various degrees of change. However, the way immigrants as 

social actors deal with those changes is what makes them either gains to enrich their 

lives, or impositions that impoverish them, making them feel that their identities are 

“managed” by an external force.  In the case of indigenous immigrants, the 

environment may change from that of a rural to an urban setting, making those socio-

cultural changes more significant.  Indigenous Mexicans have also used the language 

of culture strategically to “open political spaces from which they can negotiate 

historical and more substantial confrontations, related to redistribution of resources 

and the land” (Poole, 2007 p. 224). As Nancy Postero has discussed “indians cultural 

survival is the result of their active engagement with the power-infused cultural 

programs of the state” (2007, p 8). Therefore, cultural claims should not be dismissed 

as outside the political or economic realms, since they are often a starting point to 
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move into those areas.  

During my field work with FIOB activist and members, I have witnessed their 

effort to maintain what they call their cultural identity through the preservation of their 

cultural capital, ranging from traditional dress, dances, and food, to political 

manifestations of usos y costumbres in the United States (such as the general assembly 

decision making), and systems of tequio and cooperation, incorporated into their 

activities. I have also heard complaints about the “loss of tradition,” especially coming 

from first generation immigrants regarding the new generations, who they say “are 

forgetting the way we lived.” Some male immigrants have also uttered complaints 

about women forgetting their “traditional roles.” Although in a lesser degree among 

FIOB leaders and members, who have made women’s rights and empowerment, an 

important priority in their organization. Women’s leadership and participation has 

been one of the most important areas in where FIOB has shown cosmopolitan 

flexibility and openness, because their fronts of action include the self-questioning of 

“traditional” patriarchal practices of oppression. As the account in the previous 

chapter shows, women’s rights and participation is one of the most important activities 

within the organization, and as more women are reaching positions of power, and men 

are feeling some of their power eroding, this area is becoming more contested.  

Cultural traits and identity are constantly transformed with daily practice, and 

although many lament the loss of culture, in both content analysis of El Tequio and El 

Oaxaqueño newspaper (analyzed in detail in chapter 5), most of the stories focus 

rather positively on the preservation of indigenous culture and customs in different 

aspects of life, rather than lamenting this loss. Table 9 shows a cross tabulation 
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between topics, cultural preservation and loss of culture variables, while only 23 

percent (N=40) of the total stories coded referred to cultural loss, 33 percent referred 

to cultural preservation in an optimistic fashion. These variables were coded by 

finding in the articles instances or mentions referring either to cultural preservation or 

deploring the loss of culture.  

Table 9 

Loss or Preservation of Tradition by Topic El Tequio 

Topic Loss of Tradition 

N=40  

Tradition Preservation 

N=56  

Culture 22.5% 23% 

Religion 7.5 4 

Sports 2.5 2 

Politics 32.5 29 

Immigration 17.5 21 

The Environment - 2 

Mother Language 5.0 7 

Crime and Justice 5.0 5 

Other 2.5  

Education 5.0 4 

Gender - 4 

 

The results on the table show that, even when there is an important focus on 

the loss of culture, organized indigenous immigrants focus on the preservation of their 

ways of life and customs through daily practice. This “preservation” is linked to the 

celebration of cultural and religious traditions, but instances of “preservation of 

tradition or culture” were mainly observed in stories referring to politics, culture or 

immigration.  

Activities such as the celebration of La Guelaguetza festival, dances, sports 

tournaments, patron saint celebrations, and other events are opportunities for 

indigenous migrants to actively preserve their heritage, but at the same time reinvent 
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themselves by combining the customs and resources in their transnational context. For 

example, in a list of activities published in El Tequio in June 25 of 1996, there is an 

account of the celebration of the First tournament of Pelota Mixteca in California. 

Pelota Mixteca (Mixtec Ball) is a pre-Columbian game practiced in the Mixteco area 

in Oaxaca, and is played with heavy baseball-like gloves: 

In March 31
st
, in Fresno, CA for the first time took place the Benito 

Juárez Tournament of Pelota Mixteca, a millennial game by Mixtecos 

that is still actively practiced in Oaxaca and in the US. The tournament 

will be celebrated every year, and an official game will be played in 

any major event. Four teams competed in the tournament, and the one 

from Santa Cruz Rancho Viejo won the trophy. Thanks to the support 

of Urbano Hernandez, from the Community of Magdalena Jaltepec in 

Nochixtlan for lending the court to play the game. (El Tequio, June 25, 

1996, online version. My translation).  

 

Pelota Mixteca games have been brought to the different places in the 

migratory network of Mixtecos, and other indigenous Oaxacans. Some important 

tournaments are played in different neighborhoods of Mexico City and the Estado de 

Mexico. The story published in El Tequio is an account of the activities of FIOB in the 

San Joaquin Valley, and the Pelota Mixteca games are an important way of fostering 

community. Males play it usually after work, and many immigrant children are 

starting to play it on a small scale. Although La Pelota Mixteca is not as popular a 

game as Baseball for Oaxacans, the fact that FIOB is making the commitment to 

include at least one game of this sport per event, shows the willingness to preserve it, 

and pass it on the new generations.   

In a story Janet Martinez, a second generation Zapotec, talks about Zoogocho, 

the community of her parents located in Sierra Norte in Oaxaca. Martinez makes an 

account of many activities that the Zoogochenses do in order to keep their traditions 
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and language. However, the story also laments that there have been some loss of the 

language due to migration:  

Many immigrant descendents have learned the mother language and 

can speak Zapotec. However, many also have lost the language 

altogether, although there are some efforts to start rescuing Zapotec, 

and avoid its disappearance, because it is one of the main 

characteristics of being from Zoogocho (Martínez, El Tequio, n/a, No. 

6, p. 6. My translation).  

 

Although there is an account of loss (in this case the language), in the rest of 

the article there are multiple accounts of language recovery and cultural preservation, 

and mixing of traditions that this community is practicing not only in Los Angeles, but 

in other places where Zapotecs have migrated. Martinez continues: 

In Los Angeles there are some workshops that are being organized in 

order to teach and preserve this language. This will be useful for many 

children of immigrants from Zoogocho who desire to include it in their 

cultural mestizaje (sic). Like in Los Angeles and Mexico City, the first 

and second generations of Zoogochenses are learning the language. 

They are re-appropriating a language that was once considered a reason 

to be ashamed.” (Martinez, El Tequio, n/a, No. 6, p. 6. My translation).  

 

 

As discussed in the previous chapter, one of the main activities of FIOB is the 

organization and execution of workshops, seminars, and talks. Many of those 

workshops are related to rescuing and systematizing community knowledge, so it can 

be used later, or passed on the new generations. This is an example of the 

Zoogochense community (some of them active members of FIOB) engaging in the 

rescue of their language, in order to offer it as a cultural capital choice to have to their 

descendants, as “cultural mestizaje.”  

Indigenous immigrants, far from being only the victims of greater economic 

and political forces, are proactively participating in their own creation of knowledge 
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and self-representation, projecting themselves as engaged agents of change and 

rescuing their knowledge (in this case their language) as a valuable asset and as a 

component of their identity, and identity that is not fixed in time or in nostalgia, but 

ever-evolving and adapting to the new circumstances, but also enriched by experience. 

They are not closing themselves to speak exclusively Zapotec from Zoogocho, but 

they are seeing it as another linguistic tool to have in a diverse set of cultural attributes 

that they can have access to by virtue of migration. Zoogochenses here, are rejecting 

the models of subtractive assimilation by both nation-states, and are reaffirming their 

cultural and linguistic heritage as a component of their identity, and acquiring 

characteristics of the Mexican and the US dominant cultures, as well as their 

languages (English and Spanish).  With this, they are making multi-lingualism, and 

cultural diversity the norm, rather than the exception in their communities as a sign of 

their cosmopolitanism. In another passage of the same story, Janet Martinez tells us 

how Zoogochenses have adopted symbols of the US culture in their dances: 

 

Complexity of identities is harder to explain when one identity seems to 

clash with another, such in the case of the Zoogochenses in Los 

Angeles. Instead of clashing, members of this community have been 

able to mix the different cultures they encounter. One of these examples 

is the inclusion of the US culture in the indigenous garb. The US flag 

image can be seen in one indigenous custom used in a traditional dance. 

Even when this may seem strange, we are witnessing cultural mestizaje 

in practice.” (Martinez, El Tequio, n/a, No. 6, p. 7. My translation).  

 

This analysis of what she calls “cultural mestizaje” shows not only the 

preservation of indigenous culture but the actual mixing and combining of cultures 

that may be considered to “clash” or being incompatible, into a new identity with 
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diverse elements from the supposedly clashing cultures. This is an interesting 

reflection, because Janet is a second generation Zoogochense, who was born in Los 

Angeles. For her, the connotation of mestizaje has a different meaning than that of an 

indigenous Mexican who has been forced into a single cultural model in Mexico. The 

mestizaje that Martinez refers to is a voluntary, and spontaneous mixing of elements of 

different cultures in order to harmonize them into a multiple identity, not an 

imposition from a cultural, political or social institution seeking to homogenize the 

population. In some regards, those elements of this mestizaje are what Ulrich Beck 

would call “shallow cosmopolitanism” (2006, p. 41) because those are consumption 

artifacts easily incorporated into daily rituals. The case of the American flag sewn into 

the dancer’s custome, however can be seen either as a commodity or as a cultural 

symbol incorporated and mixed to create a new identity. Martinez’ analysis is not 

“shallow” in any case, since she eloquently talks about several identity markers, such 

as the preservation of language, and the aim to become multi-lingual, which entails 

deeper understandings about the subjective position of the speakers of a particular 

language.  As Beck also pointed out, “deep” and “shallow” manifestations of 

cosmopolitanism coexist and surface in events such as the one narrated in the story, 

which refers to the realm of consumption of cultural artifacts, when talking about the 

element of the flag in the dancer’s custome (shallow) but goes into analyzing the 

efforts that the community engages in, to preserve their mother language, and be 

multilingual. The workshops that the community organizes to speak Zapotec, are a 

way to maintain a knowledge that the traditional school system is not addressing, 

although it may be latent in some members of the population. The organized 
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immigrant community has had to come up with innovative ways to preserve, adapt, 

and pass on their knowledge, something that may not be of value in the formal school 

system, and acquire other forms of knowledge at the same time in order to enrich an 

ever-evolving identity (deep cosmopolitanism).  

Us and Them: Bridging and Bonding Activities 

Robert Putnam (2000) states that social capital is known as the norms that arise 

from relationships of reciprocity among individuals. He also mentions that social 

capital has two functions: bridging (inclusive), and bonding (exclusive). On one hand, 

bridging generally brings positive outside outcomes by pushing civic associations and 

networks to communicate with other members of society and organizations. On the 

other hand, bonding can achieve internal cohesion for organizations, but it does not 

always guarantee positive outcomes for the greater society, if those associations do not 

share further than their enclosed context. Immigrant organizations have been created 

with bonding social capital in the first place, joining together members of the same 

town of origin and cultural heritage. However bridging activities are also one of their 

main characteristics, since those associations approach other associations, individuals 

and governments in order to execute projects, make connections, and establish 

relationships of dialogue and understanding. Putnam has also argued that civic 

associations are spaces for learning democracy, because associations are based on 

social trust, and norms and moral obligations among their members (Putnam, 1993).  

During the time I have collaborated with FIOB, I have observed plenty of 

bridging activities with non-immigrant organizations, for example with unions, or 
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human rights organizations, such as the California Rural and Legal Assistance 

(CRLA) an organization that has been pivotal in the consolidation of FIOB in the US. 

FIOB members reached out to other organizations in the U.S., in Mexico and to 

international organizations and foundations, either to work together, or to establish 

dialogues on similar issues, such as human and labor rights, respect for indigenous 

rights, women’s empowerment, media literacy, and others. However, what does this 

bridging mean for citizenship as a practice?  

Activities of bonding (reaching out to people from the same ethnic 

background) and bridging (reaching out to others) can be seen in the stories published 

in El Tequio from an early time. As Rufino Domínguez said, El Tequio was created to 

function as a voice for the organization, its own voice for self-representation, and to 

reach to others members in the multi-site and pan-ethnic organization. To illustrate 

Domínguez’s point, and as an example of the bonding functions of immigrant media, 

in the analysis of El Tequio stories, several variables for measuring bridging and 

bonding were coded. One was to measure the mentions of other organizations, or 

ethnicities in the stories, and if they were mentioning an organization along with 

FIOB. From the stories coded, 83% (n=142) refer or mention Oaxacans and Oaxacan 

immigrants from different ethnicities in the state (Zapotecos, Mixtecos, Mixes, 

Triquis, Chatinos, etc), while only 17% (n=29) did not.  However, it can be seen in the 

results of the content analysis (Table 8) that a good percentage of stories mention 

other ethnic groups, either indigenous from other states in Mexico, Mestizos, and 

Asians, African Americans, or Anglos in the US. A good number of stories mention 

FIOB relationships with other immigrant and non-immigrant organizations. From the 
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stories analyzed, 113 (66%) referred to an immigrant organization or HTA, 89 of those 

stories refer to FIOB, while only 24 refer to other immigrant organizations. Stories 

that mention FIOB and other immigrant organizations at the same time, are mostly 

positive, depicting relationships of cooperation. For example, a story offering an 

account of how Oaxacan immigrant organizations in California, joined together to 

support Gabino Cué candidacy for the government of that state in 2010:  

 

Mirroring what happens in Oaxaca, immigrants from that state in Los 

Angeles, organized around Gabino Cué´s candidacy have diverse 

political inclinations. The coalition joined together members of cultural, 

sports, community, business and political organizations. Despite of the 

differences, they joined to receive the candidate twice, and to make the 

calling campaign to family, friends and paisanos in Oaxaca, to ask them 

to vote in favor of Cué Monteagudo. Using FIOB offices as 

headquarters, volunteers made more than 300 calls. The election united 

members of the Regional Organization of Oaxacans (ORO)….with 

members of FIOB….(the election)….also linked participants of cultural 

groups such as of those of the Nueva Antequera Ballet, with members 

of the Afro-Mexican community, restaurant owners, academics and 

other community organizations (Rodríguez, El Tequio, No. 7, pp. 7-8. 

My translation).  

 

 

The article by Bertha Rodríguez, makes clear that although the organizations 

and people who joined together to support Cué’s candidacy may have different 

agendas or belong to different ideological groups, they were able to work together in a 

temporary coalition working from California to oust the PRI from Oaxaca. Rodriguez 

offers an interesting analysis because one of the most recurrent arguments I have heard 

in some Oaxacan communities for not participating in civic organizations refer to 

“calls for unity.” Some of those calls, simply mean that people from the same state, or 

ethnic group, should hypothetically and uncritically “unite” while engaging in any 
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kind of social action. Another times I have heard that the Oaxacan community is not 

“united” and either leaders or casual observers deplore debates and discussions where 

different opinions are expressed between members of this community: “Oaxacans are 

not united” said one participant in a community assembly in Los Angeles in 

November 2010, when members of the public disagreed with what one of the speakers 

was proposing. A cosmopolitan, says Roger Silverstone, is someone embodying a 

doubling identity and identification. Ethically, cosmopolitanism entails “a 

commitment, or an obligation, to recognize not just the stranger as other, but the other 

in oneself” (2007, cited in Rogers, 2010, p. 14).  There is a cosmopolitan attitude 

when an organization engages in self-criticism in order to acknowledge the rights of 

its members, and others, not only the need to appear “unified” but also the very reality 

of difference.  

I have also witnessed several times internal debates among FIOB members, 

where they express their differences regarding particular issues. Something that I 

observed more regularly in FIOB debates was the willingness to acknowledge that 

individuals may think differently than others, and therefore they have less uncritical 

calls for “unity.” Although unity is invoked as a need at times, as in the previous 

excerpt, there is often room for expressing differences, and flexibility and tolerance to 

accept them.   

Cooperation is not circumscribed to work with other immigrant organizations, 

44% of the stories coded (N=76) refer to activities with non-immigrant organizations, 

such as unions, human rights, educational and health foundations, and various cultural 

organizations. Of the total stories referring to FIOB, 48% (n=43) refer also to another, 
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non-immigrant organization: The National Council of La Raza, the California 

Endowment, the MacArthur Foundation, the American Friends Committee, the EZLN, 

the Organization of American States, the International Labor Organization, the 

Mexican National Indigenist Institute, are among the organizations mentioned in the 

stories accounting for activities between FIOB and those organizations.  

 

Table 10 

Same or Different Ethnic Group or Organization, and Outlook of the Future 

Organization or ethnic 

group 

Stories 

(number) 

Negative Neutral Positive 

FIOB  89 19% 44% 37% 

Other Immigrant 

Organization  

12 17% 17% 66% 

FIOB & Other Immigrant 

Organization  

12 17% 25% 58% 

FIOB & other organization 

non immigrant  

43 21% 49% 30% 

Other non immigrant 

organization 

76 25% 42% 33% 

Other ethnic groups  105 29.5% 39% 31.5% 

Note: Percentages are calculated across number of stories referring to either FIOB or other 

organizations and ethnic groups.  

 

Table 10 shows that most of the stories regarding to FIOB, are neutral (44 

percent) or positive (37 percent). When the article refers solely to other immigrant 

organization, most of the stories also have a positive outlook, although those stories 

are fewer overall with only 12 of the total 171. The table shows the same tendency 

when stories with FIOB and other organizations either immigrant or non-immigrant 

are represented together (see third and fourth rows in table). The tendency changes 

when other organizations are mentioned in the stories, because the outlook for the 

future is mostly neutral with 42 percent of the total stories being neutral, and 33 
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percent positive. Still the tendency for fewer negative stories persists, although those 

are higher than in the stories when FIOB and other organizations appear together 

(signaling the reporting of a cooperation activity).  

The majority of the stories refer to other ethnic groups, different from 

Oaxacans (and Oaxacans themselves are diverse), were either neutral or positive, 

suggesting that indigenous Oaxacans view their connections with other ethnic or racial 

groups mostly with optimism. As in this story by Oralia Maceda-Méndez in El Tequio 

of 2001: 

A conference of indigenous immigrant women was organized by the 

CBDIO and FIOB, in order to provide information about how to 

prevent and control illnesses, as well as other topics of interest for 

participants and their families. In order to organize this event, we 

contacted the clinics, agencies and other health providers in the 

counties of Madera and Fresno.  Those clinics gave us their support 

with informative material and trained personnel to make the 

presentations on different topics such as: Asthma, Diabetes, Family 

planning, breast cancer and leadership (Maceda-Mendez, 2001, my 

translation).  

 

 

This excerpt of this story refers to the organizational efforts of FIOB and the 

Center for Oaxacan Indigenous Development (CBDIO) to reach out to clinics and 

health providers in order to talk to indigenous women about prevention, diagnostic and 

treatment of illnesses, family planning and other important health issues for women. 

These workshops in FIOB are generally connected to leadership talks, since some of 

the leaders say, that members of the community come more easily to those talks if 

they are about health issues. “Later then we start talking about leadership and human 

rights” says, Juan Ramon, a Mixteco from Santa Rosa Caxtlahuaca who lives in San 
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Diego and has been in charge of many health initiatives by FIOB in this city 

(interview with Juan Ramon, FIOB member in San Diego, CA June 10, 2011).  

In the piece of El Tequio by Oralia Maceda, there is a mention of the presence 

in the seminars of members of the Hmong community in Madera and Fresno:  

 

Through this conference we have realized the integration and 

participation of women in our organization. We also appreciate the 

working relationship developed between indigenous women from 

Oaxaca, and the Hmong women (in the area). We should continue to 

cultivate this relationship of friendship and work. (Maceda-Méndez, 

2001, my translation).  
 

 

As Anthony Appiah has said, cosmopolitanism is not an elite privilege, but a 

universal sentiment (2002). Although the story does not discuss in detail what 

happened between the Oaxacan and the Hmong women living in the area, Maceda 

focuses on the relationship developed between those two groups through their 

encounter in health and leadership seminars, and clearly refers to it as a working and a 

friendship relationship.  Previous accounts from El Tequio, explain that indigenous 

women from FIOB, along with African American and Hmong women have been 

participating in workshops organized by the Institute Pan Valley, in which they 

organize multicultural encounters among immigrant women in the area. Maceda 

herself in a previous account, talks about those encounters:  

 

Now we are taking big steps, not only inside our community, but also 

sharing our cultural and organization experiences with other races, with 

indigenous, Hmong and Afro-American women. All this through the 

program of Multicultural Encounters organized by Myrna Martinez, 

who is our contact person at the Pan Valley Institute. This way we have 

been able to work with women from different cultures to look for 
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solutions the problems we face, which are very similar (Maceda-

Mendez, July 25, 2000, my translation).  

 

 

The human capacity of feeling empathy towards the experience of others, the 

flexibility to accommodate to situations of diversity to adjust to different cultural 

environments, among other things, are characteristics that define cosmopolitans. 

Immigrants face the encounter with others, as in the workshops described by Oralia 

Maceda in Fresno and Madera, where women belonging to different races and 

ethnicities discussed their problems and found that they were very similar, despite 

their racial, cultural and linguistic differences. The depiction of this encounter by 

Maceda is hopeful, calling it “big steps” inside and outside their community sharing 

their experiences with other women from minority groups.  

 

The Evolution of El Tequio 

In some ways, El Tequio has been a reflection of the evolution of FIOB over 

the years. Its stories reflect the changes in the organization (detailed in chapter 3), and 

the way that certain social moments have affected its development, such as the ousting 

of their leader, Arturo Pimentel in 2001. Table 11 also show who has been included in 

the stories published in the magazine, and who has been invited to write those stories. 

In chapter three I discussed the efforts that women have made to attain positions of 

leadership in the organization, and how difficult may seem for them at times to occupy 

those positions, and exert some influence.  
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Table 11 

Topics by First and Second Decade of El Tequio 

Topic Period 1 

1992-2001 
11 issues N=92 

Period 2 

2002-2010 
10 issues N=79 

Inclusion of Women as Writers    15  % 35  % 

Participation of 2
nd

 Generation 

immigrants 

6.5 13 

Mentions of Oaxacans  90.0 75 

Mentions of other ethnic groups 

(outside Oaxaca) 

58.0 66 

Other non immigrant organization 55.0 32 

Home Country News 60.0 56 

Binational News 46.0 49 

Politics 42.0 25 

Immigration 16.0 34 

Culture 6.5 11 

Loss of tradition 15.0 33 

Preserving Tradition 24.0 43 

Positive outlook of the future 29.0 46 

 

The table shows how the incorporation of women as writes of El Tequio has 

been a reality over the years. During almost all the first decade of the organization, 

there were about 15 percent of women writing stories for El Tequio, while this 

percentage has been steadily increasing, and has reached 35 percent by the second 

decade. This is significant in many ways, because women are not only collaborating, 

but as the discussion in this chapter shows, they are decision makers in the magazine. 

Odilia Romero is the general director of El Tequio, and Bertha Rodríguez Santos, a 

journalist by training, is in charge of editing and writing some of the pieces. Bertha is 
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also the person in charge of the information office of FIOB in the state of California. 

The evolution of El Tequio stories shows not only the presence of women, which is 

widespread in the organization, but also their actual influence and inclusion in 

positions of power and decision.  

FIOB has also made efforts to incorporate the children of immigrants in 

different activities. Many of the participants even bring their children to events and 

rallies (see photograph number 22, in Appendix A), and say that they are working in 

the organization also as a way to benefit their children. These conversations about the 

integration of the second generation are increasingly taking place, as leaders of FIOB 

get older. During their last State Assembly in June 2011 they elected Sarait Martínez 

as head of the newly created Youth Affairs Coordination. However, as the table 

shows, the incorporation of second generation Oaxacans has been proportionally 

smaller than that of women, but steadily growing, from 6.5 percent of mentions of 

second-generation participation in the first decade, doubling it to 13 percent by the 

second decade.  

El Tequio was created as an organ of self-representation and advocacy for 

FIOB, and this is shown in the percentage of stories mentioning Oaxacans (of different 

ethnicities) in the first period of the magazine (90 percent of stories mention 

Oaxacans). This percentage goes down to 75 percent by the second decade, suggesting 

that FIOB members are increasingly reaching to other groups. Reaching to other 

groups, may represent a sign of bridging, and also is a characteristic of 

cosmopolitanism. When focusing on others, people may experience a transformation 

of the self, in terms of understanding that self in relationship to a diverse world (see 
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Delanty and He, 2008, p. 324). In the stories reported in El Tequio  this transformation 

can be seen through the years.  

Stories referring only to Mexico slightly diminish in El Tequio from one 

decade to the next, although binational news increased their presence from 46 to 49 

percent from the first to the second period of analysis. Surprisingly, “politics” as a 

topic goes down from 42 percent to 25 percent in the stories reported in El Tequio, 

suggesting a variation of topics and inclusion of others over time. Stories referring to 

immigration as the main topic grew from 16 to 34 percent. This increase has 

presumably a lot to do with the voicing of proposals for immigration reform by FIOB 

members, and that have been published in the magazine. Immigration reform has been 

considered as one of the main goals of the organization, as it can be seen from the 

content of their petitions, such as the pliego petitorio analyzed in this chapter, and the 

comments and opinions published in El Tequio by FIOB leaders and members.  

 
 

Other Communication Strategies by FIOB 

 

As seen with the systematic publishing of El Tequio, FIOB has also 

implemented other communication strategies over the years in order to circulate 

information within the organization, to shape the content of their programs, and to 

reach others outside FIOB. As demonstrated by the testimony of Rogelio Mendez at 

the beginning of this chapter, indigenous activists have used whatever means of 

communication they have available to organize and foster links among themselves and 

others. From hand-written letters, and telegraphs, to multi-site conference calls, and 

the use of social media such as Facebook, communication is a big component of social 
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organizing. As a multi-site transnational organization, FIOB has had to rely on 

multiple sources of communication in order to keep the message and mission of the 

organization consistent.  

Table 12 shows a list of the main communication practices and activities by 

FIOB members over the years. Some of those activities are still taking place, others 

have ceased, such as some campaigns. This chapter gave an assessment of the most 

continuous and systematic publication of the organization, El Tequio. But there are 

other very important venues of communication that merit to be explored and 

explained, such as the official Website of both, FIOB and the CBDIO, the campaigns 

and the programs. To explore each of those areas in depth, another research project 

would be necessary. However, those activities have supported FIOB civic engagement 

through the years, and merit an explanation, even if it is brief. This last section is 

dedicated to explain some of the most important communication activities, such as the 

radio presence of FIOB in the San Joaquin Valley, and their efforts to sustain an 

interpreter’s program in indigenous languages. This program has been crucial to help 

to improve the lives of indigenous Mexicans who have encountered the justice or the 

health systems in the United States, and where more understanding of the needs of 

indigenous Mexicans is required.  
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Table 12 

Communication Practices by FIOB/CBDIO 

Medium Year Content Periodicity 
El Tequio 1991-2011  

 

Official publication of FIOB. Publishes 

opinion articles, interviews and other 

pieces related to FOB activities.  

 

Trimestral 

FIOB and CBDIO 

Websites 

1997-present Information about FIOB and CBDIO 

programs and activities in Mexico and 

the US. 

 

Ongoing 

La Hora Mixteca 

(Radio Bilingue) 

1995-present Discussion of problems pertaining to 

Oaxacan immigrants in the San Joaquin 

Valley.  

 

4-hour 

weekly 

program. 

 

Center for 

Oaxacalifornia 

Studies 

1997-present Section in the FIOB Website, includes 

research, and other information about 

indigenous immigrants.  

 

Continuous 

El Despertar Indígena, 

collaboration with 

KNXT, Ch.49 

Catholic television. 

1999-2000 30-minute television show by FIOB. 

Issues about labor and human rights of 

indigenous farm workers in the San 

Joaquin Valley. Fresno, CA. 

Tues, 8:30 

p.m.  

Repeated on 

Sundays 6:30 

pm.  

Nuestro Foro, Radio 

KFCF, 88.1, Fresno, 

CA. Jointly produced 

with New California 

Media 

2001 Discussion of subjects such as 

immigration, civic life, economic and 

social development.  

Wednesdays, 

7 to 8 pm 

 

Documentaries  

 

2003-2005 

 

Sueños Binacionales (Binational 

Dreams).  

Women who organize, advance.  

 

 

By Yolanda 

Cruz 

Binational 

Communication 

Campaigns and 

conference calls 

ongoing Fax and e-mail campaigns  

2006 Oaxaca Conflict APPO 

2010 supporting Gabino Cué candidacy 

Periodical conference calls  

 

Different 

times 

Interpreter Services 1996-present Indigenous Interpreters training for 

courts, hospitals and other places. 

 

Program run 

by CBDIO 

Facebook. 2009-present Facebook profile of FIOB has more 

than 900 members. Publishes news and 

events of FIOB. Passes interesting 

information about indigenous people in 

the world.  

 

Profile run by 

Los Angeles 

office. 

(Odilia 

Romero) 

Sources: CBDIO and FIOB websites. Rodríguez-Santos, 2009, Stephen, L. (2007). KFCF, Website. 
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Radio and TV Presence of FIOB 

FIOB activists have participated in radio and television programs to 

disseminate information among the indigenous immigrant community. Since many of 

the leaders have the capacity of speaking different indigenous languages, their 

presence in radio and television programs has been important in promoting health and 

prevention campaigns regarding the exposure to the heat in the agricultural camps, but 

also about the rights of immigrant workers, and their families, and other important 

issues that they face in their daily lives. For example, FIOB helped to produce a 

television program called El Despertar Indígena (the indigenous awakening) 

transmitted by KNXT Channel 49. This is a Catholic channel ran by the Archdioceses 

of Fresno, and Rufino Dominguez hosted the program from 1999 to 2000 (Rodriguez, 

2009a). Dominguez, along with Eduardo Stanley were the hosts of a radio program 

called Nuestro Foro (our forum) broadcasted in the community radio station KFCF 

88.1 also in Fresno. This program was broadcasted in Spanish, and discussed different 

community issues. They had also different guests, as the magazine Community 

Alliance publishes “You will hear everything from government leaders in Mexico, to 

Arab residents in the Valley talking about the US invasion of Iraq, to a Latina lesbian 

discussing discrimination ---and more.” (Rhodes, and Whalen, 2005, p. 13). The 

diverse agenda of this program reflects the exercise of values of tolerance and respect 

for difference, not only the willingness to be accepted by the mainstream culture or 

values. This shows a cosmopolitan attitude, recognizing that claims of diversity and 

respect are intrinsic to human beings, and not only a need from your own group, clan, 

social class or political community.   
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Chatino filmmaker Yolanda Cruz (who works with the FIOB translators 

program), and was born in Oaxaca, has created two documentaries about FIOB, One 

documentary about the women who participate in the organization, and the other about 

the transnational work of FIOB in Oaxaca, Baja California and the United States. This 

last documentary is called Sueños Binacionales, “Binational Dreams,” and features 

several members of the organization talking about their experiences as they have 

become leaders in practice.  

La Hora Mixteca. Radio Bilingüe has been airing in rural California for the 

past thirty years, since July of 1980. It started as a community station serving Latino 

workers in Central Valley. Now Radio Bilingüe is the only public radio network in 

Spanish in the U.S. and operates six community radio stations in California: KSJV 

Fresno, KMPO, Modesto/Stockton, KTQX- Bakersfield, KHDC Salinas, KUBO El 

Centro y KVUH Laytonville/Mendocino, through satellite it also connects with other 

communities in the US, Puerto Rico, and Mexico (Radio Bilingüe website, September 

2010).  Mixteco immigrant Hugo Morales, who arrived in Sonoma County when he 

was nine years old with his parents, who were agricultural workers, founded Radio 

Bilingüe. Morales, who graduated from Harvard said in an interview with the San 

Francisco Chronicle: “we were angry, frankly, about the nonexistence that continues 

today of Latin programming in mainstream television and radio….Spanish-language 

commercial radio and television were disconnected from the needs of our community” 

(Campbell, 2006). Radio Bilingüe broadcasts in English, Spanish, Mixteco and 

Hmong (Radio Bilingüe Website), and caters to the needs of the immigrant population 

in the Central Valley.  
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Since 1995, Radio Bilingüe, airs a program called La Hora Mixteca (the 

Mixtec Hour), and it is broadcasted every Sunday from 10:00 AM to 2:00 PM. La 

Hora Mixteca is a well-known program in Spanish and Mixteco languages in the area, 

and Oaxacan workers listen to it mainly in rural areas of California, throughout the 

San Joaquin Valley. According to Gaspar Rivera, La Hora Mixteca is very similar to 

talk shows in Oaxaca, with music and cultural commentary and a charismatic radio 

host: Filemón López.  

López is a Mixteco immigrant himself, and one of the founding members of 

FIOB. The program includes features such as public advisories about the Central 

Valley heat to agricultural workers, medical advice linking Oaxacan doctors through a 

program linked to Davis University and local clinics, traditional Oaxacan music and a 

“bridge to home” in which migrants can send greetings back to their families in 

Oaxaca, who may listen to his program via satellite (Archibold, June 2009). During 

the last 90 minutes of the program, there is a satellite link to indigenous radio stations 

in Baja California, Guerrero and Oaxaca in Mexico. Eva Hernandez is the host who 

participates in the highlands of Oaxaca, from the town of Tlaxiaco (Radio Bilingüe 

website).  The linking of the communities of immigrants in California with those of 

their families and friends in Oaxaca has been one of the most important features of this 

program. Since families can send cross-border messages to loved ones who have left 

to the US, and who may not have contact with their relatives, or viceversa.   
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Digital Border Crossing: New Media and Digital Communication by FIOB 

Lynn Stephen describes the activities of transborder immigrant communities as 

“digital border crossing” and notices that immigrants use digital technology to connect 

their home and host communities (Stephen, 2007). FIOB also has an active website, 

established in 1997. Leoncio Vásquez, an immigrant from La Mixteca, and co-director 

at the Center for Oaxacan Indigenous Development (CBDIO), had the initiative of 

opening the web site, and he keeps maintaining it from Fresno, CA. Leoncio also 

maintains the website of the CBDIO. In these websites, FIOB members post 

information about activities and the communities in Oaxaca, and migrant communities 

from the state (Rodríguez, 2009). In the CBDIO website they post information about 

their programs, such as the translator training program, and other important workshops 

organized by this center. The FIOB website also hosts past issues of El Tequio, a 

section for Oaxacalifornia Studies, and they have a regular feed where they publish 

announcements, pliegos petitorios, and other important current information. The 

website is also interactive, and in some of the stories they have comments from people 

either from Oaxaca who are trying to look for community connections in the US or 

Mexico, or from students who want to learn more about FIOB activities.  

Social media. In recent years, FIOB activists have been using social media, 

such as Facebook where they have a profile for the organization since the year 2009, 

and have almost a thousand followers (999, as of August, 2011). The profile was 

opened in order to communicate among themselves and with others.  The usage of 

Facebook is different among the members of FIOB who live in the United States and 

the ones living in Mexico. More members in the US have Facebook profiles, and 
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actively engage in contacting people through this medium. Odilia Romero is in charge 

of the FIOB account and she posts the releases that FIOB issues to the media in that 

profile. Activities by the organization (mainly in Los Angeles) are also posted in the 

FIOB profile, along with photos from different FIOB committees in California, Baja 

Californian and Oaxaca.  

Conference phone calls. Despite the widespread digital presence, FIOB 

members still rely on conference phone calls for collective decision-making about 

important issues, such as the organization of their Convention in Oaxaca in October 

2011 where they will elect the binational coordinator. People from the committees in 

California, Baja California and Oaxaca participate in those phone calls in order to 

discuss logistics and positions regarding the Front’s standing on particular issues, and 

for collective decision making, such as the appointment of FIOB founder Rufino 

Dominguez, as the head of the Oaxacan Institute for Migrants by governor Gabino 

Cué. Dominguez discussed with other FIOB members about his concerns and plans in 

taking the position as the head of the institute. It was very important for him to follow 

the principles of respect of collective decisions commonly practiced in the 

organization. This appointment was discussed and then approved by consensus in this 

manner. Domínguez has been the head of the IOAM since December 2010.  

Not Lost in Translation 

Among other communication activities that FIOB has organized in the United 

States, are the interpreter’s and translation services, which are very useful for people 

who may need legal assistance, and cannot communicate in English or Spanish. 
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According to the official Binational Center for the Development of Indigenous People 

from Oaxaca (CBDIO), this project was launched in 1996, and the Center trains 

previously identified bilingual and trilingual people who are willing to participate as 

interpreters in courts, hospitals, and other places where interpretation is required. On 

the CBDIO page, they say that they have conducted at least six different training 

sessions, with the participation of fifty indigenous interpreters who can translate from 

Mixteco, Triqui, Chatino, Maya and Zapotec to either English, Spanish or both. The 

Center can also refer people to other interpreters, such as different modalities of 

Mixteco (either from the Mixteca Baja or Mixteca Alta, which are different), and 

Purépecha, a language spoken by indigenous migrants coming from the state of 

Michoacán in Mexico (see CBDIO Website).  

In the words of Rufino Domínguez, who has worked as a Mixteco interpreter 

himself in the fields of the Central Valley, and whose participation has been crucial in 

starting this program: “We have opened doors to our community in the area of the 

rights for having a interpreter, we started this program since 1996. FIOB started to 

have an interpreter’s program even earlier than in our own country. In Mexico 

interpreter’s programs in indigenous languages started in the year 2000, and it was 

then when people started to talk about this as an indigenous right. It is ironic that in a 

foreign country we have advanced even more than in our own country.” (cited in 

Rodríguez, n/a, p. 19). Several members of FIOB, have signed to be interpreters, 

which is considered a pioneer activity in both countries. In 2003, Mexican Congress 

approved the General Law of Indigenous Linguistic Rights (Ley General de los 

Derechos Lingüísticos de los Publos Indígenas), which in its article 10 says that the 
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state will guarantee the right of indigenous people to access the jurisdiction of the state 

in the national indigenous languages they speak. This law also guarantees that 

interpreters who know about their language and culture will assist indigenous people. 

In Mexico, many indigenous people end up in jail for minor crimes, or are unjustly 

accused of a crime and put behind bars remaining there because they have problems 

understanding the legal process and how to appeal for their rights in their own 

language. The federal legislation guaranteeing the right for court interpreters is of very 

recent creation in Mexico. The first Habeas Corpus (Juicio de Amparo), trail that took 

place in Mexico in an indigenous language, was conducted in 2007 (González-Galván, 

n/a).  

At least seven persons are listed as official interpreters in different indigenous 

languages in the CBDIO website. José González, who lives in Vista in San Diego, and 

who is trilingual in Mixteco (from the Mixteca Baja), English and Spanish works as a 

court interpreter, and is one of the main interpreters at the CBDIO. José goes back and 

forth the court in San Diego, and his job in the North County, making some visits to 

the East Coast and other places in the U.S. in order to translate for court cases 

involving Mixteco indigenous who feel more comfortable speaking in Mixteco rather 

than Spanish or English. He is frequently needed, usually, if an indigenous person is 

detained, sometimes they do not have the ability to understand Spanish, and a 

bilingual English-Spanish interpreter is not enough to conduct a fair trail. Through the 

CBDIO, the Indigenous Front has been offering this service to people who need it. 

One notorious case of misunderstanding was the case of Cirila Baltazar, a 

Chatino immigrant from Oaxaca who lived in Pascagoula, Mississippi, and whose 
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infant daughter was illegally taken away from her because she was declared “unfit to 

be a mother” by a Puerto Rican translator who misinterpreted her back in November 

of 2008. Cirila did not speak Spanish, and was monolingual in Chatino (one of the 

indigenous languages spoken in Oaxaca) when she migrated with no documents to the 

US. When she arrived at the hospital, Cirila’s cousin offered to be an interpreter for 

her since she spoke Chatino and Spanish, but she was rejected, and the hospital 

assigned an interpreter who spoke Spanish and English, but not Chatino. Cirila walked 

out of the hospital without her daughter, Rubi, who was given to adoption to an Anglo 

couple, in a very irregular process.  After Cirila contacted an Immigration association 

called Missisippi Immigrant Rights Association MIRA, they notified the Mexican 

Consulate in New Orleans about her case, asking them to find a translator from 

Chatino to English or Spanish. The consulate took several weeks looking into data-

bases for a translator: “they told me they were working in their data base, when I heard 

that, I did a search and found a translator in 15 minutes through California FIOB” said 

Victoria Cintra, the director of MIRA (Miranda, 2009, p. 7). Yolanda Cruz, a Chatino 

filmmaker living in Los Angeles, and member of FIOB, was the official translator for 

Cirila. In February 2010, Cirila Baltasar’s baby girl was returned to her, after more 

than a year, thanks to the intervention of MIRA, and the help of the interpreter’s 

program initiated by FIOB. Cirila and her daughter live now in Oaxaca (Byrd, 

February 2010).  
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Conclusion 

 

Throughout the years, FIOB has engaged in multiple communication 

strategies, from the sending of letters and telegrams to publishing a magazine, opening 

and maintaining two Websites, hosting a long-lasting binational and multi-lingual 

radio program, and establishing an interpreters’ training program in indigenous 

languages. Those strategies and activities, have traced a trajectory of FIOB’s work 

through the years. Communication practices have sustained their civic, political, 

social, and cultural engagement across borders. As the discussion on this chapter 

shows, publishing El Tequio has been one of the main priorities in the organization, in 

addition to using new technologies and other means of connection and 

communication. El Tequio is a channel for self-representation to the world, and to 

their multi-situated members and affiliates, but it is also a vehicle to air petitions and 

demands to authorities, that otherwise would not be published by either the English or 

Spanish language media. It is a medium where stories about immigration are told by 

indigenous immigrants themselves, highlighting what they think are the causes and 

possible consequences of their situation of marginality in the United States and 

Mexico. It is a place for justice as well, because with the publication of their pliegos 

petitorios to authorities, FIOB members engage in civic advocacy journalism, 

disseminating organization demands to authorities in different states and countries. 

The volunteer character of their communication activities also shows another aspect 

(often forgotten) of community work: information and communication are as 

important as action itself.   
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Opening communication channels has also served for the organization to 

sustain its multi-sitedness, and to express ideas related to their indigenous, and 

immigrant identity.  As discussed, issues of culture, politics, immigration, and 

different identity roles find their way into the pages of El Tequio, as well as discussion 

about others, other ethnic groups and organizations, which have added to the dialogue 

about identity and belonging that FIOB members have established. It is possible to see 

in the pages of El Tequio this cross-cultural dialogue. El Tequio stories talk about 

dignity, and agency, but also about responsibility as political actors, who bring the 

institutions of the state into the dialogue. Cosmopolitanism is not about leaving the 

state, but questioning its exclusions, and proposing flexibility, and mechanisms of 

cultural convergence through sustained dialogue, not forced assimilation through 

violent or coercive subtraction. The state is not a challenge for cosmopolitanism by 

itself, but exclusions in the distribution of opportunities, resources and rights that 

many states practice, and the subtractive mechanisms for that inclusion, are certainly 

areas that can be improved in our current political communities. For this improvement, 

it is necessary to develop dialogic mechanisms to recognize differences and 

similarities among groups, and accommodate to general norms of human dignity, and 

to particular norms of individual and collective agency and action.  
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Notes 
 
1
 “Pata Rajada,” (Cut Foot) meaning someone who has cuts and calluses in the feet as a consequence of 

walking barefoot. It is an expression used to describe indigenous people and peasants, implying that 

they do now use shoes.  

 
2
 Maras Salvatruchas, or “maras” is a transnational gang that originated in the streets of Los Angeles, 

and by the deportation of its members to El Salvador, re-created there, and has extended back to the US, 

through Central America and Mexico.  

 
3
 Los Zetas are a Mexican drug cartel, that operates in several Northern States of Mexico, such as 

Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon. The first Zetas were former Mexican military trained in the US.  
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Chapter 5 

Oaxacalifornia, a Space for Identity and Movement: The Case of El Oaxaqueño 

Newspaper 

 

 

El Oaxaqueño Newspaper and its Multi-Site Stories 

 

In August 2009, in Tlacolula Oaxaca, I approached the attendant in a currency 

exchange place (Casa de Cambio), called La Guelaguetza, owned by Fernando Lopez 

Mateos, the owner of El Oaxaqueño newspaper and La Guelaguetza restaurant in Los 

Angeles. I asked the attendant if I could take one of  “Los Oaxaqueños” in the stack of 

newspapers outside the window. She nodded and said that I could take the paper, that 

it was free. I told her I was visiting Oaxaca to interview some people who have 

connections with Los Angeles Oaxacan organizations, and that I was interested in 

seeing how well received El Oaxaqueño was in the community. She looked at me with 

a puzzled face, and then asked me if I knew Fernando López,  “Did he send you?” 

Yolanda asked.  “No, he told me that they distribute the newspaper now in the Casa de 

Cambio here and in downtown Oaxaca city, but I decided to come by myself, I am 

coming from San Diego California” I replied. I asked her if many people picked up El 

Oaxaqueño, and she said that it was one of the most popular papers in town, “in fact I 

am surprised there are some left at this time of the week.” Yolanda said that in fact, a 

few weeks before mi visit, a woman came and asked her to give her a copy of El 

Oaxaqueño, because somebody told her that there was a news article about her 

husband who died in a traffic accident in California. She was waiting for the 

repatriation of the body, and wanted to keep the newspaper article as a confirmation. 

Yolanda said: “She cried when she saw the article. This newspaper talks directly about 
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the problems our families and loved ones face in the United States, it is good to have it 

here.”   

El Oaxaqueño, was a bi-weekly newspaper published in Los Angeles and 

Oaxaca, known as “the voice of Oaxacans in the United States,” and its existence, was 

the proof of a vibrant immigrant civic society. Fernando Lopez Mateos, a Zapotec 

entrepreneur native from Matatlan was its founder. Although the main distribution 

point of El Oaxaqueño was still Los Angeles, during some of its eleven years of 

existence, was also printed in Oaxaca City, and distributed there in news stands at a 

cost of three pesos per issue (Hansen, 2002, Los Angeles Times). Then the owner of 

the paper changed the formal distribution venues to his money exchange businesses 

named also La Guelaguetza, in several parts of the state. It was there where I found 

the newspaper in the summer of 2009 in Tlacolula, about thirty kilometers away from 

Oaxaca City. El Oaxaqueño was printed for almost eleven years, although it ceased 

print publication in March 2010 to go online, and then it ceased publication altogether 

the last day of December 2010.  It published 35,000 copies per issue, printing 268 

issues in total (about 24 per year). Fernando López, the owner of El Oaxaqueño said 

that the reason the paper ceased to print was that it was not longer profitable for him, 

and he had decided to close it for good, because it was too much effort to keep it afloat 

(Personal communication, December, 2010, Los Angeles, CA). This is unfortunately 

the fate of many immigrant publications, which have not evaded the crisis that other 

printed media are suffering. El Oaxaqueño and El Tequio (which I analyze in chapter 

4) are different in this regard. While El Tequio is more of an advocacy instrument 

from a civic organization, El Oaxaqueño was an immigrant newspaper, an ethnic 
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medium and a small enterprise by a businessman from the Oaxacan immigrant 

community. Its closing does not negate the importance to the effort of publishing a 

binational newspaper, for eleven years, as this is commonly the fate of many 

immigrant media publications.   

Many scholars have seen immigrant media as an instrument for the 

assimilation of immigrants into the host country (Park, 1922, Riggins 1922, Rhodes, 

2010), and as a vehicle for passing on the stories and discourses that help a community 

to organize under a common identity, such as ethnicity, culture, national origin, and 

others. According to some theorists, immigrant media perform both, integrationist and 

pluralistic functions simultaneously (Subervi-Vélez, 1999).  

This chapter explores the patterns of the discourses, topics and issues relevant 

in El Oaxaqueño , by doing a content analysis of this newspaper during its last 

complete year of printed publication, 2009. During its existence, El Oaxaqueño 

covered a wide range of topics such as culture, politics, religion, health, sports, 

immigration reform, immigrant civic participation and other relevant issues pertaining 

to the Oaxacan community in both countries. A prominent feature of El Oaxaqueño 

was the coverage of Oaxacan community events both in California and Mexico, fund 

raisers and hometown association meetings and projects in a special section called 

“Oaxacalifornia” which is the place where between a quarter to three quarter million 

indigenous Mexicans migrants have established themselves, most of them from the 

states of Oaxaca, but also from Michoacán and Guerrero. Although immigrant media 

has been traditionally considered as largely a tool for assimilation, its existence 

responds to a clear need for immigrant self-representation and advocacy in a media 
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environment that renders immigrants and their problems invisible.  El Oaxaqueño 

newspaper adds a layer of relevance to the Oaxacan community, because indigenous 

communities have been traditionally ignored by mainstream English and Spanish 

language media in the United States, and mainstream media in Mexico. Thus, during 

its eleven years of existence this bi-weekly newspaper helped to create a sense of 

identity and provided a forum for self-representation through the reporting of 

citizenship practices and discourses relevant to the experiences of the immigrant 

Oaxacan community both in the U.S. and Mexico. 

 

Distrust of English Language Media: They do not Represent Us 

 

In a survey conducted by the Pew Hispanic Center in 2004
1
 among Latinos in 

the United States, 78 percent of the interviewed believed Spanish-language media was 

very important for the economic and political development of the Latino/Hispanic 

population in the U.S. (Suro, 2004, p. 8). Table 13 (taken from the same study) shows 

the opinion of the people interviewed regarding their perception of the coverage of 

Latinos in the English language media. It is interesting to notice that people who 

actually read the English language media (those who read in English, or both) perceive 

that it portrays Latinos/Hispanics unfavorably, with 51 percent perception of 

negativity among the English speakers, and 46 percent of perception of negativity 

among the ones who speak both languages. Interestingly, those who only speak 

Spanish, think that the English media covers Hispanic/Latino issues more positively, 

with 54 percent thinking the coverage is favorable, and 31 percent thinking is 
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unfavorable. The discrepancies on the perceptions of the Spanish speakers regarding 

the negativity of English language media towards Hispanics may be, Suro explains, 

because immigrants from Latin American countries respect, and highly regard US 

institutions, in this case the press. Therefore, if they do not read the English language 

press, they assume (when asked about their portrayal of Latinos) that this media must 

portray Latinos favorably (see Table 13).   

Table 13 

Does English Language Media Contribute to a Favorable or Unfavorable 

Image of Latinos/Hispanics in the US?  

 Favorable  Negative Don’t Know Refused to 

answer 

Total 46% 44% 9% 1% 

English 39 51 10 1 

Spanish 54 31 14 1 

Both 47 46 5 1 
Source: Suro, R. (2004). 

 

According to this study, many of the interviewees thought that English 

language media focused too much on just a few topics and angles of coverage of the 

Hispanic/Latino population, such as “illegal immigration” (34%), too much emphasis 

on drug traffic and violence (34%), not enough recognition of Hispanic leaders (28%), 

not enough recognition of economic accomplishments of this population (28%) (Suro 

2004, p. 9).  As seen in the previous chapter with the editors of El Tequio, many 

immigrants do not feel represented in the mainstream media in the United States, and 

have a difficult time identifying themselves with mainstream characters in the news 

and programs. A very important reason for this lack of identification is language 

proficiency, but also, the representation of Latinos and immigrants as criminals and 

particularly in the case of Latinos as “illegals” would be by itself an important 
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deterrent from even watching English language news, or feeling comfortable with how 

these media portray them.  

The mainstream English media represents, deliberately or not, the dominant 

narrative of the nation, of who is included and desirable to be part of the “imagined 

political community,” (see Anderson, 1983) and who is not. In the case of Latino 

immigrants, their desirability as part of the American culture has been often 

questioned by linking their presence to crime, illegality, and separatism.  As 

anthropologist Leo Chavez explains in his work “The Latino Threat” television, radio 

and other media have created social imaginaries, or representations about individual 

and collective identities of minorities. Those imaginaries are often regarded as 

“common sense” and transmit misleading portrayals of Latinos as a threat to the 

American unity, Chavez explains: 

The Latino Threat Narrative is a social imaginary in which Latinos are 

“virtual characters.” They exist as “illegal aliens,” “illegitimate 

recipients of organ donations,” “highly fertile invaders,” and 

“unassimilable separatists bent on a reconquest of the Southwestern 

United States.” Their lives are part of a virtual reality……We learn 

about the Latino threat through the media, but the actual lives of 

Latinos whether immigrants or U.S. –born, may not correspond to those 

constructed, virtual lives. And yet, anti-immigrant sentiment and 

immigration laws are in fact a response to what we think we know 

about the Latino threat based on the virtual lives with which we are 

familiar.” (Chavez, p. 42-43).  

 

It is not surprising to find Chavez’s explanation of imageries in the English 

media, corresponding to the reason why Latinos do not feel accurately represented in 

the coverage that this media does of them. The description of immigrants, especially 

Latino immigrants in US media usually falls into broader categories, either as 
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participants in criminal acts, or as disrupters of the “purity” of American life (Nevins, 

2002, Dorsey and Harlow, 2003).  

The Creation of El Oaxaqueño 

Due to several reasons stated in the previous section, there is a need for 

immigrants to find ways to represent their involvement in the U.S. civic and 

democratic life, and to showcase their social, cultural and economic achievements. 

Stories about immigrant achievement and solidarity compose a good part of the news 

reported in immigrant media, and those stories are relevant to the transnational 

network that they inhabitate, while, crime stories, although they are also included, are 

sometimes focused on human rights abuses that this community endures by the police, 

the immigration services, racist groups and other anti-immigrant organizations who 

may discriminate against them. A need for self-representation and advocacy, was what 

Fernando Lopez Mateos, gives as reasons why he created El Oaxaqueño in 1999:  

When I opened my restaurant “La Guelaguetza” in Korea Town I 

noticed that people used the place as a point of meeting, as a place to 

exchange news from Oaxaca and California. The restaurant often 

served to distribute little flyers and bulletins about events and things 

that were happening. I observed this and I thought: If the other 

newspapers in Spanish do not pay attention to us, and the English ones 

will pay way less attention to us, we should have a newspaper of our 

own. We needed a newspaper for Oaxacans to express ourselves to talk 

about events, and other important things for the community. I am not a 

journalist, and I have never pretended to be one. I hired journalists from 

the community to work in the paper, and I have left the editorial 

decisions to them. (personal interview with Fernando López, December 

14, 2010, Los Angeles, CA. My translation).  
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Media play the role of creators of cultural meaning, and are institutions in 

charge of the “production of culture” (Hallin, 1985, p. 141). Fernando López saw an 

opportunity for fostering communication using his restaurant as the main platform for 

Oaxacans to meet, and also an opportunity for a small business by the publication of 

El Oaxaqueño.  During more than a decade, this newspaper was able to tap into an 

important need of the community for communication, the creation of meaning, and 

self-representation for Oaxacan immigrants in California, Baja California and Oaxaca. 

It was not rare to see El Oaxaqueño been carried or distributed during Oaxacan 

immigrant organizations meetings, during festivals such as La Guelaguetza, and at 

different community events in California. Although El Oaxaqueño had a system of 

distribution around community markets, restaurants and neighborhood stores in the 

places of residence of Oaxacans, it was the members of HTAs and immigrant 

organizations who took it to places like San Diego, or even in Baja California (Tijuana 

and San Quintin Valley), because immigrant organizations leaders and members travel 

back and forth the immigrant network and El Oaxaqueño was a medium reflecting that 

very experience. Fernando López himself was member of a HTA (the Asociación 

Tlacolulense), and at some point the President of the Oaxacan Federation of 

Communities and Indigenous Organizations in California (FOCOICA).   

El Oaxaqueño has been also used as an advertisement venue for ethnic 

business, such as Oaxacan restaurants (including that of López himself, named La 

Guelaguetza located in Los Angeles), and specialty food markets in the city.  Since 

Oaxacan gastronomy is one of the most rich and varied in Mexico and the world, there 

is a demand for Oaxacan food products among the immigrant community in the US. 
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Thus, the newspaper was used to advertise to its readers where to find “Oaxacan 

quesillo” [specialty Oaxacan string-cheese], mezcal [a hard liquor], tlayudas [flat hard 

tortillas], seven different Oaxacan moles, fried grasshoppers, gusanos de maguey 

(cactus worms) and other delicacies consumed in Oaxaca. It was also used to advertise 

businesses shipping goods to remote and difficult to access Oaxacan towns from 

different locations in California, a service really needed among the immigrant 

community who want to send packages with goods to their families in the state. 

Dances, festivals, basketball tournaments, quinceañera parties, HTA meetings, 

marches, and other community and family events, were also advertised in the paper, 

most of the time for free, but some of the family parties were included in an insert 

corresponding to La Guelaguetza restaurant, where many members of the Angeleno 

Oaxacan community go to have family gatherings and parties. Along with advertising, 

El Oaxaqueño mainly published stories, many stories about the transnational life of 

Oaxacan immigrants, about their cultural memory and traditions, about the migratory 

networks that they inhabit and that encompass the space called “Oaxacalifornia,” 

about their civic participation, their involvement in at least two, and sometimes more 

distinct political communities, where they have forged relationships of cooperation, 

and solidarity, and that this newspaper helped to illustrate, shape and promote.   

 

An ethnic newspaper published in Spanish. Although Oaxacans speak about 

16 different indigenous languages, with Zapotec and Mixtec as the most widely 

spoken throughout the state (see ethnic groups from Oaxaca in Appendix C), still the 

public education system in Mexico uses Spanish as the language for literacy.  Due to 
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colonization by the Spaniards and the policies of the Mexican State during most of the 

XX Century to educate everybody in Spanish, there are few efforts to preserve and 

promote literacy in indigenous languages, although some of those efforts are growing, 

as legislation has been passed to accommodate those languages in courts and schools. 

Although in Mexico it is still a social stigma to speak an indigenous language 

(Serrano-Carreto, 2009). As Rubén! one of the FIOB members in San Diego told me: 

“When I was growing up in La Mixteca, I could not speak Mixteco in the school, 

teachers would not want to hear it, and even the mestizo and white children would 

throw stones at us, and hurt us when they heard us indigenous kids speaking our 

language” (personal interview, San Diego, CA.,  February 2011).  Many indigenous 

languages have remained mostly in oral form, passed from generation to generation 

that way. There have been some efforts to rescue written versions of Zapotec and 

Mixtec in Oaxaca, but some of those versions vary from town to town, making it 

difficult for people to communicate with each other. Without calling it “melting pot,” 

Mexican state’s mestizaje has caused suppression of diversity by trying to make the 

population uniform under the mestizo ethnic normality, and the Spanish language.  

These reasons among others, explain why El Oaxaqueño, although claiming to be a 

Mexican ethnic newspaper, publishes in Spanish, as Spanish, with some exceptions, is 

the linguafranca for Oaxacans in their state, and Oaxacan immigrants who speak 

different languages in the United States and have not acquired English. In fact, many 

indigenous immigrants who moved to the United States have learned Spanish in the 

streets of Los Angeles, along with English (see Blackwell, 2009).  

                                                
!
 Not his real name 
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El Oaxaqueño represented an important place for the indigenous community in 

California, Oaxaca, and other places to voice their concerns, publish their events, be 

informed and entertained. Unlike El Tequio, a publication coming directly from a civic 

organization (FIOB), El Oaxaqueño was a small news enterprise, and reflected 

broader community interests, such as entertainment, health, and lifestyle stories, 

although it also focused in the activities of Oaxacan immigrant organizations, politics, 

immigration, and other relevant stories for this population. The following section 

offers an account of those stories, their content and relevance for the immigrant 

Oaxacan community in Mexico and the United States.  

Methodology: Content Analysis 

For an assessment of the kind of stories published in El Oaxaqueño, I 

performed a content analysis of 50 percent of stories published in a year. I coded 342 

stories, belonging to 12 randomly selected issues from 2009, which was the last full 

year the newspaper was distributed in print form. Each newspaper issue averages 

about 29 stories, not counting advertising and photographs (those were left out of this 

content analysis). In order to content analyze the newspaper, I developed a coding 

book, with more than 50 variables (see Appendix B for more detail). I focused on 

distinguishing the main topics of El Oaxaqueño stories, but also noticing the main 

actors and where those stories took place. As I did for El Tequio in chapter 4, I 

develop a variable to account for place of the stories, another to assess if the content of 

the story was binational, or referred only to the US or to the home country (Mexico). 

For place, I divided national, regional, and local news, and added the news that 
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seemed to be happening somewhat simultaneously in Mexico and in the US. Culture 

was a very recurrent topic of stories, so I included a variable to measure mentions on 

“loss of culture and tradition” and other accounting for efforts to preserve cultural 

tradition. Not only culture, but events including sports are very important for the 

Oaxacan community both in California and in Mexico, thus, I analyzed the kinds of 

events that were reported in the paper, along with the participants on these events. A 

detailed account of the variables, and the intercoder reliability tests are included in 

Appendix B.  

What Were the Stories Like? 

From the stories analyzed, 61% (n= 209) were news, 13.7% (n=47) were 

feature articles, 12.3% (n=42) were columns written by both, syndicated columnists 

and staff writers, 4.1% (n=14) were Op Eds, and only .3% (n=1) was a letter from an 

individual reader, while 1.8% (n=6) were collective letters or pliegos petitorios from 

Oaxacan organizations. The newspaper had a bulletin board published in every issue 

analized, except one, with a two-page feature about President’s Obama inauguration, 

amounting to 3.2% (n=11) of the type of news published in the coding sample. The 

editorial page of the newspaper was intermittent, and in the sample of 12 issues, the 

newspaper only published 6 editorials or 1.8% (n=6) of the news coded. This 

newspaper was a family enterprise, and it tried to appeal to the general Oaxacan 

population including a variety of news, general interest, and many entertainment 

stories. With limited staff (about five to eight staff members in total working for it at 

any given time) a good proportion of its content was reproduced from wires, agencies, 
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syndicated columnists, and other services. For example, only 18.4 (n=63) of the stories 

were signed by an identified El Oaxaqueño staff writer, and fully 25.4% (n=87) of the 

coded stories did not have a byline, while 24.3%  (n=83), were signed by the 

collective “Redacción de El Oaxaqueño” (Written by the Editorial Staff of El 

Oaxaqueño). Those stories without a byline, and the ones signed by Redacción de El 

Oaxaqueño, had a good portion of elements reproduced from wire services, but 

modified in certain ways (adding some local coverage or local illustration of some 

national happening), so they read as original stories, but also there were original 

stories not found anywhere else signed by El Oaxaqueño as a collective.  There was a 

substantial amount of stories that were either reproduced from other media outlets 

(other newspapers, news services, etc), or from wire services (such as the Mexican 

news agencies, CIMAC, or Notimex, or AP and Reuters sometimes).  Stories whose 

source was a news-wire service were 19.6% (n=67) of the amount of stories coded. 

There were also 5.3% (n=18) syndicated columns. Most of the identified writers or 

contributors of El Oaxaqueño were female, 28.2% (n=96), and only 11.2% (n=38) 

were male, the rest of the stories did not have an identified author, were reproductions 

of a news wires, or authored collectively. El Oaxaqueño had a reduced staff, that is 

why most of the entertainment, lifestyle and health news were mostly reproduced from 

other sources. However, some of the national (both for US and Mexico) and local 

political news were exclusive content from writers of this publication.  
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Oaxacalifornia, a Multi-Space for Action and Articulation of Identity 

 

After the massive mobilizations and immigrant marches of 2006, and along the 

very serious political conflict that surged in Oaxaca around May and June of the same 

year, El Oaxaqueño started a section called Oaxacalifornia to reflect the news that 

was taking place in the Oaxacan immigrant’s transnational network, and another 

called Nuestra Tierra (Our Land), to publish news coming from Oaxaca. To think 

about place in the traditional way and not in terms of the social and the political 

(Zunino, 2010), is to miss an important part of the meaning of the effort of self-

representation that this community is putting forward. Oaxacalifornia is not only a 

geographical space encompassing four thousand kilometers, but an imaginative 

arrangement where immigrants articulate their lives. It is a space that includes not only 

geography but political, cultural, historical, and social characteristics that shape its 

inhabitants.  As Gaspar-Rivera Salgado has explained when referring to the lives of 

immigrants in the transnational networks: “in everyday practice of these migrants, 

their reference community has transcended the limits of the border between Mexico 

and the United States to become a “deterritorialized” space (sometimes called 

“oaxacalifornia” (see Kearney, 1993) that has generated new forms of organization 

and political expression” (Rivera-Salgado, 1998).  However, Oaxacalifornia is not an 

ethereal space, as Sydney Tarrow indicated before. Cosmopolitanism does not have to 

be unrooted, and usually is not, because cosmopolitan actors use their local resources 

for their multi-sited projects (2005). Human activities also take place locally, but that 

does not mean that those activities do not have an impact elsewhere.  
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Oaxacalifornia stories are the heart of El Oaxaqueño, written mostly by staff 

from the newspaper. From the analysis, 40% (n=136) of the articles belong to the 

Oaxacalifornia section, while 23% (n=79) belong to the section called Nuestra Tierra, 

37% (n=127) belong to the rest of the paper, and include the opinion and 

entertainment sections. More than half of the stories signed by staff writers 53% 

(n=33) were published in Oaxacalifornia, along with stories signed by Redacción de 

El Oaxaqueño as a collective 49% (n=59), from the stories whose byline was not 

available, 40% (n=35) were published in this section. A variable was included in the 

content analysis for classifying stories that were developing in two places or 

concerned with two places in different countries at least, usually sending and receiving 

communities. Twenty one percent (N=72) of the stories coded in the newspaper, 

belong to the category of “binational.” Table 14 shows the distribution of stories by 

section and whether they are binational or not. There are 30 percent of binational 

stories in the Oaxacalifornia section.  

Table 14 

Binational News by Section of El Oaxaqueño 

Section Total=342 Binational=72 Not Binational= 

270 

Oaxacalifornia 40% 30% 70% 

Nuestra Tierra 23 24 76 

Other Section 37 10 90 

 

Some of the binational stories usually require extra reporting either by 

contacting people across borders, and writing about an activity that will unfold in 

another place, sometimes simultaneously (such as some cultural or religious 
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celebrations). Consequently, some stories taking place in Oaxaca Nuestra Tierra 

section were also binational, referring to immigrant actors in the United States, or 

unfolding in both places. Reporting about HTA, sports clubs, and other immigrant 

organizations activities usually fall into this category, because they may start by 

organizing a fund-raising event in Los Angeles, and end in the town where the specific 

project may be executed, or they may join to protest something that is happening away 

from their local communities. Further discussions about binational stories, the topics 

they touch upon, and their multi-faceted characteristics, are included as the analysis of 

El Oaxaqueño unfolds in the following sections.  

Topics of Coverage  

In March 25, 2009, one of the few stories in The Los Angeles Times 

mentioning the Oaxacan community living in California published the account of an 

indigenous family from Oaxaca living in Los Angeles, who were part of a 

considerable drug smuggling ring that brought heroin from Tijuana and sold it in 

Southern California. This is an excerpt of the bigger story in the newspaper: 

For two decades, a Oaxacan Indian family allegedly ran an international 

drug ring that smuggled heroin through Tijuana into Southern 

California, generating millions of dollars in profit that returned to 

Mexico. And authorities said they did it undeterred by keeping it 

simple. Family members lived humbly, with underlings distributing the 

drugs in open view at parking lots of 99 Cents stores, Food 4 Less 

supermarkets, Home Depots and McDonald's restaurants. At these 

bustling locations, men inconspicuously trading brown shopping bags 

filled with heroin didn't seem out of place. They communicated using 

an Indian language from their home village -- initially stumping 

investigators who listened to their exchanges on wiretaps. (Quinones, 

and Winton, Los Angeles Times, 2009).  
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It is not rare that there is a story of crime involving Latinos in the mainstream 

English media. However these media seldom talk about indigenous immigrants. The 

few stories involving Oaxacans in the L.A. Times had been about the distinctive food 

from sprawling Oaxacan restaurants in Los Angeles. Most of the metaphors and 

frameworks used in the English language press to describe immigrants, especially 

poor and undocumented Latino immigrants, have something to do with chaos, 

disorganization, criminal activities, filthiness, and backwardness (Cisneros, 2008), 

although the article by the Los Angeles Times mentions that members of this 

community were shocked, because this kind of activity is rare among close-tied 

indigenous communities.  

El Oaxaqueño published a whole page feature on the story discussing the 

Mendoza family, from La Mixteca, who were involved in the drug business for almost 

two decades. The feature in El Oaxaqueño had an interview with Héctor Hernández, 

from the Unidad Popular Benito Juárez, a Oaxacan organization working in Oxnard, 

Santa María, and Bakersfield. Hernandez said that, while he smiled at the ingenuity of 

the family, he was also ashamed that they used their language for criminal activities 

and to damage other people (Miranda, 2009, p. 6). Although most of the stories found 

in the mainstream English language press about Oaxacan immigrants (and Latino 

immigrants in general) are highly linked to issues of crime, and immigration, only 5 

percent of the stories coded in El Oaxaqueño corresponded to issues related to crime, 

such as this story, and most of those issues coded as “crime and justice” were reported 

in the section named Nuestra Tierra. As Table 15 shows, the most recurrent topic in 

the newspaper was “Culture” with 20 percent of the total stories coded referring to this 
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topic. Stories about culture were about a third of the total stories in Oaxacalifornia 

section.  The second most important topic in the paper was “Entertainment” with 12 

percent of the stories coded belonging to this topic. Entertainment is seldom covered 

in Oaxacalifornia or Nuestra Tierra sections, and it was mostly presented in a section 

dedicated to that topic alone. The distribution by section of Health stories suggests that 

while it is important to present health concerns to the community, most of those stories 

were published neither in Oaxacalifornia or Nuestra Tierra sections, but in a section 

that presented varied topics associated with lifestyle, health, and nutrition.  Most of the 

news belonging to this topic would have an interview with some expert in those topics, 

and they will be mostly presented as lifestyle stories oriented toward to keeping people 

healthy. Immigration was also a prominent topic in El Oaxaqueño with about 10 

percent of the total stories in the paper dedicated to it. Oaxacalifornia has most of the 

stories about immigration, with about 16 percent. While immigration is a very 

important issue discussed in the newspaper, the stories usually come from the point of 

view of immigrants, demanding immigration reform, or pointing out at the obstacles 

they have had to overcome in the US.  Although not in the same proportion as El 

Tequio, El Oaxaqueño also reported stories about politics in a prominent way, with 

about 10 percent of the total. However, the stories were reported mostly in either 

Nuestra Tierra or Other sections of the paper. Oaxacalifornia section dedicated only 8 

percent of its stories to politics. This suggests that while political stories are important, 

since the newspaper is aiming to the larger Oaxacan community in California and 

Oaxaca, stories about general interest, culture, and entertainment are most prominent. 

This could have been a strategy from the newspaper’s producers to appeal to the wider 
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Oaxacan community, and not to alienate any potential audience by reporting too much 

on controversial issues.  However, cultural claims have been usually the vehicle for 

political claims among organized Oaxacan immigrants, and culture was the most 

important topic of coverage in the newspaper, with 20 percent of the total coverage.   

Table 15 

Topics of Stories in El Oaxaqueño Newspaper by Section 

 

Topic/Section 

 

 

Oaxacalifornia 

N=136 

 

Nuestra 

Tierra 

N=79 

 

Other 

sections 

N=127 

 

Total per 

Topic 

N=342 

Politics 8% 13% 11% 10% 

Religion 6 2.5  3 

Economy and 

Business 

7 6 5.5 6 

Entertainment 1.5 2.5 29 12 

Education 2 - - 1 

Culture 29 20 9 20 

Crime and 

Justice 

2 16.5 2 5 

Health 7 9 16.5 11 

Immigration 16 1 9.4 10 

Gender 1.5 13 6.3 6 

Mother 

Language 

1 - - 0.3 

Environment - 2.5 1 0.1 

Sports  12 1 2 6 

Violence and 

Security 

2 9 2 4 

US-MEX 

relations 

- 1 1 0.6 

Other 5 2.5 6 5 

 

Sports coverage was an important topic for the paper, mostly because of the 

coverage of the very popular basketball tournaments that Oaxacan immigrant 
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organizations celebrate. Most of the stories related to sports, were covered in 

Oaxacalifornia, making sports the third most important topic covered in that section 

after culture and immigration. Sports along with cultural festivals are very important 

venues for immigrants to organize, and the coverage of those events by the newspaper, 

demonstrates this, because events that immigrant organizations celebrate, are one of 

the big staples of the coverage for immigrant media.  

One of the most important cultural festivals covered in the newspaper stories 

was the celebration of the yearly Guelaguetza in Los Angeles. The following excerpt 

is an account of the 2009 Guelaguetza, celebrated in Normandie Park: 

The Regional Organization of Oaxaca (ORO) celebrated the twenty-

second year of La Guelaguetza on Saturday the eight and Sunday the 

ninth (of August) at Normandie Park in the area of Koreatown, re-

named by the Oaxacan community as Oaxacatown. The economic crisis 

that makes both the country, and the wallets of the people somber, was 

not seen anywhere during this celebration; and it was because hundreds 

of Oaxacans and people from other cultures attended to witness the 

dances from the Seven (sic) regions of the state…According to Mauro 

Hernandez, president of ORO, he calculated that during the two days, 

about six thousand people attended the celebration. However, some said 

that the attendance was lower than in previous years. (Cervantes and 

Miranda, 2009, p. 6. My translation).  

 

Guelaguetza events are one of the most popular cultural celebrations among 

Oaxacan immigrants, attended by thousands of people every year. Participating in La 

Guelaguetza festivities has been an important motivation for other Oaxacans to form 

folkloric ballets and dancing groups. For example, another account in El Oaxaqueño, 

explains the formation of a folkloric ballet group named Guish-Bac
2
 which was 

created to be able to participate in that festivity: 

One of the dreams of the group is to present all the dances of La 

Guelaguetza, and they are working very hard to get their costumes and 
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all what they need to do this. Another of their dreams is to establish 

their own library in their neighborhood, so the community can benefit. 

However, this is a longer term project…..According to Gabriel Gómez 

(president of Guish-Bac), the group, besides representing Oaxacan 

culture through their dances, also wants to engage in community 

activities in the area of West Los Angeles. Because a good number of 

Oaxacans live in this area, and there are few sports activities and 

community services as there are in other areas of the city. (Cervantes, 

2008, p. 3. My translation).  

 

From the excerpts of the two articles, and the predominance of cultural news 

in El Oaxaqueño, it can be seen that cultural activities are a very important venue for 

Oaxacan immigrants to organize in California. Those practices also, can very quickly 

turn into civic advocacy activities, shown in the objectives of the Guish-Bac group, 

who in addition to represent traditional Oaxacan dances in Guelaguetza festivals, also 

want to engage in other community activities where they think there is a need for more 

organization. Although they do not specify the nature of those activities, the article 

mentions “lack of services” in the area where some Oaxacans live, and the need to 

provide those services. The cultural events not only serve to showcase Oaxacan 

culture and traditions, but also to bridge to other communities who may approach 

Oaxacans through those celebrations (bridging functions of cultural events are 

explained later in this chapter). The article continues explaining the creation of the 

dancing groups, and who are they aimed for: 

Blanca Santiago Matias, from Tlacolula, remembered that in 1975 she 

danced Jarabe del Valle with her community in a Lunes del Cerro in the 

City of Oaxaca. She also attended the inauguration of the Auditorio 

Guelaguetza. ‘I feel happy that my daughters and now my grandkids 

have continued our traditions, and all contribute with our little grain of 

sand….although I live now in this country, one teaches this culture to 

your kids, and then they continue and will always carry it with them, 

they have it in their blood as I do.’ Members of this folkloric group 

invite people from the public to join. It is not necessary to be Oaxacan, 
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there are people from other states in Mexico, and even from another 

countries that have adopted Oaxacan traditions as their own. 

(Cervantes, 2008, p. 3. My translation).  

A list of topics however, is not enough to know the stories published in El 

Oaxaqueño. While the drug smuggling ring story deserved a prominent mention in the 

English language media such as the LA Times, other stories that develop in the 

indigenous immigrant community, would have never been told and known, if it was 

not for the existence of spaces such as El Oaxaqueño. The stories in this newspaper 

especially the ones that belong to Oaxacalifornia are substantially based on immigrant 

organizations activities, accounting for events, either with a religious, cultural or 

political character. Almost half of the stories reported in Oaxacalifornia section 49% 

(n=67) mentioned a HTA or Oaxacan immigrant organization, and fully 60% (n=82) 

gave the account of an event either by a HTA, a church, or other organization. 

Focusing on the communication activities of these organizations in the receiving 

communities, immigrant media can account for the effective circulation of news and 

meaning, strengthening communication practices of communities by promoting the 

role of organizations as transnational storytellers, and generating at the same time 

local stories from originally transnational purposes.  

Multiple Geographies of Place 

As it has been discussed and illustrated in previous chapters, one of the 

common interpretations about the types of immigrant interests and activities while 

settling and organizing, has been the tendency to form associations, the most common 

of them are hometown associations which focus on issues regarding their home 
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country communities and simultaneously the communities where they arrive. As also 

mentioned before, some scholars have said that immigrants do not really become 

transnational, but “bilocal” because their interests do not go beyond their local realm 

in either country (Waldinger and Fitzgerald, 2003, p. 8). While analyzing the place for 

the news in El Oaxaqueño, the results seem to support the thesis about bilocality, since 

more effort is channeled to report news regarding the local communities in both 

countries, and in El Oaxaqueño this can be seen by looking at the scale of place of the 

stories in Table 16. As the table shows, almost a third of the stories 33% took place in 

Los Angeles (were the newspaper was printed), and 16% took place either in the city 

of Oaxaca, or in other regions of the state that have the highest migration of Oaxacans 

to the United States --mainly the Mixteca region, the Valles Centrales and the Sierra 

Norte—(see Appendix C for map of the regions in Oaxaca).  

Table 16 

Main Place of News Story in El Oaxaqueño 

Place Number of stories Percentage % 

Los Angeles 112 33 

Southern California* 12 3.5 

Other California** 20 6 

State in the US no CA 18 5 

The USA 40 12 

Border Area US-Mexico 2 0.6 

Mexico 24 7 

State in Mexico no Oaxaca 17 5 

Oaxaca Greater 4 1 

City or Region in Oaxaca*** 56 16 

Other Country (non US or 

Mexico) 

1 0.3 

Several Countries at a time 10 3 

Undetermined Place 26 8 
* Southern California excludes Los Angeles, and includes San Diego, Orange, Imperial, Riverside,  

San Bernardino and Ventura counties.  

**  Other California excludes Southern California and Los Angeles 

***  City or Region in Oaxaca includes Oaxaca City, Valles Centrales, La Mixteca, Sierra Norte, 

and any other place in the 8 regions of the state (See map of Oaxaca and regions in Appendix C) 
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If the analysis is focused only on the place where the news event occurred, and 

does not describe in detail what the story is about, who is involved and what is the 

nature of their activities, the variable of place can indicate that this population indeed, 

has mostly bilocal attachments. However, a good proportion (12%) of news reported 

are US national news, and about 5% of stories refer to other states in the US as main 

place of development of the story, suggesting interest in national, state and other 

general interest news stories. There are also a good proportion of news pertaining to 

Mexican politics, pertaining to the whole country and other states different from 

Oaxaca. Those states are where Oaxacans migrate, such as Mexico City, State of 

Mexico, Baja California and Sinaloa. Due to the reduced staff at El Oaxaqueño it was 

not rare to find the distribution of news concentrated in those places where Oaxacans 

live, because there is not enough personnel to report from state capitals, or in another 

countries (a resource problem that even large newspapers, and television networks 

face), and the population they focus on is located in those places. Bilocality may 

indicate more about resources of the newspaper, than about intention. Therefore, 

despite the limited resources of this newspaper, the scope of original news 

encompassing a variety of topics in different locations across countries is quite 

remarkable. News in both El Oaxaqueño and El Tequio, are closer to what Marcus 

(1989, pp. 7-30, cited in Smith, 2005 p. 1) have called “an ethnography of complex 

connections” rather than one of single locales.” The construction of isolated categories 

in the social sciences, has often facilitated the explanation of social phenomena, but 

not solved the problem of actually explaining it as a whole, or at least not in its 
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complex manifestations.  By focusing on those complexities, and as Ulrich Beck 

(2006) asserts, getting away from the either/or categorizations, it is possible to grasp 

what those connections mean.  

The immigration experience is multi-dimensional, and multi-local, and stories 

in El Oaxaqueño, seeing from different points of view reflect not only the need for 

self-representation that Fernando López saw in the Oaxacan community in his 

restaurant, but also the registry of activities by diverse groups of people so others can 

have access to their experience. The need of self-representation of the indigenous 

Oaxacan community is partially fulfilled by an ethnic publication such as El 

Oaxaqueño. However, other characteristics of the stories published there, show how 

the Oaxacan community also reaches out to other communities, ethnicities, races, and 

organizations, as they reflect about their own situation facing the dominant groups in 

both the Mexican and the US societies, and the changes that the acceleration of 

globalization has brought to their communities. Community and personal agency are 

intertwined with the forces of the states, as ethno-political narratives appear in 

immigrant networks, but also, their interaction with the international economic forces, 

such as global capitalism and the neoliberal economic order that renders labor as a 

commodity, makes the willingness to resist and pervade manifest in communication 

and political action.  

Building Civic Society one Event at a Time 

There are 114 events reported in the analysis of El Oaxaqueño. Most of those 

events, 72% (n=82) were reported in Oaxacalifornia showing how important those 
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events are for both, the newspaper and the community. Table 17 shows a detailed 

description of what kind of events were most often covered in this section, and the 

percentual distribution of events across Oaxacalifornia and the rest of the paper. For 

this comparison, the variable Oaxacalifornia was dichotomized and events included in 

the section Nuestra Tierra were added to the rest of the paper, since only 32 stories 

accounted for an event on those sections.  

Cultural and sports events, such as La Guelaguetza, and “La Copa Juárez” 

(The basketball tournament), --which are the main big yearly celebrations in Los 

Angeles, along with the Day of the Dead—were the most prominently covered in 

Oaxacalifornia section.  Although the events included in the bulletin board of the 

newspaper are analyzed in another section, and not counted for this one, most of those 

events correspond to the ones that eventually turned into stories, except for weekly 

masses in different churches, or other non-celebratory religious events announced in 

the bulleting board. Cultural, sports and religious events are commonly the ones where 

second generation immigrants participate the most.  

Table 17 

News articles Referring to Events Reported in El Oaxaqueño 

Type of Event Oaxacalifornia 

N=82 

 

Rest of the 

Paper N=32 

Demonstration 4  % 19  % 

Religious Event 7 12.5 

Cultural Event 33 56 

Sports Event 16 - 

Fund Raising 6 6 

Organizational Event 8.5 3 

Workshops 1 - 

Other 10 3 

Many Events at a time 15 - 
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Community events are so important for Oaxacan immigrants and their 

organizations, that during the year 2009, two of the main events organized by a group 

of HTAs in Los Angeles and the Oaxacan Federation (FOCOICA) were jeopardized 

due to misunderstandings between some of the leaders of those groups, that led to the 

lack of funds for the event. The possibility that those two events could not take place 

in that year in Los Angeles, was enough reason for El Oaxaqueño to run a front page 

story (see Photograph No. 21 in Appendix A), accompanied by another whole page 

special feature article on the reasons why those events were in jeopardy.  The 

newspaper editorial also discussed some conflicts between Oaxacan organizations as 

the main reasons why the events were not taking place, and exhorted them to solve 

them:  “We hope that the end of those differences will not be the cancellation of the 

events. We also hope that they will reunify and work together, even if they do not 

agree in their philosophies.” (El Oaxaqueño, Editorial, February 13, 2009, p. 11. My 

translation).  

 

El Baloncesto: Practicing Tradition as Civic Unity Across Multi-Spaces 

Basketball (baloncesto) was introduced in Oaxaca around the 1930’s and it 

soon took off as the most popular sport among indigenous people in the state. Due to 

the mostly mountainous terrain in Oaxaca, and the reduced space in the valleys where 

people establish their towns, sports such as soccer, which require big courts, did not 

become as popular as basketball, or in lesser degree ‘pelota Mixteca.’ Basketball 

courts are usually established nearby town plazas, and tournaments are included in 

town festivities, usually with prizes involved (Quinones, 2001). This acquired tradition 
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among indigenous Oaxacans has travelled with them, along other practices, and 

basketball teams and tournaments can be seen in Oaxacan communities in Los 

Angeles, Oxnard, the San Joaquin Valley and San Diego. Basketball is way more 

widespread than Pelota Mixteca, which, although it has travelled with Mixteco 

immigrants outside Oaxaca, is played by fewer people.   

Basketball tournaments are as important an event, as La Guelaguetza yearly 

celebrations, as the story of the first page in El Oaxaqueño showed (see photo No. 19, 

in Appendix A). Corresponding to the prevalence of those games and tournaments 

among the Oaxacan community, El Oaxaqueño reported stories in most of the 

Basketball events taking place either in Los Angeles, Fresno, San Diego, and other 

places in San Joaquin Valley. Those games usually include second generation, and 

young Oaxacan immigrants from different ethnic groups (Mixtecos, Zapotecos, 

Triquis, Chatinos, Mixes, or Mayans from the state of Chiapas). As the following 

quote from one of El Oaxaqueño’s articles in the Oaxacalifornia section explains 

about the preparation for La Copa Juárez a big tournament taking place in Los 

Angeles, where more than 80 teams participate: “This event is totally communitarian, 

it is for all Oaxacans, but mainly for our children, so they can continue doing sports, 

instead of engaging in activities that may harm them. Also, children and young people 

feel so proud to be able to represent their parent’s hometown, it is invaluable for the 

families.  Said Luis Cruz, president of UCSO or Union of Communities from the 

Sierra in Oaxaca”  (El Oaxaqueño, April 10, 2009, p. 7. My translation). 

Luis Cruz’ testimony illustrates how participation of second generation 

immigrants in such activities is important, and also the way children of HTA and 
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immigrant organizations participants incorporate themselves into community events. 

Among the stories reported in Oaxacalifornia, 35% (n=48) mention the participation 

of second generation Oaxacans in community activities; 45%  (n= 26) of stories 

involving second generation are binational, suggesting that along with philanthropic 

activities by HTAs there is an growing involvement of immigrant children in 

supporting activities, such as concerts, festivals, dances and sports. In the same way as 

cultural events constitute an initial venue for civic engagement, sports are an important 

way for immigrants to organize, especially among young and male immigrants 

(although there are a few basketball leagues for women).  

As Robert Putnam discussed in his work about the diminishing membership in 

bowling leagues, the social capital that is formed in the organization of sports events is 

crucial for the building of trust and civic associations (1995). He stressed the value of 

social networks arguing that “horizontal ties represent more productive social capital 

than vertical ties” (P. 10). In those networks, according to Putnam relations of 

reciprocity, broadening of social identities and resolution of dilemmas of collective 

action can occur. As in the bowling leagues explained by Putnam, basketball 

tournaments function as places of contact and convergence for indigenous Mexicans in 

California. El Oaxaqueño accounted for the most important tournaments celebrated in 

California by Oaxacan organizations.  

While doing my fieldwork with FIOB San Diego, I attended one basketball 

tournament in October 2010 at the Melba Bishop Park in the city of Oceanside. The 

organization of the tournament was carefully planned, around the theme of the 

“Binational Health Week,” and FIOB leaders reached out to local organizations, such 
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as the local clinic in Vista (Vista Clinic), an organization formed by an initiative by 

the California Endowment named Poder Popular Para la Salud del Pueblo (Popular 

Power for the People’s Health), the Foundation for Change in San Diego, the 

American Friends Service Committee, and other Oaxacan organizations in order to 

find sponsors for the prizes, the uniforms, the food, and other things for the attendants 

and the players. The foundations such as Poder Popular and the Vista Clinic provided 

with food packages to some of the people in the event who had families with small 

children. Women from FIOB volunteered to prepare food, and I volunteered to bring a 

big bowl of salad for 200 people, in order to make the meal more nutritious for the 

young players, their families and friends attending the game.  

At the same tournament, I was interviewing some of the players, and found 

how prevalent are the basketball tournaments among indigenous Mexican immigrants. 

Some of the men I interviewed told me that they would improvise a makeshift basket 

to play in the fields in the evening, or with friends in some of the neighborhoods 

where they live in North San Diego.  During this event, FIOB members installed an 

information booth to distribute information to day laborers and workers in the 

agricultural fields and nurseries of the area about the heat, and the rights they have to 

ask their employers for a shaded place to take breaks, and water during their day. 

Clara and Juan Ramon, from FIOB distributed Cal/OSHA (California Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration) brochures and flyers. Information about nutrition 

and reproductive health was also distributed, and a brochure about immigrant rights 

elaborated by the American Friends Service Committe was handed out to basketball 

players, and other attendees.  
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During the tournament, many more things were going on than just the 

competition of about eleven teams. Those tournaments are places where immigrants 

learn about immigrant organizations, and FIOB organizers approach them to talk 

about their rights, and to invite them to join them as volunteers.  Interestingly, many 

immigrants start to hear discourses about indigenous ethnicity and rights in those 

events, at least for the first time in the US. For example, when talking to Jorge* one of 

the players, he told me he was coming from the state of Chiapas (bordering with 

Oaxaca in the South), and that he had been in the United states just a few months:  

“I played there in my town with my cousins, and just six months ago, I 

came to the United States. First I was in Arizona, around Phoenix, and I 

organized a team to play there. I have been in Vista for about three 

months now, working in one of the nurseries, and I organized another 

team here already” he told me proudly. I asked him if he spoke an 

indigenous language, then he immediately responded to me: “No, I am 

not indigenous.” I understood that a question like that on my part, may 

have been interpreted as inappropriate, or even condescending, since I 

am a mestiza, I just kept asking him about the game and he told me it 

was time for him to move into the court. (Personal Interview, Vista CA. 

October 10, 2010).  

 

 

 

Often, indigenous people deny their ethnic identity when speaking with 

mestizos like me, because in Mexico that identity is perceived as being devalued, 

marginal, poor, and unsophisticated (see previous discussions on this issue in chapter 

2, 3 and 4). As Gaspar Rivera said before: “In Mexico to acknowledge yourself as an 

indio is to perform a political act, because everybody goes against that narrative. It is 

very common to hear when someone does something perceived as backwards or 

unsophisticated, people say to that person: ‘no seas indio –don’t be an indio as a 

pejorative” (Gaspar Rivera, personal communication, San Diego, CA November 12, 
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2010). Also, a very common form of insult in Mexico is the word naco
3
, which has the 

general definition of someone who is not smart or sophisticated, or dresses badly, and 

is indigenous (Santamaría, 1959). By joining some of the clubs and organizations 

either in the migratory network in Mexico, or in the United States, indigenous 

immigrants think about their situation as poor workers, but also about their ethnic 

identity, since their contact with mestizo Mexicans can be rough (see discussion on 

chapter 4 about characterization of Oaxacans as “oaxaquitas” by other Mexicans).  

However, as Rivera said, acknowledging oneself as indigenous is a political act and 

even in the United States, it requires a certain level of politization acquired by 

participation in projects of collective action, or reflecting upon their ethnicity with 

their families or network. Putnam recognizes the value of organized sports, and other 

civic events to broaden and discuss social identities, and Oaxacan youth (either first or 

second generation immigrants in the US) have access to those discussions of identity 

by participating in the tournaments. If Jorge continues to attend the tournaments 

organized by the Indigenous Front, we will likely enter into a conversation with one of 

the participants in the organization, or one of the leaders about their indigenous 

identity, and reflect upon that.  

According to Brenda Nicolás, second generation indigenous immigrants in the 

US have to go through this politization process to act upon their identity, and this 

happens usually when they join or pay more attention to either Hometown 

Associations, or to more political organizations such as FIOB, where they attend 

workshops and talks discussing their oppression or that of their parents and elders. 

Nicolás also expressed that education is an important factor for the youth to 
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understand their ethnicity, because when attending college they may come in contact 

with more information regarding their identity as indigenous, and be in the right 

environment in order to activate this identification and act upon it. Brenda is second 

generation indigenous Zapotec herself, and studies her Master’s at CILAS in UCSD, 

and has been studying the ethnic identification of Oaxacan youth (Personal 

communication May 18, 2011).  Negating a devalued ethnicity has been also a way of 

dealing with the daily life for indigenous people both in Mexico and in the US. The 

issue to be raised here is why are those ethnicities perceived as devalued? In which 

scale of values or principles a particular way of being is contrasted? As discussed in 

previously the imposition of the “mestizo” and the devaluation of the indigenous as 

“backwards” and not in tune with “modernization” and “progress” has been a constant 

institutional, cultural and political practice, to the point that many indigenous have 

internalized the prejudices imposed upon them, and do not want to be associated with 

the culture, or language, at least, not in all contexts, and not with every person who 

asks them.  

In the pages of El Oaxaqueño, stories about sports are very prominent, 

including accounts of the ways sports activities have facilitated other civic activities. 

For example, the following excerpt illustrates the creation of an academic program for 

immigrant youth by Oaxacan immigrant leaders, and describes the involvement of 

Oaxacan immigrant Zeus García, who has dedicated much of his time to organizing 

basketball leagues and tournaments. The article explains: 
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As an initiative of a group of Oaxacan immigrants and people 

concerned for the academic and personal development of children and 

youth from the Oaxacan community the program “After School 

Tutorship” which takes place in Venice High School every 

Saturday….Zeus García, a Oaxacan promoter of basketball is part of 

this project….which was possible thanks to a meeting organized by 

Felipe López, a Oaxacan professor in UCLA, who invited García. In 

that meeting he met people who shared the same goals as him…..this 

program includes academic training, sports, culture, identity, history of 

Latinos and Chicanos, and all the themes that can help young people 

from the community to grow (El Oaxaqueño, p. 6, Julio 18, 2008. My 

translation).  

 

The article continues explaining that basketball training is included in the after 

school program at Venice High, making it a very important part of the initiative. As 

this article shows, organizers of sports activities, can use their social capital, and join it 

with that of others to create educational programs. As in the example of the 

tournament in Melba Bishop at Oceanside, playing basketball was not the only activity 

going on during the event, and the creation of connections of trust, discussion of 

identity, and potential collective action were some of the things transpiring from the 

event.  

The Bulletin Board 

Marisela! is standing watching the Dance of the Pinneaple Flower
4
 (Baile de la 

Flor de Piña), by the Nueva Antequera
5
 Ballet participating in La Guelaguetza in 

Normandie Park in August 2009. She has a printed copy of El Oaxaqueño that she 

uses to protect her head from the August sun in Los Angeles. I asked her if she reads 

the paper, and Raquel, her companion, quickly told me that they pick up El 

Oaxaqueño in one of the restaurant’s stands in order to learn about events in the 

                                                
!
 Not her real name. 
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Oaxacan community: “They publish all the events, even we learn when there is a 

mass, we know that La Guelaguetza happens every year, but generally we do not 

know where or when, that is why we get El Oaxaqueño. It really publishes what 

happens in our community. They even ran an article on one of my daughters friends 

who participates in a female basketball team” (August 9th, 2009, personal 

communication, Los Angeles, Normandie Park). Other people in the festival of La 

Guelaguetza at Normandie Park could be seen reading El Oaxaqueño (see Appendix 

A, photograph No. 18), which was distributed for free at the event.  

El Oaxaqueño had a bulletin board usually published in the Oaxacalifornia 

section, where Oaxacan hometown associations, religious and cultural organizations 

could announce their events for free.  People often looked into that section to be able 

to know whether there was something important going on in their community in Los 

Angeles, or in their hometowns. Most of the events in the bulletin board were either 

fund-raisers, religious events celebrating the patron saint of a specific town in Oaxaca 

by the immigrants from that town in Los Angeles, sports, folkloric ballet dances, 

calendas (parades with music), rallies and other political support events specially for 

immigration reform issues. Starting from the massive immigrant mobilizations during 

May 1
st
  in 2006, there is a tradition for immigrant marches demanding a migratory 

reform around that day. El Oaxaqueño reports on those mobilizations, and those were 

also announced in the bulletin board of the paper, so people would know where to 

congregate and where to march.  

As Table 18 shows, the bulletin board has a considerable number of religious 

events advertised, a proof that faith-based civil mobilization is very important for this 
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community, although the actual news stories for those events, are not as numerous. As 

Gaspar Rivera mentions about the events on this calendar: “This crowded calendar of 

religious happenings is typical among indigenous Oaxacan immigrants in Los 

Angeles, with events spread evenly throughout the year. In fact, Oaxacan hometown 

associations in Los Angeles often compete for available venues in which to hold their 

dances” (Rivera Salgado, 2004-2005). Dances at the Ballet Folklórico, and Basketball 

tournaments were also important events reported in the bulletin board.  

Table 18 

Kinds of Events in the Bulletin Board of El Oaxaqueño 

Type of Event Number Percentage 

Religious Event 21  19 

Folkloric Ballet 20 18.5 

Music Band Event 11 10 

Basket Ball 19 17.5 

Civic and Cultural Events 

(organizational) 

19 17.5 

Beauty Pageants 2 2 

Education 3 3 

Emergency fund-raisings 2 2 

Political Events 5 5 

Entertainment 6 5.5 

 

Actors, and Discourses of Self-representation 

Immigrant media is an important part of civic life. As de Tocqueville had 

explained when the organization of life becomes more individualistic, it is necessary 

to foster civic society through means of communication (1969, p. 517). He identified 

newspapers as an important component of civic life in his voyage through the United 

States, and linked them directly to the success of civic organizations.  The examples of 

the relationship between media and civic organizations can be seen in the pages of El 

Oaxaqueño, where a good proportion of stories portrayed immigrant organizations and 
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their members as the main actors, either interviewed or talked about in the news, 

opinion articles, editorials and columns.  

Thus, as it was in the times that de Tocqueville did his analysis on the US 

Democracy, in the contemporary indigenous immigrant community in California and 

Oaxaca, there is a close relationship between civic organizations and media, although 

not all media. Those relationships are portrayed in the pages of El Oaxaqueño, along 

with interrelationships with other community and government actors from different 

localities across borders. In order to account for who was portrayed in the stories of El 

Oaxaqueño, a variable was included in the content analysis for principal and 

secondary actors of each story.  

As Table 19 indicates, 15 percent of the total news analyzed (N=50) referred to 

immigrant HTA’s, Federations and immigrant organizations. This percentage was only 

toppled by the percentage of mentions of Latino pop culture figures (17 percent), 

mostly talked about in the news referring to entertainment, a section that published a 

good number of stories and syndicated columns reproduced from news wires and other 

sources. Most of those stories, 25 percent, were not published in Oaxacalifornia 

section, but in the rest of the paper.  Interestingly 28 percent of the stories published in 

Oaxacalifornia, referred to immigrant leaders as main actors, and 19 percent to the 

Oaxacan immigrant community.   This suggests that immigrant leaders are important 

sources of information for news published in immigrant newspapers, such as El 

Oaxaqueño, and also entails a close relationship between immigrant media and those 

organizations.  
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For example, one story in El Oaxaqueño refers to an event that the Unión de 

Comunidades Serranas Oaxaqueñas, Union of Communities of the Oaxacan Sierra 

(UCSO) did in order to establish their new leadership. UCSO organizes La Copa 

Juárez (The Juárez Basketball Tournament) in Los Angeles once a year. The story 

talks about the event of change of directory boards itself, and the activities that the 

previous leaders of UCSO did:  

The inauguration of the new board took place as the last act of the 

event.  The new members are Luis Cruz from Macuiltianguis as 

President, Luis Carmen from Xochixtepec as Secretary, Rogelio 

Martinez from Quiotepec, as treasurer, and pending the post of 

Secretary of Public Relations. To finalize, the new members remarked 

that they were elected to those posts and take them with their hearts, 

because they consider sports and their community as very important 

parts of their lives. They exposed that their goal is that more 

communities affiliate to UCSO and for the Copa Juárez to keep 

growing. (El Oaxaqueño, August 8, 2008, p. 7).  

 

Elections for Oaxacan organization leaders, usually follow general assembly 

protocols, based on usos y costumbres systems, and are made public and open, 

although in those assemblies, suffrage is restricted to members of the organization.  

Associations commonly send their releases to the local media, but not all of their 

events are covered. Those stories were customarily included in El Oaxaqueño.  

The next most important actor in El Oaxaqueño stories was the greater 

Oaxacan or indigenous immigrant community, since many stories referred to “La 

comunidad Oaxaqueña” as the main actor, 10 percent (N=34) of the total stories coded 

belong to this category, and 19 percent of those stories appear in Oaxacalifornia.  

There were also mentions to local, state and federal authorities, activists, scientists and 

specialists from both countries (see Table 19). It is interesting to notice that scientists, 
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academics and experts were referred to as main actors in 8 percent of the total news 

stories. Many of those stories referred mostly to health, education, and immigration.  

Table 19 

Main Actors in El Oaxaqueño News Stories 

Actors Oaxacalif

ornia= 

136 

Other 

Sections=206 

Total= 

342 

Immigrant Leaders (HTA’s and others) 28% 6% 15% 

Diplomats from Mexico 1 - 0.3 

Local officers from USA 4 - 1.5 

State officers USA 2 0.5 1 

National officers USA 4 6 5 

Local government officers Mexico - 0.5 0.3 

State officers from Mexico 1 6 4 

National government officers Mexico 1 1 0.6 

Activists Mexico - 4.5 3 

Activists US 4 2.5 3 

Artists and pop culture personalities 4 25 17 

Religious leaders and organizations 1 2.5 2 

Journalists 1 4.5 3 

Other Media 2 2 2 

Academics, scientists and experts 4 10 8 

Latino Immigrants in general 7 2 4 

Local community 8 7 7 

Group of women - 5 3 

Oaxacan Indigenous Immigrants 19 4 10 

Business people 1 1 1 

Professional sports personalities 1 1 1 

Crime personalities 1 - 0.3 

Political Parties and leaders - 1.5 1 

Other 6 7 7 

 

The prevalence of immigrant organizations, immigrant leaders and the 

immigrant community as main actors of the stories shows that there is in fact a need 

for self-representation, and advocacy in the Oaxacan community. As Fernando López 

pointed out when he talked about creating the newspaper, there is a need generated by 

the lack of attention from other media to the activities of this community. It also 

reflects a relationship with what the interviewees by the Pew Hispanic Research 
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Center said about the lack of positive portrayals of Latinos in mainstream English 

media.  

Thus, the popularity of the newspaper and other means of communication 

should be understood in the context of contemporary immigrant civic organizations as 

an important trait of democratic life, and pivotal in the maintenance of civic life.  The 

following excerpt gives the account of one event in Toberman Park in Los Angeles, 

which includes several actors in the immigrant community:  

On Saturday, March 1
st
 the City of Los Angeles organized a public 

event in Toberman Park. Participants of this event went to talk about 

different services available for the community. The objective of this 

event was to let people know about all the options available to them in 

order to satisfy their different needs. In an interview with El 

Oaxaqueño, Council member Ed Reyes of the District 1 of this city 

expressed: ‘there are many services that people do not use and are 

therefore wasted, people do not know about their existence and that 

those services can benefit their families, for example, there are 

organizations such as Mexican American Opportunity Fundation 

(MAOF) that provides senior with utensils to condition their bathrooms 

to make them more secure for them to use them, they give you new 

batteries for your fire alarms, and they offer more services free of 

charge…. ……FOCOICA was invited to attend the event to talk to the 

community about what they do. FOCOICA’s president Artemio 

Bautista and some of the members of the direction invited El 

Oaxaqueño, which informs the community who lives in this area about 

cultural events and social services, Bautista said ‘we are very happy for 

this invitation and that the Oaxacan community was considered by the 

city of Los Angeles for this event, because there are a good number of 

Oaxacans in this area and they can use the services offered.” (El 

Oaxaqueño, March 14, 2008, p. 3. My translation).  

 

 

This quote from the story offers the account of an event in Toberman Park, the 

presence of officers from the City of Los Angeles evidences that immigrant 

community organizations are not isolated from the local life in the home country. 

Much the contrary, it is because immigrant organizations know their constituency very 
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well, that local authorities depend on them when they want to reach the immigrant 

community. The presence of Artemio Bautista, president of FOCOICA in one of the 

information booths at the park illustrates how important immigrant leaders were in El 

Oaxaqueño stories. It is interesting to notice how Artemio Bautista, invites people 

from El Oaxaqueño to cover the event, and they self-report on that invitation, 

suggesting an important relationship between immigrant organization leaders and 

immigrant media. This kind of events are not generally covered by English language 

newspapers, but El Oaxaqueño ran a big story about it in the section dedicated to 

“Oaxacalifornia” giving the account of the activities that immigrant organizations and 

US officers organize for the community.  

As was explained in earlier chapters, interaction between organizations, 

immigrant business and local ethnic media is common in immigrant communities, 

although the level and scope of these interactions varies considerably among places. 

The propensity of ethnic and immigrant communities to create media outlets that voice 

their concerns and problems with the host and the home lands, situates those 

communities in a global playing field, where concrete “pockets”, often 

disenfranchised communities mirror the different realities that are inevitably part of 

their identities: i.e. both their country of origin, and their receiving land. Many of 

these media also have a very close connection with grass roots organizations and 

hometown associations, promoting their activities and links with their communities of 

origin, and transmitting links and information from the community in the receiving 

country (Bada, 2003).  
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Daily life as Diversity: Oaxacans Bridging after Bonding Activities 

 

 

As did De Tocqueville in the XIX Century, authors such as Edelstein and 

Larsen (1960) argue that there is a relationship between social cohesion and the use of 

community media and participation in community life. Hollander (2002) also stresses 

the importance of community press and community ties as consequences of media use. 

In immigrant communities, immigrant media reflects the characteristics of the 

community actors, such as local organizers, businesses and community leaders. Robert 

Putnam also argued that civic organizations go through phases of bonding, within the 

organization members, and once the bonding is consolidated, they go and reach out to 

other organizations, or into a bridging phase (2000, pp. 22-24). Through the pages of 

El Oaxaqueño, both instances of bridging and bonding can be observed, while on one 

hand a good proportion of the stories are dedicated to the function of self-representation 

of indigenous Oaxacan immigrants (with their various ethnicities), others offer accounts 

of immigrant organizations and immigrants in general reaching out to diverse social 

actors, racial groups, government officers, and organizations in both countries. In the 

content analysis, I focused on identifying the main actors that the stories talked about, 

the results show a variety of actors included, while also providing enough space for 

reporting on Oaxacan community actors.  

Oaxacan immigrants and their organizations do not exist isolated from other 

ethnic communities and organizations, such as labor unions, churches, human rights 

organizations, NGO’s, health clinics, and others. Although El Oaxaqueño functions as 

a mediatic arena for self-representation, and advocacy for Oaxacan immigrants, it was 

interesting to see that 48% (n=165) of the articles mention ethnicities different from 
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Oaxacans; Mexican mestizos, Anglos, Asians and African Americans, being the most 

recurrent ethnicities mentioned. Of course, not all the mentions of other ethnicities 

mean harmonious relationships, and sometimes, those articles refer to conflicts, or  the 

ethnicities they mention are from those of dominant groups that have been 

traditionally oppressors of indigenous Oaxacans (such as European-descent whites, or 

mestizos in Mexico), and the articles refer to that oppression. However, of the stories 

mentioning other ethnic groups, 60% (n=99) do not refer to the dominant ethnic group 

(either Spanish origin Whites, and mestizos in Mexico, or Anglos in the US), while 

32% (n=53) do refer to these groups. While the outlook of the future that stories 

mentioning other ethnic groups have is mostly neutral 49% (81), a good percentage 

28% (n=46) is negative, and only 23% (n=38) is positive. The figures in El 

Oaxaqueño suggest that although Oaxacans are reaching out, either by working and 

living in the same neighborhoods as other ethnic groups (as in the case of Korea Town 

in Los Angeles, where Oaxacans, Mexican mestizos, Central Americans, African 

Americans, and Koreans share the neighborhood and have significant contact), they 

see others either with caution or with a neutral approach. However, daily contact is 

been made between people of those communities, and it is reflected in the stories 

reported by El Oaxaqueño.  

One example of this is an account that Ana Cervantes and L. Miranda give of 

the celebration of the festival of La Guelaguetza, in August 2009 describing the 

children’s participation in the dances: Oaxacan ‘Chinas’
6
 headed the festival and 

opened the dancing program. The girls, some of them only 3 or 4 years old, caused the 

admiration of the people who attended. However, in this dancing number not all the 
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dancers were Oaxacan. In the folkloric group named Huaxyacac it was interesting to 

see four Korean children executing Oaxacan dances.” (El Oaxaqueño, August 14, 

2009, p. 6. My translation). As the previous quote illustrates the participation of 

Korean children in the Oaxacan dances, the festivities are not exclusively for those of 

Oaxacan ancestry, (see Photograph, No. 18 in Appendix A).  In fact, a sustained 

contact between Oaxacans and Korean immigrants in Korea Town and Pico Union 

neighborhoods has led to the two groups developing important connections. For 

example, during a 2008 hunger strike by some community leaders in Los Angeles 

(most of them Latino), who demanded immigration reform, the Korean American 

Resources Center in that city issued a press release informing Korean spoken 

immigrants about the fasting: "Please let members of the Korean American 

community know about immigrants' struggle for legalization," was written in the 

center’s media advisory (Kenneth, 2008). 

Some of the stories referring to other ethnicities covered by El Oaxaqueño are 

not always that encouraging, such as the coverage of conflict between minorities, 

especially in working class neighborhoods where ethnic and racial minorities come to 

contact with each other more readily than in wealthier places, and have to develop 

strategies to deal with their differences.  An example of a conflict is the following 

story related to a fund-raiser that the community from Santa María Jaltianguis Oaxaca 

organized in Arcadia, CA, in order to raise money to pay for the medical expenses of 

Paulino de León who was born in Jaltianguis and was robbed and beaten by two 

African American men in Arcadia. El Oaxaqueño offers the account of the incident, 
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and the fund-raising, describing the tensions between African Americans and Latinos 

in that city: 

Hate among racial groups, specifically between Hispanics and African 

Americans is unstoppable….Oaxacans have not been the exception of 

these unfortunate developments. On Thursday, February 26, around 

6:30 PM, 60 year old, Paulino de León was walking alone from the 

store to his house in Arcadia, which is located just a few blocks away, 

when he was attacked presumably by two African American men. (El 

Oaxaqueño, March 13, 2009, p. 5. My translation).  

 

Although the news piece includes the word “presumably” later it assumes that 

the attackers were in fact, African Americans, and continues with an account of 

tensions between Latinos and Afro-Americans in some Los Angeles neighborhoods. 

The story recognizes that the racism comes from both groups against each other, as 

shown in the example cited in the following excerpt, citing an immigrant leader from 

the Oaxacan community, who adds that in fact tensions among community members 

of those minorities are true: 

 

Silvio Martínez, treasurer of the Oaxacan Federation of Communities 

and Indigenous Organizations in California (FOCOICA), and renowned 

activist in the community of Jaltianguis, confirmed that: ‘lately in the 

cities of El Monte and Monrovia there has been too much racism 

among Latinos and African Americans.’ He added: ‘there have been 

many protests from organizations working towards unity among those 

two groups, so conflict can be eradicated. (El Oaxaqueño, March 13, 

2009, p. 5).  

 

As can be seen, despite some animosity in the story towards aggressors, there 

is also the willingness to solve those conflicts and go beyond the accusation. The 

words by Martinez speak of confidence towards civic organization and civic acts 

working to solve these community conflicts. He calls for organizational action in order 

to extend bridges of communication between Latinos and African Americans in the 
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neighborhoods they happen to share. Cosmopolitan values and practices are based on 

this willingness to solve conflict with others, and work together.  Organized civic life 

is one arena where tolerance, self-criticism, and empathy can be exercised and 

cultivated as tools for conflict resolution.  If the immigration experience put their 

communities in contact with others of different customs and heritage, it can also help 

to develop the skills to open up to others and cooperate.   While Martínez could have 

dwelled on the aggression by the two Africa American men, he recognizes the 

conflicts between the groups, and calls for unity among those communities, and 

deploys a call for achieving that unity through civic practices for conflict resolution. It 

is at the neighborhoods, and during daily interaction where respects for others can be 

exercised, and conflict can be avoided.  

A notable case of focus on a different ethnicity was the extensive stories 

dedicated to celebrate the triumph of President Barack Obama in 2008. El Oaxaqueño 

dedicated the whole first page of its edition of November 7
th

 2008 to announce Barack 

Obama as the winner, calling it a “historic election where the first African American 

President arrives to the White House” (El Oaxaqueño, November 7, 2008, p 1). In the 

same edition, a whole page of the paper is dedicated to a story titled “A New Color for 

History” that talks about the hopes that Barack Obama generates among the immigrant 

community, and other ethnic groups. In this news story, El Oaxaqueño highlighted the 

preference that Latinos had for Barack Obama, citing a survey conducted by 

Univision, Reuters and Zogby International, where 78 percent of Latinos had voted for 

Obama, while only 13 percent voted for John McCain, the Republican candidate (El 

Oaxaqueño, Redaccion, November 7, 2008, p. 7).  Consequently, the newspaper 
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dedicated two full-page special feature articles to Obama’s inauguration in its edition 

No. 237 of January 16, 2009, with various accounts either by news agencies or by 

newspaper staff, to document this event, highlighting Obama as the first African 

American President of the US. The cover of the paper this time was also dedicated 

solely to Obama (see Photograph No. 17, in Appendix A).  An important component 

of those articles, was the urging demand from the Latino community to Obama to 

propose a comprehensive migratory reform. A story on page 7 mentions a letter that 

more than a thousand organizations sent to the President: 

More than 1200 pro immigrant organizations sent a letter to President 

Barack Obama to ask him not to minimize the importance of an 

immigration reform, and to take the necessary measures to stop raids 

and deportations of undocumented immigrants.”…..The groups 

belonging to 39 states and Puerto Rico not only include activists in 

favor of Hispanic immigrants, but also other immigrants such Asians. 

….One of the biggest organizations that defends indigenous rights, the 

Indigenous Front for Binational Organizations (FIOB) also sent a letter 

to Obama with a series of petitions, among others, immigration reform. 

(El Oaxaqueño, January 30, 2009, p. 7. My translation).  

 

 

Since immigrants saw Obama as a President coming from a marginalized 

group, a lot identified with him and his own story. As it can be seen from the excerpt 

of the article published in El Oaxaqueño, many immigrant groups were joining 

together to ask for a migratory reform, suggesting not the isolation that living in ethnic 

enclaves may entail, but the organization of different ethnic and immigrant groups to 

achieve a change in the law for the betterment of the lives of immigrants. The writers 

of the article, signed by the collective “Oaxaqueño Editors” included the “pliego 

petitorio” sent by FIOB to Obama, the same piece published in El Tequio, and 

analyzed in detail in chapter 4. El Oaxaqueño mentions this pliego petitorio, and also 
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published it in full in the same section as the other articles regarding Obama’s 

inauguration. This pliego petitorio was not published in any English language media, 

despite the fact that FIOB included an English translation in its web site, and sent it to 

several English language publications.  The inclusion of FIOB’s list of demands 

illustrates the close relationship that a medium such as El Oaxaqueño had with several 

Oaxacan immigrant organizations, that found in the pages of this newspaper, an 

opportunity to voice their concerns about pressing issues affecting their situation as 

indigenous and immigrants.  

Despite the accounts of conflicts with African Americans, contact with blacks 

is not new for Oaxacans. There is a considerable Afro-descendent population in 

Oaxaca’s region named Costa Chica, (Little Coast) which borders with the state of 

Guerrero and is part of a region called “Costa” (see map of Oaxacan regions in 

Appendix C). This population is mixed with indigenous and mestizo blood, and is part 

of the diversity of Oaxaca itself. El Oaxaqueño ran a full-page story to account for 

about three hundred members of this Afro-Oaxacan population residing in Pasadena, 

where there are some folkloric ballet groups who have joined other Oaxacans in the 

festivities of La Guelaguetza and the Day of the Dead. The article describes one of the 

most important dances of Oaxacan festivities, the Dance of the Devils (Baile de los 

Diablos) originated in the Afro-Oaxacan community. It is precisely because of the 

practice of folkloric dances, that a group of people from this community, have come 

together and organized, forming the “Asociación Afro-Mexicana” in Los Angeles and 

Pasadena. El Oaxaqueño article explains the dance and the participation of Afro-

Oaxacans in Guelaguetza festivities: 
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Some of the cultural aspects of this community are focused in the 

dances, music and gastronomy, always with particular characteristics of 

their African and Mestizo descent. Among the dances the most 

important ones are: ‘La Chilena,’ ‘La Tortuga,’ and the “Danza de los 

Diablos,’ this last one represents the system of slavery that blacks 

suffered hundreds of years ago, when they arrived to Mexico and an 

overseer named ‘El Pancho’ had the power that the cacique gave him to 

control the slaves. He was the only one with the right to have a woman. 

His female companion was named ‘La Minga’ and in the dance 

represents the sensuality and happiness of women from the coast. The 

costumes they wear are made by the dancers themselves, and consist on 

old and ragged clothes turned inside out, the masks are made of 

cardboard (painted red and white) some have goat horns, others donkey 

ears, and horse tail….’La Minga’ which is represented by a man, uses a 

very sensual dress and a woman’s face mask…..Martín Alemán, the 

representative of ‘La Danza de los Diablos’ in Pasadena, commented 

that with the purpose of rescuing the culture, and with the experience 

they had as participants in the ‘Danza de la Tortuga’ in their hometown 

Jose Maria Morelos, when they arrived to California with other boys 

from his community, they found a way to create their own group, with 

support from other community members.  

 

El Oaxaqueño’s article shows an awareness of the diversity and struggles that 

the Afro-Oaxacan community has endured in Mexico. The account for the Afro-

Oaxacan origin of danza de los diablos  (a very popular dance included in 

Guelaguetza festivities, and adopted by indigenous Oaxacans), demonstrates the 

habituation of Oaxacans to ethnic and racial diversity, even before they immigrated to 

the United States, and it is also a reminder that as much as “Mexican” has been used 

as a racial category in the United States, especially in the US Census, a Mexican can 

be of different races and ethnicities. Oaxacan dances have incorporated elements from 

different groups, and their “authenticity” is usually questioned by a new element from 

yet another ethnic group adding to it. An example is La Danza de los Diablos which 

has incorporated indigenous, and even mestizo elements, such as the particular scarves 

that the dancers wear around the neck, mostly associated with mestizos from the North 
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of Mexico. This element is attributed to the arrival of people from the state of Sonora 

during the Mexican Revolution, who fleeing from the violence in their state, arrived to 

La Costa Chica in Oaxaca, and established contact with Afro-Mexicans, who had 

established themselves there before (Santiago-Arenas, n/d).   

Mexican diversity includes also linguistic differences, as the case of Oaxacans 

illustrate very well. The example of La Danza de los diablos, is also another cultural 

manifestation that has been adopted by indigenous groups in the state, and performed 

now not only by people from African descent from La Costa Chica. Habituation to 

diversity and flexibility are also characteristics of a more cosmopolitan (Beck, 2006, 

Silverstone, 2007, Rogers, 2010) civic involvement.  Rather than complying to a 

mainstream or dominant cultural model, immigrants are acknowledging their 

differences and similarities, opening up to accommodate them, such as in the inclusion 

of Afro-mestizos, Koreans and other minorities in La Guelaguetza.  What happens in 

immigrant communities and in their transnational networks can be used to enrich the 

mainstream culture and make it also more flexible and empathetic to diversity, to 

teach cosmopolitan values of respect for other human beings.  

Although El Oaxaqueño’s news included immigrant organization leaders as 

main actors of its stories in a good percentage of its content, almost 20%  (n=65) of 

articles analyzed referred to Oaxacans reaching out to organizations other than their 

HTA´s, Federations and Frentes. These other organizations that immigrants reach out 

to range from Human Rights organizations, NGO’s, trade unions, agricultural workers 

and other labor organizations, advocacy groups, immigrant coalitions such as 

CHIRLA (Coalition for Humane Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles) which was created 
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in 1986 and encompasses several immigrant groups, and other more established Latino 

organizations, such as MALDEF (Mexican American Legal Defense and Education 

Fund), created in 1968, and known as one of the Latino organizations supporting more 

assimilationist positions.  

Mexican authorities, are also important actors in the stories reported in El 

Oaxaqueño, and diplomatic representatives are among the closest by the nature of 

their jobs, to the immigrant communities, although the relationships with them is 

never uniform, as social, political and other conditions in Mexico play an important 

role in the way the diplomats and immigrants relate to each other. Some diplomats 

develop deep connections with immigrant leaders, as an article in El Oaxaqueño of 

December 2003, recounting for their good relationship with then Consul of Mexico in 

Los Angeles Martha Lara shows. The article lamented that the Mexican government 

decided to suddenly remove her from her position, since she had done a good job in 

getting closer to different sectors of the Mexican population, including indigenous 

Oaxacans. Here is an excerpt of the story accounting for a farewell dinner that the 

Oaxacan community offered to her in the restaurant La Guelaguetza in Los Angeles: 

The Oaxacan community in Los Angeles said good bye to Martha Lara, 

who recently was removed from her position in the Consulate of 

Mexico in Los Angeles by the Mexican Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in 

a very controversial move, that caused indignation among the Mexican 

communities in this city. Gustavo Santiago, president of FOCOICA 

said that ‘the previous efforts to unify the Mexican community in the 

US, initiate when Lara arrived in Los Angeles…. Unfortunately, the 

Mexican government did not have sensitivity to keep strong figures 

[such as Lara] that we need in this moment in California. We have 

raised our voice and we will keep it raised so the government does not 

take our community for granted when making decisions that affect 

Mexicans abroad…..It is necessary for the Mexican government to 
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respect the Mexican community, to listen to us. (El Oaxaqueño, 

December 13, 2003, p. 4. My translation).  

 

 

 

Tradition, Subtraction or Convergence? 

 

As mentioned before, “subtractive citizenship” is the set of mechanisms and 

practices that nation states and dominant cultures exert on certain minority groups who 

are incorporating into the nation and are perceived as outsiders, especially if those 

groups are not wealthy elites.  Immigrants usually experience different degrees of 

subtractive practices, in particular their children who are expected to prove their 

loyalty to the nation by adopting the dominant culture. This proof usually consists in 

losing the mother language, and other identity traits in order to seem more 

“mainstream” or uniform and less “foreign” or “strange.” Indigenous Mexicans have 

experienced those subtractive practices already in the Mexican state, and I listened to 

many members of the indigenous immigrant organization during my field-work saying 

that they were “losing their cultural traditions.”  

When I performed the content analysis of the stories published in El 

Oaxaqueño and El Tequio, I expected to find more mentions referring to those 

practices of subtraction. Although I did find some very specific news articles and 

stories referring to this, especially the ones dealing with discrimination both in Mexico 

as indigenous, and in the United States as Latinos, the number of stories raising issues 

of subtraction are not as numerous as the ones that account the efforts of this 
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community to “preserve their culture, traditions, and language” even in their local 

communities in California.  

Table 20 

Loss or Preservation of Tradition 

Topic Loss of 

Tradition 

N=24 

 Preservation of 

Tradition 

N=100 

Culture         58.3 %      53 % 

Religion 12.5 10  

Sports 8.3 13  

Politics 8.3 4 

Immigration 4 1 

The Environment 4 1 

Gender 4 1 

Entertainment - 7 

Health - 1 

Mother language - 1 

Violence and Security - 1 

Other  - 6 

 

While I originally assumed that the news in El Oaxaqueño would considerably 

reflect on obvious subtractive practices that Oaxacans have endured by dominant 

groups both in Mexico and in the US, the stories mostly focused on a positive outlook 

on “preservation of tradition.” From the coded articles, 29% (n=100) referred to 

cultural preservation, while only 8% (n=24) lamented the loss of culture due to 

acculturation, assimilation and other active practices by the state, the education 

system, the media, the mainstream cultures, and other social forces.  Table 20 shows 

the distribution of the news by topic. Interestingly, 56 of the stories referring to 

cultural preservation also showed a positive outlook for the future, 36% of those 

stories showed a neutral outlook, and only 8% of those showed a negative outlook. 

While the stories lamenting the loss of culture, although most of them had a positive 
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outlook 54% (n=13), 29% (n=7) had a negative outlook, and 17% (n=4) had a neutral 

outlook for the future.  

What these numbers suggest, is that Oaxacan indigenous immigrants have 

decided that lamenting the loss of their culture was a waste of time, and have taken a 

more proactive role, in what they called a preservation effort, trying to educate 

themselves about what has been taken away from them historically by dominant 

groups (language, culture). When indigenous Mexicans face a new dominant 

arrangement in the US they know what is potentially at stake in terms of preserving 

their identity or crafting a new one with the cultural traits, and traditions they want to 

preserve. This is not to say that immigration has not changed them, or that “traditions” 

are static practices handed over generation to generation. Much to the contrary, 

traditions change, even if people do not move because tradition itself is a process of 

changing and adopting new practices. Not only the new generations, but immigrants 

themselves, are being influenced by other customs and traditions, and adopting them, 

as the prevalence of the basketball tournaments or La Guelaguetza, claimed as a 

“tradition” demonstrate. The following is an excerpt of a story that appeared in the 

Oaxacalifornia section of the paper in May, 2009. This story refers to a simultaneous 

binational religious celebration: 

The community from San Andres Yaa, celebrated the day of the Santa 

Cruz both in Sierra Norte Oaxaca, and in Los Angeles. …The cultural 

band of San Andres Yaa of Los Angeles has been in charge of 

celebrating with a kermes this important festivity for seven years now.  

Thanks to the enthusiasm of the parents, three years ago a group of 

children dancers have been performing the typical dances for this 

celebration. This time, they presented the danza ‘los malinches’ and 

later the adults danced ‘the chinantecos.’ It is important to highlight 

that the interpretation of the dance is a rite, and the respect and 
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dedication that those children –all of them US-born-- have 

demonstrated to execute their parents traditions is remarkable. (El 

Oaxaqueño, May 8, 2009, p. 6. My translation).  

 

 

It is important to notice how this celebration includes the participation of 

young children who, by their parent’s encouragement have found that cultural venues 

to be a good way for incorporation into the transnational activities of the adults. When 

asking about participation of children in cultural activities, some immigrant 

organization and HTA leaders told me that they were hoping their children would 

continue with their organization, and still pay respect to their homeland even if they 

were born in the US. Participation of young people in voluntary associations has been 

linked to an increased tendency for political socialization later in life (McFarland and 

Thomas, 2006), since their participation in the immigrant organizations of their 

parents, becomes a form of apprenticeship, where older members of the community 

teach the young to participate in civic life through practice. This teaching and learning 

occurs inside the immigrant organization constituted as a community of practice 

(Wenger 1998). In the case of immigrants, this community extends across borders.   It 

is common that the parents of children participating in folkloric ballets and other 

culturally relevant activities want them to go to Oaxaca to visit, so they do not forget 

their traditions. Cultural festivities and other practices offer an important venue for 

this kind of participation. For example, among the mestizo organizations, commonly 

Beauty Pageants offer the winners month long trips to Zacatecas, Jalisco or 

Michoacán. Oaxacans use their very rich cultural background to deploy it in a 

transnational way, so they and their children move across borders. Activities, such as 
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dances and sports –basketball tournaments—originally practices “for the preservation 

of their culture and tradition” also allows for the integration of second generation into 

the transnational network, and their identification as indigenous.  

Later the same year, the newspaper El Imparcial in Oaxaca published a news 

article on the celebration of another patron saint in November, in the Sierra Norte of 

Oaxaca. The highlight of the article was the participation in the festivities of a group 

of children coming from Los Angeles, to execute the dance of the Malinches
7
: “As 

proof that when roots are strong they do not die, in the festivities there were some 

children doing the Dance of ‘los Malinches,’ those children came directly from Los 

Angeles, CA in the United States, the place where they live.” (El Imparcial, Luis 

Carpio, November 18, 2009, online. My translation. ).  

 

 

Conclusion 

 

As Alexis de Tocqueville said: civic associations exist because of newspapers, 

and newspapers because of civic associations. Immigrant organizations and media are 

important factors in the development of transnational immigrant bonds and activities. 

As it is shown in the pages of El Oaxaqueño, the stories and narratives about 

indigenous Oaxacan culture and immigration to the United States, and the accounts of 

Oaxacan civic life across borders, are building blocks of the transnational and multi 

dimensional stories published on its pages. The role of immigrant media such as El 

Oaxaqueño, reporting activities of immigrant organizations and hometown 

associations, is relevant because it provides the vehicle to disseminate the messages 
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that help the organization have access to information from other social groups. The 

newspaper also provided a venue of self-representation for the Oaxacan community 

who does not see itself reflected in mainstream English media, but neither in most of 

the Spanish language media produced by Latinos or even Mexicans who are not 

indigenous.  While immigrant organizations could count on a medium such as El 

Oaxaqueño to be a witness of their civic and cultural activities, the newspaper itself, 

relied on immigrant organizations for its news, its original reporting, and content. 

Many Oaxacan immigrant organizations distributed El Oaxaqueño in their events and 

networks, and the newspaper relied on them for a steady source of community news. 

The success of the newspaper in the Oaxacan community, also offered to the owners 

of the paper the possibility to access advertisers among the local and transnational 

businesses that immigrants use.  The social capital of immigrant organizations extends 

beyond national boundaries, and becomes multi-sited, not only geographically, but 

social, cultural, and politically. The multi-sitedness of the stories and the multiple and 

diverse actors that they include, are a sign of cosmopolitanism, practiced by the 

Oaxacan community beyond a more politicized organization such as FIOB, and its 

publication El Tequio.  Although El Oaxaqueño did not published large amounts of 

political news, and a good proportion of these news were reproduced from wires, and 

agencies, the newspaper’s section Oaxacalifornia published a bigger number of 

original stories, coming from the newspaper staff or signed collectively by the editors. 

Original news, as well as inclusion of different groups than the self, and inclusion of 

accounts of cooperation with different groups, are important characteristics of El 

Oaxaqueño news stories, and a sign of openness. Through the pages of El Oaxaqueño 
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is possible to grasp the conflicts and encounters of different ethnic and racial groups in 

places such as Los Angeles, But it is also important to highlight that this “coverage of 

diversity” is made from a diverse position itself, because “Oaxacan” is not an ethnic 

group, or a national identification, but a collection of different people living in a single 

region. 
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Notes 

 
1
  The study consisted on interviews with 1,316 Latinos, in which 504 of participants were living in Los 

Angeles, 671 were interviewed in Spanish, 645 in English, and more than 700 were foreign born. (Suro, 

2004, p. 8).  

 
2
 Guish-Bac means “from Tlacolula” in Zapotec language. Tlacolula is a town in the Central Valleys of 

Oaxaca, located about one hour from Oaxaca City. 

 
3
 Naco started to be an insult associated to ethnicity and race, but it has also become associated to class, 

since the term may be applied to poor people who dress badly, and who do not seem to fit into current 

fashion. It is a very widespread form of insult in Mexico.  

 
4
 Alejandro Montiel Coello describes what he calls “the country of the pineapples” (el país de las 

piñas”), as a region between the states of Veracruz, and Oaxaca, places where this fruit is cultivated 

seasonally. Migrant workers from those two states, usually from a wide variety of ethic groups (Nahuas, 

Popolocas, Afro-mestizos, and Indomestizos from Veracruz, and Cuicatecos, Mixtecos, Mixes, Triquis, 

Chinantecos and Mazatecos from Oaxaca), go back and forth the places where the pineapples are 

cultivated to work in its harvest. All those groups have their own versions of the dance Flor de Piña to 

initiate the ceremony of the harvest. Generally, a group of women dressed in very colorful dresses carry 

a pineapple in their shoulders, and dance very slowly for a while. The dance is executed barefoot, and it 

lasts a long time, alternating between slow movements, and complicated figures with the feet. At the 

end of the dance, the women give away the pineapples to the public. Flor is not necessarily associated 

with a plant, but in Mixteco ‘Itá” and Náhuatl “xóchitl” may mean flower or any pleasant human 

activity or product, such as dance, poem, song or party. (see Montiel-Coello, A. Flor de Piña, Cultural 

Institute Mexican Roots, Available, http://www.folklorico.com/danzas/flor-pina/flor-pina.html.) 

 
5
 Nueva Antequera is the name that Spaniards gave to the City of Oaxaca during the colonial period, 

and sometimes it is referred to by that name, although its official name is City of Oaxaca.  

 
6
 Oaxacan “Chinas” are dancers of “Jarabe del Valle” representing the Central Valleys in Oaxaca. Some 

say that the name comes from depictions of people from Asia who lived in Mexico. Others say that it 

refers to curly hair, which in Mexico and other Latin American countries is known as “pelo chino.” 

 
7
 The “Malinche dance” or “los malinches” is part of a series of dances called “Conquest dances” along 

with “Danza de la Pluma” were created by Zapotecs to depict the conquest. “Malinche” is the name that 

was given to an indigenous woman from Tlaxcala, who was Hernan Cortes’ interpreter and lover. 

Malinche spoke Chontal, a Gulf Mayan language, Nahuatl, and Spanish. She was very important in 

convincing other indigenous Mexicans to ally with the Spaniards to defeat the Aztecs (Lee, 2003). 

“Malinche” and “malinchismo” in Mexico are commonly associated with treason to your own people, 

and preference for foreigners. In the dance, children (boys and girls) dance along an older person, also 

called “the abuelo” (the grandfather), at the beginning. The “Danza de Malinches” depicts Moctezuma, 

the Aztec emperor, dancing with a group of women dressed in velvet customs at the end of the dance. 

(For more information about Conquest dances, see Marin, Guillermo, “La Guelaguetza” in Toltecayotl 

website, Available: http://www.toltecayotl.org/tolteca/index.php?option=com_content&view=article& 

id =129:la-guelaguetza&catid=27:general&Itemid=64) 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

In this world, shipmates, sin that pays its way can travel freely, and without passport; whereas Virtue, if 

a pauper, is stopped at all frontiers. 

Herman Melville, Moby Dick 

 

Contemporary political theory has conceived the study of exclusive citizenship 

linked to the nation-state as one of its main areas of concern. As Ernest Gellner said, 

we may have become used to thinking that nation-states are the ideal and natural way 

for humans to organize (1983), and not the result of a constant effort of political and 

identity construction (Held, 2002). Nationalism, as the ideology of the nation, shapes 

identities and loyalties, and many practices of nationalism have been institutionalized 

to create a common culture through schools, civic celebrations, and the media. 

Sometimes those institutions engage in coercive subtractive practices of assimilation, 

such as the elimination of the native language in favor of the language of the dominant 

majority. Nationalism and the nation-state have also foster the growth of the social 

sciences, and as Ulrich Beck has said, many of our analytical categories have been 

influenced by what he calls “methodological nationalism” naturalizing even more the 

presence of the nation-state structures and narratives, in what he has called the 

national outlook (Beck, 2006).  

However, what do marginalized groups such as immigrants or the indigenous 

do when the narratives and practices of the nation condemn them to perpetuate their 

marginality? Certainly waiting until they can achieve the status of citizens one by one, 

and acquire the common culture, language, and mainstream nationalism of the 
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dominant group may not be the best strategy for inclusion. Instead, some marginal 

groups such as immigrants, rather than waiting to get recognition, act, using the 

available spaces to practice citizenship as agency. When the spaces available to 

exercise citizenship are located across national territories, legal jurisdictions, and 

identity narratives; this exercise questions many previously held assumptions about 

exclusivity and membership.  

Although the dominant structures of the state are not likely disappearing, as 

many have argued before, states and their hegemonic actors are feeling the need to 

increase their interventions so transnational activity is managed and controlled. An 

example of this is the building of physical (walls) and bureaucratic (visas) barriers to 

restrict the movement of people (Torpey, 2000, p. 32). If states are not threaten by 

transnational movements of people, then why are physical walls being proposed and 

erected, especially between North Atlantic countries and the rest of the world, such as 

in the case of the United States and Mexico?  

As discussed in this dissertation, transnational practices of communication and 

citizenship among indigenous immigrants from Mexico offer a good arena of study for 

cosmopolitanism. Some authors have argued that “transnational experiences foster 

people’s openness and tolerance” (Mau, Mewes, and Zimmerman, 2008, p. 2). The 

situation of indigenous immigrants of both marginality and contact with two nation 

states allows them to compare and confront at least two (if not more in their case) 

mainstream narratives and myths about the nation. But cosmopolitanism is a 

“transformative political project” (Weenink, 2008). Cosmopolitanism is understood as 

the human capacity, individual and collective of feeling empathy to the experience of 
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others, the flexibility to accommodate diversity either in our individual or group lives, 

and to adjust to different socio-cultural environments. This capacity includes the 

willingness to increase dialogue across cultures, social classes, races and genders 

without losing allegiances to a particular group, but also without making those 

allegiances a source of conflict with other groups. Cosmopolitan actors strive for 

dignity, agency, and responsibility, but also act with flexibility when encountering 

other human beings or different situations in order to accommodate diversity into their 

experiences. Cosmopolitanism is also an exercise of self-reflection  questioning 

personal and collective identity in order to establish a dialogue with others and enrich 

our living experience through their experience. Cosmopolitanism as an ethical project, 

involves the recognition of others, and the acknowledgement of contradictions on the 

self (Silverstone, 2007, cited in Rogers, 2010, p. 14).  

As we have seen with FIOB, and indigenous Mexican immigrants in the 

United States, we as humans may learn from daily practice to open up, and be self-

critical and flexible in the face of changing circumstances around us. Immigration is a  

changing experience, and FIOB members have been profoundly transformed by 

immigration, and their activities in transnational networks.  But something that 

characterizes Oaxacan indigenous immigrants in particular, is their habituation to 

diversity. Coming from one of the most diverse states in Mexico, with sixteen 

indigenous groups along with mestizos, creoles, Afro-Mexicans, and other 

immigrants, there is a disposition to outreach to others. This disposition though, can be 

obscured by the profound discriminatory and subtractive practices that have oppressed 

indigenous people in Mexico: racism, marginality, poverty, illiteracy, and supposedly 
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“civilizatory” efforts by the Mexican state to turn them into “ideal mestizo citizens.” 

Indigenous Oaxacan immigrants have also been marginalized by two state orders that 

have pushed modernization and neoliberal projects on them. Under the modernization 

project in both the US and Mexico, the indigenous are considered “backwards,” 

attached to their “traditions” and their land, and therefore in need of being 

“modernized.” Their incorporation into the labor markets in the United States and 

other parts of Mexico has coincided with the expansion of the neoliberal order, which 

considers them only as cheap labor, or a possible source of criminality. Both, the 

modernization and neoliberal projects have converged in the last decades to worsen 

their marginalization.  

However, as double marginals, they act. Some indigenous immigrants to the 

United States were already leaders in their places of origin, and immigration has made 

them expand their organizational efforts across borders, learn new skills, and 

sometimes use the resources of the state and the neoliberal order to their benefit. For 

example, they have developed the capacity to fund-raise for supporting their projects. 

As the case of FIOB shows, early on they understood that instutionalization by itself 

(as in the case of the formation of the CBDIO as a non-profit) ran the risk of  

acquiescing to the desires of more powerful actors, such as state governments and 

foundations. FIOB as an organization has kept its political presence, along with its 

institutional one, in denouncing inequality in the distribution of wealth, justice, and 

marginalization. Over the years, FIOB has not changed its political agenda of 

demanding dignity and equality for indigenous peoples of the Americas, and for the 

betterment of the conditions of immigrants in the United States. This effort is still 
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ongoing as the organization consolidates, but they have incorporated other agendas, 

such as gender equality, a battle that they fight in their interior as well. Gender 

equality within FIOB itself has been one of the most remarkable exercises of 

introspection. As some of the accounts in Chapter 3 reveal, instead of shutting down 

the spaces for women to discuss inequality of opportunity and treatment on the part of 

the males inside FIOB and outside, those discussions have multiplied in the different 

contexts of the organization, even in Oaxaca, where patriarchal structures can seem 

impossible to challenge at times. Has this introspection given equality to women in 

FIOB? Maybe not yet, but women all over the world have been struggling in different 

realms for spaces such as the ones that FIOB has opened. It has not been without 

opposition or difficulties, but those spaces now exist and are cultivated with different 

degree of success.  

Recognition is not the only purpose, but women are voicing their needs, and 

feelings about their participation, letting the male members know where things can be 

improved. One important example of the active inclusion of women through the years 

is the magazine El Tequio, which started as the internal bulletin of FIOB managed 

mainly by the male leaders, but became a magazine, that had the head of Women’s 

Affairs of the organization directing it. El Tequio doubled the number of women 

writing stories for it from its first, to its second decade of existence and the inclusion 

of women in this way, has brought awareness of their particular needs as activists and 

leaders.  

FIOB has been opening to accommodate other indigenous groups, as its 

evolution shows. Initially constituted by two ethnic groups in the state of Oaxaca 
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(Zapotecs and Mixtecs), the organization now has opened up to include indigenous 

groups throughout Oaxaca and other states, as well as other groups and individuals, 

even if they are not indigenous. In some ways FIOB has made the indigenous and 

immigrant marginality a starting point to discuss and reflect upon other forms of 

oppression, such as economic, patriarchal, and social structures that oppress and 

marginalize people. FIOB has also used its bridging capacity to connect with other 

organizations to multiply its social capital. For example, through a movement in the 

Americas seeking indigenous rights, FIOB participated in the Zapatista dialogues of 

San Andrés Larráinzar, and they have kept building bridges to other immigrant 

organizations, governments, NGO’s, foundations, universities, and other organization. 

FIOB effort has been dialogic, not isolating.  

FIOB has also included systems of direct democracy in its decision-making, 

based on usos y costumbres, as it can be seen in their general assembly, the maximum 

authority in the organization. However, they go beyond the restrictions and 

exclusionary practices sometimes associated with those systems of direct democracy, 

adapting them to include women and other important actors of the organization in the 

decision making process. Although systems of tequio, and collective reciprocity are 

very much part of the reasons why FIOB has been cohesive, even with its multi-sited, 

and multi-ethnic nature, those systems of reciprocity have also evolved and become 

more flexible with immigration. The organization has opened communication 

channels to foster their bonding and bridging capabilities, and to encourage spaces for 

dialogue. Sometimes the dialogue is not comfortable, since dialogue entails the 

recognition of others and the self, and may entail the signaling of privileges by some. 
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Despite that, those spaces have been encouraged and maintained.  Chapter 4 gives an 

account of the multiple communication practices exercised by FIOB in immigrant 

networks.  Those practices have complemented their citizenship practices also 

discussed previously.  

This work does not pretend be a romantic account of a sole successful 

organization or communication medium. It is precisely my early observations of 

openness and toleration for diversity that made me think indigenous organization were 

fostering cooperation, flexibility, and bridging relationships from which we could 

learn. What was particularly interesting to me were the self-criticism and solidarity 

implemented during the “right to know” and the decolonization workshops. By 

discussing their marginal condition, they were not looking for revenge against their 

historical oppressors, but understanding of the conditions that have caused the 

oppression.  Seeking to foster self-esteem was also a struggle for their recognition as 

actors in a society that has rendered them only as subjects.  Through mechanisms and 

practices of self-criticism, FIOB members have opened up their organization to other 

ethnic groups, and women, and have accommodated to their needs.  

However, practices of cosmopolitanism are not restricted to a sole indigenous 

Mexican organization, such as FIOB. By analyzing the stories published by El 

Oaxaqueño newspaper in Chapter 5, it is possible to see that accounts coming from 

other actors in the immigrant Oaxacan community also show flexibility and openness 

to diversity. The fact that indigenous Mexicans have used their traditional 

relationships of solidarity and communal cooperation and transformed them for civic 

participation in the US, has demonstrated that they are not as closed of societies as 
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described by modernization theory. Communal organization does not necessarily 

mean the end of individual rights, as some of the examples in the discussion show. 

Encountering other contexts and living conditions does influence communal 

relationships to adopt and reflect on important issues, such as individual rights.  

Both El Oaxaqueño and El Tequio show that culture is an important and 

strategic area that indigenous people can use as a bridge to politics (Poole, 2007). 

Although El Oaxaqueño widely covered broader interest stories, such as 

entertainment, health, and lifestyle, they also focused on cultural and political stories, 

pertaining to several locations in both countries. Stories in El Oaxaqueño also 

highlighted contact with diverse ethnic and racial groups, either inside the state of 

Oaxaca or outside (such as the account of contact with Koreans in Los Angeles, 

described in Chapter 5). Immigrant organizations, their leaders and their events also 

occupied a prominent place in the stories published in the newspaper, suggesting, as 

de Tocqueville observed before, a close relationship between media and civic 

organizations.  All those elements are part of a cosmopolitan disposition to diversity. 

Although it was logical to find many references to particular ethnic groups such as 

Mixtecos and Zapotecos in a medium such as El Oaxaqueño, which is aimed to people 

from that state where those two groups are a majority, it was possible to see a diversity 

of actors, discourses and stories in its pages. Many of those actors were engaged in the 

exercise of citizenship practices across nation-state, identity, and discursive 

boundaries.   

Michael Schudson has identified voting, social trust (in government and social 

institutions), social membership, and the quality of public discourse, as measures of 
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civic health (1998, p. 304). While voting is something that many immigrants may be 

excluded from doing in either their country of origin or destiny (or in both), they can 

still be involved in social membership, engaged in the creation of public discourse 

through immigrant media, and relating to different social institutions establishing 

relationships of trust (the example of NGOs, private and public founding institutions 

as in the case of FIOB).  If theorists such as Robert Putnam have complained that civic 

engagement is diminishing, it is worth looking into social realms where relationships 

of solidarity and trust are being replaced solely by the market (for example, among 

white upper, and middle classes in the United States, typical members of bowling 

leagues).  Civic organizations, based on relationships of reciprocity, have been 

maintained or increased where either the state is not exercising its social functions, or 

the market has not yet atomized public life. As the example of the Mexican Consul in 

San Diego’s talk with FIOB organizers at the beginning of chapter 3 illustrates, 

“responsibility” for many state actors has meant individual responsibility and the 

withdrawal of the responsibilities of the social with its citizens.  

If good citizens are characterized for their level of involvement in civic 

networks, certainly transnational migrants, either with the formal status of citizens or 

without it, have proven to be good citizens, but not exclusive citizens of one state, and 

therefore they are exercising and recreating cosmopolitan values in their citizenship 

practices. Is immigrant binational, or transnational involvement the end of the state? 

Of course not, but it may be the beginning of the transformation of a tradition of 

citizenship based on exclusion, into a richer one, based on diversity, flexibility, 

introspection, empathy, and inclusion.  
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How far are we from that kind of citizenship? It depends. It is important to see 

what the contemporary nation-state is doing to solve conflicts associated with 

marginality, inequality, and violence. Mostly, it has turned its functions into a policing 

state, increasing the use of violence to counteract unrest, caused by inequality. Is the 

use of violence by the state a good strategy for ending conflict, exclusion and 

resentment? Maybe here is where cosmopolitanism can make its appearance, enriching 

our political communities through public dialogue about diversity and exclusion. This 

dialogue would help to develop systems of conflict resolution that do not entail 

coercive subtraction or violent exclusion. If what is at stake is the formulation of a 

political arrangement to help human beings to thrive and live a good life, it is well 

worth exploring cosmopolitanism and make its principles part of our political 

communities.   
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Appendix A: Photographs 
 
 

Photographs © by Antonieta Mercado, unless otherwise noted. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Photograph 1 Gaspar Rivera-Salgado, Binational Coordinator of FIOB Discusses 
Having ‘Voice’ and ‘Agency’ 
 
Decolonization Workshop, Madera, CA, February 6, 2010.  
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Photograph 2 Odilia Romero, José González and Juan Ramon 
 

Decolonization Workshop, Mission San Luis Rey, Vista, CA, May 17, 2009 
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Photograph 3 Negative Experiences of Being Indigenous 
 
Decolonization Workshop directed by Odilia Romero, and Cristina 
Lopez, Vista, CA, May 17, 2009.  

 
Listed: Negative experiences of being indigenous:  

 
1) sometimes they do not give us service in clinics 
2) Discrimination 
3) Criticism from others because we do not pronounce Spanish well, and because the color of our 

skin 
4) Racism because we do not speak well, because we speak Mixteco or another indigenous 

language 
5) Racism on the part of authorities, they act against Hispanics 
6) We need more information, sometimes we attack ourselves 
7) People make fun of me because I speak or understand an indigenous language 
8) Humiliations because we are indigenous 
9) We are treated differently because we dress in typical garb, or speak differently, or eat food 

from Mexico 
10) We lack equality between women and men 
11) Injustices, people criticize Oaxacans, they assume we have no money 
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Photograph 4 Negative Experiences of Being Indigenous, Continuation 
 
Decolonization Workshop directed by Odilia Romero, and Cristina Lopez, Vista, 
CA, May 17, 2009.  

 
Listed: Negative experiences of being indigenous:  

 
1) We have had a childhood of discrimination and poverty 
2) He have struggled against racism, mainly women 
3) Some feel marginalized because their skin color 
4) Some young people feel ashamed of their origin 
5) People consider us incapable of doing things 
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Photograph 5 Positive Experiences of Being Indigenous 
 
Decolonization Workshop directed by Odilia Romero, and Cristina 
Lopez, Vista, CA, May 17, 2009.  

 
Listed: Positive experiences of being indigenous:  

 
1) We feel proud because we speak an indigenous language 
2) We have had good experiences with nature 
3) We have identified with many elements of our culture (dress, food, etc) 
4) We identify ourselves as sincere, honest and hard-working people 
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Photograph 6 Meeting to Form a FIOB Urban Committee 
 
Colonia Las Culturas, in Xoxotepec Oaxaca. July 10th, 2010 
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Photograph 7 Gabino Cué and FIOB members in Plaza Mexico, Lynwood, CA  
 
Gabino Cué, then candidate to Oaxacan Governorship by the Coalition for the 
Change. He is meeting Oaxacan immigrant leaders in Plaza Mexico in Lynwood, 
CA. on June 4, 2010. Photo with members of FIOB 
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Photograph 8 Gabino Cué, with Oaxacan Immigrant  
Leaders in Plaza Mexico in Lynwood, CA 
 
June 4, 2010 Photo taken next to the Benito Juárez  
monument in that plaza.  

 
 

Legends in the placards are as follows: 
 

1) Top left: Immigrants demand a change.   
We do not want more corrupt governments! 
Stop repression,  
stop insecurity, stop  
marginalization of indigenous people.  
 

2) Bottom right: Oaxacans United for the change 
Vote for Gabino Cue 
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Photograph 9 Member of FIOB Wearing a  
“Oaxacalifornia” Shirt with FIOB Logo 
 
Meeting with Gabino Cué, Plaza Mexico in  
Lynwood, CA on June 4, 2010.  
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Photograph 10 Dancer of the “Baile de la Pluma”  
during La Guelaguetza Festival in San Marcos, CA 
 

Organized by COCIO, October 2009. 
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Photograph 11 Leadership Workshop for FIOB Women in Vista, CA 
 
Antonieta Mercado and Alejandra Castañeda (standing), January 15, 2011. Photo by 
Marcos Hernandez, San Diego.  
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Photograph 12 José González, State Coordinator of FIOB in California at the 
Celebration of Benito Juarez’s Birthday 
 
March 21, 2011, in a salon at the All Saints Church in Vista, CA. 
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Photograph 13 José González, State Coordinator of FIOB in California (2008-
2011) 
 
Here, José makes one round at the day laborers stops in Vista, CA to give 
information about worker’s rights, wages theft, health and human rights. José also 
distributes Tequios among day laborers. January 5, 2011.  
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Photograph 14 Clara Ramón, Juan Ramón and José González, at a Day Laborer’s 
Stop in Fallbrook, CA 
 
FIOB activists went to talk to immigrant workers about STD prevention, and gave 
them used clothes they collected.  June 30, 2011.  
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Photograph 15 Clara Ramon, Member of FIOB, Giving Out information about FIOB 
Campaigns, and the Importance of the Census, 2010, Balboa Park 
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Photograph 16 Policarpo  Chaj, an Indigenous Mayan from Guatemala, Gives the 
‘Vara de Mando’ (Batton of Command) to Irma Luna 
 
Luna was elected as the first woman to be State Coordinator of FIOB in California. 
June 12, 2011, Los Angeles, CA.  
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Photograph 17 The Winning Slate for the Years 2011-2014 during the Election at 
the State Assembly, in Los Angeles, CA, June 12, 2011 
 
Sarait Martinez (Youth Coordinator), Bertha Rodríguez (Communications 
Coordinator), Irma Luna (California State Coordinator), Montserrat Bernardino 
(Binational Coordinator of Women),  
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Photograph 18 People Reading El Oaxaqueno 
at La Guelaguetza Celebration in Los Angeles 
 
Normandie Park, August 8, 2009.  
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Photograph 19 Cover of El Oaxaqueño,  
Year 9, No. 237, January 16, 2009 
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Photograph 20 Photograph Illustrating an Article Published in El Oaxaqueño August 
14, 2009, p. 6 
 
From article regarding the celebration of La Guelaguetza in Los Angeles. The 
photograph shows Korean children dressed in Oaxacan traditional outfits to perform 
Oaxacan dances along with other children. La Guelaguetza is a yearly celebration of 
the Oaxacan community in several parts of California and Mexico.  
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Photograph 21 Front Page of El Oaxaqueño,  
No. 139 February 13, 2009 
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Photograph 22 Members of FIOB in San Diego in a Rally at Chicano Park on May 
1, 2010 
 
Protest of SB-7010 legislation in Arizona. Photo by James Samstad.  
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Photograph 23  Oaxacans in Plaza México in Lynwood, at Meeting with Gabino Cué, 
June 6, 2010 

 
Legend in the placard is as follows: 

 
Immigrants for change in Oaxaca! 
When sending money, add the text: “Vote for change! Vote for Gabino Cué 
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Appendix B 

 

Coding Manual 
 

 

El Oaxaqueño and El Tequio 

Content Analysis Codebook 

 

Please read carefully all directions for coding each item. For reliability reasons, once you start 

the coding process, there will be no time for more questions and discussions about directions. 

Make sure to address all your questions BEFORE you start coding. When coding, please be 

advised to read closely the headings and the first paragraph of each news story before you skip 

through the rest. 

1. Publication ID NEWSID 

Directions: Write down the Newspaper ID number provided. 

2. Publication Type NEWTYPE 

1) Daily   2) Weekly   3) Bi-weekly  4) other 

3. Total pages in the newspaper PAGETOT 

Directions: Count the total of pages in the newspaper and write the number. 

Code “1” if the paper is online 

4. Date DATE 

Directions: Write down the day of the week (Mon., Tue., Wed., Thu., Fri., Sat., or Sun.) 

AND the date in the format of MM/DD/YYYY.  Example: For Thursday February 12, 

2004, write down Thu, 02/12/2004. 

5. Story ID STORID 

Directions: Write down the story ID number provided. Each story should have a unique ID. 

 

6. Page PAGE 

Number of the page where the story appears. 

Code “0” if it is an online story 

7. Type of story TYPE 

1) News 

2) Feature article 

3) Editorial 

4) Letter from individual reader 

5) Letter  or press release from 

organization 

6) Op Ed 

7) Column 

8) Photo 

9) Advertisement 

10) Other 

11) Bulletin borrad 

 

Do not code photos. 

8. Byline of story BYLINE 

1) Staff writer 

2) Wire services 

3) Other media outlets (such as CNN, 

BBC, etc.) 

4) Redacción or El Oaxaqueño (in case 

of analyzing El Oaxaqueño). 

5) Not available 

6)  Collective letter 

7) sindicated column 

8) Contributor 

 

If byline of story has the name of the 

person, go to question # 9. 

9. Gender of byline if available BLGEN 

1) Male        2) Female     3) Other       0) Not available 
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10. Type the title of the news article ARTITL 

 

11. Who are the main actors either 

interviewed or referred to the most of the 

story? Note: categorize primary 

actors=SOURCE1 and secondary actors= 

SOURCE2 

SOURCE1 

1) HTA members  (Oaxacan or other 

immigrant members of Hometown 

associations) 

2) Diplomatic representatives from 

home country (consuls, attaches, 

etc) 

3) Local Government officers from 

host country 

4) State government officers from host 

country 

5) National government officers, 

judges from federal courts, from 

host country 

6) Local Government officers from 

home country 

7) State government officers from 

home country 

8) National government officers from 

home country 

9) Activists in home country 

10) Activists in host country 

11) Artistic or cultural figures 

12) Religious leaders and organizations 

13) Journalists 

14) Academics, scientists, and other 

experts 

 

15) immigrants in general 

16) local community 

17) group of women 

18) Other 

19) Native American organizations in US 

(non Oaxacan) 

20) Indigenous Organizations in Mexico 

(non Oaxacan) 

21) Indigenous Migrants 

22) Transnational businesses 

23) Business people 

24) International political figure 

25) Other media 

26) Political parties and party leaders 

27) Sports figures 

28) Organized Crime 

29) Transnational and International 

Activists 

12. Who are the secondary sources (actors 

either interviewed or referred to the most) 

of the story?   

SOURC2 

1) HTA members  (Oaxacan or 

other immigrant members of 

Hometown associations) 

2) Diplomatic representatives from 

home country (consuls, 

attaches, etc) 

3) Local Government officers from 

host country 

4) State government officers from 

host country 

5) National government officers 

from host country 

6) Local Government officers from 

home country 

7) State government officers from 

home country 

8) National government officers 

15) Photo does not mention name of 

person 

16) Immigrants in general 

17) Local community 

18) Group of women 

19) Other 

20) Native American organizations in 

US (non Oaxacan) 

21) Indigenous Organizations in 

Mexico (non Oaxacan) 

22) Indigenous Migrants 

23) Transnational businesses 

24) Business people 

25) International political figure 

26) Other media 

27) Political parties and party leaders 

28) sports figures 
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from home country 

9) Activists in home country 

10) Activists in host country 

11) Artistic or cultural figures 

12) Religious leaders and 

organizations 

13) Journalists 

14) Academics, scientists and other 

experts 

13. Write name of source 1   S1NAME 

14. Write name of source 2   S2NAME 

15. Are the main actors or sources of the 

story or photo male or female?   

GENDER 

1) Male 

2) Female 

3) Other 

0) Not available 

16. Does this story refer to Oaxacans, 

Oaxacan immigrants, or in general the 

ethnic group targeted by the newspaper?  

OAX 

1) No 

2) Yes 

0) Not Available 

17. Does the story refer to other ethnic 

group(s) not Oaxacans?  

 

1)NO 

 2) YES  

Please, if yes, write the name of the ethnic 

group in the space below.  

ETOTH 

17a. WRITE NAME OF ETHNIC 

GROUP 

ETGROTH 

18. Does the story refer to other 

organizations that are not Oaxacan 

immigrant organizations, for example, 

other immigrant organizations?  

ORGOTH 

1 (NO) 2 (YES).  

19. Mention which organizations (if other) 

the story refers to, write the names 

ORGSP 

 

20. Does the story refer to the dominant or 

mainstream ethnic or cultural group in 

society? 1) 1= NO 2)= YES  0) Not specific 

 Eg. If the story takes place in the U.S. does 

the story refer to Anglos? Or if the story 

takes place in Mexico, does it refer to 

mestizos or white Mexicans?  

DOMIN 

 

21. Is there any reference to conflict with 

politically dominant groups in either host 

or home societies? 1) 1= NO 2)= YES  0= 

Not specific 

POLDOM 
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22. Is there any reference to conflict with 

the dominant group in society and 

Oaxacans?   

0= No specific 1= NO 2 = YES 

CONFL 

 

23. Does the conflict refer to issues such as 

misunderstandings for language issues, 

culture, etc? 1) NO 2) YES 

ASSIM 

 

24. Does the story mention any reference 

to loss of culture, tradition, or language 

due to immigration?  

LOSCUL 

      1)    NO 

2) YES 

25. Does the story mention an effort to 

preserve culture, tradition or language 

because of fear of loss? 

CULPRES 

1    NO 

2 YES 

26. Does story refer to willingness to 

acquire language skills (English) from host 

society? 

ACQENGL 

1) NO 

2) YES 

27 Does story refer to discrimination?  (if 

yes, go to question 28, if not go to question 

29).  

DISCR 

1) NO 

2) YES 

28. Is the discrimination againts the target 

Group of the publication (Oaxacans)? 

DISCOAX 

0=Not specific 

1=No,  

2=Yes 

29. Who are the perpetrators of discrimination? DISCP 

1) Mainstream ethnic, racial or class group in host 

country 

2) Other ethnic group or minority in host country 

3) Same ethnic group as target of the publication 

4) Mainstream ethnic, racial or class group in home 

country 

5) Latinos in Host country 

6) Politicians in home country 

 

7) Politicians in host country 

8) Political, ethnic, 

economic or racial dominant 

class in both host and home 

countries 

9) Economic class 

10) Police 

11) Other (please specify) 

 

 

30. Does story refer to women as cultural and/or 

tradicional actors? 

WOMTR 

1) NO 

2) YES 

31.  Does story refer to women as political and social 

actors? 

POLW 
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1) NO 

2) YES 

32. Does story refer to women’s role as supporters of 

tradition? 

EMPWOM 

1) NO 

2) YES 

33. Does the story refer to a Oaxacan organization, 

cultural, hometown association or any other Oaxacan 

immigrant organization? If yes, go to question 36 

HTA 

1 ) NO 

2 ) YES 

34. TYPE THE NAME OF HTA HTANAM 

 

35. Does story refer to the organization, planning, or 

celebration of an event? 

EVENT 

0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

36. Mention what kind of event the story refers to EVENTK 

1) Demonstration (civic or political) 

2) Religious event  

3) Cultural Event (such as La Guelaguetza, concerts, etc) 

4) Sports Event 

5) Fund Raising event  

6) Organizational Event 

7) Workshops/Talks/Health fairs, etc 

8) Other 

9) Many events at the same time 

37. Does story refer to collective decision making by 

immigrant organizations? 

COLLACT 

0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

38. Does story refer to second/third generation of 

immigrants from the target group? 

GENER2_3 

0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

39. Are references to sustainability in the story, such as 

preoccupations about the future of the immigrant 

organization? 

SUST 

0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

40. Does article refer to second generation and beyond 

participating in community or other events? 

PAR2GEN 

0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

41. Does story have a call for action by target group or 

others? 

AGENCY 
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0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

42. Which of the following categories best describes 

where the story takes place? 

PLACE1 

1) Neighborhood (local community and city: e.g. Oceanside, Vista, Santa Ana, Pico 

Union) 

2) City in CA (e.g. San Diego, Los Angeles).  

3) Southern California (San Diego, Riverside, Orange County, Imperial, and Los Angeles) 

4) California Greater 

5) The United States 

6) Mexico 

7) Oaxaca 

8) City or region in Oaxaca (eg. La Mixteca, La Sierra, El Itsmo).  

9) Other state in Mexico (no Oaxaca) 

10) City in Mexico (neighborhood in the state, town or small city) 

11) Other country that is not U.S. or Mexico 

12) Border Area US-MEXICO 

13) State in the US (not California) 

14) Undetermined 

15) Regiones in Oaxaca (Cañada, Costa, Istmo, Mixteca, Cuenta del Papaloapan, Sierra Sur, 

Sierra Norte, Valles Centrales). Please, code region only if the article mentions it. If the 

article mentions the city as primary place, code the city, and then code region as 

secondary place).  

Note: Primary and secondary places…..(specify a category).  

43. If the story occurs in two places, please 

specify the secondary place of reference. 

PLACE2 

1) Neighborhood (local community and city: e.g. Oceanside, Vista, Santa Ana, Pico 

Union) 

2) City in the CA (e.g. San Diego, Los Angeles).  

3) Southern California (San Diego, Riverside, Orange County, Imperial, and Los Angeles) 

4) California Greater 

5) The United States 

6) Mexico 

7) Oaxaca 

8) City or region in Oaxaca (eg. La Mixteca, La Sierra, El Itsmo).  

9) Other state in Mexico (no Oaxaca) 

10) City in Mexico (neighborhood in the state, town or small city) 

11) Other country that is not U.S. or Mexico 

12) Border Area US-MEXICO 

13) State in the US (not California) 

14) Undetermined 

15) Regiones in Oaxaca (Cañada, Costa, Istmo, Mixteca, Cuenta del Papaloapan, Sierra Sur, 

Sierra Norte, Valles Centrales). Please, code region only if the article mentions it. If the 

article mentions the city as primary place, code the city, and then code region as 

secondary place).  

44. If the story occurs in three places, please specify the 

third place of reference. 

PLACE3 

1) Neighborhood (local community and city: e.g. Oceanside, Vista, Santa Ana, Pico 

Union) 

2) City in the U.S. (e.g. San Diego, Los Angeles).  

3) Southern California (San Diego, Riverside, Orange County, Imperial, and Los Angeles) 

4) California Greater 
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5) The United States 

6) Mexico 

7) Oaxaca 

8) City or region in Oaxaca (eg. La Mixteca, La Sierra, El Itsmo).  

9) Other state in Mexico (no Oaxaca) 

10) City in Mexico (neighborhood in the state, town or small city) 

11) Other country that is not U.S. or Mexico 

12) Border Area US-MEXICO 

13) State in the US (not California) 

14) Undetermined 

15) Regiones in Oaxaca (Cañada, Costa, Istmo, Mixteca, Cuenta del Papaloapan, Sierra Sur, 

Sierra Norte, Valles Centrales). Please, code region only if the article mentions it. If the 

article mentions the city as primary place, code the city, and then code region as 

secondary place).  

45. Specify the neighborhood/city if story 

takes place in Mexico, Write it down. You 

can write more than one location, separate 

them by a coma.  

LOCMEX 

46. Specify the neighborhood/city if the 

story takes place in the USA, Write it 

down. You can write more than one 

location, separate them by a coma.  

LOCUSA 

47. Is this story refers to something that 

happened in the homecountry of the target 

group?   

HOME 

0) Undetermined 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

Directions: 

Home countries: A story refers to the home country if it mainly talks about something that 

happened in the country of origin of the ethnic group targeted by the newspaper. Those stories 

can refer to any topic, but they focus on issues happening in the home country of the ethnic 

group targeted by the newspaper.  

48. Does story pertain to something 

happening in both nations or 

neighborhoods in the U.S. and Mexico?   

BINAT 

0) Not applicable 

1) NO 

2) Yes 

49. If there are references to the future in the story, are 

those positive positive, negative or neutral?  

FUTURE 

1 Negative 

2 Neutral 

3 Positive 

50. Primary topic TOPIC1 

1) Politics  general 

2) Elections 

3) Civic participation 

4) Religion 

5) Economy 

6) NAFTA 

7) Entertainment 

8) Education 

9) Culture 

17) Mother language (indigenous)* 

18) Business 

19) Social Movements 

20) Environment 

21) Sustainability 

22) Traditional 

23) Other topic (please specify) 

24) Migratory reform 

25) Border Wall 
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10) Crime/Justice 

11) Health 

12) Immigration 

13) Gender 

14) Labor rights 

15) Binational infrastructure or cultural 

projects 

16) Mother language (Spanish) 

26) Human Rights 

27) Globalization 

28) Political and economic 

neoliberalism 

29) Sports 

30) Violence 

31) Security 

32) Us-MEX relations 

       

Directions: Read the article carefully and decide what is main topic is. If you figure that an 

article refers to multiple topics at the same time, please use your best judgment to determine only 

the main and the secondary topics.  

 

51. Secondary topic TOPIC2 

1) Politics  general 

2) Elections 

3) Civic participation 

4) Religion 

5) Economy 

6) NAFTA 

7) Entertainment 

8) Education 

9) Culture 

10) Crime/Justice 

11) Health 

12) Immigration 

13) Gender 

14) Labor rights 

15) Binational infrastructure or cultural 

projects 

16) Mother language (Spanish) 

17) Mother language (indigenous)* 

18) Business 

19) Social Movements 

20) Environment 

21) Sustainability 

22) Traditional 

23) Other topic (please specify) 

24) Migratory reform 

25) Border Wall 

26) Human Rights 

27) Globalization 

28) Political and economic 

neoliberalism 

29) Sports 

30) Violence 

31) Security 

32) Us-mex relations 

  

52. If the primary or secondary topic is 

indigenous language please, write which one?   

INDLANG 

 

53. If the primary or secondary topic is health, please 

specify what health topic are they referring to.    

HEALTH 

1) prevention of illness (lifestyle changes, nutrition, 

exercise, etc).  

2) diabetes 

3) mental health 

4) sexual health 

5) nutrition 

6) traditional medicine 

7) cancer 

8) child care 

9) elder care 

10) Other 

11) Exposure to elements 

12) death due to illness 

13) death due to 

accident 

14) health system in the 

U.S. 

15) exercise 

16) People with 

disabilities 

17) Prevention of 

accidents 

18) violence 

19) osteoporosis 

 

Thank you!!! 

You are done with this story. Please continue to code the next story. 
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About the Coding Book 
 

The same coding book was used to analyze both, El Tequio and El Oaxaqueño. 

However, some adjustments were made to account for the different sections in El 

Oaxaqueño, such as including a variable to analyze articles belonging to 

Oaxacalifornia, Nuestra Tierra, and the rest of the paper, in the analysis of that 

newspaper.  

 

Coding Reliability of Measures 

 

We refer to reliability when a measuring method gives us the same results in 

repeated attempts. In content analysis, a measure is considered useless if it can only be 

executed once by a single person (Neuendorf, 2002 p. 112).  Intercoder reliability tests 

are important to measure coder agreement in textual and content analysis. Performing 

inter-coder reliability tests help to improve the operationalization of concepts, and the 

validity of the coding instruments. For this content analysis, the author conducted 

most of the coding.  However, a pilot content analysis of six percent of the stories 

(N=30) was conducted by a second coder, in order to check for levels of agreement in 

the coding book.  

In order to perform the reliability test, the online application called Reliability 

Calculator (ReCal) was used. The advantages of ReCal is that it is easy to use, and 

provides with more reliability coefficients than other programs (Freelon, 2010, p. 21). 

Table 21 shows the different coefficients calculated with ReCal for measuring 

reliability. Acceptable scores for reliability coefficients range from 0.00 to 1.00; 
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scores below .80 show discrepancies on measures. Krippendorff (1980) states that 

scores above .80 represent an acceptable measure of reliability.  

 

Table 21 

Intercoder Reliability Measures (2 Coders) 
 

Variable 

%  

Agreement 

Scott’s 

Pi 

Cohen’s 

Kappa 

Krippendorff’s 

Alpha 

(nominal) 

N  

Agree- 

ments 

N 

Disagree-

ments 

 

TYPE 

 

96.8 

 

.935 

 

.935 

 

.936 

 

30 

 

1 

BYLINE 93.5 .899 .899 .901 29 2 

BLGEN 100 1 1 1 31 0 

SOURCE1 93.5 .922 .922 .924 29 2 

OAX 93.5 .847 .847 .849 29 2 

ETOTH 90.3 .801 .802 .805 28 3 

ORGOTH 100 1 1 1 31 0 

LOSCUL 100 1 1 1 31 0 

CULPRES 100 1 1 1 31 0 

HTA 93.5 .852 .852 .855 29 2 

EVENT 96.8 .933 .933 .934 30 1 

EVENTK 96.8 .947 .947 .948 30 1 

GEN2/3 96.8 .839 .839 .842 30 1 

PLACE 90.3 .869 .869 .871 28 3 

HOME 96.8 .928 .928 .929 30 1 

BINAT 100 1 1 1 30 0 

FUTURE 90.3 .841 .842 .844 28 3 

TOPIC 93.5 .927 .927 .928 29 2 
This analysis was performed with a program named ReCal, Reliability Calculator. Available at: 

http://www.dfreelon.org/utils/recalfront/), is operating system-independent 

Provided by: Freelon, D. G. (2010). ReCal: Intercoder Reliability Calculation as a Web Service. 

International Journal of Internet Science. Vol. 5 (1), pp. 20–33 
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Appendix C 
 
 

 
 

Map 1  Main Sending States of Immigrants in Mexico 
 
Source: Calculated from INEGI XII Censo de Población y Vivienda 2000. Data included in 
Table 2, on Chapter 2. 
Map was elaborated by the author with a template from Wikimedia commons. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mexico_States_blank_map.svg 
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Map 2  Indigenous Languages Spoken in Mexico 

 
Source: Instituto Nacional Indigenista, Colección Pueblos Indígenas de México, México, 1994; 
Conaculta y otros, La diversidad cultural de México, mapa, 1998. Comision para el Desarrollo 
de los Pueblos Indigenas (CDI) website. Available 
http://www.cdi.gob.mx/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=758:nombres-de-
lenguas-pueblos-y-distribucion&catid=39:lenguas-indigenas&Itemid=68 
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Map 3 Indigenous Languages Spoken in Mexico with More than 100 Thousand 
Speakers 

 
Source: Wikimedia Commons 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mapa_de_lenguas_de_México_%2B_100_000.png 
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Map 4  Regions and Districts in the State of Oaxaca 

 
Source: Wikimedia Commons 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Oaxaca_regions_and_districts.svg 
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Map 5  Ethnic Group and Language Distribution in Oaxaca 

 
Map Elaborated by the organization SiPaz, Printed with their permission 
http://www.sipaz.org/data/oax_es_01.htm 
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